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The fruitful result of our international conference will be the fact that our mutual 

understanding and sympathy through the academic meetings are the most important bases 

of the Asian Community, and that the Asian Community, by its essential ideals, will play 

the historical role of making a way to the true World Community. The papers collected in 

this book show that the idea of the Asian Community has already begun to move the world. 

The very complicated interwoven problems of today's world really invite the insights and 

wisdoms of philosophy. We would like to express our deep thanks to the authors of the 

precious papers who have made themselves the pioneers of the new world histOry. 



CHAIRMAN 
OF PEOPLE'S CONSULTATIVE ASSEMBLY 

OF THE REPUBLIC OF INDONESIA 

RELIGIOUS LIVING WHICH ADVANCES HUMAN CIVILIZATION 

By Dr. Hidayat Nur Wahid 

Presented at the opening ceremony of the 2nd International Conference 
of the Asian Philosophical Association (ICAPA) 

Pusan National University, Korea 
October 26-29, 2006 

(Ladies and Gentlemen) 

It is a great honour for me to be invited here to share views and presen·t some 

thoughts regarding the enhancement of the role of religions and religious living in 

this respectable international seminar forum. 

As we all comprehend that religions, religious living and diversity of religions have 

constituted historical as well as social facts, the existence of which we can sense, 

and the truth of which we believe in, and we care to implement them as our 

contribution to advance the quality of human living and consequently, to improve 

the quality of human civilization. 

This international conference also has more strategic and urgent values the role of 

which should be revived, not only due to the existence of facts that we are still 

facing the on-going problems within the societies and religious communities 

among us, such as the high rate of illiteracy, the poor quality of human resources, 

a number of cases of moral deviation which instigate various criminal acts 

proscribed definitely by any religion, such as corruption, environmental destruction, 



illegal logging, woman trafficking, unreliable conducts in performing state and 

social duties, not to mention terrorism and disharmony in the relationship among 

religious communities and among nations which subsequently may incite war and 

cause long-lasting human tragedy, including what has currently been a global 

concern and has induced intense disputes related to nuclear test executed by 

North Korea. 

Religious followers and all members of religious communities are to be reasonably 

challenged, or reasonably have the feeling of being challenged, to move forward 

and reiterate elegantly and responsibly promotion of endeavours to protect 

mankind and their civilization which persistently tends to deny moral values while 

being more inclined to pragmatism, materialism which, in turn, will marginalize the 

role of religion and religious communities, and in a while, will make human 

civilization superficial and shallow, far from being profound in values and from the 

great responsibility towards nobler living, which will eventually maintain the 

existing conflicts and culture of conflicts as well as pragmatism and provide 

justification for all kind of deviations from humanity, and will finally destroy human 

civilization or initiate human civilization which is inhuman. 

By respecting the specific characteristics of each religion in implementing its 

religious attitudes regarding their relationship to God, both in faith and in practices, 

all religion, in essence, also teaches universal principles which will always be 

relevant to be referred to regarding public affairs, not only in making contribution to 

ensure that the development of religious communities and the enhancement of 

human civilization, indeed, can progress together side by side within the spirit of 

peace as well as mutual assistance, but also in revitalizing the universal principles 

of religion as well as in reminding the commitment of religious communities to 

consistently represent themselves within the spirit oriented towards the realization 

of the peaks of human civilization through the implementation and accomplishment 

of universal teachings provided by each religion in more tangible ways. 



Among universal principles existing in religious teachings which are still relevant to 

be put forward to develop the role of religion as well as the role of human 

civilization include the following values: orientation to establish harmony and 

tender care, moderate attitude, social solution and social responsibility, toleration, 

discourse among civilizations, continuous self-repentance (self-improvement), 

tajdid (renewal), and ijtihad (hard work in making improvements). 

Considering the previous view, and in an effort to put forward the role of religion in 

a more rational way in dealing with various problems as stated previously, there 

are some reasonable ways to be reinforced incessantly, as follows: 

1. To keep the continuous, open, honest, and responsible discourses among 

religious leaders in order to provide clarification and to avoid 

misunderstanding, as well as to strengthen the commitment to build a more 

friendly and convenient relationship in order to establish better religious 

living through interaction among religions, which is far from being strained 

or being infiltrated by anti-religious parties that induce terror and slander 

among religious communities. Hopefully, this step will also effectively 

provide inspiration for the community of each religion to live their lives in a 

mutually tolerant, peaceful, and productive manner, at the time when they 

appreciate the existing differences as they learn from constructive 

discourses conducted by the religious leaders. Such positive and 

constructive discourses are also necessary to be conducted by decision 

makers of public affairs both in the local and international sphere, as 

necessary as for anti-religion parties or parties who misinterpret or misuse 

religious teachings, who afterward instigate acts of extremism and terrorism. 

By such discourses, it is expected that there will be an enlightenment that 

religion does care about them, so that in turn, they can correct their 

misunderstanding and misconception towards religion. 



2. To support and strengthen the moderate attitude of religious living which 

exists within each religious community. This will effectively eliminate 

misconception towards religion; therefore, it will narrow the space for any 

party who intends to slander religion and afterward to "divide and conquer" 

(create gaps and conflicts among) religious communities, and will also 

narrow the space for those who promote anti-religion way of life, as well as 

the space for those who want to disseminate extreme religious 

interpretation which may turn to terror acts. Supporting this step is, in fact, 

also an effective way to protect religion from the accusation of terrorism, as 

well as to protect religion from any party who wants to take away the 

tender-care nature of religion and to utilize religion as inspiration for 

terrorism acts which will absolutely be rejected by all religions. 

3. To put forward religious teachings which provide intelligent and creative 

solution for human problems in the twenty first century. This orientation will 

encourage religious communities and religious leaders to put aside the 

differences within their internal community and with other religious 

communities, and afterward to set focus on utilizing all available resources 

enlightened by the truth of believing in their religion, and in the next 

development, to race in conducting noble deeds to realize the religious 

virtue as the solution towards the complexities of problems which keep 

arising relentlessly, some of which with sophisticated nature and negative 

impacts, destructive for religion as well as for the future of human 

civilization, and which seem to provide insufficient space and time for 

religious communities and religious leaders so that they are trapped within 

such circumstances and continuously reinforcing the attitude of religious 

living which fails to provide solutions for the contemporary problems. 

4. To keep preserving religious communities that can properly represent a 

model and guidance, proven to have strong commitment to present 

religious attitude which revitalizes modern human civilization which is 



supreme and accordingly, successfully providing universal principles of 

religious teaching, while consistently upholding their religious belief and 

practices. Promoting this issue to various media in the international sphere 

will provide assistance in ensuring the public that religious living which 

enhances the quality of human civilization can be achieved, not only within 

historical and doctrinal aspects, but also within material and contemporary 

aspects. Materialism and contemporary issues have always been the two 

challenges which should be faced by religious communities in their 

endeavour to prove that religious values can still be relevant to be adopted 

within the dynamics of global civilization and global politics. 

Those are some points to consider regarding the endeavours to enhance the 

living of religious communities to further develop human civilization, an issue 

which has been a basic knowledge as well as a great commitment for all 

respectable participants in this conference. Thank you, may God bless us all. 
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TOWARDS A NEW DIMENSION OF EXISTENCE 

Choi Woo-Won (Pusan National University, Korea) 

choiww@pusan.ac.kr 

History and philosophy are inseparably related to each other. This fact comes home to 

us especially today when an age of a civilization is at the end of its rope and is looking for 

a new breakthrough. Nowadays, a warning of a total collapse has been issued to the 

techno-scientific civilization which has degraded, by its inertial force, to the road of 

mechanization, superficiality, and inhumanity. Under the circumstances, where can we find 

a way to salvation? In world history, we can see the incessant efforts to overcome the 

limits of an age, and to go beyond it. There acts human self-consciousness arising from 

the essence of the Being. The aspiration for a future world makes us look back on the past 

so that we can find wisdom needed for the settlement of problems and take root in the 

concrete realities. At the same time, our reflection on the past recommends us to find an 

open future and move toward the realization of possibility and creativity. Our existence is 

the dynamic interaction itself between future and past. 

Therefore, philosophy as a self-consciousness is highly realistic. It has already taken 

root deep into the soil of history. In this paper, it will be seen that the ultimate view 

reading history is metaphysical. We should be able to see, in the abstract symbolic 

expressions of philosophy, the living contexts of the interacting realities of the times. We 

should disclose the invisible dynamic interconnections underlying the social, political, and 

historical phenomenc1, give the right value judgment to them, and present a new future 

direction going beyond them. To this end, it is necessary to take root deep into the inner 

world of the essence of the Being, which is the origin of all meanings and values. In this 

respect, it is very serious that the history of Western philosophy has unfolded on the basis 

of mistaken concept of the Being. Western philosophy that has put forth rationality and 

reason should go back to its starting point, fundamentally correct its misunderstandings 

and errors it has failed to be aware of before, and start again from a right reading of 

ourselves. This fact requires us to open a new recognition of the history of world 

civilizations that is totally different from that employed without reflection thus far. 

Based on these understanding, this study will examine some important problems facing 

today's techno-scientific civilization, and lead discussions related to a new paradigm of 
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world history. In this process, it is our first step to notice what pitfalls and dangers are 

waiting for us behind the unlimited possibilities promised by the advanced science and 

technology, and to find methods to cope with them. Our final concern will be focused on 

the new horizon in the study of world history, opened under the influence of the rise of 

Asian Community. It will become clear that the Asian Community has the historical role of 

making a road to the true World Community, by resolving the Western civilization menaced 

by inhumanity in the wider and more human tradition of Asian culture. 

I. Limit and Failure of Techno-Scientific Civilization 

Perceive the world of existence m its true reality. This is the time-honored 

fundamental teaching in the history of human beings. Men have distanced themselves from 

true living, seized by illusions and false images as to what they are, how the world exists, 

and what the relation between world and men is. Can we say that the era of techno

scientific civilization comes much closer to the world of reality than any other eras or 

other civilizations? We cannot but have doubts about this. 

Positivistic habits of thinking together with the vulgar knowledge of science which is 

neither thorough nor accurate have driven today's ordinary people into the irresponsible 

happy illusion. We know that, in the development of modern society, science itself has 

worked as an ideological, progressive driving force. At that time, science was a symbol of 

reason, rationality, objectivity, and progressivism. As a force of enlightenment that could 

help overcome superstition, incantation, savageness and feudalism, science and modern 

reason led to a progressive historical view. But, as stale institutions often did, modern 

reason which had performed its own historical mission, came to petrify, degenerate and 

cave in to inertial habit of thinking in the latter half of the 19th century. With this 

phenomenon, at the same time, serious problems hidden at the bottom of modern science 

and reason began to be disclosed. We know that, even before that, positivism had already 

faced an insoluble self-contradictory situation in its originator Auguste Comte. 1 At the 

end of the 19th century, Bergson, from a historical viewpoint of civilization, warned 

against the danger caused by the positivistic level of superficial thinking. He made it clear 

that customary scientific thinking captured by the habit of intelligence mistakes a tool as 

an essence, and that this error results in misunderstanding of science. This illusion of 

science leads to unlimited uniform thinking which then degrades to the inverted 

1 G. Canguilhem, La connaissance de fa vie, Vrin, 1989, p.65. 

2 
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explanation of the world, that is, mechanism. In this way, the absolute scientism brings out 

the inversion of values. By the deviation of science into the false metaphysics of 

mechanism, the essence of the Life and Being disappears from our sight. That is why 

Asian traditional culture becomes more important today. In the old Asian wisdom and 

religious teachings, there has been accumulated the true metaphysics penetrating into the 

deepest essence of the Life and Being. Recognizing the ultimate holistic nature of the 

world as interpenetrating and interdependent system, the great Asian religious thinkers 

have taught us to live in the spirit of mutual encouragement of life. 

Following Bergson, contemporary philosophy has intensified critical researches on 

science and reason from various viewpoints. Structuralism and post-structuralism have 

discussed the fact that an egoistic and exclusive structure of interest like West-centrism 

or anthropo-centrism has been hidden under the guise of scientific and rational knowledge. 

When Jacques Derrida referred to dismantling of logos-centrism, androcentrism, and white 

religion, 2 this is in line with those ideas. Likewise, Foucault clearly disclosed that modern 

society excluded all things that did not come into the Cartesian framework of reason. In 

the intolerant modern society, they were discriminated, confined and oppressed as 

heterogeneous others. Foucault also stressed the fact that a certain interest or a specific 

ideology intervenes in such a classification and discrimination. From the viewpoint of 

Foucault which reveals the inseparable relation between knowledge and power, we can 

explain why an institution advertising its rational objective organization and control 

degrades into an oppressive system. Positivism, by its non-historic and non-political 

tendency, naturally turns its face away from this substantial problem of knowledge and 

power. The danger of uniform knowledge, forgotten or concealed by positivism, were lying 

invisibly under the modern conception of rationality, and both societies, capitalist or 

communist, two major forms of modern society, were not free from this danger. 

In communism, we see an example in which so-called universal liberation immediately 

led to another type of totalitarian oppressive regime. Ordinarily, they say that the Soviet 

system collapsed because of its incompetent and corrupt bureaucracy, but, in our eyes, the 

more fundamental cause should be found in its totalitarian definition of the world and 

history, as is shown in the philosophy of Marxism, a form of logos-centrism. It is a grave 

misunderstanding of the real world to identify human beings, society and history as being 

governed by one same principle and rule, and to think it most reasonable and ideal to 

centralize allocial processes according to one objective, scientific and reasonable total plan. 

A society like this one that persistently demands a totally planned and centrally controlled 

2 J. Derrida, ll faqpi1 of Philosophy (trans. by A. Bass), University of Chicago Press, pp.212-214. 

3 
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structure in the name of rationality is nothing but a totalitarian system that oppresses 

autonomy, creativity and freedom of human beings. 

We can see that today's post-capitalist society, too, 1s dominated by a logic of 

uniformity, although its form is different. The progress of science and technology has been 

Ctccelerated by economic motivation of creating profits through new technology 

development, and, under the circumstances, the logic of maximization of efficiency has 

dominated the whole spectrum of knowledge, culture, and society as a universal principle. 

Behind this uniform ideology that ignore the plurality of values and meanings, huge capitals 

and political power institutions are working together to make a society totalitarian in 

another way. For the policy makers who pursue the maximization of system performance, 

the various heterogeneous worlds having their own proper values become nothing but an 

obstacle to efficiency. Therefore, they try to strengthen the overall management system 

by applying measurable input-output models on a full total scale. This standard coerce to 

be measurable, that is, manipulable, or not to be. Its level of thinking cannot understand 

the incommensurable plural worlds. Financial support is decided depending upon the 

economic profitability, and therefore, capital and political power can freely induce and 

control knowledge and culture according to their intentions. Now knowledge is degraded to 

the dimension of commercial objects or commodities that are produced, supplied, and 

distributed according to the rule of the market economy. It comes under the control of 

social apparatuses in which uniformly ranked social relation, a sort of hierarchical order, is 

pursued by capital and power. Losing its innate connection with the essence of the Being, 

and confined to the realm of tools, actually a knowledge becomes nothing but an 

information. It is a regrettable phenomenon in contemporary society that men cannot 

distinguish between knowledge and mere information. Post-capitalist society, too , is 

encountered by the danger of becoming totalitarian, hidden in modern reason and 

rationality. 

II. Crisis of Man, Crisis of Democracy 

The unidimensional capitalistic logic working behind the technical functionality and 

efficiency is driving the whole fields of society to the totalization, and the positivistic 

culture serves as a very effective tool to that end. It is really unfortunate that, because of 

the superficiality and uniformity immanent in positivistic tendency of today's society, a 

vacuum space replaced the serious philosophical quest for truth in ordinary people's mind. 

4 
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Due to the failure to confirm their Being by their own capacity of thought, the public 

people fall into the psychological state of the lonely crowd in the midst of de solate 

metropolitan city. Therefore, they search for something to rely upon, and come to belong 

to the huge organizations of religion, politics or economy to find some vicarious senses of 

relief. Rather than finding directions of living from their own inward reflection, the masses 

always react sensitively to the outside situations and show a strong tendency to 

sympathize with, imitate, and follow them. Both of the rightism and leftism, populism, 

nazism, the lowly capitalism, religious fanaticism, etc., all take advantage of the weak 

psychological state of the lonely crowd, and the crisis of democracy in contemporary 

techno-scientific society originates from this. While wandering mentally without being able 

to take root, the lonely crowd tries to relieve themselves by belonging to the huge 

organizations, or strong authorities, and it will not be so difficult to mobilize and 

manipulate such a crowd through computer systems and mass communications. A concrete 

example of such dangers can be found in the election process using computerised ballot

counting machines that has been very controversial over the past several years. 

Philosophy has warned about how much powerless the masses of the techno-scientific 

society can become, and how vulnerable the democracy can be, in front of the integrated 

systems of computer and mass communications controlled and manipulated by a small 

number of hidden agents with impure intentions. We need to take note of the fact that, in 

January 13, 2004, the Supreme Court of the Philippines gave an excellent firm decision to 

prohibit the use of 1990 computerised ballot-counting machines imported from Korea by 

the Philippine Commission On Elections for the 2004 Philippine presidential election. 3 We 

should also take note of the fact that an issue was seriously raised with the 

computerised ballot-counting process of the 2002 presidential election in Korea, and that 

still there are strong demands to clarify whether the president wa s elected by fraudulent 

ballot counting or not. Several litigations concerning the false president and the illegal 

computerised ballot-counting machines are going on in the court of justice in Korea. All 

the countries in the world should investigate with common concerns whether this is the 

case or not. This is because all the other counties also, not to me ntion Korea and the 

Philippines, can face such a danger at any moment. Despite such a danger existing at all 

times, if a true democracy is to be established in contemporary techno-scientific society, 

the public people should have a high leve l thinking capacity which enables them to look 

into thoroughly the structural connections in which information technologies inte ract with 

socio-political processes. Only when the individuals of such a level get together, 

3 http://w ww .c:hanrobles.com/cralawgrno 1D9 139i~ I t l 32004 .him I 
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communicate with each other seriously, and build a social consensus, will a true 

democracy be possible in contemporary techno-scientific society. Today's humanities 

education has an important responsibility to cultivate the high level capacities of thinking 

and communication. In this respect, we should ask of ourselves how much responsibility 

the humanities feel for today's actual world. Now the humanities should have an attitude to 

come closer to the reality of the world, getting out of the inertial habits of repeating the 

past paradigms, and look at the open world again in a truly autonomous vision. Herein lies 

a way m which philosophy can recover its comprehensive power of persuasion toward 

society. 

Paradoxically, today's crisis menacing the humanities can serve as a good chance to 

further stress the importance of the humanities. Right now and right here, if we discard the 

banal stereotyped paradigms of philosophy and history made for the interest of Western 

civilization, and introduce a new prospective paradigm of Asian Community which will 

reveal our true past history deformed or concealed thus far, it is sure that humanities will 

revive and confirm their natural role of presenting the direction of the future. In this 

sense, unlike their appearances, the humanities are a very promising field required in 

reality. · 

When we return to original concept of the Being, we can rediscover the structure of 

interconnections in which knowledge and society interact in diverse dimensions of meaning . 

Through this process of self-consciousness, we can free ourselves from the current 

framework of inertial habits, and move toward a higher level of social existence. The 

importance of humanities education lies in the fact that we can approach to the world of 

the Being through these activities like philosophy, literature, history, music, art, etc., and 

therefore they can open a way leading to our mutual understanding and sympathy that are 

the fundamental basis of human community. Here, will be enlarged the possibility to realize 

a higher dimension of social existence where various different forms of living co-exist in 

organic coordination and harmony. 

Ill. Dialogue between Civilizations 

When we look at the inside of a highly specialized and developed society, we can see 

the circuits of sophisticated organic connection and integration in which visible factors 

such as science, technology, economic power, and political institutions are interacting. To 

make these coordinative structures work together harmoniously, there should be efficient 
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communications between parts of the society and a high level of systematized knowledge 

culture which makes such communications possible. That is, knowledge does not lose its 

connections with other parts of society and is not placed in solitary confinement, though it 

is in a differentiated and specialized process. Instead, being aware of such a danger, 

knowledge clearly recognizes its root essence, and is definitely conscious of its structural 

connection to society. By doing so, knowledge can create sympathy with other fields of 

society and ultimately with the whole. What makes such connections and integrations 

possible is the humanities education, and this is the basis for the construction of a 

humanized community. Herein is the reason why we should further stress the importance 

of the humanities education as we move toward future society. A more specialized and 

developed society will require a higher level of thinking capacity that can help people see 

the structural interaction of a system as a whole. A right value judgment for social affairs 

should be one with that capacity. 

If we expand this viewpoint of social circuits, we can see that a developed civilization 

is a peculiar way to integrate nature, human beings, and society, and this is the very way 

that human life exists. We have to understand the principle of integration which determined 

a peculiar civilization in an era. This principle is the codes of the civilization. When we say 

that today's Western civilization has reached a point where its limitations and errors 

should be discussed seriously, this means that such a way of integration can no longer 

assert its universal value. That is, the codes of Western civilization can no longer solve the 

problems raised by the realities of the world. The world of the Being has a depth of an 

abyss that cannot be fathomed by the view of Western reason and rationality. With the 

formal logic or the dialectical logic, we cannot reach the world of the Being. Because 

Western reason could not understand such concepts as interpenetration, interdependence, 

and emergence of creativity, it denounced Asia's profound philosophical traditions just as 

mysticisms or irrationalism. Failing to develop an eye that can appreciate the proper 

beauties of the world of varieties, Western reason excluded such a world of beauties and 

coerced uniformity. 

Today, Western philosophy is undergoing self-criticism and self-overcoming with its 

new understanding of civilization, and this is a desirable phenomenon. The vision of 

contemporary philosophy is opening in a dimension quite different from that of analytic 

philosophy or phenomenology. If the Asian philosophical society is to go beyond the 

Western philosophy, it should start again from a critical revaluation of the history of 

Western philosophy overestimated up to now. It is Bergson who presented a new vision for 

contemporary Western philosophy by overcoming the superficial level of modern reason 
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confined to such conceptions as unilinear historical progress and unlimited monistic 

reduction. He returned to the root essence of the Being and revived the dynamism of the 

pluralistic world of living. Modern philosophy could not get out of the limitations of the 

Identity Philosophy and could not recognize the existence of pluralistic dimensions. Each 

of the different forms and behaviors found in living things represent respectively a 

creative expression resulting from their efforts to adapt in their own ways to their own 

environments surrounding them. This is what Bergson tells us. Different civilizations and 

religions should understand each other from this point of view. Just as all living things 

have the same values, different civilizations and religions should respect each other 

equally. This is the message Bergson wishes to convey to us. By regarding heterogeneous 

others as the creative expressions of lives that adapted to different environments in 

different ways, he opened a way to sympathize with each other, and coexist in a common 

dimension of elan vital. Fundamentally speaking, retracing the history 'of metaphysics far 

back to its birth time, he discovers in the ancient Eleatism the original hidden illusions 

which have been passed down throughout the rationalistic tradition. Those hidden illusions, 

inherent in intellectual thinking, have made later philosophies deviate from the right road 

of reaching the true Being and Life. That is why the rational philosophies, like Kantism, 

dialectics, mechanism, and positivism, forgot the true meaning of the Being and Life. 

Overcoming those illusions, and regaining the original conception of the Being and Life in 

the dimension of time, Bergson demands that Western philosophy should return to its 

starting point, overcome its fundamental errors, and start all over again. Today, it is not 

difficult to see that the postmodernism which lays emphasis on decentralization, otherness, 

heterogeneity, difference, plurality, diversity, ecology, deconstruction, etc., has been 

greatly influenced by Bergson from its starting point. 

This tendency in contemporary Western philosophy shows that the West began to 

reflect fundamentally its past attitudes toward life. Now it began to realize the inhumanity 

lying invisibly at the bottom of its intelligent way of living which subordinated, excluded, or 

oppressed others as mere means. Right here, we can find that contemporary Western 

thoughts are approaching Buddhism and Taoism. Bergson returned the world of life to men 

living in techno-scientific age, overcoming the dogmatic metaphysics that misappropriated 

the name of science, by thoroughly clarifying the nature of science and intelligence 

through the rigorous argument based on facts. As the knowledge of a positivistic level 

makes our thinking turn around within the circle of superficiality, which result in blocking 

the way to true Being and Life, it is difficult for such a knowledge to make us realize the 

inhumane selfishness that is working behind the mask of science and rationality. The 
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savageness of te chno- scientific civilization is thus growing m such an invisible habitat. 

Here, what attracts our great attention is the fact that, be tween Bergsonian philosophy of 

life, Zen-Buddhism, and Taoism, we can find deep sympathy, almost same attitude toward 

life. The final message of Bergson to mankind is that of open dynamic religion. He clarifies 

that the ultimate essence and meaning of life is elan d'amour, and suggests humans should 

move toward the way of open dynamic religion through such a revelation. 1 Dynamic 

religion and elan d'amour suggested by Bergson are fundamentally the same as the nature 

of Buddha, and mercy of Buddhism. Sufism, Christian mysticism, and Zen Buddhism that 

cherish the vivid inner experience of the open religious mind do not attach much 

importance to the perfect systematization of orthodox doctrines. For them, the practice 

following the original spiritual revelation which opened the religion is much more important 

than the perfect systematization of absolute theories. The time-honored tradition of Asia 

in which the great teachings of mutual encouragement of life and harmony have permeated 

deep into the bottom of human mind and social culture as the basic attitude toward life can 

save the present techno-scientific civilization that has been afflicted with a serious 

disease of oblivion of the Being and Life. Embracing diverse cultures, the Islam, Hinduism, 

and Buddhism have cherished and developed a spiritual culture of tolerance, and the 

messages from them become more precious today than ever before. For instance, if the 

post-modern society is not yet complete and is still in the stage of trying to give shape to 

its future course, the philosophical tradition of Asia can tell where the movement should go 

and what the meaning of the movement is. Now we should not regard the nature just as an 

object of domination but recognize it as an ecological nest harmoniously coexisting with 

mankind. We should also find a way of living together peacefully with other various 

religions and culture s. Here, we can affirm the historical role that should be played by the 

Asian community for the future of human society. If it is true that the Asia owes its 

modernization to the West, in return, the Asian community will rescue the West from the 

crisis of total devastation and falling into a maze of inhumanness. The Asian community 

will do so by the illumination radiating from the essential ideals embodied in it. Now we 

will witness the opening of an e ra in which the civilizations are fu sed with each other. The 

river of Western techno-scientific civilization that has run in the violent stream of conflicts 

will be absorbed into the vast and deep sea of Asian civilization to find a rest of the true 

Being. 

~ H.Bergson, Les deux sources de la morale et de la religion, pp.lOl -103. 
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IV. For the New Understanding of World History 

It is not so difficult to expect that the formation of the Asian Community with these 

ideals will create a new chapter in world history, In a totally different dimension from that 

of the EU which aimed to make an exclusive interest block system consisting of European 

countries only, the Asian community will lead a way toward a true world community. In the 

age of civilizational transformation, to keep abreast with this new current of world history, 

a paradigm shift of the historical view is required to reinterpret the world history and give 

a new meaning to it. Now, the new horizon of world history should overcome the faults of 

the past historical views which were unilinear or dichotomous. We should point out the 

problems in describing the world order under the simple dichotomy of center and 

periphery, dominance and subordination. Such a historical view was governed by those 

conceptions like balance of power and struggle for hegemony, which seem to be dangerous 

for the future world~ And the customary unilinear explanation of world history which 

favored actually one or two particular civilizations for invisible interest should be changed. 

The world history should be understood as an evolving process in which various equal 

political unities such as nations and civilizations have run, competing and sometimes 

undergoing the extremely painful conflicts of war, for the final destinations of coexistence, 

and harmony. In such a dimension of thinking, diverse and different forms of bodies, 

religions, and cultures represent the expressions of unlimited creativity given to human 

existence, and each of them can be seen as a precious work of art. It is necessary to 

overcome the conventional method of history description which prescribed the history or 

civilization of a certain part as the center or an end. 

In this respect, we are to point out two wrong historical paradigms that should be 

fundamentally corrected in writing world history. Such paradigms become obstacles to the 

development of the world into a true community. First, today's description of world history 

focuses on the West and it is written as if the civilizations of human beings have run to 

arrive at Western civilization. Manifestly, this is an unjust monopolization of universality 

and the concept of globalisation espoused on this wrong understanding should be replaced 

by the concept of glocalisation. Looking back at world history, we can see that the West 

began to possess the world hegemony from the latter half of the 19th century and such an 

era came to a close around the end of the 20th century. Thus, the West has led the world 

history only for 150 years. If a historian says, based on the fact that a civilization has 

exercised the hegemony over the world for 150 years, that the whole world history has 

evolved centering around that civilization and all the other civilizations of the world should 
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be transformed into the form of such a civilization, such a historian will fall into an ironical 

folly of forgetting history because he studied history. Such a misunderstanding of world 

history will leave people to continue turning round within the limits of the Western* 

civilization which has fallen into the pitfall of Seinsvergessenheit and value inversion. Thus, 

lost from our sight is the exit to salvation that can be offered to the techno-scientific 

civilization in crisis. As stressed repeatedly, the dimension of salvation can be opened by 

the Asian culture of living which has infiltrated the profound wisdom of the philosophy of 

the Being deep into its invisible bottom. We know how seriously the Asian tradition has 

warned against technology for technology which is alienated from the Being reflection and 

the harmonious connection with the whole. We should not forget how many technologies 

developed in the East Asia, Islamic world, and India had become the foundation of the 

Western sciences and technologies. 

The second wrong paradigm of the world history is the Sinocentrism. Just like the first 

error, it is characterized by a typical dichotomy of center and periphery, and it conceals 

the political interest of the hegemony of a particular region, China. The Westcentrism and 

the Sineocentrism are all based on the logic of exclusion and domination, and they should be 

abandoned for the sake of the future of human beings who are to move toward coexistence, 

mutual encouragement of life, and harmony. The most fundamental problem with those two 

historical paradigms is that they conceal, deform, or invert the past historical facts in order 

to maintain or expand their selfish systems of interests. They lack a true recognition or 

consideration of others. In the eyes of the northern steppe countries, Manchuria, Korea, 

Japan, and Southeast Asian countries, the Sinocentrism is nothing more than the 

dishonesty, concealment, deformation, impoliteness, and wrong nationalism. The history 

book Shih chi (Records of the Historian) by a Chinese historian, Ssuma Ch'ien (145-90 

B.C.), is the starting point of Sinocentrism in history. The most conspicuous examples of 

the deformation and inversion found in Shih chi are the narrations of the long historical 

relations between the northern Altaic steppe countries and China. Under the influence of 

Sinocentrism, the original connections between the Altaic peoples have disappeared from 

our sight, although it was not for a long while. This fact can be seen in the case of the 

history education in Korea. But, as we confirm, our history-consciousness finally returns 

to the verity. If it is really true that, in the past history of East Asia, China has always 

played a central role, as the Sinocentrism insists, conquering and dominating the barbarian 

races in the peripheries, nobody can understand why has China traditionally called itself 

China (:£1Jjl) meaning a branch land Where was the trunk to which the branch belonged? 

To tell the truth, the history of China is that of being conquered by the Altaic nomad 
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peoples like the Huns, Turks, Mongols, and Manchurians. Among the Chinese dynasties 

beginning from the Three August Ones and the Five Emperors (:-::: ~1i1if), who were 

actually Alta_ic, how many dynasties that were not established by the Altaic peoples can be 

listed? Present China is becoming a troublemaker by driving itself into a situation where 

these issues cannot but be raised seriously. Why is China pursuing in vain a foolish course 

of expansionism at a time when it should go together with its neighbors for the peaceful 

coexistence of the world? Why does it push ahead with the Northeastern Project C~::ltifE) 

and make an unreasonable attempt to steal from Korea the history of Goguryo (r'i"'J'rc!J~)? 

Likewise, why does it promote the Northwestern Project and try to make Xinjiang Uygur a 

part of China? Why doesn't it just recognize Tibet as Tibet and Inner Mongolia as Mongolia 

and let them continue to honor their own history and culture? And why is the North Korean 

regime passively obeying such a violence committed by China against Korea, and why 

does it continue to commit crimes against humanity? 

In reading world history, it is necessary for us to be able to discern the paradigms 

underlying it. Today, when the world history should shift from the age of struggle for 

hegemony and dominance to that of coexistence and harmony, our study of world history 

should break from the past pitfall of political instrumentality. To this end, the philosophy 

which opens a direction to history by giving values and meanings to its processes should 

deepen its study further into the profundity of the world of the Being. History and 

philosophy will be one when our efforts to find the direction of world history will be based 

on the insight that the fundamental reality of the world exists in interpenetration, mutual 

dependence" and creativity. A sun is now rising. The sun named the Asian Community will 

enlighten the way leading to a true world community. 

;') Il is i1nportant to note that this fundamental insight of life underlying the various religious traditions 
of Taoism, Buddhism, Shintoism, and Amercan Indian Shamanism has its origin in the mystic 
Siberian Shamanism of the Altai-Baikal region. 
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1HE CONCEPTUAL FOUNDATIONS OF CIVILIZATIONS 
Asian Perspectives and World Dialogue 

Alparslan A<;:IKGEN<;: Fatih University Istanbul, TURKEY 

alpali@fatih.edu. tr 

Our discussion shall revolve around three important issues, some of which are very 

relevant to the events taking place in the world community at large today. Among these 

the notion of "conceptual foundation" is philosophical and it will be discussed in this 

context as it is related to civilizations. The second issue is the new arising concept of 

"Asian perspectives" which has many aspects including the philosophical one as well. 

Finally the third concept is "world dialogue". Our discussion will begin by the philosophical 

explanation of the term "conceptual foundation". 

The term 'foundation' is used to mean "all the underlying structure, which is necessary 

for the very existence of a civilization". There are obviously many kinds of underlying 

structures at the foundation of a civilization; here we shall be concerned with only those 

structures that are conceptual in nature. Since every civilization is basically a human 

phenomenon based on human action; we shall explain our terminology in relation to human 

behaviour. Conceptual foundations are built on mental conceptions which are grounded in a 

mental framework, called "worldview". We shall define worldview as the conceptual 

totality within which the mind operates, and without which it cannot function at all. 

Therefore, it is the mental framework with the totality of concepts and mental attitude 

developed by the individual throughout his life, that we call "worldview". Since every 

related concept and event is evaluated within a certain worldview before a decision is 

taken to perform the action, it must be the priormost condition of any action; and as such 

every human action is ultimately traceable to its worldview; and hence it is reducible 

ultimately to that worldview. In this particular context we are claiming that human conduct 

is ultimately reducible to a worldview. This is sufficient to express the significance of a 

worldview in individual and social life, including the rise of civilizations. On the other hand, 

with this claim we would like to emphasize the crucial role of our worldview in our actions 

and as a result in the rise of a civilization; otherwise we do not have the intention to 

undermine the significance of other factors in human behaviour or performance of an 

action, such as the psychology of a person and the effect of both physical and social 

surroundings. 
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At this point we need to understand the nature of civilizations in order to see how they 

may proceed from conceptual foundation which we are trying to identify here as worldview. 

Every civilization begins as a local culture. It is that local culture which then becomes the 

basis of that civilization. Since cultures are the basis of civilizations we need to define 

them in order to take cultures as a basis for our understanding of civilizations. A culture is 

the externalization of the human inner world within a social context. The human inner 

world includes feelings, mental states, psychological states, human aspirations, if these are 

taken differently from the former elements and ideas. If these elements of human inner 

world are externalized only in a social context some achievements are in one form or 

another manifested. 

At this point we may need to define what we mean by the term 'social context'. We 

have clarified this term in our paper in the first ICAPA conference. 1 A context is what 

gives meaning to expressions. No human speech is clear enough without a context and in 

most cases it is meaningless. In the same way our concrete expressions of our inner life 

has meaning in a context. This context is made up by a group of people who are bound 

together with an identity. Such a grouping is called 'society'. Every society has its own 

context of meaning. That is why we would like to use the term 'social context' to refer to 

this difference in human societies. As such a social context is like a mirror reflecting the 

inner lives of its individuals. When we observe those reflections they appear to us 

concretely and that is why we call these reflections "manifestations of the human inner 

world within a social context". All these manifestations of the inner life within a social 

context are what we call "culture". A human society, as it follows from our definition, 

necessarily has a culture. In this understanding culture is connected to its society and the 

inner world of the people within that society. This makes a culture necessarily local. The 

most essential vehicle through which the inner world is manifested in society is language. 

Any form of manifestation is expressed through this verbal medium. Usually the language 

of that local culture is cultivated through artistic and scientific achievements. This way the 

language of that local culture becomes sufficient in expressing the scientific thought of all 

the peoples that may begin to benefit from its high culture. This way that local culture 

begins to acquire a universal recognition and thus incorporates other surrounding local 

cultures into itself by assimilating their dominant worldviews through again artistic and 

scientific activities. In the end the original local culture as the basis of a newly arising 

1 See "Philosophical Foundation of Glocalism: Philosophy of Man", The Vision of the Asian 

Community: Proceedings of the First International Conference of the Asian Philosophical 

Association (Istanbul: Fatih University Press, 2005), 3-6. 
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civilization is universalized in the sense that it does not belong to just one small society 

but many different societies that may have different languages but utilize the language of 

that high culture. 

On the basis of this brief explanation of the emergence of civilizations we may define a 

civjJjzatjon as a um'versafjzed culture. It is clear in our definition that a civilization 

embodies many cultures and peoples within itself. An example is Islamic civilization which 

embodies the original local culture Arabic, Turkish, Persian, Malaysian and so many other 

cultures. But a civilization seems always to have an official language, which is Arabic in 

case of the Islamic civilization, Greek, for the Hellenistic civilization, Latin for the Roman 

civilization and so on. We would like to argue here that the emergence of a local culture as 

a universal culture, and hence, as a civilization is primarily an artistic and scientific 

progress that is similar to the rise of a scientific worldview in the minds of the individuals 

of a society. Let us now elaborate this phenomenon. 

The human mind is created capable of acquiring the knowledge of the universe m 

which it exists. On the other hand, the world is also created in such a manner that it can be 

comprehended by the human mind. The first step in acquiring knowledge is initiated as our 

mind is furnished with representations of that world through sense perception. As we grow 

up from infancy to childhood, adolescence and adulthood, we gradually form in our minds a 

framework, which we call 'worldview'. The worldview thus becomes the environment 

within which the mind operates, and without which it cannot function at all. A worldview 

consists of some major components, which are conceptual in nature. In fact, since a 

worldview is totally a mental framework, all its components are conceptual. Therefore, all 

its components are primarily concepts that have an actual correspondence to real life 

situations. We can make a general claim here that almost all elements of the human inner 

world are incorporated within a worldview. Therefore, my worldview, for example, is 

primarily my inner world; and so is it for all humans. Major components, then, will be the 

major concepts of a worldview which represents the inner life of an individual who 

possesses that worldview. Since we are talking now in a general manner without any 

reference to a specific worldview, it is possible to distinguish the following concepts to be 

the primary, namely the major components, of a worldview; cosmos, creation, life, man, 

society and knowledge. In the epistemological sense these components can be called 

"structures" of a worldview. In order to express these components in the epistemological 

sense it is possible to distinguish five major structures: life structure, world structure, 

knowledge structure, value structure and man structure. 

Therefore, in every worldview some concepts are formed to correspond to the way we 

conceive our universe; where it is coming from and where it is going to; the meaning of 
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human life in this umverse and the purpose of man in this life and in his society; finally 

how all these should be formed conceptually. It is basically these that make up what we 

have referred to above in our definition of culture as "human inner world". If so then we 

need to search for the conceptual foundation of civilizations in the concept of worldview. 

Knowledge as a component of any worldview is in fact the most conceptual and as 

such the conceptu<~l foundation must be searched within this structure. But it may not so 

significantly be put forward in every worldview, because usually worldviews put emphasis 

on only certain concepts depending on its orientation. Just think of a worldview in which 

there is no concept of science and artistic representations developed in accordance with 

its understanding of knowledge and art, or any other science and art related concepts; 

obviously no scientific and artistic knowledge is possible within such a conceptual 

environment. We put a special emphasis on sciences here, because no civilization is 

possible without such a habit of mind. For the most crucial element for universalizing the 

artistic activities and other manifestations of the human inner world is science. There are 

also worldviews, which are not civllization-oriented. and hence, lack the necessary 

conceptual foundation required for the emergence of civilizations. 

It is clear that civilizations arise on the basis of such abstract and conceptual scientific 

attitude in speculative thought which is not observable by the senses, but intelligible by the 

mind. As Rosenthal acknowledges, "civilizations tend to revolve around meaningful 

concepts of an abstract nature which more than anything else give them their distinctive 

character. Such concepts are to be found at the very beginning of a rising civilization." 2 

There is an inherent dynamism in a worldview if its key concepts and ideas are 

transparent to the mind, which has taken it as a framework. This transparency is the result 

of its originality, which is invigorating, fascinating and motivating; it thus furnishes a 

stimulus to the person with such a worldview to actively participate into those concepts. 

This dynamism is reflected thereby to the society, which is then set into a process of 

development provided that there are no other impediments in the way of mutual 

companionship between this conceptual foundation and its community. It is the case that 

this kind of a worldview is usually acquired scientifically through a process from a system. 

We may now make a reference to the concept of 'system', as it is discussed in philosophy. 

Whitehead, for instance, points to this fact: 

~Franz Rosenthal. Knowledge Triumphant: The Co,ncept of Knowledge in Medieval Islam (Leiden: E. 

J. Brill, 1970), 1. 
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In all systematic thought, there is a tinge of pedantry. There is a putting aside of 

notions, of experiences, and of suggestions, with the prime excuse that of course 

we are not thinking of such things . System is important. It is necessary for the 

handling, for the utilization, and for the criticism of the thoughts, which go through 

into our experience.3 
... Such a habit of mind is the very essence of civilization. It is 

civilization. 4 

Then, he concludes, "If my view of the function of philosophy is correct, it is the most 

effective of all the intellectual pursuits." 5 We have tried to show this on the ground that it 

is not possible for the human mind to carry out any activity without first reaching a 

conceptual domain, which is a mental realm for all operations of the mind. This 

architectom'c domain is called "worldview" when it arises in the mind of an individual in 

everyday life; but it is called "system" when it is constructed in philosophy as a systematic 

effort to capture reality in a coherent, logical and necessary unity of "general ideas in 

terms of which every element of our experience can be interpreted." 6 Usually it is taken 

for granted that society, as the cultural context of philosophy, affects it considerably. But 

the reverse direction of this interaction is not much taken up as a problem. The way 

systems function as such is very complex and we have tried to elucidate this phenomenon 

in relation to the concept of worldview. Whitehead expresses this by saying that "the use 

of philosophy is to maintain an active novelty of fundamental ideas illuminating the social _ 

system. It reverses the slow descent of accepted thought towards the inactive 

commonplace." 7 Since this idea of dynamism in a worldview is important for us, I shall try 

to show how it can lead to the emergence of a civilization as a conceptual foundation. 

We know by experience that there are in every society without exception three 

classes of people; morally sensitive people, morally insensitive people, the general masses 

that lay between with a varying degree of inclination toward either side. Usually at the 

time of the rise of a civilization we observe a severe struggle between the first two 

classes. Many others from the general masses join the struggle and bring dynamism to the 

society. When the struggle is taking place, although it is only between the morally 

:l Alfred North Whitehead. Jl!odes of Thought (New York: The Free Press, 1938), 2. 

1 Ibid., 3. 

"Alfred North Whitehead. Science and Modern World (New York: The Free Press, 1967), viii. 

6 Alfred North Whitehead, Process and Reality, ed., by David Ray Griffin and Donald W. Sherburne, 

New York: The Free Press, 1979, 3. 

7 Whitehead, Modes of Thought, op. cit., 174. 
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sensitive and the selfish, it is immediately passed on to the masses, which become the 

battle ground of the good and evil forces. Some of the masses are thus won to the moral 

side, and yet others to the selfish front. This moral struggle is natural and thus there is no 

human society in which this struggle cannot be found in one form or another. When the 

morally sensitive people have the sufficient vigor, dynamism and energy, they win to their 

side an adequate number of the masses and thereby produce intellectual and social 

dynamism. When the moral struggle between the two groups continues with a victory of 

the moral class, the morally sensitive individuals either produce intellectuals or are 

themselves intellectuals who formulate original ideas, doctrines and systems by 

introducing fresh and novel definitions of key concepts that are moral and scientific or 

otherwise.8 This way a lively exchange of ideas and alternative views come into existence 

within the society; a phenomenon which is necessary to produce intellectual dynamism. As 

a result of this the individual within the society are endowed with a worldview that is 

transparent and sensitive towards moral and human values but dynamic against evil forces. 

This is what we call "transparent worldview". We may elaborate this further. 

The moral struggle, which is essentially a strife between good and evil, may either 

directly give rise to social dynamism, or to intellectual dynamism first, which, then, in turn 

produce social dynamism. In that case moral and intellectual dynamism must necessarily 

produce social dynamism once they are adequately successful. But social dynamism is 

necessarily preceded by moral dynamism, which we have described as a moral struggle 

between the morally sensitive and the immoral, but it is not necessarily preceded by the 

intellectual dynamism. On the other hand, all these various dynamisms are required for 

intellectual and artistic progress needed for the rise of a civilization. All these three 

dynamisms, namely moral, intellectual and social dynamism, either together or one after 

another will yield what I shall call 'institutional dynamism'. When the moral and intellectual 

forces are at work, a tremendous social mobility and dynamism begins. It is the dynamism 

of individuals working together to lead the society as a whole to a morally better situation 

that we call 'social dynamism', which in turn leads to the re-organization and betterment of 

social institutions including the political and economic ones as well. It is this reformative 

and enlightened effort at the organizational level that we call 'institutional dynamism'. 

When all these dynamic forces come together, then they lead the society to a new 

civilization. 

The most significant of institutional dynamism shows itself in the field of education. 

The new worldview that is transparent within the minds and hearts of the individuals of 

8 This struggle actually never ends with the victory, but always continues in different forms as long as the society exists. 
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this dynamic society exhibits a great reform and re-organization of educational institutions 

in accordance with the knowledge produced by intellectual dynamism. It is possible that 

the society may not even have any educational institutions at this level, just as it is the 

case with the Islamic civilization when in Mecca there were absolutely no educational 

institutions. Usually there seems to be a relation, although not a necessary one, between 

the political body and the educational reform. Either the political body brings about the 

educational reform at the request or directions of the intellectuals or intellectuals 

themselves take the initiative and produce educational dynamism, which may in turn lead 

to a re-organization of the political body and thus produce a great political mobility within 

political institutions. These activities which also include the legal undertakings can be 

called 'political dynamism'. Among these institutional dynamisms we must mention also 

economic activities. Similar reformations take place in the economic institutions yielding 

thereby to improve the prosperity of that society and this activity can be called 'economic 

dynamism'. All these institutional dynamisms do not necessarily develop together within 

the same period of time and thus help each other become dynamic reciprocally; or follow a 

different pattern of sequence in every intellectually progressed society. We have 

distinguished four kinds of dynamism that may lead to the rise of a civilization: 

1. Moral struggle; 

2. Intellectual activities; 

3. Social dynamism; 

4. Institutional dynamism, which are primarily three: 

a) Educational dynamism; 

b) Political dynamism which also includes legal activities; and 

c) Economic dynamism. 

Moral struggle, intellectual vigor, social progress and institutional reformation are 

necessary elements of a culture to rise to the level of universality, which is the horizon of 

civilization. Institutional dynamism as educational, political, legal and econom1c progress 

includes with a varying degree of intensity all the above dynamisms that precede them, 

and as such they are the ones that produce culture. If a culture retains its dynamism long 

enough such that the culture no longer becomes restricted to one society and region, then 

it turns into a civilization; a phenomenon which can be observed in Greek, Islamic and 

Western civilizations. Therefore, cultures are usually restricted to a certain span of time 

and region or society. But civilizations cannot be so restricted. But if the culture does not 

retain its dynamism, then dynamism to the opposite direction begins to take place; first, 

the selfish and immoral gain the majority of the masses and intellectuals become corrupt, 

then the moral struggle gives in. The culture thus collapses and the intellectual progress 
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comes to a halt. Of course this can happen to civilizations as well; a phenomenon which 

can be obse rved both in the Greek and Islamic civilizations. Considering the predicament 

of Muslims today, we infer that it is the result of their worldview which is rather formed 

haphazardly and not achieved through what we term 'intellectual-worldview-formation' as 

briefly explained here.u That is why the dynamism required as a conceptual foundation for 

the re-emergence of Is lamic civilization is lacking. We cannot, therefore, regard Islamic 

civilization as a vital civilization today. I believe that this is an Asian dilemma wide spread 

all around the continent. We thus propose with Professor Choi that it is the most urgent 

task of the Asian community to "meet this historical necessity, with the following plans to 

the governments of the Asian countries. First, an international committee should be 

organized to discuss the agenda of the formation of the Asian Community. Second, by the 

joint investment of the Asian countries, we will be able to establish The University of the 

Asian Community and The Asian Community Foundation. These two organizations will 

contribute to educating the future generations of our Asian Community." 10 We hope that 

this will start the intellectual vigor needed for a conceptual foundation. Let me further 

elaborate on this concept as it is vital for our purpose . 

It is clear that what we mean by intellectual dynamism as a conceptual foundation for 

the rise of civilizations is the scientific activity. Now, as we have pointed out, just as the 

environment of any human activity is the worldview within which that activity is carried 

out, since our scientific activities cannot be without an environment; its environment within 

which it takes place is also worldview. By the environment we do not mean the physical 

and social surrounding. On the contrary, the physical surrounding is only the observable 

environment; whereas the worldview is the discernible environment, and as such we can 

call it 'non-observable foundation'. The reason for using this term is that many 

contemporary scholars refer only to what we termed here the observable conditions for 

the present predicament of Muslims. No one seems to point to what we call the conceptual 

foundation that has been the ground for the rise of Islamic civilization and indeed other 

civilizations in Asia. This is because, the conceptual condition is not perceived by the 

!' Actually our concept of worldview needs full elaboration to make our point clear. Because of 

limited space we cannot fully discuss it here. For a full discussion of this concept see Alparslan 

A<;tkgen<;, Scientific Thought and its Burdens (Istanbul: Fatih University Publications, 2000), chap. 

2. 

1° Choi Woo-Won. "The Philosophy of Asian Community", The Vision of the Asian Community: 

Proceedings of the First International Conference of the Asian Philosophical Association (Istanbul: 

Fatih University Press, 2005) , 19. 
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direct observation of the senses, which is the primary method, used in physical sciences 

and technological disciplines; it is rather inferred by an intellectual analysis, which has 

become for us the major weakness as a result of engineering or what professor Choi calls 

the "techno-scientific" civilization mentality. 

As this is the predicament of the Asian communities they all need to take this 

phenomenon into consideration. For, the proper environment of the conceptual foundation 

means only the adequate worldview within which there is the potentiality for flourishing 

arts and sciences. What this statement entails is that there are some worldviews within 

which these activities cannot flourish. A more concrete example of this state of affairs is 

pre and post-Islamic Arabia. I would like to cite this historical case as a concrete example 

for our case today. It was possible only for the Islamic, and therefore, not the pre-Islamic, 

worldview to furnish a proper environment for the emergence of a civilization. We may 

pose here to ask what kind of a worldview Islam gave to the Muslims so that they were 

able to excel in all aspects of human life. We already know the answer to this question 

from history: The Prophet developed the Islamic worldview alongside Revelation as it was 

disclosed to him. In that case, a rough chronological order of topics in the Revelation will 

expose the early Islamic worldview which led to the emergence of Islamic civilization. For 

the sake of convenience, we can examine the following topics in three consecutive 

chronological periods: 

1. The early Meccan Period, when mostly the major concepts of the Islamic world 

view are developed; such as the idea of one God, the concepts of creation, 

hereafter and human responsibility, helping the poor and protecting the orphans; 

what is good and bad. 

2. The later Meccan Period, when more abstract concepts and doctrines such as the 

doctrine of Prophethood, the concept of 'ilm (knowledge), the meaning of religion 

and 'ibadah (spiritual servitude to the Creator), are developed. 

3. The Medinan Period, when such concepts as law, jihad, ray, Jj'tihad, brotherhood, 

Muslim community (ummah), and so on, are all elaborated together with the 

earlier topics into a whole unity of ideas, which is what we have called 

'world view'. 

Of course when a new 1ssue was introduced, the concepts developed earlier did not 

cease to be discussed; on the contrary they were further elaborated and clarified. Thus, 

the division of topics into these three periods is not clear-cut; but rather serves our 

purpose here to show clearly how the Islamic worldview was disclosed to the first Muslim 
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community. Therefore, if we carefully examine the early history of Islam, we shall see that 

the seeds of some sciences are already in existence right at the time of the Prophet; 

history, law, literature, grammar, philosophy and theology are all at the beginning stage. 

One must notice that all these sciences are intimately related to worldvjew-formatjon. 

Towards the end of the First Century of Islam most of the knowledge accumulated in these 

disciplines was already formed into sciences. Then, it is only in the Second Century that 

we see other disciplines, such as physics, astronomy, mathematics and chemistry, begin to 

emerge as sciences. The reason for this is not translations from Greek scientific and 

philosophic works. For there is only one reason for this, and it is the Islamic worldview 

together with its scientific concepts related to the concept of 'jjm, which had already been 

developed within the Islamic worldview to provide the proper context for the advancement 

of a scientific tradition. Closer to the emergence of this scientific tradition Muslims 

became active in fine arts, literature, architecture and technology. Through this whole 

process of scientific, artistic and later technological activities regional Islamic cultures 

were formed into a uniform body of human phenomenon, called "Islamic civilization". It is 

this process as a result of the dynamism inherent in the Islamic worldview in the first 

century of Islam that Islamic civilization emerged out of its conceptual foundation. 

We propose, therefore, that policy makers revert back to finding out how to establish a 

conceptual foundation for the reemergence of Asian cultures today as a universal 

civilization. I believe that there are competent scholars to develop such an atmosphere. 

This is an attempt to elucidate also how Asian communities can contribute to the world 

civilizational dialogue. In order to see this we need to take a look at the characteristics of 

Asian civilizations as outlined here in case of Islamic civilization. As Professor CHOI 

stressed in his inaugural paper he presented to the First Conference of the Asian 

Philosophical Society: 

Now, for the survival of mankind, there is no other way than to realize the true 

global community where all members interact in mutual interdependence and 

harmony. We see that such a possibility will come, not from the western religious

cultural tradition, but from the Asian tradition in which the great teachings of 

peaceful co-existence have permeated deeply the cultural sub-consciousness and 

morality through its long history ... And our contemporary techno-scientific society 

is exposed to the danger of one-dimensional uniformity." 11 

II Ibid., 10. 
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Although we have emphasized here how scientific achievements are important for the 

emergence of civilization in forming the conceptual foundation, it is important to see that 

Islamic civilization did not fall into the trap of "scientism" expressed by Professor Choi as 

the "contemporary techno-scientific civilization of the West." 12 As it would take us away 

to discuss the Islamic conception of science we shall decline here to discuss it. We may 

point out that science is understood as a human endeavor to understand God's creation and 

as such it is not put as a rival to religion in our quest for knowledge. 13 As Professor Choi 

also stresses "the sympathy, co-existence, and harmony with the other civilizations and 

the other religions, in short, with otherness, are possible when we open our eyes into the 

true meaning of the Being and the Life. But the traditional Western philosophy, lacking the 

vision of the essence and the whole of the real world, has been confined to the obstinate 

inert habit of uniform thinking, which has made it closed in the established superficial 

preconceptions." 14 This is the Asian Perspective as we point out in the title of this 

presentation. That is why we think that today more than any time in history human 

civilizations need this perspective for survival in the chaotic turbulence cause by the 

present day techno-scientific civilization. 

We need to work more and make the Asian perspective visible and perhaps even 

observable to the human eye. It is this perspective that will help the world dialogue, the 

third concept which was utilized in the title of my discussion. I would like to claim that in 

the Asian perspective dialogue is based on recognizing the differences. For if we accept 

that we are all the same then we are one community and therefore there is no need for 

world dialogue. On the other hand we sincerely acknowledge our difference then we shall 

at the same time recognize that "difference is beautiful." I am saying this with an 

understanding of cultural dialogue among the people of the world. Indeed I am hoping that 

the Asian community shall set up a good example for world dialogue. If we realize the 

beauty of difference among different cultures then we can see that dialogue creates an 

atmosphere of peace. Seeing the horrors of two world wars humanity must realize the 

12 For more discussion on this see how Professor Seyyed Hossein Nasr shows this point in his many 

works, e. g. Religion and the Order of Nature (New York: Oxford University Press, 1996); Man and 

Nature (Chicago: ABC International, 1997) and also An Introduction to Islamic Cosmological 

Doctrines (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1993). 

13 More on the concept of science in Islam see Alparslan Ac;;tkgenc;;, Scientific Thought in Islam (Kuala 

Lumpur: International Institute of Islamic Thought and Civilization, 2006). 

11 Choi Woo-Won, op. cit., 5. 
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need for world peace. In fact the ground of peace lies underneath the realization that 

cultural difference is beautiful. Can you imagine a world that is made up of just one culture 

and one people? I think that such a world would be boring. My colleagues and I are living 

examples of this truth. We came here and we met so many different people in this 

international conference which made us happy. Now we will return home to tell our friends 

and other people that there is a beautiful culture here and also inform them about your 

ways of living and your ways of human society. We have met so many colleagues from 

different cultural backgrounds and we have understood that there is a lot to learn from 

them all. That is why I would like to argue that difference is beautiful. 

I would like to put forward also from our Asian perspective that the consciousness of 

difference will help world peace. But how? I would like to claim that although difference is 

beautiful, it also lays the burden of a moral responsibility on all of us. This moral 

responsibility is to accept and bear the cultural difference of one another. Are we ready to 

accept and appreciate the difference of our fellow human beings? Is the present western 

techno-scientific civilization able to create such an atmosphere in the world? This is the 

real issue. Unless we realize our difference and appreciate the cultural variety of human 

existence we will not be able to see the beauty of difference. And again unless we see the 

beauty of our cultural existence we will not be able to establish peace on earth. I am 

hoping that the ICAPA conferences will help this realization of cultural beauty by posing 

the Asian perspective disposing it thus to the succor of humanity. We hope that our effort 

will lead to a union of the Asian community manifesting the beauty of difference in the 

human mosaic. Let us hope that this will be a beautiful beginning for world peace and a 

happy human coexistence. As professor Choi declared in the first ICAPA conference held 

in Istanbul: "The wisdom and the teachings of the Asian cultures and philosophies can play 

a role of the excellent guiding principles in our movement toward the Community of 

Mankind ... This means that the western techno-scientific civilization will be resolved in 

the wider and more human tradition of the Asian civilization." 1
b 

IG Ibid., 18. 
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INTERCULTURAL DIALOGUE: The Art of Living Together 

Prof. Dr. Serif Ali Tekalan, Fatih University TURKEY 

satekalan@hotmail.com 

I would like to briefly address and highlight two critical concepts/phenomena: the 

"intercultural dialogue" and the "Art of Living Together". Today, we probably need to 

understand these two concepts more than ever given what's happening around the world. 

I. The "Art of Living Together" 

Throughout the history, humanity when successfully implemented this concept was 

able to live in peace and happiness; when not successful, found itself at long lasting wars. I 

do think the only way to leave a better social environment for our children will be if we 

can master the Art of Living Together. To avoid clashes among communities and to 

establish peace at a time world needs more than at any other time in history, the true 

believers should come together upon their common values and references, while 

acknowledging the diversity and variety of their beliefs and practices. 

II. Actual Situation 

During the 20th century, mankind hoped that its scientific and technological 

achievement would eventually eliminate its material and spiritual problems. However, with 

the increase in the number of wars, famine, natural disasters, poverty and other problems, 

humankind became utterly desperate. The fact that famine could not be prevented while 

the cereal production was doubled, and that unfair distribution, social and political 

imbalances could not be eliminated in spite of numerous legal measures suggest that 

solution should be sought not in the system, but in education. 

In the beginning of 21st century, the death toll of wars, famine, and massacres only for 

the recent five years exceeds one hundred and fifty million. Humanity entered this long 

waited new century with problems in which social disintegration and violence increased, 
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strategical balances changed, the world disorder was intensified, and all kinds of 

exploitation became systematic. 

The new world order is considered as the victory of the technological civilization. Yet, 

this victory has planted seeds of dissatisfaction, as well. Absolute supremacy of 

technology, its domination on humankind, and its occasional threats to human existence 

disrupt the harmony of man with himself and his environment. 

With all the measures of existing systems, humanity has been unable to find the peace 

it has been seeking for. The fact that level of crime is high even with educated people 

suggests that existing educational policies should be reviewed. The need for a new 

educational philosophy which gives weight to both reason and spirit in science has been 

emphasized by many scholars. 

Ill. Importance of Education 

The most important issue of the contemporary education system is how to ensure that 

science comprehends life as a whole and serves the basic values of humanity with 

emphasis on the natural balance. Now that all problems can be routed back to man himself, 

the main point is to know man and educate him correctly. An important aim of education is 

to ensure that individual abilities are developed and potential traits are transformed into 

yield. 

In this process, the basic purpose should be to develop individual personality, to make 

him amenable to teamwork, to adopt the culture of coexistence, intercultural dialogues, to 

accept all people as they are, sense of responsibility, and ethical values, and to make these 

principles center of his life. Knowledge without real life implications is, in a sense, useless. 

Then, education should endow individuals with behavioral education to ensure that they 

easily integrate with society and live in peace with the world. 

Technological advances have created this global village we live in today. We call it 

globalization. Any event in one part of the world affects the people in an entirely different 

part of the world. The terror events of the September 11th caused a worldwide economic 

recession. Bombings in Istanbul caused heightened security measures in California, 

clearly on the other side of the globe. Effects of Katrina and Rita felt all over the world 
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and so on. Globalization means that we are all partners with victims of events across the 

planet. 

Not just in terror, but famine, poverty, illegal drugs and most importantly the erosion 

of moral values we all share. Regardless of how big or powerful a superpower is, it is 

impossible for one country or community to solve these problems by itself without a global 

partnership. And that's why this dinner is absolutely critical and important to me. If 

individuals from different backgrounds cannot form a relationship, neither can nations. The 

"Art of Living Together." 

IV. Tolerance 

A fascinating concept, yet not truly understood by many. Tolerance does not mean that 

one converts to other's beliefs or agrees with other's beliefs or practices. It does not 

mean assimilation. It means to accept others as they are. Just the way they are. It means 

to accept to their culture, their way of life, their values and their beliefs. An important 

aspect of tolerance is the understanding of others and their beliefs from authoritative 

sources. 

Unfortunately, there are millions of people all over the world who believes that Islam 

is the religion of terror and that Islam condones suicide bombers or the taking of innocent 

lives. Obviously, nothing can be further from the truth. Today, approximately one fifth of 

the population of the planet is Muslim. That is over one billion people. Yet a tiny fraction 

of demented members are able to get the entire religion branded in the eyes of the rest of 

the world. Islam respects human being which ever religion they belong to and is a big 

supporter of mutual co-existence. Let me give you an example. 

One day the Prophet Mohammad (SA V) rose to his feet in respect when a Jewish 

funeral procession was passing by. When asked why he did that since the deceased was 

Jewish, he replied. "But he is a human being!" In order to accomplish true tolerance one 

must be able to understand the real belief system of their neighbors; the "Art of Living 

Together." 
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V. Conclusion 

I invite us all to be like Jesus, Moses, Mohammad and other prophets and religious 

leaders who all shared common values. Dispense justice, correct injustice and make the 

world a place we can all share in peace mastering the "Art of Living Together." 

A person living in a peaceful and happy world is the single weapon against terror, 

conflict and threats. "Shared cultural premises" created with friendship and tolerance by 

people with different languages, religions, races and cultures will be a guarantee for the 

future of the world. 

We should be ready to live with the people whose cultures, races, colors, religions are 

different, especially nowadays, as the world changing toward to globalization. Of course 

this term of globalization has to be changed as glocalization because we are all human 

beings but not the same. Our differences are at the same time our richness. 
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The Correlation between the Ruling Class of Kim(~) 

Dynasty in Silla(~JTS) and Turkish 

Kang Kii-Woon (Previous Professor ofChungnam National University, Korea) 

I. The fact that the ancient Turkish contacted Korean natives (the white-clad race or 

Gil race), and became the part of the Korean nation, was appeared in the history for the 

first time since the beginning of history in B.C. 194, the foundation of Weeman(ilj~). As 

the ~(Yon) nation was perished by ~ Oin), the king of Yon, hl£~. fled for the lil!IX 

direction with his subordinates of about 10,000. After that, the il nation was founded, and 

Weeman, a subordinate officer of lr~~. went to i!i'lj!JJMF with his subordinates of about 1,000 

persons. Under gaining the ~*-=E's confidence, Weeman was in charge of the Northern 

defense. Based on the power of nomadic people, Weeman oust the king, and set up the 

capital in :=E~:!lft. As 7-l:ff:\%' defeated -i'AFE in 108 B.C., his subordinate, lj!}j.@.Hfl lfH~'GY~P. 

escaped INI~ (located in southern Korea) in the east. At that time, the number of family 

with lj!Jj~.'ffll ~tfiY~P. was about 2,000. (cf. ~~}lf~f~ : M~~~*~~ ~Jl~.Hlllfiftamt-J~ 

tl~/fff:J:~:LINI0.XI ~~~!±ll5*= f"~Fi). 

I-1. Above all, it was appeared m ~~ lil~f' that 11'l\i'~ fled for Iii~ direction, 

thus, the Weeman seemed to be Yon and Iii~. but Iii~ was the Turkish. 

According to a book written in Chinese, lil!IX1', the official name of 1'1\f. 'F [tsa nu](a name of 

king) was 1~~1JJH·n .l!F'T, where ~~[*t'a o ri>t'a o ril, Wl~[*koto], and !l'Ff[*tsa nul 

correspond to tao ri(Sky 1~1 God, O.Turk), qawutt /qut1 (GraceliiiDignity, O.Turk. cf. I 'the 

third person the ending of a word'), and jenab(His Majesty, O.Turk), respectively. 

Therefore, the total meaning of the phrase is ('His Majesty receiving the bless from God.') 

There was no doubt that the lililX was Turkish, therefore, it is probable that the ruling 

class of Weeman Chosun might be Turkish. 

I-2. The name of last king of Weeman Chosun is 11~. and since the 'stream(~)' 

can not be used for the name of a king, it needs to be read with Hyangchal (a Silla type 

expression which needs to be read with vernacular rendering), and if we are trying to find 

a word from our neighbor Languages that the last sound is closed to ~ [g'io] as vernacular 

rendering of •1_,,' or the ending word with abbreviation-[g], the only word is sag (:1=1, Turk). 

Therefore, the ruling class of Weeman Chosun might be Turkish, and lil!IX usually used the 
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name with meaning of tr_ and ;;{j like ~i:=E or tr.:=E(for example: tr_l~l;;t; ~:=E. 1r_!!1 ;f1~l\l:=E, 

tr.~1 ~i B ~=£. tr. 1 ~ 1 -1. i'it;gf,f~. etc.) 

I-3. Among the names of government post, if ~!!H§ indicates a minister who 

manages the people of ;jl;g~g, it is probable that Jt.~;f§ should be a minister who 

administers the people of ~-T~f!f. ~-T~~.f was called J'i'll!ii(indicating Kogooryo) ;t(The 

original).J)Jlt'J~](*ko-kuru, cf . .J)J1 [ko], t'r 'xulusu>kuru, W.Mo')< -=-=~~!t ~~}lf!fpar.>, and 

~)!I was called * solgo(>solho) in Mogolian and ft.~ can be sounded * solge. That is to 

say, the word sor(Jt:. , Turk) can be changed into sor>sor (cf. o>o, oJ1 : kor 'Blind, 

Turko' 00 kor-'Blind', sok-'Weed out, Turk'oosok'-'id', ordek 'Duck, Turk'ooori 'id'), and ~ 

can be pronounced [ge]. Therefore, ft:.~[*solge] corresponds to the Turkish with the 

expression of * solgo(Kogooryo). It is no doubt that It:.~*"§ is the name of a minister who 

manages the people of ~-T~ .~. Therefore, it is convinced that the Turkish was used for 

the ruling class of Weeman Chosun, and it was also obvious that ~.f!H§ Ifit~Y~P of Weeman 

Chosun moved to the Kyungsang Province direction with the family of about 2,000, which 

were presumed the Turkish. 

II. As already mentioned above, it was assumed that the Turkish immigrants moved to 

the Silla territory in the late second century B.C., and according to =: l!!l!J)t~C. :tt!!.~it: . as the 

former peculiar place name (expressed with m;fL) was changed into two Chinese letters, it 

is reported that the effort was given to make the sound type of original place name needs 

for the same as vernacular rendering of Chinese words. At least for all the place names of 

Silla, an agreement between the Turkish vernacular rendering of Chinese words and the 

original place names has been found. Moreover, the names of king and government office 

and official rank correspond to the Turkish. Therefore, it is understandable that the ruling 

class of Kim dynasty in Silla might be mainly used or preferred the vocabulary of Turkish 

origin. From this fact, it is not believed that they just borrowed from the Turkish, and it is 

strongly believed that this is mainly due to the movement of part of Turkish people to the 

Korean Peninsula. 

II-1. 'IMJ~[alti]', the founder of the Kims, appeared in the history in 65 A.D. for the 

first time. The reason why his last name became Kim was alti(IMJ~) corresponded to 

alta -n(Gold, O.Turk, cf. alta-n 'id, W.Mo'), i.e, (*altu>altJ >alti). Furthermore , the name 

of king for the Kim was M:lz:-=f[malipkan], and it corresponded to *malik(>melik. :=E , Turk. 

cf. malik 'kimg, Arab's loan'). Since there are no Chinese letters to represent phonetically 

for the last syllable -lik of malik, the similar expression, :lz: [lip], was used as a substitution 

expression. Therefore, M:lz:(king)+ -=f(king) is different sound-duplicative word, and it 

means 'the king of king,' i.e., 'A:=E.' This also exhibits the ruling classes of Silla in those 
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days was the Turkish. 

By the way, the fOS(Unanimity assembly) was renamed WJR:(Assembly Hall) in 

3'R WIWfL:U:-=f(AD. 356- 401) generation of Kim dynasty in Silla. Since s o. ra(~~. Turk)/ 

s1 la(oml@~. Turk)-ev(*. Turk, cf. ib 'House', a b-kura u 'House snake') has the same 

sound with * sarub( -®"~PJf). which is experienced the changing process of 

s a ra./st la- ev>sa ra-eb>sara-eb>sari-eb>sarub, and *sarub(WJ), the transformed 

(*ianub>sanub>sarub) form of *janub (>ienub. WJ. Turk, cf. janub 'i¥J, Arab'), in order to 

present a house holding a 'Meeting', it is written as 'i¥J 1:it. [* sarub], Hyangchal expression, 

by the addition of a letter of R; (House ), which can be rendered into ·a b/ib(*)' similar to 

the last sound-ub. Here, it was understandable that 'i¥J '!i1: ' was the language of ruling class 

of Kim dynasty in Silla, which corresponded to the Turkish. 

As presumed that established in the * W:=E generation of Kim dynasty in Silla, 

~J~I:t~(~:HHfi [sa bul-ha n], {jt{:l(J~~-=f) , the first class of seventeen-official ranks, was 

called ?W?H&~ P'l-T in i\;~ffi~iW4-pra. Here , the equality of 'li1t~=~-T' can be obtained, and 

this is the corresponding Turkish words the developed form-* subul(drink) of the 

retroactive form-* subsul(cf. * subsul>subhul>subul ·~w-H;f~' :tf:~ 'J\:) of suwsus (?§ . O.Turk) 

an:d the developed form-* subul(point~Horn) of slivri(pointed, O.Turk. cf. 

* slivri>sublr>s ubul), and also the corresponding word of the developed form- *ha n(king) 

of Kag an(king, O.Turk. cf. *kag an>ka n>ha n '-=f') and ha n(:;k, cf. kana 'Abundant, 

Dr-Ta' corresponding or a native tongue'). Therefore, even if the name of official rank 

mainly corresponds to the Turkish. As explained previously, based on the analyses of 

three political terms, M:U:-=f(The king of king) •WJ'flt (Assembly HolD tii l ~J~ttll(the first class 

of seventeen-official ranks) in Kim dynasty of Silla , it is found that the ruling class of Silla 

at that time was the immigrant of the Turkish. 

II-2. Now, the comparison between Silla language and Turkish will be performed 

for a numeral, seasonal words, and dire ctional words which were the systematic 

terminologies appe ared in the place name of Sil!a. First, the basic numerals ('One- Ten') 

will be conside red. 

( 1) £ LLi {t[l ;$: -fiJ~tll- I\![ I J I {t~ 4- 1.m ![~ <:i'tB~~.t, ) 

From the above Chinese sentence, the equality of '-fljoo£oo![' can be obtained, and 

if we are trying to find a similar sound of vernacular rendering of £ or ![ among the 

vernacular rendering of one (-) with the last sound of [ri](flj) or weak sound-r for -;fiJ, the 

only possible word is bir(one , Turk). That is to say, the vernacular rendering of £ star is 

pya r(~) in Kore an standard dialect, but it is still pir(~) in Kyung sang dialect. It is clear 
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that the vernacular rendering of £ IS * pir in the Sill a era based on the estimation of 

' l:l] ~ q(>J:J]*i5~q: Beginning with)' of the Li($) dynasty language. The vernacular 

rendering of £ can be read *pir-p'ir since il(<*pil. m. Turk), beled(H 00 E, 1! 1{:ff, Turk), or 

!ilf-~ 1"1 -;:I;:JI!. etc., which are appeared in the place name of ~ncbefore 3 A.D. south Korea) 

area. Therefore, it is understandable that *pir(-;fiJ) [~l*pir(£) 00 *pir-p'ir(JI!.) is the same or 

similar sound each other. Therefore, it is found that the corresponding word of bir(One) in 

Turkish is * pir(One) in Silla language. 

(2) - :1rAtl\ ::7. 1f:-L11~114-f*~t<:A] t:.] 1> 

f*'if.~Jl1*:<Js:s~~Hil%-~f'.bH~~_:t[j$c1!J~ 13<~!'m)t :i'tB:f!llt 3> 

From the above Chinese sentence, the equality of •::-_::oof*oo~' can be obtained. In 

Turkish, ::::: (three) is called ile , and ile can be changed into * ile >ie - ie i. It 1s 

understandable that it corresponds to *ie i(Retainment), which was developed from 

ie lig(Retaining to the inside, O.Turk. cf. *ie lig>ie li>ie i : ie 'Inside'). The ruling classes 

of Baekje and Kogooryo mainly used Mogolian like }ftiiij or .~-W. and also they mixed the 

Manchu language quite much with Mongolian. The *ie i(new)-the developed form of 

ie e(new, Ma. cf. *ie e>ie i- ie ), corresponds to *ie i(f*~retainment), which is Silla 

language of Turkish origin. Therefore, it is known that Silla language- *ie i(Three) was 

used for the Turkish corresponding word-ilc (Three). 

(3) 1i :fr1111-~T:0::S:?e<t~:f!~t 4> 

We obtain the equality of '1ioo ·J·;0:', and the corresponding word of T:0:[*ue i](cf. 

:0:[*e i>e r>??>e a]) in ne ighbor Languages-lie (Three) is just *ue i(Five), which is 

deve loped form of bes (Five, Turk. cf. *bes >wee i> ilc i>ue D. However, although the 

place name is a place name of Kogooryo, since the main group of changing name was 

Turkish, the name was changed into Turkish with similar peculiar place name and sound 

type . Therefore, *ue i(Five) was found as a Silla word of Turkish origin. 

C4) tttJ.~~*s~J;o /\ 11%4-it:&l~<t~HII~t 3> 

The equality of 'Jo/\ootJ.!fiW 00 it:fr' can be obtained. Since Jo of J;o/\ is the additional 

re cord of last sound of vernacular rendering in /\(Six), it can be read al-(Know, cf. 

anla-'Know, Turk'). Therefore, if it is assumed that JD/\ is a Silla word transformed from 

alti(/\, O.Turk), :ttl!. of Jt!!.W is considered as al developed form of arz(>ar, :t:~ earth, Turk), 

and W is *to r' developed form of dog ur-(>dour- >to r, Give birth to:breed, Turk) 

Therefore it is going to be *alto rU-t!!. W). Since it:& is a changed name of the Korya era, 
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it was changed similarly into aru(north, W.Mo), which is the ruling class language of 

Kogooryo origin and * altr(~t 1:)-), a transformed form of the KoryJ era of * ta r( 1:)- valley 

cf. dere 'valley, Turk : *dere >ta ra >to '). Here, the Silla word of Turkish origin 

* altt (Six) can be found. 

From the above, i\ was compared with ~ and t:, and the name was changed because 

the vernacular rendering of ~1:)-, a conventional place name, sounds like the vernacular 

rendering of i \fi5 as the numeral system was changed into the current Korean type. In this 

fact, * yudYp(cf. *liltuf>nyu do p>yu dYp 't:goodness'), the developed form of 

!Gtuf(Goodness, Turk) that is similar to 'yJ dilb(/\fr5) ' in Korean language, was compared 

with yetti(>yedi. Seven, O.Turk) in Turkish with similarity. It is known that the original 

place name is ~1:)-. 

Since yetti(Seven) m Turkish is dolo-g an (Seven W.Mo) ~nadan(Seven Ma) 

00nanYn(JiUi.Seven, Kogooryo), it will be retroactive to nati(Seven). It is changed into yedi, 

and yadYlb(/\), a numeral of the Korya era, is expressed /\fr5 (- fi5 is corresponding to 

dur-'Dwell, Turk,' and the expressiOn of *dur, also incomplete expression of Last 

syllable-dYlb). Since -1:::;1:)- is an expression of yeti(Seven)- * ta r(1:l-. cf. dere 'Valley,Turk' : 

*yeti-ta r>yeido r> ye do r ~ya dYip, '/\·eight'), it is a similar sound type with 

;\@[ya dYlb]. Here, it is found that *nati>yeti(~·seaven) the Silla word of Turkish origin, 

has been used. 

C 6) /\ ~ Wv% :$: 1i£ i\ -'5- Wv% 41i£ ~ Wv% <till J:!IU.t 1> 

The equality of ' ;\~oo 1jf ;V5"-oo 1i£ti' can be obtained, and it corresponds to sakiz/ 

sekkiz(/\, O.Turk). ~ of ;\ffi exhibits the additional record of last sound-ke in 

*sake(;\ ·eight, Sill a language), the developed form of sakiz. ij!;\ -'5- shows a special 

expression, i.e., 1i£ [s?] is an additional record of initial sound in sakiz, -'5- [*ke(>he)] 

presents the additional record of last sound, and totally :!j£;\ -'5- can be read *sake. Based 

on the estimation of the expression of 1jf;V5- and ;\~, as mentioned before. :!j£~ should 

be read sake. Therefore , *sake (;\), the Silla word of Turkish origin, has been found. 

In the sentence, the correspondence of '}Loo!~' can be seen, and among the sound 

pronunciation of a Chine se- [to!] or itsvernacular translation-kudul, closer word meaning 

}L(Nine) is only tokku z(>dokuz. Nine, O.Turk). Therefore, the process of *tok'u z>toku(cf. 
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'-k-oo-r' after a round vowel Example : koke 'Green blue, W.Mo'ook'or 'Forage' ,kor muk 

'Secret, Ainu'oo mor'i-'On 't Know,Kor', ko k-'decrease, O.Turk'ookolh-'id',Kor 

oks a-'Caress, Turk'ooa ls'J\ -'id',Kor)>toru>to r, can be experienced, and it is convention 

that a numeral suffix -z in Turkish should be falling off when it becomes a loan word of the 

Korean language (Example: sakiz 'Eight'>sake<Silla language>). Therefore, a Silla word of 

Turkish origin -*to r(Nine) could be found, and the retroactive form might be *toku(Nine). 

(8) 7Ell.Wrlff;YiiJl¥Jffi1J~~ tJ-t§~i¥1!iJi~~+~ . ···1tttJ*st&~~ ~~s~<=~se~c. 

a~;t*C. 1> 

The above story is just a tale by the popular etymology. 8~ is a Hyangchal expression, 

read by *onje(cf. 8 'On,Kor'-f/i!f[c e)), and this is a Eedoo expression of 7Ellijl'f (onio 

'r'SJ'-high, cf. ondilr ·~. W.Mo'>ondil>onie). *onje(~) was used as 8~ m Baekje or 

Kogooryo, which were Mogolian origin, but since the 'on' means 'Ten(+)' (cf. on '-t ten, 

Turk') in Silla, the ruling class of Silla, who were the Turkish origin, just used by changing 

into +fli!f. Therefore, for this time, the Silla word of Turkish origin, *on(Ten) can be found. 

(9) So far, the numerals-1 00 300 51!l600700 81!191lo110, * -1 0031!l51!l600700 80091!110 have been 

found from the place and nation names. Although the words meaning '2(jo]4' can not be seen, 

since they also are systematic words, it could be found. eki/ekki(=. O.Turk) can be 

retroactive to *pekki(2) , and it will corresponds to ka(2 , Kor) and po g'ir(2, Next, Li 

dynasty language, cf. - rr 'to strengthen the form of a word' Example : k'iS ':1fWinter, 

O.Turk'oo kya 'ir 'id,Kor', kilz 'f'J\Autumn, O.Turk'oo ki\ zi\. r 'id,Kor),pa kir(the next:2, Li 

dynasty language). It seemed that it experienced the following change process; 

*ekki>eki>eke>ke>ka('2'):*pekki>peki-rr>pa g'ir('2'). From the estimation of the 

expression in ~tJ::*-' = Mi(cf. Mi [*krr>hrr ])' it showed the form of* p(} g'ir(2) at the Silla 

era. From there , it has developed to pCI g'im(2) and ka(2). Therefore, it is understandable 

that the Silla word of Turkish origin- *pa g'ir(2) was used. 

(10) The Altaic common basic word meaning '4' should be *tar(4. cf. tort '4, 

O.Turk', dorben '4, W.Mo', duin<*dorin '4 , Ma') , and the last sound of seh•neh-h is a 

unique numeral affix in Korean based on the estimation of neh(4) and seh(3. cf. se '3, 

Turk') in Li dynasty language. For the borrowing of the Altaic common basic word-* tor, It 

is probable to be a close form of *torh, which is adding -h. There is fl~l{!lllllJ in (;!;]1·1·1, and it 

is also called ZJ'Ft'{\Lll < _~:~ liNJ~~J;fr{~ > or :;V~ili <JIH~~:tt!l!f~ f.l;Jtl·l>. From the fact , the 

equality of 'VJ.l{!llloo1ftg\ oo:9J~' can be obtained. 
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:I}]~ should correspond to deg er(:I}J~, Turk), and :#~ is an expression of Hyangchal 

that ~(deg er) has a beginning sound of 'de'(:#,*' de :#,Turk, Turk). Since f~ of ll.9f~ is 

an expression corresponding to er(Adult, Turk), the Korean language meaning [1.9 should 

be a similar form of *tek, which is corresponding to de' of deg -er(4-f!I!J). Therefore, the 

previous Sill a word-* torh can be retroactive to * tork, and it might be experienced the 

developed process of *tork>tork>tok(~). 

Since there is no o vowel sound in Silla language, it might be accepted to 

oj [a ](o<Turk>ooa <Kor>, example : kodiig 'Behavior, O.Turk'ookiJ dou 'Behavior', toz 

' Basis, O.Turk' oot'a 'id Kor', kop-'Bubble, O.Turk'ooKJ p'imid, kor). Therefore, the 

Silla word of Turkish origin should be *tork(!JLJ), and the Korea language can be presumed 

to be * tya k, which is similar to *to rk. 

(11) Now, let's investigate the etymology of *00 ][00fx~1~ (Spring~SummerOOFall 

00Winter). 

The word indicating spring "*(*) corresponds to bahar(Spring, Turk. cf. bahar 'Spring, 

Iran'), and it experienced the following process; bahar> pa r>po r-m>po m(Spring). In a 

Chinese writing, WH·I·I~*JII<:tiH:FJUt 2>, the equality of 'if!J]oow' can be obtained. !f_l)j 

meaning the first day of the month, can be 'the head · start of the month,' 'head · start' is 

bas in Turkish, and the retroactive form of it must be *bal. In this case, spring(*) might 

be *pa r(<*bal). This must be a Silla word of Turkish origin, *pa r(>*po r. Spring), which 

passed by the change of *bahar>pa r. After the changing process of *pa r>po r-m(to 

strengthen the form of a world)>po m(Spring), it is used currently( d. -r/loo -m. Example : 

dal-'Sink, Turk'oot"m-'id, Li dynasty language', b'ic ak 'Kinife, Turk'oopic im 'l==~.£ 0J 

.!i!. 'if'). 

(12) Although no place name, which is corresponding to iiya z(>ya z. Summer, 

O.Turk. cf. najir 'id, Mo-Briad') in Turkish, currently used yo rim(][) and nyo rim(id, Li 

dynasty language) can be a good corresponding words to ?y?z. First, it is general 

phenomenon that the last sound-z of ?y?z corresponds to a Korean word-(2)r at within 

word or end of word, and it is certain that the changing process of r 1>r and r 2>z is 

experienced based on Turkish phonology history (z00 r. example: miz 'water, Jap'oomur 'id, 

kor', agi:z 'Mouth, Turk'ooagari 'id, kor', nebze 'a slip, Turk'oonabur-agi 'id, kor', bazu 'the 

upperarm, Turk'oop"r>p' ar 'Arm , kor'). 

Second, there are many example such as yas in Altaic corresponds to yo in Korean 

(ya d-et-'to make Mention of, Turk'ooyiJ d-'id, kor', yalpa 'the side of a ship, 
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Turk' 00 ny8 p'>ya p' 'Side, kor', yas 'Fresh, Turk' 00 y8 ri-'id, kor', yasala-'Watch for, 

Ma'ooya s-'id, kor'), 

Third, in Korean, m order to reinforce word form at a loan word, the noun form 

suffix-1m can be added. (cf. please note the previous section ':tf:spring'). By the same 

reason as explained above, the correspondence between the retroactive form of 

fiya z(Summer, O.Turk)- *nya r(Summer) and ny8 r-'im(id, Yi dynasty language) is obvious. 

Since the Silla word of 'Spring('i:)' is *pa r(>po r) without the reinforcement of word form, 

and it 1s estimated that the Silla retroactive form of nyr'im is a form of 

* nyilr- nyr(Summer) without reinforcement of word form. 

(13) The corresponding word of kilz(Autumn, O.Turk) in Turkish 1s shown at the 

place name of the Silla era with the form of *koJ1>kos'i(Autumn). 

$!§:;$:fjc-T"5-<:Al~:Al 4> 

From the above Chinese sentence, fx-T indicates a place name of Kogooryo, it is 

Hyangchal meaning 'Autumn,' and this was changed into $g§' in the United Silla dynasty. 

The letter -T of to add an ending s is rrl'£3:ff~Jm, and the ..Jl g is [ko]. $iffi is a Silla word 

meaning 'Autumn,' $ is J!£3:~Jm, and .::il.g is [ko]. @ is ,c,,re:~Jm, and .::il.g is [*sej>s'i]. 

$!!§ is an expression of *kos'i. However, from the observation of kilz and *kos'i(~tt§), for 

the expression of *koc'i(fjc-T), first, 'c' between vowels, is vocalized into 'j', and based on 

Li dynasty language-k' z' r(fjc Autumn), it seems to be a close expression (Similar 

discription) of 'z'. Therefore, it is estimated that Sill a word of Trukish origin might be 

*kosY(Fall), and Kogooryo language might be the form of *kozY(Fall). The development 

process of *koz'i-r(to strengthen the form of a word) > *k' z'ir(Li dynasty 

language)>ka'ir(Current Korean lanaguage) has been undergone. 

(14) The corresponding word of k'is (Winter, O.Turk) in Turkish is appeared in the 

place name of Silla with the form of *kg 'i (Winter). 

i'{I.'$1~:;$::1E\:~5m~D- .b;~~~~<:A] ~:A] 1> 

where, we obtain the equality of 'lifoo~,' where the Li dynasty word of 'W(secret)' is k'izY-, 

since there are Kizle -(Hide, O.Turk) · gos' o-ri (Secretly, Jap), the vernacular rendering 

of ''$!' should be *k'iz'i> k'is 'i. In other words, the process of 'k'iz'i-g'i>k'is'i-gi' is 

experienced for Li dynasty word. Therefore, the Silla word of Turkish origin is k'iz'i 

(Winter), it becomes Li dynasty word-kyii zYr(Winter) after experiencing the changing 

process of *k 'is 'i -r(to strengthen the form of a word)>ky8 z'ir, it changed into ky8 ur 

again, and becomes the Modern Korean language. 
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(15) Now, we need to move to find Silla words indicating the directional names, 

such as l[(East) 00 [ffi(West) 1"1i¥J(South) '~1 ::lt(North). First of all, the original Korean word 

meaning l[(East) is now using only 'sa' as prefix or pre-noun, but it was •*sar' at ancient 

times, and it corresponds to s ark(l[ East, Turk, cf. s arq 'll: East, Arab'). 

* ?!Ol~* m ~ w .m~ < :tm lll\ ~t 1 > 

m~::K~:z:;;m*<=~~~c V.44> 

cf. sars?g(Rough, O.Turk)oo sarC:~ East)+ s:ug(* wormwood, Li dynasty language) 

*'t(fl~-*1:1Z9 .!Um<:tmlll\~ 1> cf. ~t~_ ==sar-to live 

*~f"-*-=BR-ff<:t-tl!lll\~t 1> cf . .=§(Hair)==sar(sar-e a k' 'side burons) 

From the above Chinese sentences, l[ is compared with 15 · 1:. · =§ as homonym, and this 

all can be rendered as sar. Therefore, it is understandable that * sar(*) of Silla word is a 

corresponding word of Turkish -sarka of Arabic origin. 

(16) The original Korean language meaning lffi (West) is only shown as 'kar' m 

kar-param(@~). this is appeared in the ancient place name like *kara(@), and it IS 

corresponding to garb(West, Turk, cf. g arb 'West, Arab') . 

. ~If Ll1 ~*I flij iffi ~HLI < Jf 1m 5l: :1m lll\ ~.t 2 > 

~!wlll*-*so·t~u.~~ <'Jt~~ :tmlll\~.t 2> 

1ml1~illJilffiC~ F 11 1ttiD<~ ~]Ist~c v.32 t:p we> 

From the above Chinese sentences, the equality of '@oo.~(cf. kara 'black horse, 

Ma ')oo .1Jillff5( *kay a ](Jf~ [ra] in Sill a era)oo ncct. vernacular rendering of Japanese is kara)' 

can be obtained. The vernacular rendering of a] (west) should be *kara, and this is 

corresponding word of garb(@ west), the Turkish of Arabic origin. Therefore, it is 

estimated that the Silla word of Turkish origin might be *kara(>kar. West). Moreover, 

ttf/IJ~:<$:8~.~@ ~<:tiHlll\~t 3> 

From the above sentence, since iffi needs to be render into the word ending - 'ra' or 

-r in the letter ~ of to add an ending sound, the letter {r'Yi(ditch) should be ko r(ffli, Li 

dynasty language, cf. geriz 'Ditch, Turk'). This is another expression of Silla language 

- *ka r(iffi), which is developed form of kur'i(iffi, O.Turk, cf. *kur'i>ka r). Therefore, a Sill a 

word of Turkish origin, - *ka r(West) , can be found. 

iffi~ff:<t:R~~J[]{~<:t-JBlll\~t 1> 

where R is 'pr·c ' m Li dynasty language, and from the observation of 

fasulya(HR · Kidney Bean, Turk) and bezelye(Bean, Turk), the Come mon basic word can 

be *bac'ilya(Beans). It is estimated that the liquid sound (ViEE§-) comparison between Silla 
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language *pac'ir(<*pc'irya, Bean), a developed form of *bac'ilya(Beans) and *pac'i (<*pat?, 

!ffi), a developed form of ban (west, Turk), has been accomplished. Therefore, Silla word of 

Turkish origin *paci: (West), can be found. 

(17) 'rna' of ma-p'aram(the south wind) is the only word remained among the 

original Korean language meaning WI, but several words can be found in Silla word, 

including *kubure(South) corresponding to kYble(Jfi, Turk, cf. qibla-t 'South, Arab'), 

* sanubu(South) corresponding to jenub( <*janub.south), Turk, cf. janub-t 'South, Arab'), 

and *kudur(lfi) corresponding to kiindiiri (South, Turk). First of all, 

T¥Imt1HI?)C'EW!i:if5iliiJ lttii<:Al ~ :;;~;] 1> 

In order to satisfy the above equality of 'Milioo WI,' if5ili should be read 

*kubure(kubur-'if5', ill [ie>e] : kavvare 'Revolution, Dr-ka', kYviYr '~ct. Turk.' This seems 

to be an expression of kible(T¥J). Moreover, 

T¥Iill~:$:f'l~~<t~~~t 1> 

Jli!imJivf.:$:;%tuKT¥lJII~<tt!:l~~.E; 2> 

In the comparison of 'lfioof'looJi:fi:\,' 'Pine (~)' corresponds to sanavber (Pine tree, Turk, 

* sanavber>sanuber>sayubur>sauwur>sail r>so r 'Pine'), Silla language-* sanubur(f'l) was 

corresponded to Silla language *sanubu(r¥J, cf. *janub>sanubu), which is corresponding to 

*janub(>jenub, South). Also, 'sari(Ji)+ :fi:\ [bu].' sar"ibu(Ji:fi:\), can be another expression of 

* sanubu(Jfi). 

mr.~.>J'**s~"i5rm1t~<:Al ~ :AJ 3> 
Here, WI is compared with *kudo r["iS~·~] cf. "iS[*ku>ko]-*ta r 'fJ~dragon :% toroo -yoo 

Eim a water lizard, tacY<*tar 'Dragon,Jap', ezder 'Dragon, Turk'), and this is another 

expression of Silla language *kudurC1¥I South), which is developed form of kiindiiri(lfi 

South, O.Turk : *kiindiiri>kuduri>kudur). Therefore, it is identified that the Silla language 

of Trukish origin-*kubure(JfiSouth) · * sanubu(id) · *kudur(id), was used. 

(18) The Silla language of Turkish origin meaning ~t(North) has been found in the 

following literatures with the form of * ab ar-am ar(~t). 

~t~{~:$:f:lti:fr1~<tt!:l~~.t 1> 

~Jfllw:$:'§"ili'J .fUZ:W- idtlli'J ~<:ttH~~t 1> 

.tt.:.1tll:$:s~ffiiilW~<tt!:l~g.t 2> 

~M~:$:Ili'J*M-~~S<~~~l> 

Based on the records above, the equality of ::It (- ~ilJ ~)oo '§"lli'J ~ oo ffioo ~Jf~ 

(cf.Jfll [ra>ya])oo f']tioo #Clt)oo M * can be obtained, lliiJ *=#(::It North) is Hyangchal of 
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* abYr-(cf. eble-'to h' armonize, W.Mo', aor-'id, Li dynasty language' a bYr-'id, kor'), 

m(Rain) is Hyangchal of Silla language- * abYr- amYr, which is corresponding to 

a b(Water ·Rain, Turk) · yag mur(Rain, O.Turk, *yag mur>ya mur>a mur>a bur), and 

'§~PIN and ~lf~ are expressions of *albar(cf. alba-n '§, Ma) and *abo r(cf. avele-'~hare 

no', Gi!y-G), respectively. Therefore, as compared with liquid sound, based on the 

expression of ~t. ~t should be the expression of * abar-amar(~t). This is an expression of 

*a bar- amar(~t) corresponding to amargi(~tjJ, Ma : amargi> amari>amar>abar), which is 

s imal(~t. Turk. cf. s ama I ·~t. Arab · Iran' : *s amal>ham'il>amar>abar) or seemed to be 

borrowed (Please note that it dose not correspond to Mongolian.) Therefore, it is 

estimated that this is corresponding to the Turkish. 

For the systematic vocabulary group including numeral?season words · direction 

words, all of Silla language corresponded to the Turkish through the examination of terms 

(1) to (18). This is a good evidence that the ruling class of Silla, especially Kim dynasty in 

Silla, was mainly Turkish. Moreover, even if in between Turkish and Mongolian, which are 

firmly believed to be the same Altaic, there is no corresponding word of *do r-, which 

means 'four' among basic numerals. It is amazing that the complete correspondence 

between Silla language and Turkish can be established for all basic numerals. 

III. In this section, a comparison study between Korean language (including the ancient 

language) and Turkish, the present language and before thirteenth century, will be 

performed on the vocabulary showing correspondence with high probability. Based on the 

history of phonology and phoneme corresponding rule, about 1,700 vocabulary, which 

show correspondence in the root of a word like CVC (Consonant + Vowel + Consonant) 

will be listed with 9 groups; Relative wordsliilBody words 00 Pronounlli1Astronomical and 

Geographic words00Numeral00Agriculture and Hunting words00Food, Clothing, and Shelter 

wordslli1declinable word (Verb 00Adjective) 1~10ther words. Due to limited space, only the 

limited vocabulary of 316 including relative words, body words, and astronomical and 

geographic words, will be selected and presented. 

On account of limited space, so far, only the limited words including relative words, 

body words, and astronomical and geographic words, were selected and presented. Based 

on the fact that including the words regarding food, clothing, and shelter, there were more 

than 1,700 corresponding Turkish words including verb and adjective, which were difficult 

to be borrowed from Chinese letters, it was meaningful to conjecture that a large number 

of the ancient Turkish lived in the Korean Peninsula. This does not indicate that the result 

was from the simple language contact between two nations. As shown in the previous 
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sections, it was clarified that among the Silla words, the systematic words, like a numeral, 

seasonal words, and directional words, corresponded to the Turkish entirely, and it was 

shown that through only in terms of vacabulary, very close relationship between the Silla 

language and Turkish has been presented even if the correlation between Turkish and 

Mogolian language, which are the same Altaic language, did not show closer relation. 

Therefore, it was firmly believed that the Kim dynasty-the ruling classes of Silla was 

Turkish, as well as the ruling classes of ~j~ljiJU'f was the old far ancestor of Turkish. 

<Korean> <Turkish> 

[Notes] >,< indicates the old form for the vocabulary of open side * the 

estimated type 

1. m~~:g: (Relative Words) 

ab -ao i(Grand father) 

cf. -ao i(to strengthen the form of a 

word) 

aba ji(Father) 

am-ao i(Grand Mother) 

a( >aja( Uncle1"1Aunt) 

a rna n(Mother) 

pa t>pa s(Friend) 

akis' i(Girl) 

asi(Brother1"lSister), 
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aji(Younger brother or sister)< L > 

a 1( an offspring od a concubine) 

al(MB:i, Queen)<Kogooryo> 

am(female),am-na(Body odor) 

a mi(Mother) 

anhE>ana(Wife) 

a run>ara n(one' s eldersA) 

*a rjuk([:Jn~] Queen)<Baekie> 

abi/ap' a(Father) 

kasi-pa si(Husband and wife) 

ap/aba (Ancestor00grand 

father)<o> 

avic g a(Father)<o> 

ebe : (Grand Mother)<o> 

ee i : (Uncle)<o> 

eve i(Wife)<o> 

adas (<*padas (Friend)<o>, 

*pes >es (id)<G> 

ekec (Boy)<o> 

atl(Nephew00 Grandson)<o> 

Oge:y(Step=)<o> 

alg an(Madam)<o> 

am(Vulva)<o> 

oma: (Mother)<o>, mama(Madam)(G) 

ana: (Mother)<o> 

aran(Man~Noble man)<G>, eren(Man) 

Urai:g u:t(Madam)<o> 

buba(Father)<o> 

bas lik(a man made by wedding)<o> 
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c ok' a(Nephew) 

pua k-teki(Kitchen- *Family) 

tol(Child) cf. ~-~o1 

ka(clan) cf. {l7}(~.ff;) 

kas(Wife) 

kya re(Race) 

k' oke e i(Beggar00Boss) 

kya ji-p(Woman), *~(Girl)<Silla> 

c 'ikan(Nephew)<o> 1~yegen(id)<o> 

teki(Family)<o> 

to:t(Offspring)<o> 

ka(Familyf~Clan)<o> 

ka: tun(Madam)<o> 

qara(Race)<G>, kelin(Relative)<o> 

ko:k(the headman of villages)<o> 

kisi:(Wife)<o>, qYz(Girl)<G> 

Ibus=/Ybus=(step=) 
yuvg aY(Illegitimate child00Adopted child) <o>, 

tivey(Step=,t:ti) 

*maroC [.ii. 8], Man's designation) <Silla> 

a3 A m(Relative)<L> 

ari(Relation)cf. %(Fi'l])-o}~ (agroup) 

a ba 3 i(Parents)>a ba i 

hanYm( Ullll}], woman)<Korya > 

kasina(Girl) 

k' iri(Group) 

ib'ic (Neighbor)>iwji 

koma(Concubine) 

rnA t=(ft first born)>mad= cf.~-~ 

ma s'ima(Man) 

nahE(Man)<L> cf.~-

nom(people-Man, a basement)<L> 

su-h(Male) 

saho>sawi(Son-in-law) 

saski>sak' i(Youngling) 

t' al(Daughter) 

t' ora(Similar group) 

torya n(Boy respectful)>torya u 

utu-ma ri(Head of group) cf.ma ri(Head) 

mar(Man)<G> 

asabe(paternal relations) 

ara(Relation) 

e beveyn(Parents) 

hanYm(Lady) 

hasna (Kind woman) 

hizip(Party) 

ihvan(Friends Brethren) 

koma(Concubine) 

mebde(Biginning), mebdi(Founder) 

merdtim(Man) 

nas(People) 

ntifus(pl. of nefis, People) 

zeker(Man) 

seyis(Son-in-law) cf. shohar(Son-in- law, 

Iran) 

s a kirt(pupil00 apprentice) 

ta ze(young girl) 

tug ay(Brigade) 

turhan(Nobleman) 

usta(Boss at work) 
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p' a !(Relationship) cf. ~LI-t- PJ)l 

2. :!itR~:g (Body Words) 

oip(Dissipation) 

p' aki(Hiccup) 

agari(Mouth, n) 

a k' a(Shoulder) 

*a l(Hand)<Silla> 

a Jgani(Foolish guy) 

padak(Palm) 

a :!(Spirit) 

rnA l(Excrements)<L> 

relieve oneself) 

mok(Neck, ~JD 

marya b-(Want 

PE(Belly)>pa, PEzA !(Internal organs) >p?al 

polgi(Buttocks) 

pi\ !(One step)>pal cf. ~~(One step) 

mari(Head)<o> >rna ri, masu(First) cf. 

P}<T--~ o] 

pa J-pa !(the state of trembling) 

c am-ak-c ir(Swimming) 

c ' ugi(Filth from a corpse) 

p ' al-t' uk(Forearm) 

t' a !(Hair) 

tosuk put' -(Hairy) 

c ira(<* tira. Spleen) 

tA rae ' i> tarak' i(Stye) 

ta-ma ri( <*tari-ma ri. Bold) 

t' E>t' a(Dust) 

kap' A r >kap' ur(Foreskin) 

*kara(Arm)<Silla> 
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to 

vaziye(co-ordinate) 

op-(Kiss)<o> 

i'k(<*p'ik, Hiccup)<o> 

ag 'iz(Mouth)<o> 

egim(Shoulder )<o> 

el(Hand)<o>, alig(Hand)<G> 

ergein(Single)<o>, arkun(Crossbred)<o> 

aya: <* paya: (Palm)<o> 

o:z(Spirit)<o> 

boikCExcrements00dung)<o> cf. (o/u)-k= -r/1 

bog uz(Neck)<o> 00boy'in(-&·~JO<o> 

bag 'ir(Belly• Stomach)<o>, bag 'irsak(Guts) 

biigiir(Buttocks)<o> 

bere:(Length unit)<o> 

bas (Head)<o> 

bez-(Tremble)<o>, belio (Fear)<o> 

c ap-(Swim)<o > cf.-ak(Suffix to make 

noun) 00 (; ir(Doing) 

c obik(Garbage)<o> 

tiigiln(Joint)<G> 

tiile:-(She dding hair)<o> , tiiii(Hair)<G> 

tilliig(Hairy) cf. -1>-s >-s 

taJa:k(Spleen<o >OOtJhal(Spleen)<o > 

tirsge:k(Stye)<o > 

ta'iz(Bold)<o>, dal(Naked) 

toz(Dust) <o> cf. * toz>tor>tori>to : > t' e >ta 

kapak(Something which covers) <o > > kabuk, 

gulfe(Foreskin) 

qar(upperarm)<o> 
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ko kc o D (Anxiety) 

kajuk(Fur1~Skin), kac ' (Skin) 

kuyo kc ir(Nausea) 

PE-k' op(Belly button) cf. PE>pa(Belly) 

ko dou /ko duu (Behavior) cf. ~i!J? 

K' um(Dream) 

kuu ri(Thinking) cf. ~1!? 

Ko ri(an epidemic) cf. ~-7-~ i!-1 

ktiCEar) 00 *kur(Ear)<Silla> 

no ks(Good spirt) 

sar(Hair) cf. ~oo~ (~~) 

c a c (Milk) 

sA r(Flesh)>sar 

sogar(Diabetes) 

sEu gak(Thinking) cf. 1:~?- ak 

(Noun affix) 

soma(Urine) 

c ' ap-e ap(sound licking one's lips) 

to bo k-ma ri(Disheveled hair) 

n'iski-(to feel) 

suniuu (<*tunjuu , Cold in nose) 

norE>nora(Song) 

nah(Age)>nai 

nA c ' (Face)>nac ' 

po r'is(Habit) 

al-mom(Naked body) 

pA lh(Arm)>p' al 

ariOimbs) 

pal(leg) 

qudg ur-(to worry)<G> 

kasuk(Skin00 bark)<o)l!1qus'iq(Peel 1~1 bark)<G> 

kus'ig (Nausea)<o> 

kobek(Belly button)<o> 

kodtig(Behavior)<o> 

korum(Dream)<o> 

kou til(Thinking)<o> 

kazig(Fever)<o>•gara m k'iran(epidemic) 

kulg ak(Ear)<G> ,kulak (Ear) 00 gus ( <*kul, 

Ear) 

nevas igi(Good spirit)<o> 

sac (Hair)<o> 

stiit(Milk)<o>,s ir(Milk) 1~1 c is(Sweet water 

from stem) 

sag rr:(Raw hide)<o> 

s akar(Sugar)<G>i!1sokel(Sick)<o> 

sang ar-(to think)<o>~sa ni(Thinking) 

OOsa nihaCinspiration) 

sorma(Salty one)<o> 

s aib(Sound licking one's lips)<o> 

yapa:ku: ( <* tapa:kui1!1Disheveled)<o> 

yr:d( <*n·cdi!1Scent00Smell)<o> 

yiu degr:(<*tiu degr: I!JCold in the nose)<o > 

y'ir( <*nrrr~song)<G> 

yas (*nas I!IAge)<o> 

Yi :iz( <* nti :iz 1~ 1Face ><o> 

al'iS <*pal'is (Obtained Behavior---->Habit) 

bazu(Arm) lil1paz'i(Forearm) 

a za(hands and feet ; limbs) 

bajak(Leg), pac a(Foot) 
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p' ak(Bre ast) cf. 7}- ~ -~ 

p' yam-t' () !(Cheek hair) 

pasisi(Laughing form) 

pujrJ p(to Don ' t le an on)? 

sa lm1 Ontelligence)>s' a lmi 

him(power) 

sin-sori(Cute tricks ) 

c y() u gau i(the shin)>c a u gau i 

c iral(Crazy) 

t' a 1-t' a 1-ha-(Confused) 

tuda n>tuda u (Levee) 

pisil-pisil(Reelingly) 

alp' !\.-(to pain)>ap' Y

pya nda k(Whim) 

poji(V ulua) 

pusk(Moxacautery) ) puk' 

polt' agi/polt ' ugaji(cheek) 

kya r(Anger) 

k' a 1-k' a 1 (Sound to belch) 

ha guri(the sides of one' s waist) 

k' ul-k' ul(Sound to snore ) 

kori-nun(the white of the eye) 

Kol(Coffin) 

ka nil-(to stroll) 

ka p(Fear cowardice) cf. t!? 

him s' I(to try) 

hihim(Talking through the nose) 

kora-kora(the state to yell) 

kol- (to snore) 

kosi\. -(Fragrant)>koso-ha-
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bag Yr(Breast) 

bamteli(Cheek hair) 

bes us (Laugh) 

buse(Kiss) 

je rbeze(lntelligence) 

je bir(Power) 

jinas(Cute tricks. pun) 

c enk(Hand and feel) 

c YlgYn(Crazy) 

deli (Insane) 

dudak(Lip) 

ejis - buj lis (Crooked) 

elem(Pain) 

fend(Trik) 

ferc (Vulva) 

fis ek(Cartridge) 

pYrtl!ilak(Expanding) 

gayz(Anger), kYz-(to get angry), hir (Growl) 

geg ir-(to belch) 

geg rek(Lover rib) 

gir-gir(Snoring) 

goz(the eril eye) 

gor(Grare) 

glizera n(passing) 

hevil(<*kevil. Terror) 

himmet(Efforts) 

him-him(Talking through the nose) 

hora( <*kora. Noisy party) 

horla-(<*korla-. to snore) 

has bu ( < *kos bu . Pleasantly scented) 
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kojya> koj a (Hermaphrodite) 

nks 

imna(Beckoning) cf. <iJ J..11- J..11- ( t±l) 

kaka(Sound to laugh loudly) cf. 111i]111i] 

k' ope 'u(Hunchback) 

kaz3 A m(Chest)>kaslm 

ka si/ka ilCintestinal worm) 

kasa n(Crow's fool) 

k' op(Belly button) cf. 1:)l B

karak(small stake) 

kuri(Flank) cf. ~ -.::rcl 

k' uba k-k' uba k(the state to drowse) 

k' ik- k' ik(Sound to be laughing) 

*kol(Arm)<Silla> 

kya d!rau (Armpit) 

kop' urCinfluenza) 

k' ume ' i(the behind) cf. ~~l?~~l 

* man(Meaning)<Silla> 

ma ja ri(Foolish man) 

rna ri(Hair) 

ni-t miyum(Gums)<L> cf. -t

(Sound to intermediate) 

mEn(Nothing but)>man, miln(Empty) 

od'il-od!l(the state to tremble) 

yoke igi(Nausea) 

pa ba ri(a deaf-mute) 

nE>na(Smell) 

na ks(Soul) 

iyagi(Tale) 

hunsa ( <*kunsa . Hermaphrodite),kose-(with 

no beard ->Eunuch) 

ima (Beckoning) 

kahkaha(Loud laughter) 

kambur(Hunchback) 

kasa(Chest) 00kogilz(Chest)<O> 

ka selis(Parasite) 

kag (Eyebrows) 

gobek(Belly button) 

kazlk(Pile 00Stake) 

kee e(Flank) 

klplk(Half-closed) 

klsklsCimitates the sound of suppressed 

laughter) 

kol(Arm) 

koltuk(Armpit) 

kop'il(Rascal) 

k ii mbeti(the behind) 

rna na(Meaning) 

mee hul(Unknown) OOmezellet 

(Meanness) 

mo. y(Hair) 

miljessem(Having a body) 

milnhal(Loosened) 

>wardly) 

-(to retch) 

pepe(Stammering) 00pepele-(to stammer) 

ra yiha(Smell) 

ruh(Soul) 

riva yet(Tale) 
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sar(Age) 

sam(nebula of the eye) 

c um(a handful) 

c ti(Twitch) 

se m(Wisdom) 

c a o -suri(Top of head) 

s' irim( wrestling) 

syokya o > sokya o (Blind) 

sal/sal(Year) 

sebel(nebula of the eye) 

tutum(a handful)<O> 

seg ir-/seyir-(to twitch nervously) 

semi(Sense of hearing) 

ser(Head ·top) 

ser-(to beat down to the ground) 

sokur(Blind) 

son(Artificiality) cf. ~.!i!.q, sam- s' I (Skill) Sun' I (Artificial) cf. -!(possessive) 

kil-t s' yam(Slap) 

ip-subir(Lip)<Kyungsangdo> 

s' ip(Vulva) 

c ai'io (Irritation) 

*ta !(Good spirit)<Silla> 

s amar(Slap) 

s efe(Lip) 

s ifa hi(Oral) cf. siv(Vulva, skt) 

tahris (Irritation) cf. -is <Deverbal noun 

suffix) 

telkinOnspiration) 

t ii -tka r'im(Backward step) cf. -t- (Sound to ) 
tozktir-(to back 

intermediate) 

pa jYm(Mange) * puyuz)uyuz(Mange) 

sik' 11-sik'il(the state of noisy sound) zikret-(to mention) cf. et-' to do' 

3. 7C)(tl!ffJll,~cg (Astronomical and Geographic Words 

azi>asi(First ·beginning) 

ac ' A m(Morning)>ac ' 1m 

aja k(Morning) 

agti(Crotch) 

ka !(Ditch) 

kA rA m(River)<L> 

alp' (Front)>ap' ,a:ra(a few days 

formerly) 

ara(Under) 

* alti(IYJ~ ·Gold)<Silla> 

* ulle( [rot~=~ FkJ] )<BaekjeOOKogooryo> 
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ac -(to begin)<o> 

ac -( to begin)<o> 

ac Ik/ac uk(Open)<o> 

a:g (Crotch)<o> aglz(Mouth)<o> 

geriz(Ditch) 

·er)<o> 

age: 
al(Front)<o> 

al(Under) <G> 

altil n(Gold)<o> 

ulus (c ountry)<o> 
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ilc i"k(Early) 

* ol(>o. Place) <Silla> 

ori"m(Hill· Small mountain)< A~l2f:-5:. > 

;East) 

uh(Above)>i.i 

cf. ulus(c ountry)<W.Mo> 

irUikan(Early)<G> 

orun(Place)<o> 

orun(High p!ace)<o> 

)<G> 

i.ize(Above)<o>~uc (Summit)<G> 

'it' i"m(the head·tops) cf. -·im(nominal suffix) uc (Summit)<G> 

pak' (Outside) 

* po r/puri( [ f::lt ·3<UIU Region)<Silla> 

pora(Whirlwind) cf. ~- .!i!_c}(AAI,~) 

c a k(Time) 

tahi( towards) 

t' ah(Land)>t' au 

* tar( ji, Mountain)<Silla> 

tltki'r(Dust)>t' ik' i'r 

tuk(Bank) 

U\ r(Moon)>tar 

* tar(Sea)<Silla > 

*tuman(_s:r_~·Ten thousand) <Silla> 

sandi"r(<*sA ntur)-param(Gentle breeze) 

tou (*Dawn) cf. - E q 

* tara(Narrow )<Silla> 

c as (<* tyas. Castle) 

c yo -myo k(e vening) cf. ~- '9 (t.!'i:) 

t ' A r(Origin) <L> 

ti"r(Plain) 

kA 3 (Edge)>7}~7}"'~ o] 

k'itCEnd) >k' it' 

ha-ka r'im(Sunset) 

bas qa(Othe r thing) <G>, baki'ye(Remainder) 

boli.ik(Seetion)<o>00 bali"k(Town)<o> 

borag an(Whirlwind) r!lbor( Storm)<o> 

c a :g /c ak(Time) <o> 

tapa:(towards)<o> 

topra:k(Dry ground)<o>, ye r(Ground)<o>, 

yaz!(Plain) 

ta:g (Mountain)<o> cf. tall(Hill)<Arab > 

Toi:g (Dust)<o> 

Toi :g (Barrie r·dam in a stream)<o> 

To:lun(Full moon)<o> 

talu:y(Sea)<o> 

t i i men(Ten thousand)<o> 

ti'ntura(Gentle breeze)<G> 

Tu:n(First born)<o>, tau (Dawn)<o> 

ta :r(Narrow)<o> 

ti:z(castle )<o> 

ti.in(Night)<o> 

to :z(Originij]root)<o> 

ti.iz(flat) <o> 

k'id!g (Edge )<o> 00kad!g (Hen)<o> 

kid(End) <G>00ki'y!(Edge) 

k??(Late) <o>, geje(Night) 
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*kur>kor( [Pc2,] Castle)<Baekje1! 1 

Kogooryo> 

ko juk(Surface) 

*kyo sY( [tE]Palace)<Silla> cf. tE~ 

(Palace) 

kyo 3 Yr(Winter)>kyo Yr 

kut(Pit) 

ko p' um(Bubble) 

k' oktagi(Summit) 

ki\ ri\ m(Lake) 

kinYr(Shade) 

*ka o (Sun)<Koryo > 

k' y:(a moment)<L> 

k' or(Shape) 

ki\ 3 1\ r(Autumn)>kaYr 

sa ri(Between) 

torao (Stream) 

tyao -ma>c au -ma(the rainy season) 

nyo rYm(Summer)>ya rYm 

an-ma(Instant southern wind) 

ajik(Not yet) 

*pa r>po r-m>pom(Spring·W) 

pari\ /pari\ r(Sea)<L> 

* pat'i(West)<Silla> 

pyo rak(Thunder) cf.~B 

po r(Field) 

*c ya m>syo m(Spark)<Korya > 

* si\ bi(South)<Baekie> cf. il~4 

bani\ r(Heaven)>hanYr 

s' a r-mur( <hyo r-mur.Ebbing tide) 

siguo (Dirty water) cf. Al.:S-%(a ditch) 
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qurg an(Fortress)<G> 

kirt!S (surface)<o> 

kars r(Palace)<o> 

KYS (Winter)<o> 

kuyu(Pit) l!lkuy(Cave)<o> 

kop-(to foam)<o>, kef(Bubble) 

kotki(High grou.nd)<G> 

ko:l(Lake)<o> 

koli:-(to be shady)<o>, gtizey(Shade) 

ktin(Sun) cf. keu /ken/xen (Sun)<Gily> 

ker(a moment)<o> 

kork(Shape)<o> 00kYbal(Shape) 

ktiz(Autumn)<o>l!lhazan(Autumn) 

sYc Y(Four boundaries)<o> 

yulag(a small spring)<o> 

yag mur(Rain)<G> 

ya:z/ya:y(Summer)<o> 

an(Moment) 

a ti(Future) 

bahar(Spring) 

bahri(Sea) 

bat'i(West) 

berrak(Sparkling) 

bor(Uncultivated land) , berriye(Desert), 

fez a (Vast empty place· space) 

jenge(Spark) 

ienub( <*janub,South) 

jennet(Heaven) 

jezir(Ebb), sel/selli(a drawing forth) 

c irkef(Dirty water) 
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c yagar(Pebble )>c agar 

t' lr(Garden) 

tols(One full day) 

til (Back) 

ir'i-(to be early)cf. ~ ~>~ ~]7] 

sadlr-param(Breeze) 

c ' 1\. m>c ' am(Gap) 

pak' at' (Out side) 

po ra k(Useless stone) 

Ka:r(West) cf~ -l:l}~ 

*kale a([ftl\G]Tomorrow)<Korya > 

k' ot' ori(the rear) 

kaj/\. gi(Nearly )<L> 

k/\. c >kaji(Just now) 

hi\. lk(Earth)>h'ilk 

ka s(God)<Korya > cf. -71--?il 

sf\. njE(Yet)<L> 

*ic in( [ {jtft] Inside)<Silla> 

* piri( [ 5!f. ~] province)<Samhan> 

ip-t' a(Until now) cf. t' a(Time) 

pic '(Light) 

kom(Back)/komur(Buttocks) 

kak' oro(Upside down : on the 

contrary)>ka k' uro 

ka!3 1\. ne(Center) >kaunde 

k' ole ' i(Last) 

k?rao (Small amount) cf. CJ- - l:l] C*-lfl ffi) 

kar(Snow) cf. ~ -~-l:l] (Sleet) 

k/\. j/\. gi(Evenly) <L> 

*ka mtok( [~7M ]Metropolis) <Dangoon 

Chosun> 

c akla !(Pebble) 

derga h(Palace garden) ~1yer(Space) 

devre(Cycle·circuit) 

dilbilr(Back) 

er(Early) l!ierje(A little bit early) 

esintiCBreeze) 

zaman(Time) 

fakat(Exclusively) 

fera g (Renunciation) 

qarp(West) cf. g arb(West, Arab) 

gelejek(Future) 

go til (Behind) 

hazlz(Perigee), karip/karin(Near) 

ha dis(New) 00hala(Now) 

hak(Earth) 

hak(God) 

henilz(Yet) 

ic (Inside) 

il( <*pi!. Province) 

is bu(the present) 

'iS lk(<*p!S lk.Light) 

kabaetCButtocks) 

kahkariCin precipitate re treat) 

kalb(Heart~ *Center) 

kale a(Hip) 

kalil(Small in quantity) 

kar(Snow) 

kasag 'ila-/kas a-Cto curry) 

kent(Fort ·town) cf. -a k(to strengthen the 

form a word) 
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k' !:(Short time) 

ki\ {3 i\ r(Town)>kour>ko r 

*kubure(South)<Silla> 

kor(Burning embers) cf. ~-P} 

(Hot southern Wind) 

ko:rWIS00 15 ·Countryside) 

kusek(Corner) 

*ku>ki >ki(Castle·town)<Silla> 

*kama( [~.W, ]Hill·plateau) 

ma(Southern wind) 

mi\ 3 i\ r(Village) >ma?r 

miri(Beforehand) 

myo n(mi, District unit) 

mut' (Land) 

nac (Daytime) 

na(River) 

n'is(Gentle breeze) cf. :;; -l:l}~ 

no:r(Red sky) 

or'im(Small round hill) 

sabak(Dawn) >sabyo k[!]saba 

hi\ ma(Already)>hama 

si\ zi(Space)sai• sas 

soh(Deep pond or sea)>so 

sar-nya k' (Dawn) cf.- ~(about time) 

sobur(Mire) 

sok(lnterior) 

sEm(Spring) >sam 

* sor(Nun)<~iiiliUJl~.f> 

* sar(East)>sa 
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kere(A time) 

kovus (Dormitory,KavYS -to assemble) 

k'ible(South) cf. qiblly(South, Arab) 

koz(Burning embers) 00kor(Red-hot cinder) 

kura (Villages), k'ir(Countryside), 

qolu(LocaD<G> 

kose( Corner) 

koy(Village) 

k lime (Hill· mound) 

ma-c in(Southern-china) 

mahalle(quarter of a town), 

rna s er(Company·community) 

melhuz(Anticipated) 

miyan/meyan(Middle) 

mtilk(Dominion) 

nehar(Day ,daytime) 

nehir(River) 

nesim(Gentle breeze) 

nur(Light ·brilliance) 

orman(Forest) 

s afak(Dawn), sabah(Morning) 

sa b'ik(Former,previous) 

sa ha(Open space) 

savak(Cistern from which water is 

distributed) 

seher(Time just before dawn) 

s'iv'iS (Semi liquid·sticky) 

sok-(to thrust into:insert) 

subas !(Source ·spring·fountain) 

sor(Nun) 

s ark(East) 
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* sori~place<Silla> 

tam~tamYrak(Fence) 

*tamur(Land to be restored) (Kogooryo) 

*t' ariCBorder of garden) cf. %(Fence)

tok>tor~tokmau i>tormau i(Stone) 

c ojim(Evil omen) 

s ura(This place.that place) 

taml'ig (Having a wall)<o> 

tamir(Repair·restoration) 

tarh( Garden border) 

tug la(Brick) 00 tokmak(Mallet-*stone) 

tes eum(Evil omen) 

t' op(Piled place) cf . .£ ~ -* top(the whole mass of anything) ~ topuk (Bar 

of a river) 

t' uu (Bad brass) 

t' am-na([~tif]Round island-fJ!OI'i.~) 

=pak(Time) cf. B--, :3J.1:!f-"n 

pata(Sea) 

padak(Botton) 

padak(One' s native country) cf. -.A}'f:f 

nyc1 p' (Flank·side)>yo p' 

ni\ ri\ (Shore)>naru 

tunc (Bronze) 

tlimsel-(to become round) 

vakit(Time) 

varta(Abyss) 

varta(Abyss) 

vatan(One' s native country) 

yalpa(*nalpa,the rolling of a ship) 

yali'( <*naiL shore· beach) 

narak(Hell) cf. -ak(to strengthen the form a * 
yar( < nar. Precipice·abyss) 

word). JR"?i? 

* tar(plain)<Silla> yazY(Plain) ti!ltarla(Arable field) 
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THE RISE OF INDIA: AN EMERGENCY SCENARIO 

Dr. T.L.N.Swamy 1 and Mohammed Akhter Ali2 

swamylnt@yahoo.co.in 

ABSTRACT 

India, being the largest democratic and second highest populated country in the world, 

enjoys multi-ethnic and multi linguistic cultures. It is a place where diversified philosophical 

schools have grown over a period and influenced the contemporary civilizations all over the 

world. In fact the origins of Hindu philosophy are to be traced in the Vedic writings (circa 

1500 BC) about the Universe and Universal order. Similarly, the Upanishads, the Bhagavad

Gita and the Bramhasutra from circa 1000 BC to 500 BC laid foundations in the Hindu 

philosophy. At about the same time the Shramana schools including Jainism and Buddhism 

also developed. Many Indian philosophers presented their ideas and popularized Indian 

philosophy, but, among all, Sri Aurobindo (1872-1950) and Radhakrishnan (1885-1975) were 

perhaps the most prominent and influential voices responding from India in the early part of 

the last century, presenting Indian philosophical ideas and comparing, contrasting and even 

fusing eastern and weste rn philosophy and religion, traditions, artistic skills and strong 

resource endowment. 

In spite of its rich philosophical foundations India remained poor for the many centuries. 

It was under colonial re gime for a period about 200 years and got liberalized about 60 years 

ago. Hence India has be en working for its social and economic development through various 

programmes since inde pendence. The present paper examines its performance in terms of 

various indicators and thereby suggests a suitable for achieving higher rate of development. 

The study observes that although agriculture contributes more than a quarter to India's GDP, 

its share has declined particularly after 97 may be because of failure of rains, poor 

infrastructural facilities, etc. Manufacturing and service sector has grown extensively but 

1 Professor of Economic and Director, Univ., Foreign Relation Offic e , Osmania University, Hyderabad, 
A.P. India 

2 Ph.D Scholar, Deprt., of Geography, Osmania University, Hyderabad, A.P. India 
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industry has received a setback as far as its growth is concerned in the recent past may be 

due to stagnation in the domestic savings and investment. 

As a result of progress made in respect of key sectors of the economy rural and urban 

poverty ratio has declined substantially but still there is lot of poverty particularly in rural 

India. Similarly India has made significant progress in terms of science and technology and 

in many other areas but the rate of growth of employment is very low in the country. It may 

be because of growing capital intensification in large as well as modern small industry in the 

country. Therefore, traditional type of industries and service sector must be encouraged for 

providing productive employment for growing masses in the country. Although literacy rate 

has increased still large size of population has to be provided with educational facilities 

particularly in rural India where children usually take up work instead of going to school for 

want of income due to poverty. 

The study concludes that India with its strong foundations in philosophical thought and 

democracy and also supported by the resource endowment, it has made a tremendous 

progress in various fields during the last five decades of plan period. However, still a lot is to 

be done, particularly in areas of alleviation of poverty and providing employment to its fast 

growing population, Hence the study suggest that the State should redesign its development 

policy and implement the new initiatives for achieving higher rate of social and economic 

development. 
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A Speculation on the Relationship between Dongyi 

Culture and Yi Philosophy 

Nam, Myung-jin, Professor, Chungnam National University 

njnam@cnu.ac. kr 

1. Introduction 

What 1s the source of the oriental culture, and where did it originate from? The 

oriental culture has generally been known to bloom in China in regional framework, and form 

the basis of a country in ancient times, and continuously develop as Yu Xia ¥in(Shang) lhou 

in series of empires from the point of period . There appear several documents to discover 

the origin along with archaeological and cui tural configuration related to former 

historical story or the history of tribal settlement in the ancient times.D In addition, 

studies on the origin of Chinese cui ture has been in full activity from archaeological 

perspectives, producing a good many series of works. Unfortunately, however, there were few 

outputs that unveiled the original source in cultural or theoretical angles.zl 

It might be guessed that the origin has intentionally been ignored or veiled by the main 

land because if the fact that the original source of culture was from an alien people is 

revealed in public, their ideology and superiority of Han(Chinese) race could not only be 

lost, but their efforts to pursue the pol icy would be damaged, in which they have 

conquered foreign peoples and consistently tried to make other peoples and their 

sources subjected to Han culture in history, and has attempted to distort and 

1) ~~ rP *i~ : rr:p~tlf~*~fiffl~MD.n C r:p~~~37<i?§*-c1948>1F-fJJit&, IEr:flilffrV)l!J- tF~.L ~ : ~"$[!)~ 
'£lltr'£~i5.! (l=j:l~~~68<iffi*-c1979>f:F n}1, ~IH!f!-riJ)<~oJ]A-j &~;to]y. Et''ltX ~ l!j- £E~, ~tiilt~ 
~ ~ _<fJAj~ .A}li~ ~'6~Al .Jlr]1~ ",5-.;;-oJ] ~§)-~ ±~7fi!J*o]Lf ~r;:j ~~~~ .AJQ:j ~ i}4'-il}a:j m-.s-J.JI 'V_ 
:;.>~,~ 

2) 9='~iifl:Wif4~~~tlWf~PJf, [PJ~tJf,:;)CEIJjliff~l=j:IIL,\ ~;fi : rl=j:I~)CEIJJJ@~liff~ "*.'iJ C~tr~:~nu z 
~ ~37~-;ttvtelt&ff~. lt~. 2003)(Edited by The Institute of Archaeology, Chinese Academy 
of Social Sciences and The Research Center of Ancient Civili za tion, Chinese Academy of 
Social Sciences : Review of the Research into the Origin of Chinese Civi 1 ization, 
Cultural Relics Publishing House, Beijing, China. 2003)<a:j7] :::i:7~B -t!-1(! .;::.~~.£ SOOO:j 
{1o]y. ~.A]~ -A]~~~ ~£ -A}li~ -'fl'T-£ ~ ~§1-l:!l!J- J -¥-~~ ~-T-7} a;.JI Altl1~.2-£ uu};:: 
~§} Lf J q3-&-J: t.Jl-AJ :::: "f=-5:.~ q3-&-J:i:!-Jl]oJ] tJ1-6~A-j:::: l:Jl_!f-~ ~]li1<5}.Jl ~g>%~. 
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amalgamate the original history on purpose as they had intended in the name of 'the 

process'. Therefore, to demand them to return it to the original state and clarify the 

original sources and characteristics, the researchers are required to study deeply on 

unrevealed areas which has been denied and covered for a long time. 

Generally, a certain race and a local cui ture can be a good resource to be 

considered, and also the base of ideology and further the root of philosophy in a 

country. In comparison with former-history legends and archaeological research results, 

it can be found that the source of Chinese philosophy is mainly composed of exterior 

cultures from foreign landers rather than its own one. In short, it is possible in 

preposition or hypothesis that the source of Chinese philosophy and thoughts is not 

from Han race, but from old Dongyi race.3l 

The overall study on culture is considered as a remarkably involved issue tn that it 

should thoroughly explore archaeology, cui tural anthropology, the history of tribal 

settlement, and religious folklore in educational and synthetic ways. Nevertheless, the 

ideology and philosophy which originally form the root of cui ture 1 ie in the core of 

those areas. Thus it is essential to study, linking the characteristics of Zhouyi 

philosophy', the key clue and the origin of Chinese philosophy with Dongyi culture. As 

a presupposition for further study, a preliminary speculation should be considered with 

a few materials in advance in this chapter. 

2. A Key Question to Vi Philosophy 

The origin of oriental philosophy and thoughts which had been represented by China 

is well recognized through historical documents that it continued from the states of 

Sanhwang-Wudi or three emperors to five monarchs to dynasties of Xia .Yin ·Zhou. Even if 

the ancient histories in documentation seem to have some narrations and legends with 

controversial issues, they also originated from their own cultural characteristics, so 

they can be the source of thoughts and philosophy.4l 

The Chinese oldest history book, Shiji written by Simaqian in Han dynasty, mainly 

quoted in some parts Shujing which had been arranged by Gongzi five hundred years ahead 

3) WO"ffi#l : r~t~~LFttt~!~ *~J'JW'l'c01l !Ul~ ::JJrtillitrJ Ct&"~Wf~ m "· :k~tt&"~fl ®UX~. :kli~) IT. :15 
rtJ::-.OllJ-1 ~ r:p~,F;Y,;W,Jr}~ !Ul~f-C~t~U!Hii!~ ~if%~~~ :1Jrt)<011J-i mr>zB"J r:f:1l~H~~ ~~~MJ:JtJJ. mz 
~B"J r:f:1l~{~MJ:JtJl~ ~*Jj'iJM:ItJl. m3~B"J r:p~{~~ ~-*rlM~ .!i!.'xt~oJ ~.7.}311~ %'.;;-~Jr}:Acl g %iiR 
J-i %'.;;-~-&~ ~~01 <=ci'J.>%~. 

4) Til.~ll : O'Jl:~c.n ~ =r ~'?Jl~'?J H~lll~:t:lli~~ : u-~~cfli!~~~.n ,Cr:f:1*li':~66<iffi*c77>:1f.10Jl, ;~ 
i!!t 7A.E£itlJit&iill ~P1J)<fk~. i[i$11t jfifir, ~~=[ ~~ ~"'~Jrt B-~~ ~}.~ AlQj ~011 t:JliiRJ-i~ '?~7} 
~ ~ci 1:l 0 l .!i!. ~>%~. 
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of it. In comparison with Shujingwhich had been made 1n Yaodien. Shundien, or the book 

of emperors Yao and Shun, Shiji began with ant ecedent emperors, yet it is hard to trace 

the story of the ancient times. However, there is a basic stream in the oriental 

philosophy called 'traditional succession' of the saint, or shortly 'the saint succession' 

which forms the axis of the philosophy, and confucianism values much of the succession as 

Dao succession of the truth. The saint succession of confucianism directly means the 

legitimism of confucianism as the center of history. The confucian archives demonstrates 

that the historical succession of king and philosophical succession of the saint came 

down in harmony from the ancient times to Gongzi 's times, and the roles of the saint, 

king and succession were well united. Most of all, Chunqiu includes the fundamentalism 

of historical philosophy, Shujing refers to the original way of political history, and 

Yijing is known as the source of both two philosophies and the scripture which 

enlightens the fundamental principle of existence which is the basic issue in the 

oriental philosophy. Hence, Yijing is the original source of the oriental philosophy 

and the most fundamental, oldest scripture. It would be possible to verify the source 

of the ancient Chinese philosophy by en! ightening the core of Yijing which contains the 

bottom line of the oriental philosophy, and clarifying how Dongyi culture played its 

role in the composition process of Yijing. 

3. Lishusheungtong of Yi Philosophy and the Dongyi Saint 

Which saint, en! ightened Yijing, the consistent theory of three extremes of Heaven, 

Earth, and humans and imparted it to successors? It is saints who made it clear and 

hand down the Yijing followers. They formed the malll stream of old histories. Yijing 

related thirteen saints with Gua, or Trigram in the chapter two of its second volume, 

titled 'Shishe' to support the fact. It would be inferred that this interpretation was 

on the basis of the principle of Lishusheungtong. The further research on the source of 

the cultural background in Yi philosophy would be discussed in the next issue, but the 

hypothetic proposal that the historical and cultural background 1n formulating Yi 

philosophy were from Dongyi culture would be formally on 1ssue. 

4. The Original Semantics of Several Concepts in Yi Philosophy and Dongyi Culture 

In previous arguments, there could be captured that the theory of 'Xinxing' in which 
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Dongyi family who had been a leader in the settlement culture and had laid emphasis on 

seasons in agricultural culture thought that the stream of time and t iandao, or the 

heavenly reason. that is, the heavenly nature produced the model of human nature later 

became the cultural basis to develop into the characteristics of the oriental 

philosophy, and old saints enlightened and took it as the core in succession. 

5. Conclusion 

As mentioned in the passages above, it was demonstrated that the fundamental issue 

of Yi philosophy lies in the principle of the stream of time in tiandao, and the 

formulation of Yi philosophy, and through the analysis of fourteen saints 1n the 

process of review of shengtong, the stream of old saints by the principle of Lishu, 

more than half of saints were from Dongyi family. In addition, the historical fact that 

the Dongyi tribe had raised the Yin(Shang) culture which mainly formed the base of 

Chinese cultures as a ancient dynasty shows a deep relation between Zhouyi and the 

Dongyi culture , and further, it seems that the relation was from the tribe's realization 

of the principle of the stream of time in the heaven which had been accumulated for a 

long time as the culture of agricultural settlement, the conceptual characterictics 1n 

the Dongyi culture. and it can be found that the cultural characteristics are 1n 

connection with Yi philosophy which considers the principle of the stream of time tn 

tiandao as the fundamental ground. It also can be detected that they have connection 

with the original meaning of several concepts in Yixue and the culture which emphasize 

the bottom line of the nature of time. This study focused on questioning issues of 

these findings as a pr e liminary research in order to prepare for the formal works which 

scrutinize the details of circumstances. 

In brief, the fact that the essential issue of Yi philosophy, the source of Chinese 

philosophy lies in the nature of time in the operation of tiandao should be demonstrated, 

and the matter that the root was from the Dongyi family who had 1 ived in the 

north-eastern ar ea in the ancient period and had raised the culture which stressed the 

principle of the stream of time as the agricultural settlement culture, and moved to 

the central area of old China should be unveiled through the trace, which, in the 

future, might be able to enlighten roots of thoughts in Chinese philosophy in the right 

course, and make them realize that the work process in the north-eastern part is of no 

use in the aft er all. 
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Hwandangogi as a history of human civilization: 

interpreting its inherent philosophy 

Lee, il-bong, ? 

bt21 bong@hanmail.net 

Notes 

Introducing Hwandangogi as a historical source 

1. Period of origin for each section 

Overall period of publication: Late Shilla to Early Joseon 

<Samseonggi - Part 1> Anhamro (?-640) 

<Samseonggi - Part 2> Wondongjung (Late Goryeo, 14th Century) 

<Dangunsegi>- Completed by Yiam (1296-1364), during the 12th year of Gongmin's retgn 

(1363), Goryeo Dynasty 

<Bukbuyeogi> - by Beomjang (Late Goryeo and Early Joseon Dynasty, 14th Century) 

<Taebaekilsa>- by Yimaek (1455-1528) 

<Hwandangogi> - In 1911, Gyeteonsu[?-1920] bound the above 5 books into a single 

volume. 

The name of books and cit ed references included in this bound copy appear partly in 

the Suseoryeong sect ion, Joseon Wangjo Si llok (records for the kings Sejong, Yejong, and 

Seongjong). A Japanese transl ated version published in 1982 by Kashima Noboru , a Japanese 

anci ent historian and also an extreme right-wing, is considered controvers ia I in many 

respects. 

2. The periods and kingdoms 1n which Hwandangogi is written 

Includes historical information from the periods; Hwanguk(tg~B.C.7199-B.C.3898) · 

Baedalguk(B.C. 3898-B.C.2333) · Gojoseon(B.C.2333-B.C.108?) · Bukbuyeo(B.C.239-'B.C.58) · 

Goguryeo (B.C.37-A.D.668) · Balhae((698-926)) ·and Goryeo(936-1371). 
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3. A Synopsis of contents 

Hwandangogi contains a chronological recording of the data from each historical 

period, featuring some philosophical deliberations on traditional thinking and conceptions 

that are considered unique. This is no doubt an essential source for studying East Asian 

civilization and various equestrian peopl es of the Northern hemisphere. 

Hwandangogi is al so deemed an important source for studying the history of human 

civilization. Scholars in mainstream Korean historiography however 

refuse to recognize its value as authentic source, allegedly due to its incompatibility 

with their own historical orientation. 

lntroduction(a foreword?) 

Not many nations throughout the course of human history have succeeded in thoroughly 

recording their history which will do justice to the glory of their ancestors. Before 

discuss the anthropological detai Is and developmental theories of world ci vi I i zat ions, 

wish to bring up two major reasons why we have had so little success in restoring past 

historical records; first, that the records themse I ves are tainted with mythica I e 1 ement s; 

and second, that we lack sufficient historical materials in a recorded form. This is true 

at least in Korean historiography. 

From as early as the pre-historical period, human beings have recorded important 

events and things they valued tn their lives. Such records existed even before letters or 

writing tools were invented. In other words, they were chanted and transmitted orally. 

Such oral tradition, like the condensed computer files we have now, were transmitted from 

mouth to mouth in a contracted form, carrying with it thoughts and ideas of the ancient 

peoples. In their final stages, they were transferred in writing. 

When an oral tradition becomes written down, we enter into the so-called 'historical 

period (recorded history).' However, due to the complex situation that occurred after this 

change took place, the original thoughts inherent in most oral traditions became altered 

and came to lose their correct key words for interpret at ion. The contents of such 

tradition, which is not construable using our contemporary common sense, are usually 

categorized as myths. 

It is not so surprising that we are no longer able to understand the historic<~! 

significance of myths, since the environment and thought system surrounding its birth are 
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m1ss1ng today. Therefore the key to understanding myths lies in interpreting the life 

goals and thought systems of their creators. Of course, this is easier said than done, 

since the only reference we have at present 1s dependent on generalized 

culture-developmental theories and social developmental theories of Western scholars. 

During the Japanese colonial period in Korea, Japanese scholars showed distrust 

against the Gojoseon section in <Samgulyusa> and other similar early records of the Three 

Kingdom period, bearing the intention of degrading Korean history m general. 

Unfortunately, their assertions have formed the basis of Korean history as a field and are 

being transmitted even to the present. 

Every civili zation has, m some form or another, experienced 'dark ages' of 

pub! icat ion, featured by book banning or book-burning. This has also been true in Korea. 

Yugi, a history book from Goguryeo period and which tells of a broad history of the 

ancient world; Kuksa of Shilla, and the Seogi of Baekje have all been lost due to wars, 

plunderage, and arson. In addition, there has been book-banning and burning from political 

reasons, some examples of which we can find even in Korea's modern history. Before the 

Liberation in 1945, count less old books have been banned by the Japanese government. 

Fortunately however, some of them have survived the mishap and were circulated among 

resistant fighters for national independence. Among them some books were even officially 

published, Hwandangogi being a representative example. Of course we can assume that this 

is only the tip of an iceberg, since so many history books are lost to us. Although far 

from perfect, we can however assume that Hwandangogi contains some of the major keys we 

need in order to under s tand ancient history of East Asia. 

Some Korean historians are studying this book, although what they have discovered is 

still 1n a rudimentary state. However, it they continue to study this book more 

academically. it may produce some confounding results which can affect the history of not 

only East Asia but the whole of Eurasia. This paper will list some of the important key 

elements found within Hwandangogi, with reference to Korean and Chinese historical sources. 

Hwandangogi's place and research value in the historiography of human 

(world) civilization 

1) The theory of independent development (East Asia) 

Although the Theory of Four Human Civilizations (Mesopotamia, Egypt, India, and the 
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Chinese Hwang Ho) remains unauthenticated, it is based on some solid anthropological 

findings . However, many anthropological evidences indicate that civilizations comparable 

to the Hwang Ho culture, consisting of its own unique cultural traditions, have prospered 

near the eastern (the Yongsan culture of Sandongseong, Daemungy culture etc.) and the east 

northern (Heungsan culture and Hagajeom culture) parts of China. Some of the relics found 

in these areas are analogous to those mentioned in the pages of Hwandangogi. 

Also, Habukseong Takrok, situated to the west northern part of Beijing, lies contains 

the site of the first major war in East Asia. This ruins is also mentioned in the 

periodical records originating from the so-called 'mythical era' of China and its specific 

detai Is are offered in Hwandangogi. Therefore we can safely conclude that some highly 

sophisticated c i vi I i zat ions existed early in East Asia, each possessmg its own unique 

cultural traits. This is why the Korean government has encouraged the project called 

Dongbukgongjeong in China, as early as the 1980s, with the aim of including the history of 

Gojoseon, Goguryeo and Balhae as part of Korea's ancient history. 

2) A neo(new)-paradigm for reconstructing the history of human civilization 

-Rediscovering the equestrian nomadic peoples 

Here we have a civilization only recently noticed and viewed from a different angle. 

It is the equestrian nomadic peoples, including the Huns , the Seonbis, and the Dolgwoels, 

as well as the Mongols (represented by Chingiskan) and the Kitans. They have been 

considered by scholars mainly as uncivilized people in the past. In Asia especially, they 

were taken as savages or barbarians, due to the Sino-centric cultural view, originally 

implanted m the minds of the scholars by the Han Chinese. In the West these tribes were 

perceived as merely raiders or invaders, coupled with the unilateral prejudice resulting 

from the predominantly Western point of view called Orientalism. How our conception of the 

equestrian culture in the ancient Aisa would change remains to be seen. 

- Understanding the equestrian (or the nomadic) peoples 

The word 'equestrian' reminds us the image of people driving horses and who nomadize 

m vast steppe regions. However, this is only a small fraction of the entire picture. 

Equestrian peoples include not only the nomadic tribes, but also the semi-agricultural 

nomads, the equestrian tribes who decided to settle down, the agricultural equestrian 

tribes, and the maritime equestrian tribes, who have incorporated sea-side lifestyles. 

Although different m specific orientation, each forms a unit for historical 

interpretation and has roots in the equestrian culture in general. Today, except for the 
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Mongols and the Tibetans, most of the equestrian cultures are settled in their respective 

areas, using automobiles instead of horses for transportation. Such transformation is no 

more surprising than that for the modern Turks, whose ancestors were also horsemen once 1n 

the vast fields . 

-Reappraising the equestrian culture 

Before the arrival of automobiles, equestrian peoples had the fastest means of 

transportation in the world. What made the Huns, the Dolgwals, and the Mongols advance 

into as far as Europe was largely due to the power from horses and arrows, the special 

weapon unique to equestrian cultures. Most of the East Asians living in Northern 

hemisphere were accustomed to living and traveling with horses. 

Therefore it is highly unfortunate that, due to the modern historiography and 

hypotheses construct ed by Western scholars, these equestrian cultures were largely 

neglected from taking a part in the historical development of human civi 1 izat ion. Even 

now, few scholars are willing to acknowledge any value in the equestrian nations and past 

cultures. 

Nevertheless one can not deny that a horse-riding culture, like the discovery of fire 

or the development of agriculture, is one of the most revolutionary events in ancient 

human civilization. It was revolutionary in the sense that it allowed a evermore frequent 

exchange between the East and the West, resulting in a highly active cultural interaction 

between different peoples of the world. The transportational channel established by the 

equestrian culture lat er became what is now known as 'the silk roads.' 

The scope of movement for an equestrian tribe 1s exceedingly more broad than that for 

a settled culture or a nomadic tribe that travels on foot. However, exi sting theories on 

nomadic tribes constructed by Western scholars are mostly based on the samples modeled 

after non-equestrian cultures of Africa or other more settled cultures, and therefore do 

not do justi ce to the important roles and the characteristics found among equestrian 

civili zations in Asi a. Western scholar s have falsely attempted to apply their overly 

generalized developmental theory on ancient civilization on cultures that are essentially 

different from their own. Thi s has been the case in most studies on As ian horse-based 

cultures, resulting in what can only be called 'a fabricated history of ancient Asia.' 

Such theoretical misinterpretation can easily be observed even in the Hwandangogi document. 

According to one study, it takes only about 1 month to travel back and fro, from 

Central Asia to Northern Europe (Finland) . This 1s why we can find many Asian features 

found among northern European relics. One example 1s the Kammkeramik of the Neolithic age. 

This earthenware charact eristi c to the Neolithic period is found not only in many parts of 
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Korea, Japan, Northern China, and Mongolia, but also in Finland and other North European 

countries via Siberia. Such evidence suggests the scope of movement of ancient equestrian 

peoples of Asia, and attests to their power of transmitting cultural traits across 

continents. In other words , they have been the prior means of ancient cultural 

interactions. 

Equestrian cultures have created their own unique civilization, transmitted it to 

other cultures, and readily incorporated cultures from other parts of the world. They were 

also important in delivering mixed cultural traits to far areas, the ability of which 

should be taken with weight in terms of history of world civilizations. For example, the 

spreading of the Bronze civilization, which arose around 3000 B.C. in the Middle East, 

owes much to the equestrian peoples. This suggests the importance of launching our belated 

investigation and re-evaluation of the horse-riding culture in ancient Asia. 

The first equestrian community/ 

The East as the cradle of human civilization 

In Hwandangogi we can read about Asia's first national community. It is a federal 

community consisting of 12 smaller tribal groups. The name for the entire community ts 

"Hwanguk," with each tribe within having its own designation. The period of existence ts 

assumed to be from 7199 to 3898 BC, with 3302 years of historical existence. This record 

bears some important historical implications, one of which is the designation "Sumiliguk" 

among the 12 federations. Scholars agree that this designation and the famous Sumer, 

considered as the foundation for Mesopotamia and the source for Western civi I izat ion, 

share an identical etymology. They are now looking for some cultural commonalities which 

will prove this connection. Sumerian specialists have been at a loss as to how and through 

what channel the Sumerians came to be settled in mesopotamia. Scholars assume that they 

came down from the mountainous highlands and that they had black hair. Even though this 

hypothesis remains to be investigated, Hwandangogi at least suggests that Sumerians moved 

early on from East Asia (or Central Asia) to the Middle East. 

Considering the vast amount of unwritten data in human history, one can presume that 

Asian equestrian culture was the most influential in ancient world history. Aside from the 

expedition made by Alexander the Great in 3rd century BC, history of the Western 

civilization has been that of a continuous import from the East. Even Alexander the Great 

was not successful in progressing beyond the Pamirs of Central Asia and stopped at North 

India and Bactria. So did the Huns, the Turks, and the Mongols later, at least before the 

West made it to the East after the Industrial Revolution. Hwandangogi is important that it 

tells us the story of ancient Asia which have been omitted in our history books. That is, 
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it tells of the pre-historical China, and about the times when the Huns, the Turks, and 

the Mongols were in power. 

-Federal Union (confederation) and centralism 

At present, the United States has a federal umon system cover mg a common region, 

whereas the old U.S .S.R and the EU are examples of national unions. A nation that takes 

part in a confederation has its own independent system within. Specific details and 

contents being quite multifarious of course , ancient federations were probably similar to 

the federal states today. 

However, most developmental theories on ancient nations have proposed a different 

picture. They assumed that ancient civilizations, as they developed into a variety of 

modern nations, have shifted from a primitive tribal community system into a centralized 

government. But we must remember that not all cultures have proceed in this manner. Asian 

horsemen cultures especially had traditionally existed in federal unions. A centralized 

government is characterized by a unilateral, from top to bottom, communicational route, 

having the military and economical power focused on the ruler, thus featuring an unequal 

relationship of power. On the other hand, a federal government is that of a horizontal 

relationship of power, employing a democratic form of government. 

This ts natural , considering the decision making process es tablished by these 

multifarious tribes, the forms of which going further back than the Democratic government 

(allegedly a Western invention) of the Greek Athens, The federal government bore the name 

'Hwabaek' in Hwandangogi and 'Jegapyeonuihwe' in Goguryeo. Both terms are assumably 

Sino-nyms, drawing on the meanings from Chinese pictograph and has separate traditional 

names. The Mongols called them 'Kuriltais' as an ext ension of a democratic cultural form. 

However we can hardly consider this unique to Mongolian culture. The terms only confirms 

that, when circumstances requires, a culture reproduces culture, 

The theory of an independent spiritual history 

The confederation of eques trian tribes formed their own unique philosophical system 

based on their own historical and cultural past. They pursued the enlightenment of human 

soul, which values the r e lationship between you and I, between people, communities, 

regions, and cultures. I also aims to promote the wellbeing of the entire community 

focusing on mutual respect and the law of co-exist ence. To discuss the detai Is of this 

philosophy is well beyond the scope of this paper. 

Sources such as Cheonbugyeong deals with the relationship among heaven, earth, and 

man, introducing a rich sys t em of anci ent thoughts . The concept of Samwiilchae , namely 
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that heaven, earth, and man, although existing as separate entities, are nevertheless 

inter-related, and the world-view that a human being is God himself, a concept called 

samsinilchae, are some of the representative philosophies. Such thinking was used as 

practical ideologies to unite tribes or served as the promoted goal for saving the 

universe. One of Korea's unique thinking is that of 'Hongikingan,' the founding ideology 

for Korea's ancient nation, and has been recorded in many old sources. This elements in 

ancient Korean philosophy was passed down to the rei igious practices such as Buddhism, 

Taoism, and Confucianism. Choi Chiwon , a Confucian scholar from late Shilla, and who 

studied in China (Tang) and even held an office In Chinese court, wrote In 

<Nanrangbiseomun>; 

"There is a very sophisticated art in our country called "pungryu." The roots for its 

teachings is detailed in soensa. It contains all three major teachings of universe and is 

therefore used to edify souls ... etc. 

Although specific contents remain unclear, what he means by the three major teachings 

are Confucianism, Buddhism, and Taoism. The 'sophisticated art' called 'pungryu' and its 

roots In the ancient world are depicted in Hwandangogi. At this point, scholars differ In 

terms of their interpret at ion of the text of Hwandangogi. However, what can be drawn at 

this point is that the spiritual civilization which developed in ancient Central Asia IS 

rich and sophisticated enough to undermine all existing generalizations about Asia's 

ancient past, which had equated the term 'ancient' with 'savage' or 'barbarian.' 

Conclusion 

A historical recording is always made surrounding a historical subject. This is also 

true in the case of northern equestrian tribes of China who were later absorbed into 

mainstream Chinese history. Chinese history books always placed the Han Chinese in the 

center of universe, and it reflected their Sino-centric world view and historical 

orientation. Hwandangogi on the other hand was written from the horsemen's stance and 

therefore reflects a contrasting world-view. According to Hwandangogi ! for example , China 

is described as a peripheral culture. Another interesting fact is that each equestrian 

tribe, when the central power collapses, tends to stand on its own independently. After a 

while, when a single tribe gathers sufficient governing power and influence, the entire 

community will once again turin into a form of confederation. This is why in order to 

write a universal history of the equestrian peoples we need a global history, within which 

small-scaled histories of individual tribes can be written. It seems that history of Korea 
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can also be writt en m this fashion, just as individual histories can be written for the 

Huns, the Soenbies , the Turks, the Mongols, the Kitans , the Geum, and the Ch'ing dynasty. 

Recently one frequently encounters the term 'nomadic.' A so-called nomadic world-view 

ts too broad a term to define in this paper. However, concepts such as 'migration' and 

'multilateral communication' seem to li e in the cent er of the concept . This may bear great 

significance in our world today, since, for example , can we not use their philosophy to 

cease the vicious cycle of confrontation and conflict and open a new era of peace and 

co-existence? 

As we close the 20th century, which has been filled with world wars, local battles , 

and ideological disagreements, can we not accept this new concept as our new moto for us 

intellectuals? Could it not contribute in our quest for an alternative ideology, in an age 

where the Cold War is being replaced by a more cooperative, neo-Renaissance movement? It 

is hoped that studying the historical orientation of ancient nomadic culture can help us 

find the means to end all di scord and conflicts in this world and find ways for a peaceful 

co-existence in which we can each respect the cui tures other than our own. This is for 

the sake of a new kind of Orientalism. The End. 
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Hilmi Ziya Ulken'in Dii~iincesindeki ~ahsiyetvi Ozelliklerin 

Degerlendirilmesi 

Prof. Dr. Nurten Gokalp 

gokalp@gazi.edu.tr 

Sahsiyetc;;ilik(Personalizm) teriminin felsefe ile tam~mas1 c;ok eski olmamakla birlikte 

hareket olarak oldukc;;a uzun bir tarihe sahip oldugu ifade edilebilir. 0 bir felsefi aktm olarak 

popillerligini yirminci yi.izyilm ba~lannda elde etmi~tir. 

Terim, felsefede gene! olarak ~ahsiyete c;;ok onem veren di.i~ilnce hareketini ac;;tklamak 

ic;;in kullamlmaktadtr. Metafizikte ise ~ahsm ontolojik esas ve boylece ~ahsiyetin temel 

ac;;tklaytct prensip oldugu bir felsefi sistem ya da bakt~ ac;;tst olmaktadtr. 

Sahsiyetc;;ilik, geni:;l anlamda, :;lahsiyeti, degerler, epistemoloji ve metafizigi de ic;;ine 

alan problemlere anahtar yapan bir dil:;lilnce bic;;imidir. Sahsiyetc;;ilik, terim olarak, :;lahsiyete 

c;;ok onem veren di.i:;li.ince hareketini ac;;tklamak ic;;in kullamlmaktadtr. Bir doktrin olarak ise, 

~ahsiyeti en i.istiln felsefi ilke olarak alan, onu degerler, epistemoloji ve metafizigi de 

kapsayan problemlere anahtar yapan bir dil:;li.ince bic;;imidir. Yani ~ahsiyetc;;iligin temel 

problemi ~ahtsttr. Metafizikte ise ~ahsm ontolojik esas ve boylece :;lahsiyetin temel 

ac;;tklaytct prensip oldugu bir felsefi sistem ya da bakt:;l ac;;tst olmaktadtr. 

Koklerini Yunan metafizigine dayandtran ve Htristiyan dininin motiflerini ta:;ltyan bu 

dil:;lilncenin tarihini belirlemek oldukc;;a gi.ic;;tilr. Heraklitos, Anaxagoras, Platon, Aristoteles, 

Platinous, St. Augustine, Thomas Aquinas, Bruno ve Descartes'm dU~ilncesinde :;lahsiyetc;i 

unsurlar gormek milmkilndilr. Ote yandan dogu (Hint ve <;;in) dli:;llincesinin etkisi de 

unutulmamahd1r. Ramuja'mn di.i~i.inceleri buna ornek olarak verilebilir. 

Ozellikle Avrupa'da geli:;len ve Katolik teolojik dli~ilncesi ile birlikte canlanan realist 

~ahsiyetc;;iligin en onemli dli:;li.inilrleri Franstz Jacques Maritain, Etienne Gilson ve Emmanuel 

Mounier'dir. Biz bur<lda, B<1t1 di.i:;li.incesinden ornek olarak E. Mounier'in :;lahsiyetc;i 

dil~ilncesindeki bazt unsurlan ahp bunlann <;;agda:;l Tilrk Dil:;lilncesinin onemli bir ismi olan 

Hilmi Ziya Olken'in dli:;lilncelerinde etkisi olup olmadtgmt gostermeye c;;ah:;lacagtz. 

Sahsiyetc;iligi ac;tklarken ~ahtstan topluma dogru bir yon cizen Mounier, fert ile :;lahts 

arasmda aytnm yapmaktadtrlar. Zira be:;leri varltk iki kutuptan olu:;lmaktadtr. Biri gerc;ek 

~ahtsla ilgilenmeyen :;lahsiyetin golgesi veya ferdiyeti ile ilgili maddi kutup, digeri hakiki 
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~ahsiyeti ile ili~kili spiritUel kutuptur. 1 Ruh ve madde aym varhgm artak iki prensibi, bir ve 

aym gerc;ekliktir. !nsanm <;abas1 fertten uzakla~arak ~ahts almaya <;ah~mak almahdtr. 

Fert <;bzillme ~ahts <;agalma silrecidir. Bu iki gergin gil<; arasmda silrekli bir varalu~ 

mevcuttur. Maunier bu durumu ~byle a<;tklamaktadtr: "insan fert ve ~ahts olarak vardtr ve 

her ikisi de geli~me bi<;imlerinde kendi yollanm izlerler" 2 Bu geli~me mi.imkiln oldugunca 

dengeli ancak ~ahsiyetle~me yonilnde almahd1r ki insan diger canhlardan farkh bir konumda 

olabilsin. 

Aynca ~ahts yetki, se<;me ve iyilikle ili~kili olup bir tasdik silrecidir. Yani ~ahts kendini 

sec;er ve tasdik eder. Bu tasdik silrecinde hilrriyet belirleyicidir. Ancak hilrriyete sahip bir 

varhk kendini se<;ip belirleyebilir. 

Sahsiyetle~me silrecinin hilrriyet dt~mdaki bir diger zorunlu unsuru diger ~ahtslann 

varhgt yani toplumun varhgtdtr. <;ilnkil insan ~ahsiyetini ba~kalanna bagh olarak elde eder. 

Maunier ~ahsm yalmzca ba~kalanna yonelmi~ olarak varoldugunu, ba~kast aracthgtyla 

kendini bulup kendini gerc;ekle~tirdigini dil~ilnilr. :> 

Sahsiyetle~me ve ~ahts olmamn ~art1 bir toplumun ilyesi olmaktlr. Sahts ba~kalan ile 

kar~t kar~tya geldiginde ~ahts olmaktadtr. Cilnkil ~ahts ~ahsiyetini ancak ba~kalan ile kar~I 

kar~tya geldiginde ortaya kayabilmektedir. Bu nedenle ~ahsiyetle~mede toplumun onemine 

i~aret edilmektedir. Boylece ~ahts hem kendi i<;inde bir biltiln hem de bir biltilniln parc;as1 

almaktadtr. Aynca toplum ~ahs1 tabiata, ba~kalanna ve kendisine kar~t karumaktadtr. 0 

biltiln bunlan kendisini alu~turan kurumlar ve kurumlar ortaya koyan ~ahtslarla 

yapmaktadtr. 

Cagda~ Ti.irk dil~ilnilrlerinden alan Hilmi Ziya Olken (1901-1974) de ~ahsiyete ve ~ahsa 

onem vermektedir. Sahsiyeti bi.itiln manevl ve ruhl vastflann yilksek bir vahdeti olarak 

anlamamtz gerektigini ifade eden Olken, ~ahsiyet ile insanm kendini diger insanlardan ayn, 

insanhgm mahiyetine bagh olarak belirledigini dil~ilnmektedir. ~ 

Bu tamm ile ~ahsiyetin genellikle sosyaloglann yapt1g1 gibi sadece ferdin ~uurunda 

sosyal degerlerin pasif bir aksinin olmadtgmm da vurgulandigmi ifade eden Olken, Ziya 

Gokalp'in dil~ilncesinin de bu baglamda degerlendirilebilecegini soylemektedir. Cilnkil 

Gokalp'e gore "ferdiyet, insanm uzviyen ruhi alan mevcudiyeti, ~ahsiyette bunun ilzerine 

1 N. Gokalp , "Realist ve idealist Personalizmden Cizgiler", Felsefe DOnyas1, 13, 1994, s.36 

2 Dindar B., Emmanuel Mounier'de Personalizm, Kliltur ve Turizm Bakanltg1 Yaymlan, Ankara, 1988, 

s.29 
3 A.g.e., s.27 

~ Hilmi Ziya Ulken, Millet ve Tarih Suuru, Dergah Yaymlan, istanbul, 1976, s .31 
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kattlan i~timai varhgtdtr" 5
• Gokalp'in dil~iincesine gore ~ahsiyet kazanmanm tamamen 

sosyalle~mek demek oldugunu belirten Ulken'e gore bu durumda ~ahsiyet ferdin cemiyeti 

kendinde yansttmasma baglt monadct bir ~ahsiyet teorisine yo! a<;acaktJr. Monadct ~ahsiyet 

teorisi ise iki yonden ele~tirilebilir: Ilki , bunun tamamen zihniyet~i(entellektiialist) bir teori 

oldugu, ikincisi ise bu teorinin ~ahsiyetteki otonomi ve hiirriyet ozelliklerini a<;tklamadaki 

yetersizligidir. 

Bu ele~tirilerin sonunda Hilmi Ziya Ulken'e gore, " ... ~ahsiyeti ne ferdin kendi kendine 

yaratttgt manevl bir te~ekkill, ne de cemiyetin ferdin ~uuruna aksettirdigi ktymetler alemi 

olarak telakki etmek dogru degildir ... Sahsiyet bir taktm ruhl unsurlann birle~mesi ve terkibi 

olmaytp par~astz ve ktstm kabul etmez bir blitiindilr." 6 Bu biitiinliik sadece ~ahsm kendi 

btitilnlilgii olmaytp ~ahsm toplumla da olan biltilnlilgildtir. 

0 halde ~ahsiyetin anla~Jlabilmesi i~in fert-toplum ili~kisine ve onlann kar~thklt 

etkisine bakmak gerekmektedir. Zira Ulken'e gore, "Her ~ahts (veya kar~Jltkh tesir 

kompleksi), kendi potansiyelinin tamamlaytctst potansiyeller tarafmdan, hapsedilmemi~ 

ktsmmm ger~ekle~mesi oldugu i~in, her ~ahts bilfiil yani fiille~me olarak bir ferd, bil kuvve 

yani imkanlanmn normlar halinde ifadesi olarak bir cemiyettir. Nitekim her ~ahsiyet 

objektifle~me olmak baktmmdan cemiyet, subjektifle~me olmak baktmmdan bir ferttir." 7 

Bu durumda her ~ahts kendinde hem ferdi hem de cemiyeti yansttmakta, bir boyutuyla 

fert, diger boyutuyla ~ahts olmaktadtr. Bu dil~tince ~ahsiyet~iligin fert, ~ahts ve toplum 

ili~kisini hattrlatmakta ve bu ili~kide onemli olan niteliklerden biri de degerler olmaktadtr. 

Sahsiyet~ilikte de fertten ~ahtsa ge~i~te toplumun ve toplumun degerlerinin onemi 

vurgulandtgt hattrlanmahdtr. 

Hilmi Ziya Ulken' e gore de fert ile cemiyet arasmdaki ili~kinin gen;;ekle~mesi degerler 

vasttastyla olmaktadtr. 0, toplumsal ili~kiler ve degerlerin temelinde ise ki~isel degerler ve 

ili~kileri gormektedir. 

Degerlerin geli~iminde ilk strayt ki~isel degerler altr. Ki~isel degerler daha sonra 

yaygmla~arak ortak "kanaat ve zihniyet"lerin olu~masma yo! a~ar. Bu ortak ki~isel 

degerlerin kaltpla~mast sonucu toplumsal norm ve kurallara ula~thr. Norm ve kurallar ise 

belirli bir birikim slirecinden sonra tortula~tr, se~kinle~ir. Boylece giderek orf ve adetlere 

ula~tltr. 8 

5 A.g.e., s.32 

6 A.g.e., s.34 

7 H. Z. Oiken, "insan ilimleri Mi.imki.in mi.idi.ir?", Sosyoloji Dergisi, t. 0. Ed. Fak. Yay., 1949, No.4-5, 

s.33 
8 H. Z. Oiken,Sosyolojinin Problemleri, t. D. Ed. Fak. Yay., istanbu1,1955, s.71-74 
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Peki bu degerler nastl gen;ekle~ebilirler? 

Ona gore degerler ancak hilrriyet ile ili~kili olarak ger~ekle~ebilirler. <,;unkil toplumda 

~Clhts iki bi~imde anla~dmaktadtr.Biri bir insan olmak baktmmdan ger~ekten varolan, digeri 

de olmastm arzu ettigimiz yetkin ve ornek insan yani ideal insan olmak baktmmdandtr. 

!deal insamn temeli ve esash unsuru hilrriyet olmaktadtr. Ancak hilrriyet vasttastyla insan 

diger canltlardan ve ~ahts olmayanlardan aynltr. Zira bu anlayt~a gore, ~ahts sosyal 

kuvvetleri aksettiren bir ayna degil, kendi ba~ma aktif ve yaratlct bir kuvvet olmaktadtr. 

Dlken bunu," ~ahsm e~yadan farkh olan bu i~leyi~i. degerler alemi dedigimiz cemiyet 

i~inde kendilerini kontrol ve yargtlamadan ba~ka bir ~ey olmayan vicdam meydana getirir" 9 

ve "Hilrriyeti kazanabilmek i~in her ~eyden once insana Ulbi ve ictimal muayyenliklere gore 

i~ hayatmt yaratmt~ olmast, i~timai yilkilmlillilgiln bu k hayat tarafmdan duyulmasmdan 

ba~ka bir ~ey olmayan vazife ve vicdan duygulannm geli~mi~ olmast laztmdtr." 10 

bic,;imindeki ifadelerinde dile getirmektedir. 

Dikkat edilirse bu noktada Dlken' e gore ~ahts olmak ic;in zorunlu olan degerlerin 

geli~mesinde onemli bir ~art olarak belirlenen hilrriyetin kazamlabilmesi ve 

kullamlabilmesinde vazife ve vicdan duygulannm geli~mi~ olmast zorunlulugu ortaya 

c;tkmaktadtr. 

Zira ona gore, hilrriyet tabiat ve toplum kanunlanna aykm olmamak ~arttyla insamn 

vicdanmdan gelen bir sevkle ve severek hareket etmesi olarak anla~tlmaktadtr. Yani 

hilrriyet i~imizden gelen dogal bir itilim ya da i~gildil olmay1p ~uur ile birlikte ortaya 

c;tkmaktadtr. 

Hilrriyete giden yo! Uzerinde kabul edilen vazife, Ulken' e gore ferdin sosyal 

zorunluluklan benimsemesi ve ~uurlu bir bic;imde boyun egmesi diye tammlanmaktadtr. 11 

Toplumun hedef edinilen gaye degerlerine kar~1 vicdanda duyulan ~uurlu ve iradeli bir 

baglam~ olmaktadtr. Yani toplumun hedef edindigi ve herkesin ula~mak giicilnli 

gosteremedigi gaye degerleri kendine hedef olarak se~mek ve bunun ic;in ya~amtm ve 

davram~lanm ~ekillendirmek ic;in yaptlan ahU'iki bir zorunluluk olarak degil, estetik bir 

egilim olarak insanda ortaya c,;1kan duygu olarak degerlendirmektedir. 

Ote yandan ~ahsm e~yadan farkh i~leyi~ini gerc;ekle~tirebilmesi degerler alemini olu~turan 

toplum ic;inde kendi kendini kontrol ve yargtlama yetisi olan vicdan ile de bagmtthdtr. Biitiln 

insanlann vicdanh, yani kendi nefsini yargt!aytci olmasmt bekledigimiz modern cemiyette 

her hakka kar~t bir vazifeden, her hilrlilge kar~t bir sorumluluktan bahsetme imkam vard1r. 

!' H.Z. Ulken. Millet veTarih Suuru, s.97 

10 A.g.e., s.89 

11 A.g.e., s.90 
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Dlken'e gore, vicdanh, aym zamanda hilr ve sarumlu ki~iliklerin ortaya c;tkmast ~ahsiyet 

terbiyesi ile milmkilndilr. Sahsiyet terbiyesi ve onun geli~mesi ic;in ozel tarihi ~artlarla 

ili~kili olarak insan ~uur ve iradesinin i~e kam~mast gerekir. 12 

Bununla birlikte, ~ahsiyetin gerc;ekle~mesi ic;in gerekli alarak kabul edilen bu taplumsal 

ozelliklerin neler oldugu da anun dil~ilncesinde yeterince ac;tk degildir. Bunun nedeni anun 

ozellikle toplum ile ilgili dil~ilncesinin yeterince net bir bic;imde artaya c;tkmamast ve silrekli 

degi~im gostermesi alarak izah edilebilir. 

Yine de onun ~ahsiyetteki toplumsal boyut ile ilgili dil~;~ilncelerini c;ok net olmasa da 

millet, medeniyet ve milliyet kavramlan hakkmdaki degerlendirmeleri ile ili~;~kili 

dti~ilnebiliriz. 

Dlken'e gore millet her zaman mevcut olmu~ sasyal bir bi.iti.in degil, alu~ halinde 

bulunan kollektif heyetin ileri bir safhast almak baktmmdan bir gerc;ek, fakat ula~mak 

istedigimiz i.isti.in bir deger alemini temsil etmesi baktmmdan bir idealdir. 

Ona gore, "halk ~;~ahsi yaradt~ ve irade medeniyetinden a~ka bir ~ey almayan milletin 

temeli, ve ~uurla~acak alan kaynagtdtr. Millet zihnl ve teknik inki~afm son halkast degil, 

arijinal ve kokten gelen kuvvetlerin ~ahsi ktymet yaradt~lanna imkan vermesidir." 1
:J 

Burada millet ve ~ahsi yaradt~ arasmdaki bir ili~ki dile getirilmekte, milletlerin vi.icuda 

getirdikleri ki.ilti.irler ve medeniyet mil!I yaradt~m eseri olarak gori.ilmekte ve insamn ~ahsi 

yaradt~lan ic;in gerekli olduguna i~aret edilmektedir. 

Milll medeniyeti belirleyen en onemli vasfm tarih ~uuru aldugunu ifade eden Ulken, 

milli medeniyetin irade ve ~ahsl yaradt~;~ medeniyeti olmast sebebiyle digerinden aynldtgmt 

di.i~;~i.inmektedir. 14 

<;tinki.i a, buglini.in medeniyetinin tarih ~uuru ve bunun neticesi alan ic;timai kendini 

yaratmaya dayandtgma inanmaktadtr. Ona gore tarih ~uurunun temeli vatan olan ~uuraltmt 

aydmlatmast, anun hammaddesine ~ekil vermesi, milli ki.ilturleri yaratmast, milletlerin 

uyam~mdan ve ic;timai kendini yaratmalardan ba~ka bir ~ey degildir. 15 Buna bagh alarak 

kendi tarih ~uurumuz, bugilnki.i varhgtmtzm koklerini belirten ve ic;timai ~ahsiyetimizin 

kadrolanm c;izen bir ~uur alacakttr. Ancak boyle kendi temellerimizi artaya c;tkanp, anlan 

anlamlandtnr, canlandtnr ve onlardan yeni degerler alu~tururuz. 

Bu durumda, ttpkt ~ahsm kendini cemiyet fert ili~kisi ic;erisinde belirlemesi gibi, 

medeniyet de tarih ~uuru ile gerc;ekle~en sasyal kendini yaratma ile belirlemektedir. Yani 

12 A.g.e., s.99 
13 A.g.e.,s.200 
14 A.g.e. s.203 
15 A.g.e., s.233-234 
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Hilmi Ziya Olken msanm :;~ahsiyetle:;~mesi gibi medeniyetin de ~ahsiyetle:;~tigini iddia 

etmektedir. Medeniyetin kendi ir,;inde :;~ahsiyetle:;~mesi ile ferdin ~ahsiyetle:;~mesine olan 

katk1s! birlikte dU:;~Unillmekte, fert cemiyet ir,;inde :;~ahsiyetle~irken, cemiyet de tarih ir,;inde 

:;~ahsiyetle~mektedir. Yani ~ahsiyet tarihsel bir silrer,; i<;erisinde gerek toplumsal gerekse 

ferdi bir anlam yUklenmektedir. 

Dikkat edilirse Hilmi Ziya Olken'in ~ahsiyetle~me fikri ~ah1stan ba~lay1p cemiyete 

dogru geni~leyen bir geli:;~me gostermektedir.Aym ~ekilde fertten ~ahsiyete ger,;i:;~in kriteri 

olarak belirledigi degerler de ki:;~isel degerlerden toplumsal degerlere dogru 

geni~lemektedir. 

Ki~isel ve toplumsal degerlerin temelinde varolan hUrriyet 1se hem ferdin 

:;~ahsiyetle~mesi hem de toplumun ~ahsiyetle:;~mesi ir,;in zorunlu gorUlmektedir. 

HUrriyetle birlikte zorunlu olarak r,;1kan bir ozellik olan 6dev de hem ki~isel hem de 

toplumsal bir anlam yUklenebilir. DolayJs!yla hem ferdin hem de toplumun ~ahsiyetle~mesi 

zorunlu bir 6devdir ve bu da ancak tarihsel bir sUrer,; ir,;erisinde gerr,;ekle:;~ebilir. 

GorUldU£'{U gibi Hilmi Ziya Olken'in dU~Uncelerinde :;~ahsiyetle~me fikrinin varoldugu ve 

bunun fert ile toplum arasmdaki dUzlemde ele almd!gl rahathkla s6ylenebilmektedir. Bu 

dli:;~Uncelerin Avrupa'daki Sahsiyetr,;ilik ak1m1 ile de zaman dilimi bak1mmdan da bir 

paralellik gosterdigi ve bir etkilenmenin varolabilecegi de bir gerr,;ektir. Ancak Hilmi Ziya 

Olken'in dU~Uncesindeki ~ahsiyet<;i egilimin medeniyet ve tarih ~uuru ile baglant!h olarak 

daha farkh ve 6zgUn niteliklere sahip oldugu soylenebilir. 

Bat! :;~ahsiyetc;iligi ile Hilmi Ziya Olken'in ~ahsiyetr,;iligi gene! r,;err,;eve itibariyle 

benzerlikler g6stermekle birlikte, Hilmi Ziya Olken'in dU~Uncesinde, ~ah1s, toplum ve deger 

ili:;~kisi farkhhklar gostermektedir. 

Bu farkltltgm temelinde de degerlerin kazamlmasmda ferdin etik sorumluluguna yapllan 

vurgu yer almaktad1r. Ancak bu etik sorumluluk yalmzca bireysel degil, toplumsal bir 

sorumluluk olarak da degerlendirilmektedir. 

Ote yandan degerlerin tarihsel boyutu ve bunlann medeniyetle ili:;~kili olarak 

degerlendirilmesi de bir ba:;~ka farkhhk olarak g6ze c;arpmaktad1r. 

Yine ~ahsiyetle~me sUrecindeki bireysel geli:;~meyi bir,;imlendiren bir ~ahsiyetle:;~me 

egitimine dikkat r,;ekilmekte ve bu egitimin ir,;erigi millilik ve tarih :;~uuru ile 

bir,;imlendirilmektedir. 

Sonur,; olarak Hilmi Ziya Oiken'in bu g6rli:;~leri hem zamanmm dU:;~Unce akimlanm TUrk 

dil~i.ince hayat1 ile tam~t1rmas1 hem TUrk dU:;~i.incesinin ~ekillenmesinde etkili olmas1 hem de 

dU~Uncesinde TUrk dn:;~Uncesine ozgi.i motiflerin yer almas1 hr~k1mmch:m <miami!, 6nemli ve 

6zg[Ln bir 6rnek olarak kan;~Jmlza r,;Jkmaktad1r. 
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Cultural properties of East Asia and its Life of Culture 

Lee, Heejae(Professor, College of Humanities Science ofGwangju University) 
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Abstract 

In the current cultural crisis, uncontrolled desire is running rampant and a true 

appreciation of human beauty is being corrupted. Moving toward Western civilization 

focuses on its materialistic aspect above all and cutting-edge scientific technology serves 

as a culture of military power. 

The core culture of East Asia Is based on not the Jaw of dominance but civil and 

humane administration. 

A concept of 'Asian value' is derived from the common cultural property of East Asian 

countries, which is Confucianism. It means that Asian authoritarian political system has 

significance as a civilization rather than a barbarism. 

In East Asian culture, ideologies or philosophies have some kind of overlap one 

another. This kind of overlapping, the quality of mutuality and coexistence, prevails from 

natural religion of ancient Shamanism through Mahayanist Buddhism, the juste milieu of 

Confucianism to oneness of Lao-tse and Chung-tze. This philosophical tradition of East 

Asia is one of its capacities to embrace alien cultural elements into its boundaries. 

In this context, culture refers to something, regardless of its ideological origiJJ, that 

people don't need political power or financial affluence to enjoy or appreciate that is, 

poetry, paintings, cal/igrEJphic works and music. 

Culture can not be something grandeur, remote from the reality. The most important 

component of 'Asian value' is pmpriety. For any kind of disciplines or training whether it is 

from Confucianism, Buddhism or Taoism, morality and propriety are considered as the first 

priority. 

The spirit of harmony from the idea of "One is all, and all is one "helps relationships 

between one another more desirable in this fiercely competing world. Based on this 

attitude, the spirit of tolerance which accepts cultural diversity plays a major role in a life 

of culture. 

-'f'-;:~~1 Oi: ~;<.l.ll!.§}()CtiJ'~1U: Civil administration, §!-ol :tl-('f:%1!!,): perspective toward 

civilization and barbarism, S:§}: harmony, -ft~ lfllfl()C~Wt~): Harmony (between the 

interior and the exterior), 
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A Life of Culture in East Asian culture 

I. A life of culture and art 

There are separate sections for politics, economy, society and culture in a newspaper. 

The articles on the culture section must be about different experiences or aspects of life 

from those of political, economical or general social activities of humans. It is not 

necessarily related to power or money which people show strong preference over. If 

someone's life is virtuous and full of love with beauty, we can call his or her life 'a life of 

culture'. 

It has significant connection with art. Confucius is told to have had a deep interest in 

music and enjoyed it very much in his life. Art is something that you can enjoy, rather than 

work on, in your life. 

'Understanding is inferior to liking and so is liking to enjoying.'12 

There is an episode that you will understand how much Confucius enjoyed music. 

'While he was staying in Je country, he got to listen to the music of Soh, which was made 

by Emperor Soon. He was so captured by the beauty of that music that he didn't realize the 

taste of dishes he had eaten over three months. Then he cried, "I never imagined there is 

such a heavenly music in this earth. "£2 

Along with listening to music, he used to sing a song with his pupils. When a number 

of people sing together and one of them stands out, he always calls him forward and asks 

him to sing again, then singing along with his song.;u 

For him, moral goodness is originally same as beauty of art. As he was listening to Soh, 

the music of Emperor Soon, he told that it was very beautiful as well as good.12 In this 

context, we can see beauty and goodness are the most important values in music. From his 

comment, we understand a Confucian life is related to an artful life. In other words, beauty 

is equal to goodness. 

Not only music but also poetry, paintings and calligraphic works represent the Confucian 

attitude to art. When some is good at poetry, paintings and calligraphic works, he is called 

Sam Jul, who is basically a scholar and writer. Generally they are called Mum In Wha Ga 

(calligraphic writer and painter)~ They thought that art should have one of three essential 
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beauties or all three: elegance, simplicity and purity. Their paintings were praised elegant, 

simple and pure. These qualities were true of calligraphic works as well.!!.l. 

However, art is not first in Confucianism. First is personality, which is represented in 

art. So art is not a fundamental value for Confucians. 

"We pursue for Tao, believe in benevolence and appreciate art."ll 

From this phrase, we could see the ideal Confucian life places its priority to morality 

but wouldn't ignore the beauty of art. 

Also we can take Chu-Sa, Jung-Hee, Kim as an example of 'a life of culture'. He is 

very famous of his unique calligraphic writing, Chu Sa che, but he was not just a writer or 

painter. He had a tendency to pursue for beauty of art and enjoy it as well as humanitarian 

cultivation. His life is a typical example of 'a life of culture'. Shortly he was neither 

interested in only technical aspects of art, nor an occupational artist. 

"What kind of books or writers do you read or admire, who do you meet, what kind of 

teas do you drink, what kind of scent do you use, what paintings do you enjoy or what do 

you drink or eat .... What kind of conversation do you have, what dream do you dream and 

what kind of thinking do you have?"(From a letter to Suk-Jun, Kim)."!U 

We know how much emphasis he put on reading as an artist. Regardless of its purpose, 

reading provided a solid foundation for his life of culture and his calligraphic works. 

Confucian calligraphy requires more literature, academic base and intellectual asset than 

calligraphic techniques or skills. These basic foundations are called 'Seo Gwon Gi' which 

means intelligence through reading. 

illJltn:1111 *.tEn; It doesn't matter how many brushes you destroy. 

~l j;!j:~::& )JtiHffi$: After you read ten thousand books, you will reach a level of art.l!l 

Chu-sa, Jung-Hee Kim and Da-san, Yak-Yong Jung were thrown away from their 

political position and supposed to live a hard life in a distant island during the post period 

of Chosun Dynasty. But as long as they have their life of art, no one can tell their quality of 

life is poor or bad. 
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We can feel they enjoyed and pursued elegant, beautiful fragrance of cultural life from 

every aspect of their lives which include relations with people, tea, scent, drink and food. 

Their lives were not about competition, battle or commerce. 

Confucian life of culture emphasized on discipline through reading and pure, frugal 

mindset for his enjoying art. 

In East Asia, culture is something you can enjoy with the least resource such as music, 

poetry, painting and calligraphic works based on beauty and goodness, not political power 

or monetary resource, regardless of its origin. 

II. A Life of Culture and Propriety 

Among East Asian countries, traditional Korean society was built on propriety and 

courtesy based on benevolence. For Korean people, justice and propriety always took 

precedence over profit or benefit. Then as the society moved its eyes to economic growth 

as a national goal, the opposite started happening. It became more money-focused, power

driven and traditional values went weak. A life of culture focusing on benevolence and 

justice began to recede, called an old-fashioned way of life.lQ2 

If we separate civilians from barbarians according to their morality, what is morality? 

The answer is ethical values infused into traditional East Asian philosophy. On the basis of 

this philosophy, propriety was demanded for relations between people. 

It is original East Asian culture that humanity is divine and reasonable. It is the culture 

of discipline and training. What is human dignity? Is human nature or desire good? We can 

feel confused to answer these questions. It's because our personality and character have 

already been driven and shamed by exceeding desires. Moral or ethical chaos is becoming 

more serious in multi-cultural, anti-authoritarian era. 

Modern society only requires obligation to law and regulation to be qualified as a 

civilian. But Confucian society demanded that a civilian should control himself without help 

of law or rule. There is a law or rule and morality based on internal conscience rooted in 

reason and between both law and reason is propriety. 

"If you can't find reason there, go to look at propriety. If you don't find propriety there, 

go to law, which decides right or wrong. Law is lower than propriety, and propriety is 

lower than reason, so reason is the highest."112 
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If you live by propriety than law or rule, you deserve to be called a true civilian. 

Propriety means etiquette or manners which is an expression to other people and 

meaningful when the external formality combines with internal harmony. 

Therefore, culture is different from barbarism, and a concept of morality and manners. 

A life of culture should be ethical and righteous. Morality doesn't mean manners. When 

someone is ethical or righteous in his mind but doesn't act properly or by courtesy, he can 

not be regarded as having manners, or vice versa. A life of culture should be achieved 

when mind and action match together. 

Culture can not be something grandeur, remote from the reality. The most important 

component of 'Asian value' is propriety. For any kind of disciplines or training whether it is 

from Confucianism, Buddhism or Taoism, morality and propriety are considered as the first 

priority. And its core is common sense, founded on kindness and reason. A life of culture is 

deeply related to have propriety with human relationship as well as obligation to law or 

public courtesy. Even though he pursues for Tae but doesn't have manners, being 

ungrateful, he cannot belong to civilians. 

Ill. A Life of Culture and a Spirit of Harmony 

Now we are movmg toward globalization in culture, staying away from traditional 

culture or value. As you see in the likes of FTA, economic activities are steadily being 

globalized and every human activity is evolving more and more to globalization. 

Our cultural phenomena are based on worldly common ideology and go over its social 

system, a tribe , a nation, viewing social, historical incidents from the perspective of the 

earth. This create s an earth spirit in one sense. An earth spirit includes comprehensively 

eco-friendly attitude. Under this, we share our value system with other people around the 

world and communicate vigorously with different cultures of the globe. 

Especially, American culture has spread over the world very quickly. Globalization 

also helped Korean culture acce ssible and enjoyable to other countries, which we call Han 

Ryu. Recently, Korean and Japanese culture are gaining most popularity among Chinese. 

Korean restaurant, food, fashion, drama and films fascinate Chinese consumers. 

In Korea, Western material civilization is the main stream of its cultural phenomena. 

Because its basic idea is based on common reason and scientific truth, we should 

incorporate it with our traditional value system. In the past we adhered to our s tandard of 
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civilization and barbarism and excluded any kind of western cultural element as barbarian 

while Japan opened its gate to this advanced civilization. 

It doesn't mean that they didn't give up their original cultural tradition for this new 

current of culture. In contrast, they willingly accepted good, advanced factors of the 

culture with the spirit of harmony and strode to advance in modernization. Now we are 

trying to harmonize between East and West culture in this country. Of course we are 

having some conflicts and argument during the process. 

That's where our present lives reside. In the trend of globalization, we are living in the 

world of conflict and harmony between Western and Eastern culture. In other words, we 

are facing multi-culturalism. If we are too eager to protect our own tradition from outside 

influences, we may not have a balanced value system that accepts different cultures or 

value systems. For this purpose, we need to have the spirit of harmony and the mind of 

tolerance. 

At first glance, this kind of spirit or mind is not adequate to compete for survival in 

fierce, capitalistic world. But the spirit of harmony between reality and culture based on 

benevolence is the key to world peace and meaningful as an earth ethic. 

The spirit of harmony from the idea of "One is all, and all is one"helps relationships 

between one another more desirable in this fiercely competing world. Starting from this, 

the mind of tolerance, which agrees on cultural diversity, takes an important position in a 

life of culture. 

Old Eastern culture didn't care about individual dignity of a person because it focused 

so much on the benefit for the whole family and country. It insisted that the existence of 'I' 

should be sacrificed for 'We'. Today, we are experiencing the opposite inclination between 

'I' and 'We'as Western individualism came and became popular in our society. Therefore, 

what we need to have is the spirit of harmony. 

VI. Conclusion 

In East Asian society, the meaning of culture can be resulted from tradition of civil 

administration of Confucian. Being civil is rooted in the theory of .. · that respects and 

believes humans'natural-born good nature but rejects and denies any kind of power or 

violence that destroys human nature with the name of law. Thus, the key factor in 

Confucian culture of East Asia is to act on benevolence and justicP. as a moral. 
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And the measureme nt between civilization and barbarian is called Wha-ii perspective. 

This perspective also does take its measure from morality, not geological distance. Korean 

people thought of themselves as civilized in terms of morality and propriety of their culture 

even though it was not located in China. So they believed that Western countries or Japan 

which tried to invade and seize the control of Korea with military force were barbarian. 

The main characteristic of East Asian culture is the culture of harmony and 

coexistence, not invasion or dominance. This dominates relationships between nations, 

through their people and nature surrounding them. 

It also had a deep impact on the life of East Asian people. Art would be appreciated 

higher when it used to be applied to discipline or training for personality than art itself. 

First is personality, and second is art. Therefore, a life of art is equal to that of morality. 

Music, poetry, paintings and calligraphic works elevated quality of life for the intellectuals 

of East Asia, serving as an essential civilization study, 

Further they willingly would act on their principle of morality and propriety. Propriety and 

manners were always re spected as basic elements of civilized household and society. 

The present globalization tends to be biased to westernization, which is not the right 

direction at all. For the century of multi-culturalism, the combination and collaboration 

between different cultures should be required to all of us living in this globalizing world. 
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CONCEPTS AND CA1EGORIES OF KAZAKH PillLOSOPHY 

Gulnara K. Yeleukulova, PhD, Senior Lecturer, Suleyman Demirel University, Almaty 

Introduction 

It is well know that philosophy from its very beginning reflects the reality of the 

material world in the form of thought. And because the world is diverse and appears for a 

human being in its diversity, then its philosophical reflection is also manifold. Philosophy is 

capable of expressing and producing new worldview to help to create and develop man's 

social being. The diversity of philosophic systems is based on the relation: Man - all of 

Reality. 

Philosophy represents the epoch and the people. According to Hegel , philosophy is the 

epoch grasped by the thought. Bertrand Russell wrote that in order to understand the 

epoch or nation, we should understand its philosophy. We should, to some extent, be 

philosophers ourselves. There is a clear connection: circumstances of life make people's 

philosophy and vice versa, their philosophy, to a great extent, makes these circumstances. 

(Russell, 1959). 

Constant change of the generations either it happened in the East or in the West, 

among settled people or nomads -it was followed by philosophical contemplation. And 

everywhere philosophy reflected the forms of being of the people in space and time. The 

thoughts of previous generations became the source of thinking for their offspring. But the 

endless step made time and space sensed differently for nomads. The idea of unified time 

and space for a nomad gave perceiving time as unlimited in length a more vast notion 

connected to both past and future. This is one of the manifestations of perception of time 

through space and vice versa. This is anothe r form of relation of Man- Reality. The reality 

of endless steppe gives a specific pe!"ception of time. The category of land is specific for a 

Kazakh. The land is holy, it unites all of us as integrity, it gives us the sense of feeling and 

realizing our tie with the whole Universe . It grants us the ability to understand the idea of 

being a harmonious integrity of man and world. These kind of relations formed the 

character of Kazakhs.(Hurlanova, K., 2000) 
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The sense of being the one with the native land forms a firm spiritual comfort in the 

life . It is difficult to over evaluate this spiritual state of a man caused by his sense of being 

the one with his native land. This re lation to the land is expressed in the philosophy of life, 

in the work of the soul which demanded to ove rcome the everyday difficulties of life of a 

nomad. Contemplation as the way of organizing the relation to the world and with the world 

is the basis of Kazakh worldview. (Nurlanova, K., 1994) 

Kazakhstan is situated on the crossroads of civilizations which made a great impact on 

the lives and thinking of Kazakhs. Located in the very centre of Eurasia, Kazakhstan 

became the meeting place of economic, social, and cultural changes both of the West and 

the East. The East-West dichotomy is accepted and proved by the social science. The 

civilization established in the Steppe has absorbed characteristics of both East and West. 

That intersection of East and West brought into life a peculiar worldview and thinking of 

Kazakhs. 

An outline of Kazakh philosophy. Periods in the development 
of Kazakh philosophy 

We distinguish between the following periods m the development of Kazakh 

philosophy: 

the period before the ninth century or so called philosophy of proto Kazakhs. At that 

period their philosophy had a strong shade of religion; 

philosophy of Turkic peoples, so called "Golden Age;" 

philosophy of the period of the Kazakh Khanates; 
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nineteenth century philosophy or the philosophy of Kazakh Enlightenment; 

the early twentieth century philosophy 

Kazakh Sovie t philosophy 

Philosophy of the independent Kazakhstan. (Nurysheva, G., 2001) 
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The Golden Age Philosophy 

The Golden Age of Kazakh philosophy begins with development of the Turkic people's 

philosophy. And the philosophers of the period are common to all the Turkic people-Anary 

s, Korkut, al-Farabi, Jusup Balasagun, Hodja Ahmet Yassaui. 

When expressing the views of Korkut it will be necessary here to mention the term 

"the steppe knowledge." There are two notions in the history of Kazakhs which influenced 

both material and spiritual life of Kazakhs. They are: Great Steppe and Turkistan. 

(Kassymzhanov, A., 1998) 

Korkut is an outstanding representative of the Kazakh steppe civilization. This term 

has recently been introduced by Omarov. (Omarov, Ye., 2005). However there still exists 

another term to define that civilization "nomadic culture, nomadic civilization." 

The phenomenon of the Great Steppe so far it had existed had to emerge a special 

tradition or knowledge, which, because of the place it emerged, could be called "the steppe 

knowledge." (Kodar, A., 1998). This term is relevant in order to distinguish between the 

knowledge of the settled people and the one of the nomads. Because the roots of that of 

the farmers is based on written resources of material culture. As for the steppe knowledge, 

being unreal and non-material it is very concrete so it cannot be referred to just folklore. 

It is evident that in the steppe knowledge there is nothing of mythology. It operates with 

legends and traditions rater that referring to the gods or angels. It may be connected to 

the discreet, singular character of the Steppe knowledge because it has no basis, 

centrifugal, anonymous and legendary. (Kadar, Almaty,1998). And the main characteristic 

of the steppe knowledge is its syncretism. 

One of those legendary persons is Korkut. It is said about him "a Saint old man, who is 

neither alive, nor dead." But Korkut was a real historical person. In nomadic gnosis that 

what brings the cult is real. Navoi, Abulghazi, Rashid-ad-Din wrote about him. In the 

Middle Ages legends about Korkut were known in the Asia Minor, and Caucasus. He is the 

central figure in Oguz epos 

"The Book of My Grandpa Korkut." This idea was explored and developed by 

philosopher of the twentieth century Magzhan Zhumabaev. 
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Abu Nasr Muhammad ibn Muhammad ibn Tarkhan ibn Awzalagh al-Farabi (former 

Farab is the present territory of Kazakhstan) was born in approximately ah 257/ad 870. He 

may rightly be acclaimed as one of the greatest of Islamic philosophers of all time. Al

Farabi was known to the Arabs as the 'Second Master' (after Aristotle), and with good 

reason. It is unfortunate that his name has been overshadowed by those of later 

philosophers such as Ibn Sina, for al-Farabi was one of the world's great philosophers and 

much more original than many of his Islamic successors. A philosopher, logician and 

musician, he was also a major political scientist.The circumstances of his death are not 

clear: some accounts portray him dying naturally in Damascus while at least one holds that 

he was mugged and killed on the road from Damascus to Ascalon, having joined the Sufis. 

Like for Aristotle, a human being was one of the objects of research for al-Farabi. 

Like Aristotle, al-Farabi thought that the end goal of life of a man was happiness. The true 

happiness is in knowledge, virtue and beauty. But not everyone is capable of reaching it. 

Because we have different capabilities: perception, imagination, ability to think happiness 

may be out of reach for us. A man who does not know what happiness is, who does not 

understand how to attain it, may choose a different path, rather than achieving absolute 

virtue he will get absolute evil, warns AI-Farabi. Al-Farabi gave careful directions for 

being a good teacher or ruler. He described twelve characteristic features of a virtuous 

ruler of a virtuous city. In order to be happy you need the people around to be happy, too, 

otherwise your happiness is incomplete. He also listed the characteristics belonged to the 

citizens of the cities which were contrary to the virtuous ones. 

Another philosopher to be mentioned of the period was Jusup Balassagun who lived in 

the eleventh century. "Kutadgu Bilig" by Jusup Balassagun is one of the first written 

literary monuments of the aesthetical thought of the Turkic people. In the history of the 

mankind, almost without exception, every state, ~very empire, every social formation is 

reflected not only in their historical works and scientific treatises but also in great art 

works of oral and written character, that gives the future generations rather vivid and 

clear representation of the detailed picture about the life of the society and the people of 

the previous epoch. One of the central problems in aesthetics is known to be the problem 

of beauty. Democritus saw beauty in the order, symmetry and harmony of one part to the 

other. It must be noted here, that Jusup Balassagun's views in relation to the beautiful 

coincide m many aspects with those of Aristotle and Confucius. Thus, according to 

Balassagun, the beautiful in man, the beautiful in his deeds exists not only in manifesting 
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the individual but at the same time IS m the social significance of the manifested. 

Therefore, from our point of view, Balassagun approaches the understanding and treatment 

of the beautiful as a social phenomenon, which makes it possible to speak about the social 

purposefulness of his aesthetic views. 

Actually, one should bear in mind that in relation to the problem of human perfection 

Yusuf is firmly connected with theological views of his time, that cannot be otherwise. In 

his opinion, the whole of human nature, all the beautiful in man: his mind, his senses, etc. 

is the gift of God. But not all the beautiful, earthly is treated by Balassagun in this way. He 

mainly praises the earthly joy of life and the beauty of the real world, where man lives and 

works. The most beautiful for the poet seems to be the beauty of nature which is limitless 

and endless. And therefore he praises this beauty with great strength. 

For him the most precious in the world is human being. God created not him but also 

the Sun and the Moon, and everything else in the world. So the end goal for human is to 

discharge all the responsibilities for the God, that is the goal is to live the orderly life. For 

that reason four things will be necessary: fairness, wealth, wisdom, and gratification. 

He says that any man may do a cloak of honor, but true nobility belongs to the man of 

wisdom and intellect, therefore your words will be an eye to the blind. This means that 

according to Jusup's study, knowledge, the power of the word and the power of reason are 

more powerful than weapons. To prevent evil and fault it is necessary to be able to use 

this great power. 

Another thinker of the Middle Ages is worth to mention here: a prominent thinker and 

prophet of the Kazakh lands - Hodja Akhmet Yassaui. He got a special "status" in the 

development of philosophical and public thought because he introduced of the Sufi-Islamic 

concept of God to the traditional outlook of the Kazakhs. To some extent he made a 

synthesis of Sufism and Tengryanism. 

The expansion of Islam into the steppe, where people worshipped Tengri was a 

difficult one. It was promoted by the Sufi teachings of Yassaui. Sufism was "simplified" in 

its ritual and religious ceremonies and this played an important role in the nomadic culture 

and even to a certain extent met the requirements of nomadic lifestyle. This was spread by 

dervishes in the boundless spaces of steppe. In its most secluded places, it synthesized the 

main postulates of Islam with the traditions of public beliefs. 

Moreover, this process was not unilateral, but really bi-lateral: the moral-spiritual 

essence of Islam found its response in the hearts and souls of nomads and was accepted 

by them; but, in its turn, the concrete historical entrance of Islam was complemented by 

elements of pre-Islamic religious practices: the cult of the ancestors spirit, the worship of 
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graves and "holy places", etc., that were very stable m the steppes of Central Asia. 

(Nyssanbayev, A., 2005) 

According to Yassaui, the aim of human life is to achieve the perfection. And in order 

to attain the perfection a man should be a Sufi, follow the idea of Almighty God, refuse the 

family, material wealth, follow practices based on divine love. Sufis were individuals in 

search of communication with God through ascetic practices. Afterwards there was formed 

an order of followers of Ahmet Yassaui. On the way to Allah there is an obstacle, human's 

greediness, exceeding his simple needs. Therefore, asketism is highly valued by him. A 

man who practices these rules will become spiritually purified, will ascend above everyday 

rutine, will acquire the following traits of character: gratification, fairness, and other 

features of ideal man. Only then he will overcome sharigat, tarikat steps and will approach 

hakikat. It is difficult to get to hakikat, but you have to try, for it is the duty of each 

Moslem to do it, says Yassaui. 

Philosophy of the Kazakh Khanates. 

During the fifteenth to eighteenth centuries the following three streams were 

developing: philosophy of zhirau, philosophy of biy, and the so called "Zar zaman 

philosophy". 

The humanistic ideals of Yassaui have found their continuation in the creative activity 

of prominent Kazakh akyns Asan Kaygy, Shalkiiz, Buhar-zhyrau. Moreover, due to the 

influence of Yassavi on the richest verbally-poetic heritage of Kazakh people, a tradition 

of religious-moral genre comprising poems, legends, dastans, among which are poets Zar

zaman "Girl Dariga", "Zarkum", "Muhammad Hanafiya" and others, was created and further 

developed. The Sufi traditions found their existence in Kazakh poetry. 

Kazakh poetic tradition was a bright example of the worldview of the people. V. Radlov 

writes that Kazakhs were able to recite long improvisations in the form of poetry, the 

quality which distinguished them from their neighbors. And he adds that for that reason 

they may be called the Frenchmen of Western Asia. (Radlov, V., 1989) Kazakhs expressed 

their worldview and philosophy in the form of verses. These verses as part of Kazakh 

culture comprised their ethical, aesthetical, religious, scientific and political views. They 

were the spiritual heritage transferred from generation to generation in verbal form. 
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The philosophy of the Kazakh Enlightenment 

The philosophy of the Kazakh Enlightenment was developed by Shokan Ualikhanov, 

Ybyray Altynsarin, Abay Kunanbaev. 

A philosophe and thinker to be mentioned in this period is Abay Kunanbaev, a 19th 

century poet and man of letters who launched Kazakh as a literary language and translated 

Russian works into Kazakh. Before Abay, Kazakhstan literature consisted chiefly of long 

verbal poems. 

Abay was a great poet, mus1C1an, and translator, philosopher and a real son of his 

nation who was concerned about the life of his country. Abay was the first to enrich 

Kazakh poetry with philosophy. He discovered a new poetry, developing a synthesis of 

philosophical and artistic principles. With Abay, a new Kazakh poetry and philosophy was 

born in the steppe. His "Kara Sozder" is a masterpiece of poetic philosophical genre and 

Nurlanova compares his work with Montaigne's ...... 

The Early Twentieth Century Philosophy 

Philosophy of the early twentieth is represented by Alikhan Bukeyhanov, Ahmet 

Baytursynov, Mirzhakyp Dulatov, Magzhan Zhumabaev, Zhusipbek Aimautov, Gumar 

Karash, and Shakarim Kudayberdiev. 

"A man sees and perceives the truth not only with his eyes, but with the eye of his 

reason." (Kudaiberdyuly, Shakarim, 1991). With these words Shakarim begins his work 

"Three Truths". 

The idea of God and nature, soul and reason were always disputable topics among the 

philosophers. There were written piles of learned dissertations on these topics. It is 

relevant here to mention "Three Truths" written by Shakarim. This work is the result of 

thirty years of deep mental work and thinking. Shakarim studied works of Plato, Kant, and 

Schopenhauer. He knew Arabic, Persian, Russian and Chagatai languages and worked in 

the libraries of Istanbul and Paris. He continued the ideas of Islamic philosophy, too. He 

concluded in his work that there is a creator of everything, the soul exists and develops, 

and conscience is the characteristic of the soul. 
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The life that we are living in is divided into two: material life and spiritual life (life 

after the dealt of body). And spiritual life is far more important than the material one just 

because it lasts for an infinite period of time and depends on the difference of evil (our 

faults) and good. That is the point which most of us do not take into account and end lives 

with mournful results. Some say that this life has no single creator, or even that it is 

created by itself, and others think that creator is one and that is Almighty God. Discovery 

of atoms became the reason of spreading of different thoughts. Shakarim studied the 

works of European philosophers: Gassendy, Descartes, Newton, Linney. After studying 

religious treasures of East and West, he said that idealistic and materialistic points of view 

are different on the idea of existence of God. "Uzhdan" is the property of soul. 

Like Abay, Shakarim sees the only way of spiritual and moral purification the society 

through dissemination of Islam, but Islam which is adapted to the life of Kazakh society. 

This was the way many Kazakh thinkers thought because in their opinion the steppe is 

more close to the Islamic world rather than to the Western world based on Christianity. 

(Segizbayev, 0., 1996) 

Like Abay, Shakarim considered the problem of man in the centre of his philosophy. 

He thought that man and his being is the main problem of philosophy. Human being has two 

intentions-to satisfy his body and to enrich his spirit. Exploration of the mysteries of the 

world lead him to self-study because he, himself possess the ability of soul to get faith as 

the highest property of soul which enables him to learn the God's soul. 

According to Shakarim one of the truths is faith, which acknowledges the existence of 

creator and the soul is immortal. He thought that the basis for a good life are honest work, 

conscientious reason and sincere heart. 

Conclusion 

Kazakh philosophy at last becomes the topic of investigation and research because this 

phenomenon has not been properly studied yet. Never before Kazakh verbal traditional 

culture has been investigated. Firstly, the steppe civilization left us no references in 

Kazakh. Secondly, the existing resources are in many other languages, except Kazakh. 

During one century Kazakh alphabet was changed three times. Thirdly, a few generations 
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of the scientists who were capable of reading those papers were erased from existence by 

the Bolshevics. And lastly, the ideological discrepancy between old minded philosophers 

and modernized ones is another obstacle. 

We hope that this unexplored wisdom of the Steppe civilization, the proto civilization 

for the East and West will be studied and we will learn a lesson for the new paradigm of 

the Asian Community which for the moment has taken the responsibility and turn to 

promote human race to live further on our Globe . 
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RA TIONALilY AS 1HE COMMON BASIS OF UNDERSTANDING 

BETWEEN WESTERN AND 01HERLIVING CMLIZATIONS 

Yllmaz Ozakpmar Fatih University, Istanbul 

The concept of civilization 

The concept of civiliz<1tion implies rationality. The fundamental motive which creates a 

civiliz<ttion is the awareness of hum<m beings of their own minds as the source of countless 

possibilities. When hum<m beings c<1n envis<1ge their own existence and their ovvn minds <1t 

<I r<1tional level of thinking, as if they are looking <1t themselves from outside. there exists 

the ncccssilry condition for the birth of " civiliziltion. From this point of viev.·. every 

civilization cnt<tils the production of actions in (I conscious spiritual orientation in the mind 

by milking oneself rise above the level of sheer necessity of biological survival. 1 This 

rational dimension of civilization is the source of cultural diversity and openness to change 

in those societies particip<lting in the fund<1mental V<tlues of <1 particular civilization. These 

fundament<tl v;tlues psychologic<1lly constitute a belief system which appeals to the 

innermost layers of the human spirit. it sheds light to man's relationships with nature, life, 

and the hcre<tfter. and il sets forth an ethical discipline to regulate the interactions of 

individu<1ls. A culture attached to <1 ration<1l belief system is in a continuous process of 

change clue to its o>vn dyn<1mics <1nd contact with other cultures. In history, civilizations 

have been influenced from e<tch other. Cultured exchange has always been <1 p<~rt of norm<~! 

functioning of any society belonging to a civiliz<~tion. 

The Clash of Civilizations 

S<tmuel P. 1-·:!untington published in 1993 <1 paper entitled "The Clash of Civilizations?" 2 

in which he argued that after the end of Cold War. the coming phase of conflict will not be 

between nations or ideologies but between civiliz<ttions. This view is advanced in the style 

of a hypothesis. of a scientific prediction. of a speculation and of prophesy in different 

contexts of his argument. He enlarged and revised his thesis in a book published in 1996, 

"The Clash of Civilizations and the Remaking of World Order". :l The thesis depends on an 
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in<Jppropriate concept of civilization. Civilization is a scientific construct used in historical 

;mel sociologice1l <~nalysis to give meaning to <1nd integrate diverse facts. Therefore. <l 

civiliz<~tion h<1s neither a concrete existence like peoples belonging to it nor a formal stRtus 

of org<mized politicRl units such as stRtes Rnd empires. Therefore, civilizRtions do not clash. 

In reality. the clashing sides are <llWRYS political units with specific interests and power. 

The intellectual roots of the notion of the clash of civilizations 

As a mRtter of fact, the roots of Samuel P. Huntington's thesis can be discerned in the 

vie\\·s of American geogrRpher Ellsworth Huntington <md English geographer H<~lford 

MRckinder. In his "Civiliz<ltion and Clim<lte" published in 1915 and expanded in the third 

edition of 1924, Ellsworth Huntington e~dv<1nced such ideas about the relationship between 

civiliz<~tion and clim<1te th<1t have the odor of r<lcism: "In addition to Rll this. many 

differences in the degree of progress <1mong people of simil<1r climates <1re due to r8Ci8l 

inheritRnce." 1 Although Ellsworth Huntington sees a correlation between favorable 

clim<1te <1nd civiliz<1tion. he adds that n<1tur<1l selection Rnd the development of human 

culture 8nd its diffusion from land to lRnd were other two fRctors. ''Nine ye8rs <lfter the 

first CippeRrRnce of "Civiliz<1tion <md Clim<~te" he published "The Ch8r<lcter of RRces" in 

which he el<1borated the influence of natured selection on the progress of civilization: "The 

more we study this process of selection. the more we reRiize why one rRce differs from 

another in temper8ment and mentality as well in physique. 8nd why the spirit of one age is 

diverse from that of the next." 1
; 

"Beginning in the 1860s British Rnd continente1l theorists showed incree1sing interest in 

the /mper/n/ iden -strictly spee1king. the politic<1l control of non-sovereign peoples." 7 

Toward the end of the nineteenth century, in 1880s and 1890s, SociRl DRrwinism was 

<lscending in Americ<1n thought. The Darwinian principle of "survival of the fittest" was 

Rpplied to nations as well as to the animal kingdom. "A Presbyterian clergyman, Tennis S. 

Hamlin, wRrned thRt struggle was R permanent aspect of the human condition." HAs he was 

interpreting the logic and the aim of the war for Philippines and in the Transvaal, he said 

th<Jt "<l higher civilization is f<Jcing a lower, and the great evolutionary law of the survival 

of the fittest is at work." And he <Jdded: "That is nowhere <1 gentle lRw, and civilization 

seems unable to soften it." !I 
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The fallacy of Social Darwinism 

Social Darwinism is based on Darwini<m principles, but it is nothing more than <t 

misapplied analogy because the principles of natural selection and survival of the fittest 

denote a specific relationship between the change in environmental conditions and the 

variation in genetic make-up. Those organisms having the best fit to the new 

environmental conditions are selected by nature to survive. The fallacy of the social 

analogy to Darwinian principles stems from the fact that human beings as a species have 

the umque capacity of rational thinking. 1-Iuman beings are conscious of their 

consciousness. and consequently they can exercise deliberate thinking. They can 

represent reality in their minds even when they are out of the concrete situation. They can 

consider the available courses of action under the prevailing conditions. they can choose 

one of them as the most appropriate. and before actually acting, they can think out the 

possible outcomes of the selected course of action. evaluate these outcomes according to 

their aims and values. and either get engaged in performing the selected course of action 

or begin to think out another solution and to evaluate again its consequences in the 

abstract plain of thinking. The capacity of abstract rational thinking renders human beings 

capable of adapting to the changing conditions in quite flexible ways. Instead of brute 

struggle. they can adopt cooperation and exchange. They can find nevv physical <md social 

means to satisfy their varied needs. 

Values and the ethical accountability of human beings 

At this point, we come up against the problem of values. Due to the capacity of rational 

thinking and the capacity of being conscious of their consciousness, human beings can 

cross-examine themselves <md question the rightness of their actions. Although they can 

be selfish and behave in an unfair way toward their fellows at times. they have 

nevertheless conscience, and they know when they do deliberately wrong. In other words, 

human beings as a species have the capacity for ethical accountability. When a lion hunts 

and eats a deer, we do not reproach it, because that is in its nature. But when a man kills 

another man, it is not because he is genetically prearranged to do it; on the contrary, he 

chooses to kill. 
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Samuel P. Huntington eschews the ethical problem. He thinks of civilizations CIS if they 

were each " monolithic political unit. This is <1 f<~ctual mistake. Consequently, the 

conception of the clash of civilizations is a fiction of his mind. But I believe th<~t. CIS C\ 

political scientist and the former director of security planning for the Nation<1l Security 

Council in the C<1rter administr<ltion, he could not be so na'ive as to confuse fact with 

fiction. I r<~ther think that the thesis of "the cl<1sh of civilizations" is a preamble for <1 

political strategy based on geopolitical considerations. The main source of these 

geopolitical considerations can be traced back to the Heartland Theory of the English 

geographer Halford Mackinder. 

Mackinder's geopolitical theory 

Mackinder submitted in 1904 an article entitled "The Geogr<~phical Pivot of History" to 

the Roy<~l GeogrCJphic<~l Society. 10 In this <~rticle he formulated the He<~rtlancl Theory of 

geopolitics. The b<1sic doctrine of IV!ackinder divides the geogr<~phy of the Earth into tvvo 

sections. the "World Island" which comprised Eurasia and Africa, and the "Periphery". 

\Vhich included the Americ<~s. British Isles. and Oceania. The World Isl<md was the greatest 

mnss of ICJnd in the world. and it contained natural resources <~nd a l<~rge popul<Jtion. 

Heartland W<IS comprised of Ukr<~ine, Western Russi<l, and l'viitteleuropa. Mackinder's 

doctrine found its summ<1ry expression in his following dictum: "Who rules E<~st Europe 

comm<lnds the Heartland; who rules the He<~rtl<lnd commands the World Island; who rules 

the World Island controls the world." 11 

Mackinder's theory was not without its critics, and it has been much debate d. lz But 

what is cert<~in is that the theory has been very influential in the foreign policies of the 

great powers ever since . 

The political motives behind "the clash of civilization" thesis 

I am not going into world politics here. What I want to point out 1s that Samuel P. 

Huntington's thesis is in essence a sort of intellectual buttress to a political-military 

strategy based on a geopolitical doctrine propagated under the disguise of an apparently 

objectively est<1blished ontological incompatibility between civilizations. The analysis and 

evaluation of the foreign policies of the world powers requires thinking according to 

different criteria than those applied to the analysis and evaluation of scientific theories. 
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Therefore, I should like to limit myself to inquiring into the validity and logical consistency 

of Samuel P. Huntington's views on the clC1sh of civilizC1tions. Huntington pretends to 

overlook the fact thC1t almost C1ll internC1tionC1l conflicts in the world C1re on politicC1l C1nd 

economical interests rC1ther than stemming from the difference or incompC1tibility of 

civilizations. People may have sympathies or C1ntipathies for particular civilizC1tions, but 

these subjective and most of the time prejudicial feelings of peoples are no basis for an 

actual clash between states belonging to different civilizations. Moreover, there have been 

political alignments of stC1tes belonging to different civilizations, and also political 

oppositions between states belonging to the same civilization. Huntington reveals the 

inconsistency of his thesis when he envisages a struggle for world domination between the 

West and the Islamic civilization backed by the Confucian civilization. The formC1llY and 

abstractly postulated clash of civilizations in general boils down, in Huntington's scenarios 

for future conflicts. to struggles between "the West and the Rest". The thesis is in reality 

the intellectual substratum for the policy of containment of potential rivC1ls C1nd eventually 

for world domination. 

Rationality of civilizations, and the prospect of mutual understanding between 

peoples belonging to different civilizations 

It can be argued that core values of any civilization imply a bC1sic rationality. 

Rationality can be a common ground for the development of understanding between 

peoples belonging to different civilizations. If rational understanding can produce a 

universal system of ethical VCllues in the long run, this may bring about positive chClnges in 

the attitudes of the peoples belonging to different civilizations, which may in turn be 

positively influential on the approaches of the responsible politicians to human problems. 

Before political peace, humanity needs peace of mind, but peace of mind can exist only if it 

is shared. Therefore, the happiness of humanity requires cooperation and mutual 

understanding between peoples belonging to different civilizations insteCld of self-fulfilling 

prophesy of the clash of civilizations. In order to achieve a peaceful world, it is necessary 

to seek after universal values and to be loyal to them. Scientists should encourage the 

adoption of this positive approach, and they should abandon such an approach as that of 

Samuel P. Huntington. His attitude toward the world events is unacceptable: "Muslims 

contrasted Western actions against Iraq with the West's failure to protect Bosnians against 

Serbs and to impose sanctions on Israel for violating U.N. resolutions. The West, they 
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allege, was using a double standard. A world of clashing civilizations. however. is 

inevitably a world of double standards: people apply one standard to their kin-countries 

and different standards to others." t:l Double standards cannot be seen as the natural way 

of living in an enlightened world. The guide for humanity must be the supreme v<~lues of 

truth and justice. 

1 Ozakpmar. Y. "A Theory of Civilization" First International Conference of Asian Philosophical 

Society: The Vision of the Asian Community (Fatih University Publications, 2005 pp. 69-7-1) 

~Huntington. S. P. "The Clash of Civilizations?" Foreign Affairs. Vol. 72, No. 3 (Summer 1003 ) 

:l Huntington. S. P. The Clash of Cinlizations and the Remaking of World Order (Simon and Schuster. 

Inc .. 1996) 

'
1 Huntington, E. Civilization and Climate (Yale University Press. Third Edition. 1924. p. 299) 

,; Ibid. p.365 
1
; Huntington. E. The Character of the Races (Charles Scribner's Sons. 192-1. p. 371) 

' Bannister. R. C. Social Darw1i1ism: Science and Jllyth in Anglo-American Thought (Temple 

UniYersity, 1979. p. 227) 

~ Ibid, p.234 

\' Ibid. p.23.f 
10 1\lackinder. H. "The Geographical Pivot of History" Geographical Journal. 190-1 (Reprinted in G. 0' 

Tuathail. S. Dalby and P. Routledge (eds) The Geopolitics Reader( Routledge, 1998 pp. 27-31) 
11 1\lackinder. H. Democratic Ideals and Reality (W. W. Norton. 1962. original publication 1919. p. 

150) 
1 ~ Fettweis. C. J. "Sir Halford 1\Iackinder. Geopolitics. <md Policymaking in the 21st Century" 

Parameters. Summer 2000. 
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1. Introduction 

In the age of knowledge-based information society, the role of innovation has been 

increC\singly emphC\sized. Many studies figure d out the role of geographic"! proximity 

(including institutional. cultural proximity) for effective innovation. In this line of 

arguments. the role of I-IEis(High EducationC\l Institutions) for regional context was 

recently highlighted by many advanced countries like most of OECD members . This study 

is about to asses the role of HEis for regional development in Korea and in the City of 

Bus<1n particulC\rly 

Regional dimension 'inside' the national higher education policy 

NC\tional universities <1re established and opere1ted stre1tegically across the ne1tion to 

ensure b<1l<1nced development <1cross different regions. For private universities. however. 

issues ranging from the location of the establishment to departments and courses are 

decided by the private foundation, which leaves little room for full consideration of the 

region's economic (industry's demand for human resources), social (demographic demand 

for HE) and cultural (demand for music. arts, sports, libraries, theaters and other cultunll 

services) development needs in the I-lEI screening and approval process. Although MOE, 

the Ministry of Science and Technology, the Ministry of Commerce. Industry and other 

government ministries have implemented I-lEI support policies in relation to regional 

development, regional demands were seldom reflected in planning and executing HE 

policies (including the creation of HEis) by the central government. There was no system 

between the central and local governments to collaborate on HE policies . 

• This draft was prepared for the presentation at the conference of ICAPA,2006, held in Pusan, 

Korea. This is preliminary version, Do not cite this m<~terial without permission of author 
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Policy to stimulate regional collaboration among stakeholders 

As p8rt of its drive to st imulate regional development based on and led by regional 

nee ds, the Presidential Committee on Balanced Nation81 Developme nt is trying to set up a 

consult<1tive body (RIS Committee) in each city and province, which can raise and discuss 

regional development agenda, draw realistic pl<lns and help imple ment those plans. The 

committee is composed of loc<ll governments, businesses, think-tanks, HEis, education and 

training institute s, municipal <lnd provincial education offices, offices for s mall businesses, 

l<lbor offices , civic groups and other stakeholders in regional development. The committee 

is de aling with ways to develop regional industries , science and technology and human 

resource s. and HEis c<m plcly a pivotal role here as an institution capable of providing 

hum<m reso urce s for industries and developing new technology through research. HEis will 

be <~ble to elicit support <~nd cooper<~tion from various st<~keholders in developing t<lle nts 

<md conducting rese<~rch essential to implementing nevv regional development initiatives. 

This policy is also in its incipient stage, and h8s yet to produce tangible re sults. In 

view of the 18ck of experience in decentralization and a culture of collaboration among 

st<1ke holde rs at the regional level. cons istent efforts by the committee members are 

required to bring about the intended results. 

In a bid to come up with HEI support policies that can practically contribute to regional 

development. and to encourage HEis to participate in regional development discussions 

and regional communities to contribute to HEI development, the government has recently 

introduced the Regional Innovation System. Following project is one of pilot program for 

universities for regional innovation 

NURI(new university for regional innovation) project 

As a key ta sk in the government's plan to ensure balanced development across the 

nation. the Ministry of Education and Human Resource s Development has been working on 

8 project to develope innovation capabilities at local HEis C8lled the New University for 

Re gional Innovation (NURI) project. Based on the recognition that economic development 

and national innovation in the 21st century knowledge society originates from local HEis 

and the surrounding regional clus ters , the project aims to concentrate investment in 

selected fields linked to regional development so that the HEI and regional industries can 
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make a joint progress . 

The objective of the NURI project can be summarized as follows : 1) to stre ngthen 

spec ialization and competitiveness of local HEis - by dramatically improving educational 

conditions with a target of 100% of the student place s filled and 80% of the faculty 

positions filled in the specialized field during the project period; 2) to promote regional 

development by nurturing tale nted resources - by instituting a variety of practical HR 

deve lopment programs to enable graduates to acquire e mployability skills with a target of 

rai s ing the employment rate of local college graduates by over 10% during the project 

pe riod; 3) to lay the groundwork for the Regional Innovation System (RIS) - by setting up 

numerous networks for HEis to collaborate with local governments, industries . research 

institutes. the press and NGOs . 

[Figure 1] Conceptual framework of NURI project 

,-- - - - -- .. 
1 Innovation 1 

I Of I 

Regional 
1 Industry .. _____ __ , 

The success of NURI project depends on the establishment of HEI-centered RIS and 

its smooth operation. Put it differently, formation of an effective academic-industrial 

collaboration system and how efficiently it is operated will make or break the project. 

The system will be a strategic tool for businesses, HEis, think-tanks and governments to 

work with one another on R&D, technology transfer or human resources development. 
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2. Regional higher education system and governance 

The basic profile and character of HEis in Busan 

Bus<m h<1s 23 HEis whose mam campus IS based in Busan. They consist of 11 

universities. one educ<1tion college, one polytechnic and 10 junior colleges. There is also 

one dist<1nce lenrning institute <1nd one university with satellite campus in Busan, but these 

HEis will not be included in this research. The 11 universities comprise 3 national 

universities <1nd 8 priv<1te universities. Education college is national, and all polytechnic 

<md junior colleges are privately funded. In tot<tl, 23 HEis in Busan are composed of 4 

national and 19 privnle universities. 

This rcse<lrch hns looked into 12 HEis including ten universities. one education college 

and one polytechnic. Of these, Busan Natiomtl University, Pukyong N<1tional University, 

Kor<.:<l lVl<lritimc University and Busan Nntionnl University of Education are national 

institutions. \~ hile Kyungsung University, Catholic University of Busan. Pusan University of 

Foreign Studies. Tongmyong University, Dongseo University. Dong-A University, Dong

cui University and Silla University are prive~te institutions. 

The number of faculty members and students at HEis in Busan registered 5,366 <md 

259.000 respectively in 2004. Noteworthy is the dramatic increase in student numbers in 

the last decade. As such the faculty and students represent 7% of Busan's 3.6 million 

populi1tion. with the percentage rising higher if supporting staff are included, suggesting 

the importance of HEI presence in the region. The absolute number of HEis and workers 

in this sector suggests that Busan plays a big role in the ne~tion's HE system. 

The 12 HE!s were surveyed on their emphasis on teaching and research. Many said 

they h<we focused more on teaching in the past, but plans to raise the profile of research 

so that it is on C1 pi1r with teaching or even becomes more import<mt. 
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[Figure 2] The Number of Faculty Members and Students at HE!s in Busan 

Unit: Person 
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The financing and management of HEis at a regional level 

In KoreCI, the central government has traditionally been responsible for HE policies 

with HEis under the supervision of MOE, which prevented local governments, businesses 

and residents from playing an <~ctive role. Accordingly. it w<~s difficult for HEis in Bus<~n 

to form close relations with the loc<~l government <~nd other regionCil st<~keholders. 

Comp<~red to regions in other OECD countries where HEis are deeply involved in regional 

development, HEis in Busan had marginal link with region<~! development. 

HEis in Busan have relied on the centr<~l government for funding and supervtston, 

which is also true of HEis in other regions of Korea. As a result . Busan's HEis had little 

interest in regional development relative to other regions in industrialized nations. and 

Busan Metropolitan Government could not provide governance and regulatory framework 

for local HEis. However, that does not mean the contribution of Busan's HEis to regional 

development was insignificant. Despite difficult conditions, each university has made 

efforts to contribute to regional development in its strength areas . Detail examples will 

be introduced in Chapter 3. 

With the new government m 2003 emphasizing the importance of balanced 
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development across the nation and greater devolution, regional development was put high 

on the agenda. Thi s raised awareness <1mong the general public that development of local 

universities was crucial to develop the regions. Consequently, numerous policies have 

been put in place to e ncourage local !-lEis to play a central role in regional development. 

This trend will continue to strengthen ties be tween HE!s and the region. and result in 

regional stakeholder s increasing support for local universities, which will in turn step up 

efforts to contribute to regional development. 

3. Regional dimension of HEis research policy: case of Susan 

HE!s in Busan recogmze that re senrch support and stimulation plans largely 

incorporate the region' s economic and industrial traits. In a survey of people concerned 

vvith rese<1rch policie s in 12 Bus<1n HE!s. seve n HEis including three national universities 

<mswered that the re is consider<1ble rcgion<ll dimension (58.3%) in the policies. and one 

university said the policies fully reflect regional aspects. showing a strong commitment to 

specialize in regiona l rese<1rch. Overall . tv,·o-thirds of HEis thought the leve l of regional 

dimens ion was s ubs tantial. while one-third conside re d it to be average or below <1verage. 

< Table 1> Degree of regional engagement in research 

- --
me (3) Average ;4) Large (5) Full Total 

2(16.7%) 1(8.3 %) 1(8. 3%) 7(58.3%) 1(8.3%) 12(100.0%) 

Source: Survey questionnaire by unive rs itie s in Busan 

HEis were refl ecting the importance of partnership with other regional stakeholders 

into regional re se Rrch. In the survey of 12 HEis in Busan, local governments (48 points) 

were considered 8S mo s t important partne rs. followed by local businesses (4 7 points), 

other HEis and think-tanks in the region (both 43 points), local media and civic groups 

(both 40 points) 
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< Table 2> Relative importanc - of regional partners in research 

----- -- -

CDNone (2)_Some i_3) A ver8ge -'4)U!rge (5) Full 
---=---~----

Local firms 2 
---------1-------~---

Local government 

Research institution 

1 Media and Civic group 

~ Lmiversity 
--------------~------

Region educa tional ins titution 

2 

----~---

2 
------! -

1 

2 

3 
-

3 

Source: Survey questionnaire by universities in Busan 

5 4 

6 4 

4 3 

2 

2 

1 

Total 

47 

48 

43 

40 

43 

As is shown, local governments are considered as the most important partner in 

Busan. This is because most of firms in the region <Ire small or medium in scale, and few of 

them are R&D-oriented. generating little demand for rescCirch activities. On the contrary, 

local government plays a s ignificant role of alloc<lling the national R&D fund on behalf of 

the ce ntral government as well as allocate its own R&D budget.. 

HEis in Busan have formul a ted an active relationship with the local government by 

participating in various government funding progr8ms. Researchers in universities have 

also established a close network with local governme nt officials through the HE-Industry

Government Cluster Committee s in the top te n strotegic industries and the subcommitte e 

activities under Busan Regional Innovation Committee. 

Beneficiary HEis of the central government's R&D project could form links with local 

busine sses. This is because the central government often requires local business to 

participate as a joint partner, or local governments to provide matching funds. These 

individual links. however, are be ing brought and managed together through DIUC at each 

university since 2004. 

More recently, DIUC was given more fre edom to inst8ll departments at universities on 

a contract basis. thus starting to build relations with corporations by reflecting a specific 

or a group of companies' concrete training and education ne eds into the curriculum. 

Pusan National University is operating a graduate program in Air Cooling, Heating and 

Energy major based on its contract with LG Electronics Home Appliance Division. 
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3.1 Provisions for regional technology & innovation needs 

Innovation capacity and research hubs ofBusan 

Major indicators of reseRrch cRpacity of HE!s in Bus<m are CIS follows. BusRn has the 

largest number of HEis (24 including junior colleges) after the greRter Seoul RreR, 

maintaining one of the highest levels outside Seoul in faculty, student, equipment, rese<~rch 

P<lpers and other quantitative indicators. 

In sharp contrast, only one out of 42 government-funded think-tanks are located in 

Busan (Busan Office of Basic Science Research Institute) <~nd regional comp<~nies are 

mostly small or medium in size. revealing the city's weak R&D c::~pacity. As a 

consequence. participation of rese<1rch expenditure. the number of rese<~rchers and patent 

<lpplications all ICig behind, and BusCin seldom benefits from the central government's R&D 

fund. l\&D capacity in the private sector is also fragile, since most regional firms Cire 

small. Therefore. BusCin fCices a burning challenge to enhCince regional R&D capacity to 

realize regional innovation (see TCible 3 in appendix). 

BCiscd on 2002 figures. 76% of the nCition's R&D budget (KRW 4.5569 trillion) was 

invested in Seoul. Gyconggi Cind Daejeon. while only 2.3% or KRW 104.6 billion was 

invested in Busan (see Table4 Cind 5 in appendix). 

Busan universities that hCive particip<~ted in the Regional Research Hub projects of the 

Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST) and MOCIE(Ministry of Commerce, Industry 

and Energy) have been acting as the core university-business collaboration research 

centers in Busan. MOST has supported local universities to install ERCs (Engineering 

Research Centers), SRCs (Science Research Centers) and RRCs (Regional Research 

Centers). while MOCIE supported establishing TICs (Technology Innovcttion Centers). 

TCible 5 summarizes the projects supported by different administrations of central 

government. 

Activity ofSMEA(Small and Midium Enterprise Administration) 

In reg10ns like BusCin, where 99.4% of local companies are small or medium in s1ze, 

!-lEis also coll<1borate with businesses through SME Administration's projects to support 

SMEs. SME Administration in Bus an- Ulsan is conducting four types of such collaboration 
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projects; HE-industry-research R&D consortium (for joint development of technology), 

HEis providing consultancy on technology, supporting HE! technology transfer centers, <md 

setting up regional HE-industry information network (see 6 in appendix). 

Collaboration with public technology institution other than HEis in the region 

With so few national think-tanks in Busan. connecting and allocating regional 

businesses' demand for technology innovation to HEis was mainly done by Busan Techno 

Park and particularly Bus<m IT Development Agency in the IT industry. 

Busan Techno Park was jointly financed by Busan Metropolitan government, five local 

HEis and the centred government (MOCIE). with the objective to serve as the regional hub 

for technology innovation systems in Busan. In order to develop regional strategic 

industries, Techno Park encourages inter-university collaboration by giving research 

projects to a group of experts from many HE!s <~cross the region, which is a departure 

from the central government <lllocating projects to specific J-IEis in the past. Large-scale 

projects always involve business and university rese<~rchers together. and small projects 

v.-ill be first allocClted to businesses. 

For specialized industries, centers dedic8Led to each of the SIX areas Clre used by 

companies to share equipment <md resolve technic<d difficulties. List of centers are as 

follows: Mechanical parts and material technology support center, Auto parts technology 

support center, MEMS/NANO production technology center, Digital production technology 

support center and High-tech parts technology support center. Corporations and HEis sit 

on the steering committee together and m<1ke decisions. 

Reward mechanism for regionally-based research 

As introduced earlier in the government's policies to encourage HE- industry 

interactions. national universities have introduced a system. in which some professors are 

dedicated to HE-industry collaboration and will be relieved of teaching and research paper 

burdens. For other professors, especially relating to science and technology, participation 

in HE-industry research or projects and resulting patent acquisitions are being included in 

the faculty performance reviews. 
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In the latest survey, seven HEis including Pusan National University and Busan 

N<~tion<ll University of Education SCiid they did not provide special incentives for 

regionCilly-b<~sed reseCirch, while the other five HE!s <~re encourCiging regional research in 

vanous WCiys. Pukyong N<1tion<1l University stands out with its plans to favor regional!y

b<~sed rese<1rchers in supporting <~cademic research. and the other universities were either 

reflecting it in fC\culty perform<1nce reviews or funding some of the research overhead cost 

<IS monetary incentives. However. most universities show interest to consider more strong 

incentive mechanism for region<1lly -based research. 

In this perspective. the heCids of DIUC Cit 24 HEis in Busan form a committee, which 

vvill in the long term expCind into a national association and become an academic society to 

issue newsletters <md publish journ<1ls as r~ window of collaborC\tive research results into a 

<lCildemic pilpers. 

3.2 Interfaces facilitating knowledge exploitation and transfer 

Mechanisms commercializing the research base of the HE sector 

Here. we consider fol!ovving four mC\jor channels C\S a mechanism for commercializing 

the reseC\rch bC\se of the HE sector 

-Establishment of DIUC(Division of Industry-University Cooperation) 

DIUC is a special entity within HEis that can acquire and manage IP (Intellectual 

Property), become C\ pC\rty to industry-university coll<1boration contracts and e1ccount for 

collilborCition-rel3ted finance sepC\rC\tely. DIUC provides all HE-industry related services 

under one roof. It promotes technology tre1nsfers and projects, commercializes university 

research by installing school corporC~tions, provides demand-led education 3nd training by 

instituting courses and departments based on contracts, and extensively manages 31! 

research centers. 

- Technology Transfer Centers 

Busan Technology Transfer Center WC\S inste1lled in 2002 under the supervisiOn of 

Busan Techno Park. and Dong-eui University Technology Transfer Center W3S launched 

with the aid of Busan- Ulsan SME Administration. Most of the other HEis put in place 
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technology trcmsfer centers along with DIUC in 2004. Most HEis are currently laying the 

groundwork by transferring patents registered by the name of individual professors to the 

centers. However, technology tr<msfer and infrastructure for technology start-ups are 

likely to experience steep growth, and HEis in Busan are already reviewing plans to 

establish a joint technology holding company. 

- BI: Business Incubator 

In Busan. 19 Business Incubators are in operation at universities, and other 

independent Bls are run by Footwear Re search Institution. Inno-Biz Center, and Techno 

Park among others. Most university Bis are based in buildings invested by universities 

and run on operation funds aided by the SME Administration and Busan Metropolitan 

Government, while some Bis finance part of the cost from tenant or spin-off firms. There 

were 325 tenant companies in 355 BI room( 91.5% occup<mcy rate) and 272 spin-offs up 

to 2004. To date, they have created 1,714 jobs and generated KRW 78 billion in 

revenues. KRW 6.8 billion of which was through exports. 

-TP: Techno-Park 

As was already mentioned. Busan TP(www.blp.or.kr) was estoblished in 1999 as Rn 

incorporated foundation. It WC\s a mixture of small-scale Research Park and HEI's joint 

Science Park. Busan Strategic Industry Planning Team was added and six specialized 

technology centers were launched under the organization in 2004. With Busan Mayor as 

its President and six local universities. local chamber of commerce and MOCIE on its board 

of directors . TP is designed to serve as the RIS hub in Busan, enhance innovation capacity 

of local businesses and promote business start-ups based on latest technology .. 

Promoting role of other regional stakeholders 

The role of the central government 1s to identify the shift in competition paradigm 

towards an innovation-led economic development model, and to prepare regulatory 

framework for regional innovation and clustering based on the importance of spatial 

adjacency. To carry out this mission, the central government enacts laws and provides 

administrative and financial support through government ministries to encourage 

commercialization of research and transfer of technology. 

Local governments are responsible for implementing the administrative and financial 
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support on behalf of central government, and at the same time integrate and coordinate at 

the regional level the different kind of support and policies delivered by various ministries. 

HEis have improved their institutional framework m favor of research 

commercialization and technology transfer by installing DIUC. They have been providing 

a wide range of incentives for HE-industry research , which is also reflected in faculty 

performance reviews. The traditional research and education paradigm is giving way to 

school corporations. contract departments and basically a more (regional) demand-led 

parildigm. 

Businesses have recognized that innovation is key to staying competitive in the long 

term. and thus have been actively involved in HE-industry R&D activities. Notably, 

businesses are trying to collaborate with one another on research through regional 

<1ssociations or chambers of commerce, inste<1d of individually trying to engage with 

universities. They are also taking full advantage of the information on technology through 

the Internet. as well as exchanging human resources with universities. 

3.3 Dissemination mechanism/or HEls' innovation initiatives 

Busan Metropolitan Government. local media and Korea Science and Culture 

Foundation co-host Busan Science Festival every year. This festival showcases the 

progress of industry-university collaboration and exhibits relevant technology by regional 

strategic industry, which serves as a good opportunity to promote the developments to 

businesses and the general public. 

SME Technology Innovation Exposition also plays crucial role in spreading the spirit of 

technology innovation and motivating entrepreneurs by supporting SMEs to gain 

distribution channels for excellent technology (products), facilitating technology 

exchanges. and rewarding innovative SMEs and entrepreneurs. 

Individual universities also host technology exchange sesswns, new technology 

launching sessions, demonstrations, technology transfer exhibitions and other contests for 

businesses, students and the general public. 
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Collaboration between regional stakeholders and HEis 

According to self-evaluCition by regionCil universities as shown in <Table III -18>, 

inter-HEI co!Jaboration in the region is found to be weaker than HEI's collaboration with 

business, local government, local think-tank or other regional stakeholders. However. 

there appeCir some moves of cooperation C\mong regional universities. One is that 

"Association of university(college)-industry cooperotion foundation in Susan area". This is 

mainly Cl regular meetings of heod of each HEI's DIUC. Currently, 14 universities and 11 

colleges ore joined to get more supports from Bus<m City and Korean government as well 

as to jointly conduct mC\ny programs and projects. 

<Table 3> Collaboration between regional stakeholders and HEis 

---- - -- -
Degree of cooperation 

-
C!Clssification 

(t"We<~k 
<2:Moderate ly 

'J:'Average 
@Moderately 

(@Strong Tot<ll ':' 
weak strong 

Among 

universities 
2 2 4 3 30 

University ond 

businesses 
3 7 1 42 

-
University and 

local government 
1 1 8 1 42 

-
University and 

research 1 7 3 35 
institutions 

University and 

colleges 
3 2 4 1 1 28 

* This number comes from multiplication of scale point and the number of response for 

each scale 

3.4 Overall assessment 

National universities m BusCin hCive trCiditionCilly focused on different research areas 

from one another. Korea Maritime University specialized in maritime research, while 

Pukyong NCitional University, which originated from Fisheries and Engineering Colleges, 

has made developments in fisheries and bio-marine research. Dong-A university used to 
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be the region's representative private university and is strong in bio-agriculture. Pusan 

National University had a research b(lse (lcross-the-bo(lrd (!part from the above mentioned 

fields, and especi<lily owns the technology b(lse for mainstay industries in the Southe(lst, 

namely automobile, shipbuilding, re[(lted parts (lnd materi(l[s. and heavy chemical 

m<mufacturing. 

Industry-university collaboration at the regional level was not common in the past, and 

most collaboration efforts with businesses were driven by individual institutions or 

researchers. The recent shift tow(lrds innovation-led economic growth paradigm and the 

knovvledge economy is inevit<1ble for the world economy. Notably, region has emerged as 

an important unit in innovation, and the discussions around endogenous regional growth 

have triggered universities to particip(lte in regional development. Compared to European 

countries. region(![ engagement by HEis in Busan is a recent phenomenon. but h(ls quickly 

dominated the e1genda of both central e1nd local governments. HEis in Bus<m must undergo 

restructuring to secure economy of sce1le in resee1rch. but (It the same time upgrade the 

que1lity of rese<~rch in specie1lized (lre(ls. 

Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats 

Strengths 

- Diversity of research in universities 

rr1nging from maritime and fisheries to 

Weakness 

-Administrative mismatch between regiom1l 

universities and loc(ll industry 

mechanic<~! pe1rts and materials - Regional industries giving way to service 

- !-lome to many HEis as <1 second largest industries or collapsing manufacturing base 

city, which holds diverse industrial - Dominance of SMEs without clear 

technology, information and rich researcher leadership of large companies create little 

pool demand for R&D 

- Excellent production and processing, 

assembly technology 

- Logistics hub in Northeast Asia with 

- Absence of key national think-tanks 

- Poor infrastructure for start-ups and 

technology transfer 

world-class ports - Lack of trust or experience in inter-

- Emphasis on building a scientifically and university or HE-business collaboration 

culturally rich city - University-industry collaboration 

infrastructure has been installed only recently 

Opportunity Threats 

- Government's commitment to balanced -Excessive inter-university competition 

development across the nation widening the gap 

- Adoption of regional innovation - Insufficient specialization by regional HEis 
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strategies and the resulting increase in fails to create economy of sc<lle 

regional R&D budget - Regional businesses moving offshore, core 

- If innovation is stimulated in Busan and parts industry relocating to China 

the surrounding area (Usan and Kyungnam - Possible reduction of R&D market driven 

province)as a production cluster, demand by FTA between Korean and Japan 

for research will increase - Local universities and science/engineering 

- Implementation of HE-industry departments losing popularity among students 

collaboration and cluster policies linked can destabilize supply and demand for 

with regionally specialized industries research and technology labor. 

- Laying the groundwork for regional - Increasing brain drain out of the region. 

growth by hosting APEC and enhancing the 

city's brand 

- Creation of DIUC at regional HEis 

improving the system for collaboration 

- Relocation of maritime and financial 

organizations from Seoul forming a cluster 

with regional industries 

4. Conclusion 

The government has enacted a law to install a Regional Innovation Committee in each 

region, and accordingly, the Busan Metropolitan Government has set up and is running a 

Regional Innovation Committee in Busan. Through this Committee, a range of regional 

innovation initiatives are already taking place. And with many HEI representatives 

serving on the Committee, it has been an opportunity for HEis to take a greater interest in 

regional development and innovation than they did in the past. 

What draws particular attention in the area related to HEI policy is the variety of 

measures encouraging HEis to collaborate with regional businesses. government agencies 

and research institute s. The MOE's New University for Regional Innovation (NURD 

project is a case in point. This project paved the way for industries, universities, think

tanks and the government in a region to launch cooperative tasks. 

Many HEis in Busan are also taking part in the NURI project. It is true that the 

project has been in operation for just over an year now, and it is yet too early to discuss 

its performance. However, it is clear that the project allowed regional HEis to engage far 
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more actively with regional governments, businesses and other stakeholders. Apart from 

the MOE's NURI project, Busan has recently seen a dramatic rise in the number of projects 

supported by other government ministries and the Busan Metropolitan Government. This 

is further raising Busan HEis' interest in regional development and innovation. 

Like other regions in Korea, however. the regional contribution of HEis is still small 

relative to other advanced regions in OECD countries. The increasing effort by HEis in 

Busan to engage in regional development is still largely driven by the central government's 

policy to redress regional disparities and promote decentralization, rather than by their 

own determination. Whether or not the HEis actively work for regional development at 

their own will is bound to become a critical issue down the road. 

At present Busan has numerous organizations that bring together the city's 

government. companies. HEis and other regional actors to share views on regional 

development. However. they are not as active as to discuss regional issues in depth and 

come up with a joint proposal. The challenge for regional actors in Busan is to build true 

partnerships not only on the outside but also in substance. 

Representatives of HEis in Busan also has a forum where they come together to 

exchange opinions. However. their bond is fairly weak and thus. it is difficult to elicit 

joint efforts for regional development. Working closely with local governments and 

businesses is important. but further efforts must be made to build close links among HEis 

for regional development. 

The central government's policy on regional development clearly served as a trigger 

for Busan' s HEis to start engaging regionally. An increasing number of HEis are 

developing human resources related to regional core strategic industries and conduct 

researches required by regional industries. These are positive developments not only for 

Busan but also for HEis in Busan. Competition among HEis in Busan on student 

recruitment and research. funding do exist. HEis must seek ways to enhance 

collaboration, while recognizing these competitive aspects. 
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APPENDIX 

< Table 4> Main innovation capability index by major cities 

Classification Korea Seoul Inch eon Daejeon Busan. Daegu Gwangju Ulsan 

Per capita 
11,073 11,070 9,975 9,051 8,651 7,235 8,849 25,534 

GDP( thousandW) 

R&D 
expenditure (millionW) 

3,336 3,472 1,670 14,129 572 940 1,281 2,556 

Number of researcher 37.1 51.1 20.7 127.9 17.0 16.2 20.6 27.2 

Equipment (2003.8) 391.2 356.0 35.1 3,989.8 398.0 208.3 356.9 78.9 

Patent 4.5 8.0 3.6 7.4 0.9 1.3 1.9 0.9 

SCI 2.6 4.8 1.3 14.5 1.7 1.4 4.0 0.5 

Teaching staff 24.0 24.7 14.8 38.3 27.3 19.9 38.2 22.1 

University graduate 
56.8 49.8 37.5 93.7 62.5 54.9 102.9 33.0 

(2002) 

Venture business 1.8 3.5 1.6 2.8 0.9 1.4 0.8 0.6 

Government 
R&D(million W) 

854 1.132 390 7.752 243 397 833 117 

Source : Park Dong Bae(2003), STEP! 

< Table 5 > R&D expenditure by region 

(unit: %) 

point of 
Seoul Bus an. 

time 
Daegu Incheon Gwangju Daejeon Ulsan Gyeonggi 

1999 19.12 1.57 2.47 4.09 1.23 14.61 1.89 36.12 

2000 32.74 1.73 1.38 3.65 1.45 14.29 2.13 24.57 

2001 22.27 1.34 1.48 2.68 1.1 12.36 1.68 37.73 

2002 22.51 1.46 1.56 2.49 1.35 12.8 2 36.47 

2003 19.29 1.74 1.21 3.05 1.33 12.57 1.67 42.78 

2004 17.95 1.68 1.16 3.97 1.16 11.47 1.68 43.39 

Source: MOST 
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<Table 6> Bus an's R&D activity suppoeted by central government 

(unit: case, 10M KRW) 

Category No. Amount Category No. Amount 

Regional business 6 965 NRL 16 184 
- --

RIS 6 163 MRC 2 244 

RRC 4 513 ERC 1 198 

MOST 

MOCIE TIC 3 457 ABRL 1 100 

Indus try 
3 256 Others 2 53 

foundati on - t-- --
Others 6 699 Sub total 22 778 

-

Sub total 28 3.053 NURI 13 1,890 

ITRC 1 52 
Technical college 

specialization 
7 496 ' 

Industry-academia 

MIC Media device 1 328 cooperation focused 2 441 

universitie s 

MOE 
Sub total 2 380 BK21 2 582 

MOGAHA 3 53 
Regional research 

1 108 
focused 

MOHW 3 185 Others 1 14 

SMBA 3 664 Sub total 26 3,531 

-

Busan City 33 6,754 Total 120 15,398 

* Note: projects funded by Busan City are all included to Busan City. 
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<Table 7> Busan · Ulsan SMBA's industry-academia-research connection support 

projects (2003) 

Tasks 

Industry

academia

research 

Content of support 

Utilize technology development 

resources at universities and research 

institutes to support technological 

difficulties at SME worksites with 

fragile 
consortium status 

technology base, funded 

through local government and 

matching funds. 

Utilize high-qmlity (professor) and 

potential (Master, Doctoral courses) 

personnel from universities to visit 

No. of 

businesses 

16 

Lmiversities, 

263 

businesses 

Triangle of 

Technology SME work sites to counter 9 Lmiversities, 

Assistance for technological difficulties. promote 159 

SME-S 

(TRITAS) 

management reforms, and provide businesses 

opportunities for undergraduates to 

Setup 

have on site experience and job 

opportunities. 

Create DB of various support projects 

and expert personnel. test equipments 

comprehensive to provide systematic inform<ltion for 

system to support the industry-academia-research 

SMEs 

University 

technology 

transfer center 

cooperation between 

universities. research centers. 

Setup and operate an exclusive 

department within universities for 

technology transfer to m<lke it easy 

for SMEs to utilize transferable 

technologies held by universities. 

Source: internal data from Busan. Ulsan SMBA. 2003. 

Underway 

Dongeui 

Lmiversity, 

Ulsan 

university 

Amount 

2,500M 

KRW 

260M 

KRW 

Remarks 

'99~'03 

1,144 

businesses, 

10,252M 

KRW 

'00~'03 

582 

businesses. 

914MKRW 

45consultatio 

ns, 4 

transfers, 

)HI 413 DB 
50M KRvv 

management 

technologies, 

75 industrial 

properties 
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Problems and Prospects of Turkish Civil Society, at the Treshold of 

Turkey's Projected EU Membership 

M. Lutfullah Karaman 

In the last decades of the 20Lh century, especi<llly under a renewed wave of 

democratization. the Western understanding of civil society, in its newest sense which is 

almost inextricably intertwined with <1dvanced liberal democracy, has gained prominence 

throughout most of the world. It h<ls proven to be especi;llly important with respect to the 

massive and rapid changes that have been experienced in Eastern Europe; it has also had a 

prominent imp;1ct on the relatively less developed and in considerable number authoritarian 

states and political societies of the East. Under the banner of democr<lCY and waves of 

agitation to achieve il. not only the concept of civil society appc<lrcd on the agenda in the 

form of a reaction against authoritCtrian wielding of power but Ctlso an accompanying 

development in the form of its growing institution<lliz<llion V\'clS apparentty observed. 

In line with the above development, Turkey is Ctctually not <m exception at all. but 

should be seen <ls a striking case. in particular. under the so-c<Jlled Oz<Jl decade (1983-93). 

Indeed. in recent Turkey, especi<llly under the just-mentioned decade, it ccm easily be 

observed that the revitalization of civil society h<1s not been restricted to <1 rising interest 

on intellectucd level but has spread throughout different segments of society through the 

blossoming activity of numerous associ<1tions. Accordingly, the overall subject-matter of 

my presentation will be rele1ted with the development of civil society in modern Turkey, 

focus being on the growing institution<Jlization in the last few dec<Jdes. Here. as reg<Jrds 

the existence of civil society in Turkey, my original suggestion will be to propose a 

somewh<lt novel differentiation: between the 'appe<Jr<Jnce' and the 'reality' of free 

org<Jnization; or, in other words. between the organizational appearance of civil society on 

the one hand and (lack of) its genuinely functioning development on the other. In Turkey 

today, we have the former. but not tangibly the latter, in its aforementioned newest sense 

interlocked with advanced liber<ll democracy. In conjunction with this idea, my main 

argument here is not to cl<Jim th<lt there is <1 loU1I absence of civil society, but, rather. to 

underscore the way in which it h<lS not yet <lchic\.L'd a truly functional level. As a matter of 

fact, civil society in tod<Jy's Turkey docs ;1ppcar to espouse the principle of free 

organization; we have not achieved. though. lhc full-fledged function<Jiity of civil society. 
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Accordingly, my central thesis in exploring civil society in Turkey will be that it remains 

yet not genuinely developed (as it is in <my -typic<dly western- country with an established 

<md advanced democr<~cy) since still constrained by several f<~ctors, which can rightly be 

read as hindrances before its functioning development. Such factors, or clearly put, the 

main obstacles that continue to impede progress tow<~rds a more authentic and truly 

functional civil society can be cl<lssified under several items, all of which are a result of 

st<lte hegemony over civil society. Thereupon, CIS I will argue, foremost among those 

factors is the Turkish st<lte, with its almost 'tr<lnscendentai', coercive nature which reflects, 

or is reflected by. an offici<ll ideology. Succinctly put. th<tt Turkish State, due rightly to its 

well-established ideologic<ll base on which it enjoys its dominance and/or priority over the 

individual, has almost invari<~bly led to the repression of the rights and freedoms of 

individual Turkish citizens. As I conclusively see it. this is the primary obstacle to the 

development <Jnd consolidation of "democracy" in the form of the creation of a genuine. 

functioning "civil society". 

In accordance with the above fr<lme of tre<Jtment. before dwelling on the mam points 

mentioned. due to time limit<ltion. I will not go into det<1ils on the conceptual background of 

"civil society" but only briefly note wh<Jt I me<~n in essence by that 'newest sense' of civil 

society, conceptually: 

In its most modern definition. the term civil society h<1s come to inherently suggest the 

ide<l of individual <1nd/or group mttonomy vis-a-vis the state. This autonomy from 

government control has come to include not only specific groups or favored groups, but 

<llso all groups within society-with the exception of crimin<ll organizations. In a truly 

<1dv<1nced democr<1tic society, therefore. where human and civil rights <1re fully respected, 

civil society is tantamount to politic<1l society. Through the historical travelling of the term, 

in its modern definition, freedom from politic<ll hegemony has emerged as the cornerstone 

of democratic civil society. For Ke<me. for example. civil society represents the sum total 

of all of the voluntary economic <lnd cultural institutions which are concerned with 

activities "outside of the domain of st<1te." <1nd, if necessary, apply and/or exert different 

forms of pressure on the state, so <lS to maintain autonomy vis-a-vis the state. (John 

Ke<1ne, Democracy and Civil Society (London: Verso, 1988), p.14) 

Along that line (in that sense), the term civil society was rediscovered by the Turkish 

intellectual milieu beginning in the 1980s, in the aftermath of the last, overt military 

intervention that suspended the democratic process, temporarily, once again. Along with 

this intervention, as if history was repe(lting itself, <1 new constitution W<lS prepared and 

promulgated under the aegis of military leaders who continued to uphold the elitist 
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tradition. The principal concern of this new constitution, its predominant emphasis, was on 

the protection of the state and the surviv<1l of the regime . The new constitution, in addition, 

included prohibitive clauses with respect to <1lmost every article related to individual rights 

and freedoms. Under such a legal framework, it is quite clear that civil society is still far 

from achieving a functional or authentic existence. Notwithstanding this, or in the words of 

a Turkish student of politics, while it is true that the 1980 military intervention "set out to 

destroy the institutions of civil society," paradoxically, it "helped to strengthen the 

commitment to civilian politics, consensus-building, civil rights, and issue- oriented 

associational activities." /Binnaz Topr<lk, "Civil Society in Turkey," in A. R. Norton, (ed.) , 

CJ"vi! Society in the Middle East (Leiden: E.J.Brill. 1996), p.95) According to recent data, 

the number of non-governmental C\ssoci<ltions in Turkey that are active amounts presently 

to well above 60.000. Wh<lt is more, this plethor<l of organizations in civil society embraces 

almost all segments of the society, incorpor<1ting people from all walks of life. with widely 

disparate world-views, while. <lt the s<lme time. these organiz<ltions have become 

increasingly issue-oriented. as distinct from the ideological orientations that characterized 

the organizations of the 1970s. Accordingly. it is <lppropriate at this point -so as to indicate 

the vibrancy of their 'org<1nization<1l <lppe<lrance'- to name a few p<lrticularly notable 

examples of such non-government<ll org<1nizations. existing on ct broad spectrum of 

associations. which can be ch<lracterizcd according to the following dom<lins. from 

traditional to more recently developed ones: 

i) First. in the traditional domains of civil society, there are three major confederations 

of labor unions (Turk-is. Hak is, and DISK) as \Veil as one formed more recently by civil 

servants (KESK). They duly host almost innumerable big and small unions, representing 

laborers from many a field of work force -private or public. In addition, there are the 

organizations that are dedicated to the concerns of big business: from the oldest TUSIAD. 

to the relatively new MUSIAD, <1n <lcronym for Islamist businessmen, as well as the 

Association of Young Businessmen. 

ii) Another traditional dom<lin is that of private organizations related to the mass media, 

m addition to the press and publishers. there are countless companies working in the 

media sector. Of particu!Clr importance <lre the burgeoning, private TV and radio stations, 

which are slowly forcing changes in the lege1l norms which where established earlier on 

under the monopoly of state control the1t we1s exe rcised over institutions in this field. 

iii) More issue-oriented and hence more conspicuous examples of non-governmental 

organizations are as follows: (a) organizations concerned with human rights: Insan Haklari 

Dernegi/Human Rights Association, an early formation, dating as far back as 1946-its 
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<lctivities invariably disquieting the political authorities-. Turkiye Insan Haklari Vakfi, and, 

more recently, Mnlum Der. formed mainly by people of Islamic origin; (b) the women's 

movements: Turk Kadinlar Birligi/Turkish Women's Union. Kadin Haklarini Koruma 

Dernegi/Associalion for the Protection of Women Rights, Hanimlar Egitim ve Kultur Vakfi, 

Mor C<1ti V<1kfi, this l<1st one especially distinguished by its provision of havens for abused 

women. CIS well as several other, more radical, or feminist movements; (c) the 

environmente1l movements: 10 <1ddition to the traditional Dogal Hayati Koruma 

Dernegi/ Associe1tion for the Protection of Natural Life, there is now Turkiye Cevre 

Sorunl<1ri Vakfi. TEMA. etc. 

iv) Other non-government<ll organiz<ltions have sprung from special concerns related 

to culture. ethnicity. <lnd/or ideology, they include: (a) 8ssociations concerned with ethnic 

<1nd cultur<Jl identity. for example, the legally short-lived Kurt Enstitusu/Kurdish Institute 

and successive p8rties which he1ve 8ttempted to 8ppe<Jl to Kurdish citizens. as well as their 

mcdi<l intermediaries; sever81 <~ssociCitions. together ,,-ith Cemevleri. thCit sponsor houses 

spccific<llly used for AICi\vi rituills. which try to ilddress the concerns of the Alawites, as 

distinguished from the larger populCition of Sunnis; (b) there has been vibrant 

orgilniz<ltioncll <lctivity by Cln increasing number of speciill segments of the society 

generCilly identified with lsl<lmic thought Clnd prCictice. <1long with those orgCinizCitions 

mentioned above. there has been Cl revival of tClriqa-like organizations. Of special 

importance Clre Islamic organizations devoted to b8nking and other economic functions, 

with increilsing levels of foundation-based <~ctivity in cultural. educational and service 

sectors. (c) If partisan secularism is to be seen as representing special cultural concerns 

as well. then the following associations cCin be said to fall under this category as well: 

CagdCls Ye1sami Destekleme Dernegi/The Association for the Support of Contemporary Life, 

Ataturkcu Dusunce Dernegi/The Associ<ltion for At8turkist Thought, and Cagdas Egitim 

V <lkfi/Foundation for Contemporary Education. 

The above categorized review/portray on revitalization of civil society m recent 

Turkey, to re-emphasize, may well indicate its org<lnizatiomll existence, rallying people 

from almost all walks of life, but it cannot by itself point to its functioning development in 

the sense I have earlier noted. It is bec<~use, CIS I mainly argue, in modern Turkish politics/ 

political order there exist (or, continue to exist) several obstacles that continue to impede 

progress towards a more authentic and truly functional civil society, which can be 

cl<1ssified under several different categories, all of which e1re in one way or another a 

result of state hegemony over civil society. These include an unste1ble democratic process, 

bure<1ucre1tic centralization, intolere1nce of political opposition, state dominance over (or 
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lack of respect for) civil rights and freedoms, and the ideological structure of state 

control-all of which cCln rightly be tClken as chronic indicCltors, in differing degrees, of -

as I reflected Clt the title of the project- 'the crippling process of democratization' m 

Turkey. 

First, there is Cl direct correlation, from Cl liber<li perspective. between the weakness of 

civil society, on the one hClnd. and the unsLClble although continuing progress towards 

democracy in Turkey on the other. This problematic relation results mainly from the gap 

thClt remains between the state Clnd society. The highly visible predominance of appointed 

over elected officials-perpetmted by the ongoing constitutional-administrCltive system

stands at the forefront of the government's resistance to democratic change. The 

restrictions and prohibitions imposed by the government have been successful in fulfilling 

their intended function of depoliticizing society by limiting the range of political 

pClrticip<ltion. This is true with respect to re!Cltionships Clt Clll levels within the government 

itself. the political parties, <md the orgClniz<1tions of 'civil society'. If one looks closely Clt 

the WClY in which equality of opportunity for p8rlicipCltion is essential to the formation of 

democracy, it becomes painfully cleClr and very e<1sy to understand-it underscores-the 

extent to which the formation of Cl truly functioning civil society is yet to be reached in 

Turkey. 

Second, even Cl CC1SU81 look <1t the history of opposition movements in Turkey reveClls 

the fact that the ruling elite in the post-Republican period inherited and has fully endorsed 

the traditional attitude tovvards political opposition thClt dates back to pre-Republican. i.e. 

Ottoman times. As is most succinctly argued by Mardin: "Turkish political culture has an 

intrinsic. fierce enmity towards the concept of opposition," which results from a 

psychological position, "that can be described as divisiveness anxiety." (Serif MClrdin, 

"Turkiye'de Muhalefet ve Kontrol." (Opposition and control in Turkey) m Turk 

Modern!esmesi: Maka/e!er 4 OstClnbul: Iletisim YClyincilik, 1991), p.180) Successive 

governments have adopted this attitude so as to maintain the tradition of state dominance 

over society. The accusCltion of betrayal and/or sepClratism is the most common 

denominator of the history of persecution/repression of political opposition since the early 

years of the Turkish Republic. This political attitude. which has long characterized state 

tradition, continues to hinder the development of Cln authentic and functional democracy, 

hence, the development of Turkish civil society. Since the early years of the republic, the 

government has protected itself from <my serious opposition on the part of civil society by 

banning political parties thClt it perceives to be threatening, or potentially threatening. This 

was the case, for example, with the Progressive Republican Party (founded in 1924), the 
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Free Party (1930), the Socialist Laborer and Peasant's Party of Turkey (1946), the Nation 

P<trty (1948), the F<ttherland P<trty (1954), the Worker's Pe1rty of Turkey (1961), the 

Natiomd Order Party 0970), the Socialist Party (1988). the United Communist P<trly of 

Turkey (1990), the People's Labor Party (1990). the Soci<dist Turkey Party 0992), and the 

Democratic Party (1993), and le1st but not the lee1st. the Welfare Party and its offspring 

Virtue P<trly (e<trly 2000s). 

The above mentioned tradition of demonization of political opposition has long been 

complemented by a mentality of bureaucre1tic centralization. reinforced by a philosophy of 

social control espoused by Turkey's traditional bureaucre1tic classes. According to this 

mente1lity "the society should be governed; it is the state which will do it, and it is the 

buremtcrat who will represent the st<tte"; e1nd e1ccordingly, "what is sought after is indeed 

to gain control of strategic positions in the society <md to maintain that control." (Serif 

Mardin. "Kontrol Felsefesi ve Gelecegimiz." (Control philosophy and our future) in Siynset 

vt• S'osyn/ Bilimler: Mnknle/er 2 (Istanbul: lletisim Yayincilik. 1992), p.l34) This policy of 

politic<~! ;tbsolutism was especi<dly prominent during the period of one-party politics in 

Turkey. And, sadly, this tradition h<ts been persevered through succeeding periods of 

multi-party politics. In light of this tradition of political <tbsolutism. then, it would not be 

wrong to argue that bureaucratic centr<1liz<ttion has ever been one of the important 

obstacles to the progress of both 8 function<ll democracy and. hence, civil society. 

In 8ddition to the issues discussed so far, one could point to several other 

conspicuous-and related-obstacles th<1t stand in the way of progressive political 

development in Turkey. Foremost among them, perhaps, being the widespread lack of 

respect for internationally recognized civil rights and freedoms. This is an acute problem 

with respect to both individual and group autonomy. In short, there is an acute and 

fundamental lack of respect for civil rights as <1 whole. Conceptually put; if the state exists 

for the individual <tnd/or for the society which individuals constitute in free will, from a 

liberal perspective, then its be1sic function will be merely to provide the 

legal/<tdministr<ltive arrangements necessary to sustain the pluralism created by the 

individu<tls and/or groups and kept e1live by all the differences in their private life domains. 

In other words, state interference in civil society should be limited only to the resolution of 

conflicts that arise within civil society, thereby safeguarding the existence and integrity of 

civil society. With this theoretic<~l perspective in mind, in the case of Turkey, the central 

impediment to the development of fully harmonious state-society relations, to the 

detriment of civil society, is the lack of freedom of thought and expression. Admittedly, 

there are serious problems with respect to the repression of freedom of expression, even 
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to the extent that several intellectuals are still in prison only because they expressed what 

they thought. Under such circumstances, it goes vvithout saying th<Jt the development of an 

authentic <1nd democratic civil society in Turkey rem<1ins a dream. far from being realized. 

Finally, the political impotence of civil society that continues as a result of Turkey's 

state-centered tradition of power, is continually reinforced by the perpetuation of an 

official ideology, established over time <md grounded in the constitution and further re

produced within the certain segments of society who closely associate themselves with 

this official ideology. In fact, for the state to endorse any official ideology stands as an 

ironclad barrier. in and of itself. to the development of authentic civil society. Official 

ideology, by definition. is intolerant of alternative thoughts and beliefs (even identities). 

Turkey's political authorities are instinctively reactionary with respect to protecting the 

state from the influence of at least cert<1in sections of civilian society. The establishment 

of an official ideology has led to a 'security-first' slate which "h<1s evolved at the expense 

of civil society and basic human rights. with the result that the matur<1tion of Turkish civil 

<1nd democratic society l<1gs far behind the country's level of economic <1nd soci<1l 

development." (M.Hak<m Yavuz. "Turkish-Israeli Relations through the Lens of the Turkish 

Identity Debate." Journal of Pnlestine Studies. Vol. 27. No.1 (Autumn 1997), p.26) 

One other note-worthy ex<Jmple of this contradiction is the ongoing official 

discriminatory attitude towards different non-governmental org<mizations that represent 

specific socio-political or cultural concerns. This is illustrated very cle<1rly by the 

benevolent attitude towards partisan secularist associations. foremost among them the 

Association for Ataturkist Thought. on the one h<md. and on the other. an exceedingly 

intolerant (even hostile) attitude towards particular human right associations, especially 

the Human Rights Association and more recently the Mnzlum-Der. 

I feel th<1t it is important to mention one more very special case of the relationship 

between the establishment and civic organizations. An ad hoc coalition of a limited number 

of non-governmental organizations, which survived through 1997 and 1998, and came to 

be referred to as the "Civil Initiative of the Five," appeared on the stage of Turkish 

political life along with the so-called 28 February process. An ostensibly legal movement 

on the part of the government and its establishment to overthrow the Welfare Party-led 

coalition government was in the air. Paradoxically enough, this Civil Initiative of the Five 

encompassed two labor union confeden'ltions (Turk-Is/Confederation of L<1bor Unions of 

Turkey and DISK/Confederation of Revolutionary Labor Unions) together with one 

employers' confederation (TISK/Employer Unions Confederation of Turkey) and two other 

relatively middle-class career organizations (TOBB/Union of Chambers and Stock Markets 
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of Turkey, and TESK/Tradesman and Artisan's Confederation of Turkey). This coalition 

represents something novel-it suggests the direction of change. It is of special interest to 

us for two reasons. First. it represents a coalition of two kinds of civil-societal 

organizations th<1l each represent diverse. often clashing, interests and which have, 

heretofore been unable to forge such alliances with each other, let alone with the state. 

This coalition serves to demonstrate th<lt it is possible to negotiate. to some extent. with 

the official establishment. to come to ;m underst<mding-it illustrates the benevolent 

p<1ternalism of the establishment. This movement has become an official client of the state. 

We might c<11l it a "civil society of the political state." 

In conclusion. with a degree of critical summary, the picture that has been drawn in 

terms of the first topic of this presentation above may be made brighter by adding more 

<md more examples of the <lppearance of the organiz<ltions of civil society in Turkey; and 

still the existence of organiz<ltions may seem impressive at first glance. Notwithstanding 

the above-drawn virtual reality, under this ex<lmination of the Turkish case, I will still hold 

the idea that the development of a conceptually right <1nd truly functioning civil society is 

yet to be reached. basing it m<1inly on lhe hindrances touched upon above as the second 

m<lJOr topic of this presentation. By W<lY of conclusion. after due treatment of those 

hindrances. I will. then, confidently hold thCtt throughout the 1990s, -fueled by the 28 

February process. which served a civic fa<,;ade for soft milit<lry intervention- the main 

obstacle to the further development of civil society in Turkey is the state's unwillingness 

to respond to the diversified demands of civil society. The state's reluctance to create 

chClnnels to communicate with its own civil society prevents observers from being 

optimistic Clbout the development and consolidation of civil society in Turkey. This 

tgnorClnce by the state of the demands of (or. the state's refusal to embark on an 

honest/constructive die1logue with) the org<miz<ltions of civil society in Turkey has dire 

implications for the Turkish citizens from all walks of life. The ste1te, under the guidelines 

of its official ideology. uses all possible resources/measures at its disposal to 

maintain/perpetuate the ultimate e1uthority of a homogenous nation-state over civil society 

Clt large. To cite but one very graphic example, the ongoing coercive regulation to ban the 

free exercise of the right to wear a headscarf in public-which is completely unacceptable 

according to internationally recognized human rights-was even applied to a member of 

Parlie1ment. To make me1tters even worse (and more complicated), this regulation has been 

defended on behalf of the state, under the guidelines of its official ideology, by an elected 

member of the political elite who pClradoxicCllly happens to be a leader of a leftist political 

pClrty, labeled as "democratic." This illustrates, quite tragically, the distance that Turkey 
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must travel in what will be still a long march towards freedom, democracy, and the 

creation of a civil society wherein the people can become the masters of their own destiny. 

Therefore, in conclusion. I find it true to once more assert/underscore that. under such a 

political structure as in the case of recent Turkey, a conceptually genuine and truly 

functional development in democratization is yet to be attained, let alone that of civil 

society, which indeed presupposes such a progress. 

***** 
Taking the Turkish experience as a special case, I have so far tried to portray and 

analyze. in this presente~tion, the nature of civil society under 3 state which domine~tes the 

society in almost every aspect. encompassing its economic, religious. legal <1nd cultural life. 

In that regard, the conclusion in terms of the progress for Turkish civil society we~s a bleak 

one. Now allow me to turn your attention to the question of what has changed through, he~s 

been the role of, the process of projected Turkish membership to the Europee~n Union, 

over the progress of Turkish civil society. 

In respect to the relationship between Turkish civil society and the integration process 

into the Europee~n Union, the Helsinki Summit in 1999 seems to be a starting point to open 

somewhat a new page. As it is known, Turkey was granted the candidate status in the 

Summit under the condition if it adopts the Copenhagen principles until the Copenhagen 

Summit to be held in 2002. Turkey's e~doption of the Copenhagen principles necessitated 

fundament<~! reform in Turkish political values. in particular a fundamente~l change in the 

military civilian relations e~nd improvement in the minority e~nd human rights. Turkey's 

just-mentioned commitment me~de, in its turn, due pressure over the then-coalition 

government (composed of three parties) to take some concrete steps towards its 

realization. 

The decision taken in the Helsinki Summit about the candidacy of Turkey brought a 

clash of opinions/interests not only in the government but in Turkish society at large. One 

can say that it sharpened the deme~rcation line between the so-called nationalist and 

Europeanist fronts. A ve~st majority of Turkish society (about 75 percent according to 

public surveys by the early 2000s) gave support to the integration of Turkey into the EU. 

The mainstream groups among the civil societal organizations in Turkey, such as the 

dominant media networks, union of artisan chambers, almost all of the businessman 

associations, some of the labor unions and liberal intellectuals and journalists clearly gave 

support to the process of integration and they went to make pressure over the government 
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to enact the relevant regulations m the parliament needed for the adoption of the 

Copenhagen principles. 

The first comprehensive reform package passed in the parliament at that time was 

accepted by most of the journalists, columnists and several students of Turkish politics as 

a great reform and even a revolution in traditional Turkish politics. Two new pages opened 

v.·ith that package seem to be a great deviation from the tradition<1l offici<d policy towards 

cre<1ting R homogeneous public sphere Rnd a homogeneous nation. One of these has 

bn;)Ltght freedom to the public<1tion and broadcasting in loc<1l languages. The publication 

and broadcasting in Kurdish, v.·hich has been a critical issue throughout the Republican 

period since 1923. thus was allowed. Moreover. the death penalty rule was abolished Rnd 

thus Abdullah Ocalan was rescued in that v\·ay. Thereafter. it gave rise to a strong reaction 

of the n<1tiomllist groups. 

Despite the above-mentioned efforts by the coalition government in proceeding with 

the <1d<1ptation. it failed in the coming elections of November 2002. The elections brought 

to power. with clear m<1iority. the newly est<1blished. Justice and Development P<1rty 

(Adnlet ve Knlkmmn Pnrt/st! AKP). under the leadership of R. Tayyip Erdogan. Erdogan had 

alreilcly pilssiomltely run on the issue of the integr<1tion into the EU soon after establishing 

his party and in particul<~r during the election C<lmpilign. As soon RS his party won the 

elections. he started to tour the Europe<~n countries to lobby for getting the support of the 

EU leaders in securing a certRin date for negotiations with Turkey in the CopenhRgen 

Summit of December 2002. At last. Turkey was given two ye<1rs for th<1t end. under the 

conditions that it accomplishes the necess<1ry arrangements. Gaining in the meantime the 

support of the mainstre<~m civil societ<~l groups, the AKP government took fundamental 

reforms quickly and prepared Turkey for receiving a certain timetable for negotiations in 

the Summit of the EU leaders in December 2004. In particular the change in the status of 

the National Security Council. which had earlier been under the dominance of the milita1·y 

members thus in practice influencing the cRbinet decisions. seems to be the most critical of 

these reforms since it dwindled apparently the role of military in politics. Upon the 

passionate attitude <md will of government on following the road map given to Turkey by 

the EU Commission. the EU leaders decided to start negotiations with Turkey in no later 

than October 2005 at the above-mentioned Brussels Summit. 

The just-mentioned decision h<1s motivated the activities of civil societal groups in 

Turkey. Before that decision one could observe among a vast majority of Turkish public, 

including even the Turkish President himself. such a belief that EU will not start 

negotiations with Turkey. This was the reason why an important section in Turkish society 
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had an apparent suspect about the ongoing reforms, about critical issues, particularly the 

initiative taken by the government to open a new page in Cyprus. But that Brussels Summit 

decision, indeed, made Turkey's membership real in the public eye. This decision 

encouraged the government to take serious and further reforms in that respect on the one 

hand and motivated the activities of civil societal organizations on the other. The new law 

on Associations enacted in 2004 seems to be one of the most critical reforms motivating 

civil society. Whilst the previous one had brought official barriers on the establishment of 

associations as well as numerous limitations to their activities, the new law simplified the 

regulations to establish new associations, besides giving them chance to undertake joint 

projects with international organizations. 

One can easily observe that the post-Helsinki period has started a new trend in the 

activities of civil society in Turkey. It has not only promoted the activities of civil society, 

but also {has} created a new ground over which the opponent elements of civil society 

could now start to share the same platform and even the same activities. Thus, those 

associations that were in diverging fronts during the Febru<1ry 1997 process c<~me to sh<~re 

the same activities financed particularly by the EU. The EU financial supports, indeed, 

have caused Turkish civil society to change their f<1ce from an astutely ideological 

tendency to a project-seeking one. Instead of learning the t<1ctics and m<~neuver how to 

fight with each other, they came to compete for receiving projects from the EU. This, m 

fact, seems to change the scope of the activities of civil society as well. One can see m 

Turkey that more and more so many new associations will certainly come to life, indeed 

appears to be so, for the purpose of volunte1ry service in such areas as education, health, 

environment, care of children and women, etc. 

Upon the process of Turkey's integration into EU, the Turkish case much more clearly 

indicates that a liberal political culture, which ensures political participation, dissociation 

from state, autonomization of social life, and free exercise of human rights, is necessary 

for the development of a democratic civil society. Similar to the competition in a free 

market economy among different economic enterprises, the development of civil society 

entails the full freedom for citizens to think and act as they wish. As state monopolization 

of the market breaks down competition and thus overshadows the fairness of economic life, 

so the monopolization of social life under the influence of an official ideology hinders the 

development of civil society. A state's partiality destroys equilibrium among different 

social groups and, accordingly, the notion of equity and justice. It follows, then, that the 

state should not discriminate among social groups, but be protective, as expressed by 

Hegel, by resolving conflicts and preventing abuses, injustices and infringements Any 
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group developed within the domain or domination of the state cannot dissociate itself from 

the state and thus from the official ideology. An organization of civil society should first of 

all be independent from the state and also be developed upon a particular initiative. 

Therefore, service to a particular interest, or a political value, is a first and foremost 

factor to be taken into account to consider a certain societal group as an element of civil 

society. Its mere organization on a societal level does not suffice for a social group to be 

labeled as such, in that it should in the meantime obviously act upon the "social" or "civil" 

- rather than "official" - impulses. The example of many an underdeveloped country -in 

this regard. that of Turkey being a conspicuous one- has indicated that those groups that 

are apparently organized on the societal level, yet actually closely dependent on official 

ideology, cannot truly make social differentiation possible. Accordingly, it should 

specifically be noted here that the autonomization of social groups necessarily means not 

only physical detachment from the state, but <1lso ideological dissociation in terms of their 

discourses. 

In addition to several problematical remarks so f<1r indicated. the Turkish experience 

also particularly indicates that the development of civil society depends on several 

preconditions. more or less related to the state. Two such conditions maintCiin that the 

state must firstly be governed under the principle of "rule of law" and secondly be neutral 

among different social groups. The rule of law forces a state to clearly treat, through its 

incumbents. all the citizens equally, to ensure them to freely exercise their basic human 

rights and to prevent the arbitrary use or abuse of power by authorities at all levels of 

governance. This principle undoubtedly compels the state to become a democratic one 

and, thus, simply an intermediary institution among its citizens. A democratic state, indeed, 

is not an ideological one that imposes a certain way of life on its citizens; on the contrary, 

it is for the service of its citizens as an instrumental entity and allows different cultural, 

sociological and political attitudes to be expressed within social life. It is therefore 

imper<ltive for the state, so CIS to pave the way for the development of a functioning civil 

society, to be a non-ideological one. Since the ideologic<ll state is not impartial in its 

relationship with its citizens, it will inevitably display inequitable treatment to or favoritism 

for those groups in society sharing the major tenets of the official ideology, to the disfavor 

of the others, as was -and to a certain extent has still been- the case in the Turkish 

Republic. 

What will, possibly, happen to civil society in the process of Turkey's integration into 

the EU seems to be a critical question. The ongoing efforts to that end seem to serve, 

among others, to bring about changes in three relatively more important areas in Turkey. It 
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firstly gtves way to the limitation of the state. The economic reforms towards market 

economy necessarily limit the role of state in economic activities. Paying due attention to 

the limitation of the state, perhaps, the most important and meaningful contribution of the 

EU integration process in the case of Turkey seems to be the increasing implementation of 

the principle of the rule of law, which according to most of the Turkish students has 

always been problematic in Turkey. It secondly, leads to the differentiation of Turkish 

society over the basis of ethnicity, culture, religion, etc that might be seen functional for 

the creation and development of democratic society. And finally the same process will 

certainly help widen the ground for the exercise of individual freedoms. 

Given these results, one can optimistically expect that the integration into the EU 

seems to enforce Turkey to shift from a state-centered tradition likely to a society

centered future. The reforms that hove been adopted in Turkey, indeed, strengthen social 

dynamics more thon the governmental ones. A dyn<~mic and rel<~tively autonomous society 

from the stote is seen more hopefully to bring <1 democroticolly functioning civil society in 

Turkey-a civil society serving the consolidation of a democratic system and the 

internalization of a liberal political culture. 
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Contradictions of Globalization. The epoch of changes came all over the world 

on boundary of millenaries and centuries. Cardinal changes took place in the world 

system as a whole which can be noticed both in the life of some peoples, and the 

whole continents. Globalization influenced on all spheres of society regardless of 

distance or civilization character. On the whole it is a regular process, caused by 

need of unification of efforts, exchange of information and experience. Concept of 

globalization of the v.-estern philosophy consists of meaning of integration of 

markets, economy and technologies. So it is presented mainly as welfare and 

attractive power, leading to increase of the vital standards. However, it is known 

that globalization has another side, bearing serious contradictions. Sometimes 

transnational corporations propagate severe order, they heighten the internal 

inequality, and dictate strange values. In other words, negative processes also 

become global. Thus, besides objective moments globalization has subjective ones, 

aiming to spread (sometimes by force) their own concepts and values. 

Comprehension of these words is a methodological key for analysis of the current 

processes. It is important to comprehend and to take into consideration the 

existence of the objective and subjective things in this matter. 

Civilizations in the Globalizing World. World system approach on the base of 

the regional geopolitical parameters let us make groups of countries which are on 

various stages of formational, cultural, civilizing and modernizing developments. 

Thus it can be distinguish West and East, Europe and Asia, South and North, 

Eurasia, Western and Eastern Europe, Northern and Southern America, etc. This 

formula helps us to understand common features of historical and cultural 

development, peculiarities of their interactions in economic and political spheres. 

Further there can be some kind of bridge to perceive the formation of various 

models of the civilized development, taking into consideration that concept Asia or 

East consists of various civilizations (China, Japan, etc.), various religions 

(Mussulman, Islam, Christian, etc.), and various levels of development (highly and 

weakly developed; modernizing countries, etc.). Concepts West, South and North 
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are the same. Therefore it should be noted some relativeness of dichotomy 

comparison of the West and East not to contrast them. Particularly, absolutization 

of the western civilization is conne cted with this thing. Considering il as universal, 

America and its ideologists require non-western countries to imitate the western 

values of democracy, free market and individualism. Theory of the end of 

Fukuyama history also is directed to it. As it has been already mentioned, the 

western civilization consists of countries situated both in the Europe and Asia. In 

social and cultural relations they are different. Within the frame of the western 

civilization there are various civilization models. 

Civilization identification. Modern life is formed on vanous incompatible 

paradigms. S. Hantingtone in his work "Collisions of civilizations" put forward the 

idea of poly-civilization approach. This scheme recognizes the existence of 

simultaneous processes of dividing into small parts and integration; and that 

relations between the West and the rest world are dominated paradigm. In this 

case national states remain as the more important players. Poly-civilization 

approach stresses on cultural and historical contacts during analysis of the 

tendencies all over the world. Culture as a significant integrating factor, makes it 

possible to perceive the peculiarity and uniqueness of civilizations. To S. 

Hantingtone, people divided by their ideology, but united by their cultures 

consolidate like Germany or Korea and China. In these conditions their cultural, 

civilization self-identification becomes the most important moment of the joint life 

of peoples and their close cooperation. These things become more urgent in 

connection with increase of pressing of globalization on the peoples and national 

states. Peoples desire to know Who are they? What is their fate? Dialectics of life 

is such that there are conflicts between peoples of different cultural identifications 

which S.Hantingtone considers as collisions of civilizations (S.Hantingtone. 

Collisions of civilizations. - M., 2005. - P. 24). Thus, in the current globalizing 

world the civilization identification is one of the most important display of the 

world process. 

Asian identity. Within the frame of dichotomy "West", "East", "Europe and 

Asia" it can be noted about Asian identity, though S.Hantigntone is against such 

comparison, considering it a myth which is created by the West. His objection is 

based on the fact that such dichotomy leads to identification of various things. For 

example, he considers if the West is united, the East (Chinese, Japanese, 

Musulman civilizations) is different. That is why to his point of view, it is better to 
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use terms "West" and "the rest", taking into consideration that there are many 

non-wests. It seems to us that to a certain extent we can agree with such 

statement. Really a concept "East" (or Asia) includes various cultures, religions, 

traditions and civilization models. They are on different levels of economic and 

political development (pre-industrial, industrial, post-industrial). Besides, the 

Western and European civilizations cannot be identified. The last one, including 

the western values, stresses the countries' geographic belonging to the Europe. 

As it is known, the Western civilization includes not only the European, but other 

countries, for example, USA and Japan, etc. When we speak about Asian identity 

we stress the existence of the common moments in the Asian countries unlike the 

Europe. Besides, to experts' opinions of various countries, great changes in the 

XXI century will take place in Asia. Today change of the world economic activity 

center takes place here. Rates of the gross national product are higher in the 

Asian countries than in the Europe. As experts accounted, after the second World 

War Japan spent thirty-three, Indonesia - seventeen, and the South Korea - ten 

years to double their national production. It means that if the West needs centuries, 

the Asian countries spent for it only several decades. According to some experts 

and futurologists, rise of Asia will deprive the West of a monopoly for the world 

power and will change the world. Thus to their forecasts, by 2050 Asian quota will 

be approximately 57 per cent of the world economy. China will be on the first, 

USA - on the second place; then there will be Japan, India, Indonesia and the 

South Korea (Utkin A.I. World order in the XXI century. - M., 2001.- P.269). 

Yakutia (Russia) and the South Korea. The most important factor of such rapid 

change of the south-eastern countries is the peculiarity of the Asian traditional 

culture. It always remains as a basis of their life. Advanced Asian countries 

preserved their tribal values, family traditions, respect for old men, collective 

basis, Buddhist and Confusian ideas about a man and human relations. That is why 

the oriental phenomenon, particularly, the South Korea is of great interest m 

Yakutia. Today they pay great attention to revival of the traditional culture m 

Yakutia. We know that their traditions consolidate the peoples most of all. The 

richer are their traditions, the richer and higher are their spiritual culture, national 

pride and human dignity. In 2005 UNESCO proclaimed our heroic epos Olonkho as 

a masterpiece of oral and intangible culture of humanity that serves as a base for 

Yakut people to be proud of their contribution to the world culture. As En-Souk

Cha, professor of Seoul National University (South Korea) said on the XXI World 
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Congress on Philosophy (Istanbul, 2003), process of mondialization is taking place 

together with globalization. If ideas, coming from outside are settled down in the 

deepest structures of values of national cultures, they become their own for this 

culture. To our opinions, mondialization of some features of the northern people 

mainly was as a result of interactions among the oriental peoples: Korean people, 

Japanese, Chinese and others. We all belong to one Mongoloid race and thus have 

many common features in our characters, belief, world outlooks. Mondialization 

among these peoples, in its turn, was as a result of deep historical contacts. The 

point is that the Yakut researchers work out a scientific hypothesis of non-tropical 

ancient motherland of humanity. Base for this statement are stone tools of ancient 

human, found in 130 km from Yakutsk. Besides, there is a scientific conception 

about settlement of the American continent and also the Korean peninsula and 

Japan from the ancient north-eastern area of the modern Russia where the main 

part falls on the ancient Yakutia territory. Such scientific data make it possible to 

suppose about common roots of many peoples of the East, especially, the Yakut 

and Korean peoples. 

Comprehension of existence of the peoples' common features and ascertaining 

of their spiritual affinity, political and ideological preferences is a guarantee for 

dialogues of civilizations and consolidation of their efforts in solution of the 

current global problems of humanity. 
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Abstract 

Culture shock hCi s been thought to be <l p<~thologicCil phenomenon. However. 

when we see <l proce ss of cultural adapt<ltion, we find a series of pr<lctical events 

that everyone must cope v.-ith in Cl step-by-step m<lnner. In this article the 

<lUthors gave <1 checklist type que s tionnC1ire to Clbout 500 university students in 

China to see if Cl student has a particular problem and how it re lates with the other 

fC1clors. The re s ults <lre compared with the datCl of JC1panese students. 

Introduction 

Although one might grow up in not Cl single country, learn more than one languC1ge, and 

acquire plural nC1tional identities. every hum<m being must be sociC1lized in a particul<lr. 

culturally or physically. environment. This is not only true in a sense that a typical Turk is 

socizdized in Turkey. a typical JapC1nese in JapC1n. a typical Korean in Korea. etc. etc .. but 

also true in a sense th<lt all of us C1re. with no exception, experiencing the only, unique 

course of life events. One might be raised in a rich family, or in a poor family. One might be 

raised in a city, or in a rur<d areCl. One has no sibling; another has a lot. His or her parents 

might have been well or ill educated. Thus, in a very strict sense. there are no "typical" 

Japanese. Koreans, or Turks found. 

Sociologically, a culture is of multi-stratum structure. but is unique individually. When 

we see a single person we find a very specific, even peculiar, culture in him or her. This is 

because he or she hC1s been built as such along a unique course of his/her own life events, 

which cannot be shared with no one else. In other words we meet another culture whenever 

we meet another person. 

Culture shock has been studied as a pC1thological state observed in a person who 

encountered an entirely different cultural environment since Oberg (Oberg, 1960). The 

fundamental hypothesis is like this. A person raised in a culture must belong to the specific 
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cultural group so that the person will not be able to get along with the people who belong to 

<mother cultural group. This is not true. An actual "culture shock" comes only after we 

noticeu we had no practical knowledge to deal with a specific difficulty. We may be 

cognitively "surprised" when we see a very strange way of life, but we will not be 

emotionally "shocked" as far as everything goes well. 

Some of the problems that we will meet may be very political, philosophical, or 

religious and difficult to deal with. But a great majority of the problems are practical ones. 

Provided that there are 100 problems and one can solve 80 and another can do only 40. We 

expect that the former will meet only one-third occasions of difficulty compared with the 

latter. Experience is necessary to solve a practical problem. In this paper the scope is given 

to a life of university students. There are a couple of reasons for this. University life offers 

a nevv set of experience to freshmen. Sometime university system imposes a new type of 

tasks on them that they have not experienced before. This includes the way of studying, the 

way of talking to professors. the way to mingle vvith senior students. 

MCijority of such a practical problem appear independently. Some students have a 

financial problem th<1t c<1nnot be easily fixed. M<1ny of them left home and have less chance 

to see f<1mily members. Some from <1 dist<1nce experience new climate conditions. rainy, 

sunny. dry, humid. cold, hot. which they h<1ve never met. They may encounter some new 

<1nimals around lhe local area of the university. They need new friends, sometimes the one 

of the opposite sex. They miss food, too. They don't know appropriate shopping places to 

buy things that they need. They have to get used to a new transportation system. These 

problems <1re generally independent of each other (Kaneda and Utsuki. 1998). Although the 

current viewpoint is limited to a psychological one. we should pay much attention to more 

pr<1ctical and realistic troubles students meet before we go f<Jrther to <Jbstract concepts like 

Japanese culture. or even Asi<Jn culture. 

Previous f<Jctor-<Jnalysis studies (Utsuki and K<1ned<1, 1999; Utsuki and Shimabukuro, 

2003) showed th<1t problems enumerated by university students were quite independent 

each other. A fin<1nci<1l problem is Cl problem, but a student who has no trouble in finance 

still miss his/her home food desperately. The studies showed th<Jt the expense and the time 

needed to get back home are rather significant factors that explain a general feeling of well 

being <Js a university student. In this study we applied the same type questionnaire to 

university students in China to see if the similar results are replicated in the country 

geographic<JI!y much wider than Jap<ln. 
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Method 

A Chinese versiOn of a general adaptRbility questionnRire was translated from the 

Japanese version, which contRins more th<m 100 small questions asking whether a student 

met a specific problem in his/her daily university life. The translation process was verified 

by a back-translRtion procedure. In addition to this version of questionnaire another 

questionnaire designed to measure one's emotiomd intelligence WRS used. Emotional 

intelligence seemed to plRy c:m important role when we cope with negative affective states 

(Goleman. 1995; Mayer and Salovey, 1997). Thus. it is expected that this type of f<-lculty of 

mind works well when a student meets 8 problem in a new ac8demic or daily life 

environment and finds it is not 8 ree1dily solvRble one. The questionnaire (EQS) has been 

developed to measure one's emotionnl intelligence (Uchiynma. Shimai. Utsuki, and Otake. 

2001). Jap<mese version of the EQS was transl<1ted into Chinese (Emotion<ll intelligence 

scale in Chinese l<mgmge. EISC). The questionn<1ire study W<lS done in five cities in Chin<l; 

Beijing, L<1nzhou. N<1njing, Xiamen. Wuh<1n in the late f<1ll of 2005. 

Results 

Four hundred and eighty one responses (228 m<des Rnd 244 females. plus 9 unknown) 

were collected. Average age was 20.9. Residence W<lS mainly dormitory (377). Home 

commuters were only 15. and students living in an <1p<1rtment were 36 (52 were unknown/ 

no <mswer). As to the time needed to get b<1ck home. 46 persons <1nswered less than 1 hour, 

49 persons less than 2 hours. 81 persons less than 4 hours. 58 persons less th<1n 8 hours. 45 

persons less thRn 12 hours, 83 persons less than 1 d<1y, and 102 persons more than 1 day 

respectively. The expense to get back home was 8S follows: less than 20 Yu<1n (88 

students). less than 50 Yu<1n (70), less th<1n 100 Yu<1n (146), less thRn 200 Yuan (74), less 

than 500 YuRn (55), and more thRn 500 Yu<1n (26). respectively. 

The gener<1l ade1pte1bility W8s measured in <1 4 point sc<1le: It goes quite well (1) I think 

my campus life is fairly well (2), I dRre S8Y my campus life hRs a small problem (3), and I 

confess, my campus life is not very well (4). Students who answered this part of 

questionnaire were 417, and 22, 318, 46, and 31 students chose the response of 1 to 4, 

respectively. In other words the great majority of students chose the grRde 2 (fairly welD. 

The Pearson correlation coefficient calculated between the time to get back home and the 

general adaptability was r=O.ll5, and the one between the expense to get back home and 
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the genend adaptability was r=-0.046. The plus sign indicates that students who need the 

longer time to get back home estimate their life worse . The relation between the gene ral 

<ld<lptabilily ;md Lhe prese nce of relatives and/or siblings was r=-0.051. Students who 

watched TV programs bro<1dcasted in the <lrea around the university showed more positive 

fee ling to his/her university life (r=-0.115). 

One hundred and twenty-six students answered they don't have a cellular phone , and 

354 students answered "yes." The students who h8ve cellular phone showed a general 

sa tisfaction to their campus life (r=-0.214; the coefficient increased to r=-0.301 for the 

first year students). Further, 318 students 8nswered they keep a contact with friends via 

cellular phone frequently and they were happier than the students who didn't keep a contact 

(r=-0.245). The students seem to be happier if they had a close friend (r=-0.181), but 

rather less happy if they had <1 friend of the opposite sex (r=0.137). When they keep a good 

relation with their teachers. they seem to be h<Jppier (r=-0.235). They were less happy 

when local people treated them CIS a str<Jnger (r=0.156). If the students thought local people 

are sociable they were happier (r=-0.226). They were less happy if they said yes to the 

question "I feel sad in weekends" (r=0.148). The students who look forward to the chance 

to get back home seem happier (r=-210). Students who answered they have a financial 

problem (n=87) see m to be s lightly less happy (r=O.ll5). 

Time <lnd expense to get back home show a strong relationship to a wish for hometown 

dishes (time: r=0.312. expense: r=0.274). Time (<Jnd also expense. though less important) 

showed a correlation to a physic<~ I environment. Students see unpopular food selling around 

the city (r=0.243) <lnd feel some difficulty to accustom to the local weather (r=0.257). 

The Emotional Intelligence Scale (EISC) expl<~ined the general feeling of adaptability 

more th<Jn the existence of specific problems could. The scale score in intrapersonal aspect 

showed a Pearson correlation coefficient of r=-0.312 (n=417). The correlation coefficients 

obtained in interpersonal aspect <~nd in situational aspect were r=-0.192 and r=-0.229 

respectively. 

Discussion 

As stated before the Pearson correlation coefficients calcul<Jted between the time and 

cost to get back home and the general adaptability were r=0.115, and r=-0.046. These 

correlation coefficients vary depending on the area studied. For P.Xnmple, in Wuhan, the 

Pearson correlation coefficients calculated between the time or the expense to get back 
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home <md the general adaptability were r=-0.239 and r=-0.208 respectively. This means 

thC1t the more the time and expense are, the he1 ppi e r the students are. In Beijing, however, 

the PeC1rson corre lation coe fficients were r=0.2 86 and r=-0.151, respective ly. The former 

value shows thRt if the longe r time 8 student needs, the student suffers from some sort of 

problems. This difference may be due to the fact that 66% of students in Beijing need more 

thRn 8 hours to ge t b<1 ck home while only 31 % of s tudents in Wohan need th<1t amount of 

time. 

There is a very huge difference between Chine se students and Japanese students in 

th<1t the greRt mRjority of Chinese students are in dormitories (377 students out of 429 live 

in dormitories) but only 6 students out of 161 were in dormitories in Kobe University in 

Japan (data obtained in 2002) . Even so, we found some s imilarities among students in the 

two countries. We cRicula ted correlcttion coefficients between generRI adaptability scores 

and a list of specific problems for both JRpanese students (N=161) and Chinese students 

(N=482); then computed a correlation efficient between the two sets of correle1tion 

coefficients. The resulte d coefficient was abov e 0.5 (r=0.527) for university life, and 

another coefficient wa s r=0.486 for daily life . Financial problem may not have a very strong 

impact on the general s<tti sfaction to the unive rs ity life (r=0.115 for Chinese students and 

r=-0.055 for Japanese students). It was problematic only for Japanese students that he or 

she does not have enough number of friends (r=0.254 for Japanese but only r=0.055 for 

Chinese). This may come from the fRet that the majority of Chine se students live in 

dormitories. 

In summary, we found similarities among Chine se and Japanese university students in 

adapting to a new academic/local environment. This finding indicates that students meet or 

encounter a set of new environmental events and if they are enough competent they 

become well adapted. Since every single problem comes independently, students must 

overcome them one by one. To the authors' view there is no "magic" to adapt to <1 new 

culture. We are planning to run the similar research in Korea, too. Even so, some part of our 

competence to handle emotionally stressful situations may play a significant role when we 

process a new type of culture. 

This study was carried out with a partial s upport of Grant-in-Aid for Scientific 

Research #16530449 from Japan Society for the Promotion of Science. 
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Correlation coefficient between Japanese and Chinese students is 0.527. 

Ql and Q2 are questions about cellular phones and omitted here. 

Q3. I am happy to come to this university 

Q4. One reason I chose this university was that this university is located here. 

Q5. Lectures given in this university are interesting or fun. 

Q6. Lectures are difficult to understand in this university. 

Q7. I wonder by what standard the professors give us a grade. 

QS and Q9 are omitted. 

10. I don't have many good friends. 

Qll. I have a very close friend. 

Q12 to Q15 are omitted. 

Q16. I keep a good relationship with professors. 

Q17. I keep a good relationship with senior students. 

Q18 to Q Q20 are omitted. 

Q21. I am satisfied with my life at the present moment. 

Q22. Most of my friends are commuters from their home. 

Q23. Most of my friends are out-of-home students. 

Q24 to Q30 are omitted. 

Q31. I have some friends or seniors with whom I can consult about things. 

Q32. I have some relatives or acquaintances to visit casually. 
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I. ltroduction 

It is our shared recognition that we in our modern Rge have come upon the critical 

situation in terms of human nRture. However. this crisis in human nature cannot be said to 

be a unique phenomenon thRt peculiarly belongs to the modern <1ge. As a matter of f<~ct. it 

has been the recurrent historicRl phenomena in the history of mankind. Then what is the 

point of reiterating the crisis of the human nature? It is because the conditions of our 

modern life demand us persistently to ponder on the question in what way we should live. 

The environmental conditions of modern life seem to be grounded upon the traditions of 

the past Rnd at the s<~me time embZirked upon the new journey to the unknown destination. 

We. like a tnweler whose destination is not actually decided. Rre gazing upon the horizon 

of the future with <~nxiety. This traveler is asking himself if it might be the entirely new 

world, or could be a f<1miliar place like one's birthpl<lce. We are placed in a situation in 

which all the V<~lues of the past should be closely exRmined and reviewed. Wh<~t meaning 

on the eRrth does the tradition hRve to us? Are the once habituated values still valuRble for 

us even in the moment we are embarked upon our new journey? Or should we throw away 

the Rge-old knowledge of the bygone days in order to explore the new territory? From 

such perspective. we now have the task of dealing with the problems of modern crisis in 

connection with the traditional values. 

II. The Modern Spiritual Situation and its Cultural Crisis 

In our modern age, we feel thRt we are entering a completely new era. Certainly, we 

find ourselves surrounded by the completely unfetmiliar environment. Now we realize that 

one single concept has taken a definite shape in the mind of the modern man. That is the 

concept of progress. Many things are claimed to be the causes that hetd caused the 

• This work was supported by grant from the Kyungpook National University Reseetrch Fund (2005) 
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conviction that our history is undoubtedly in a course of progress. The evolution of science 

and technology gives us the conviction that we could possess the entirely new inventions. 

And man's persistent pursuit for Lhe liberty and equality also gives us the belief that the 

human history is achieving the significant progress even in the field of human nature. Such 

conviction makes the modern man have the more daring thought that we are the governor 

of our own destiny. But it is not only such scientific developments that have been the 

inexperienced things during the past history. The rise of new economic system, namely 

the capitalism and communism should be regarded as a unique modern phenomenon. That 

gives us the suggestion that we can choose the one way between the two extremely 

different types of the economic systems. However. these two economic systems are not 

the types that never took place in history before modern age. Both take their roots from 

the ancient forms of the communal life. But in spite of history of long standing, there have 

hardly been occasions when the enormous number of people had shared the same fashion 

of economic like nowadays. 

At the present day, the balance th<1t has been so long maintained in a competitive 

relation between them seems to be unexpectedly broken. It looks like as if the victory of 

the capitalism seems to be just around the corner. Many people are convinced that it is not 

only a victory in terms of effectiveness of the system but <llso a victory of the good 

against the evil. However. at the same moment . plenty of people feel very anxious not 

hiding their feeling that the ce1pitalism is becoming something like dinosaur that cannot 

e ven keep his life intact. 

As Max Weber insisted. the spirits of the capitalism had made a compromise with the 

Protestantism. The citizens of the capitalistic society are blessed with the God's 

benediction. One doesn't have to feel guilty for seeking the material gains. Another secret 

hidden in the success of the capitalism consists in its ability to develop the technology for 

the effectiveness of its social system. That is to S<'IY , the development of the technology 

makes the promotion of the production and consumption of the goods and it in turn creates 

the development of the new technology. Although this process has been reached 

continuously up to now, modern man feels uncertain about the prospect of the capitalistic 

future. Is it possible for the capitalistic society to reach the state in which the process of 

the scientific evolution will go uninterruptedly and the human desires will be infinitely 

satisfied? Can one really justify the hypothesis tacitly presumed by the capitalistic system 

that the satisfaction of the desires is the emancipation of the desires? Wouldn't the rapidly 

developing science finally ruin us? In spite of the considerable success with the capitalism. 

the souls of the modern man are far from being satisfied. 
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Ill. The Adjustment of Traditional Values to the Modern Age 

The elements of our modern culture are grounded for the most part on the fundament 

of traditions but are on the verge of departing from its footing. The sublime maje s ty of our 

tradition that h8d been once so proudly cherished is still preserved as a reminder of the 

past. But nonetheless one might scarcely find someone who insists on returning to the past 

in order to escape the current uneasy situations. The tradition might be thought to be 

prec1ous but might not be fully restored to its original state, because the traditional 

elements c<tnnot esc<lpe the need for the modifi ca tions and the transformation. If it is the 

cCJse, how should the pe1st ideals and thoughts be valued in these modern days? Just as 

there are few who tend to return to the part. so there are not so many people who insist 

on completely cutting off from the past. Perhe1ps it seems to be too much premature to 

fores ee the sh8pe of the future civiliz<1tion which w·ill be flo<1ting around the empty sp<1ce in 

the universe. We he1ve now come to the point of m<1king <1n inve ntory of the past values so 

as to decide how to live in the present \Vorld. It might be probable that not every item of 

the p<1st inventory would serve our present need. We must judge which one among the past 

herit<lge s could be still useful <1nd whether there would be some items to be repaired <lnd 

adjusted for our prese nt purposes. In the swift changes of the modern revolutione1ry trends . 

the herit<tges of the p8st me li8ble to be easily swept CIWCIY. Just as something should be 

done before the st<ttute of the Ramesses III might be immersed. we should decide whether 

or not to salvage the re maining of our he ritages. But the objects for considering the rescue 

are not the things which are noticeable like the monumental sculpture as the Ramesses III. 

What must be rescue d is mo stly related with the metaphysical or ethical system of the 

values. The se philosophical. religious. or moral values form the sub-conscious ground 

deeply rooted under the present consc iousne ss. Now we have come to the point of 

revie wing every item of the p8st philosophies so as to select what should be re scued. 

Among the s piritual traditions of thoughts in the East. the major heritages that had 

profoundly <lnd persis tently influenced on the E<l s tern culture are the Taoism, 

Confucianism. and Buddhism. By reviewing these three value systems, it will be evident 

how the tradition<tl philo sophies could m<1ke the compatible relation with the modern way 

of thinking and culture. 

1. The Confucian Values and the modern situation 

Coming to the mode rn age, the vestiges of the Confucianism seems to be remained 
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only <tt the level of the form<dities or the ritu<tls. As a matter of fact, the modern Koreans 

do not even recognize the f<tct that they do really belong to the Confucian culture, if it not 

be the occ<tsion of the ceremoni<tl ritu<tls such <ts the Chusok( 4=-""n. the Kore<tn 

Thanksgiving Day, 

Did the Confucianism cease to be the dyn<tmic source power which affects the 

consciousness of the modern Orient<tl man? However such suspicious opinion proves to 

h<tve been a superficial judgment on second thought. As a matter of fact, the considerable 

p8rt of the Oriental mentality seems to be b<1sed on the Confucianism. Actually. it forms 

th e b(lsic ground of our sub-consciousness. Jt is especi<tlly true when it is referred to the 

pntctic<tl aspect of the life. for ex<tmple, the politics or the economics. 

Perhaps we m(ly confess th<tt the role as <l political ideology th<tt the Confuci<tnism 

once h<td might be quite limited nov>(ldays. Nonetheless. the modern intellectuals seem to 

find (lnother kind of fascin8tion in the Confucianism. The new source of interpretation c<tn 

be found in the old cl<tssic such 8S the Zhouyi(fl'i] ~). the so called the Book of the change. 

Is there any profound vvisdom in that worn-out book th<Jt can be useful so as to solve the 

current crisis? This book. which is also called the book of change, makes the pictures of 

our LebenS\\-elt with the signs ;md the symbols. It goes v.-ithout s<Jying th<1t these ancient 

symbols are the <Jrtificial inventions created according to the will of the author the text. 

But the founder of these ancient emblems enlivens the abstract system of the signs with 

the exlr<tordinary ingenuity. Through the medium of the symbolical operation. the whole 

system of the signs becomes the (lnim<Jted one like the real fe<Jtures of the life. Perhaps 

the doubtful modern man m<Jy still ask for wh<1t purpose this whole system could possibly 

serve. The symbolical system h<1s also the logic for its operation. If we can find the logic in 

the text of the Zhouyi(mi] ~). it can serve also for the interpretation of our present 

civiliz<ttion. Let's find the logic of the signs by p<tralleling it with the linguistic logic. The 

syntax of the sings shows the logical structure (lmong the signs themselves. On the other 

p<trt. the semantic of the signs shows what me(lning each sign denotes. And the theory of 

reference shows what the signs is referring to. However. the pragmatics of the symbols is 

important more than anything else for the interpretation of the Zhouyi(ffl:l ~).We regard the 

signs as the instrument for interpreting the world. Why does our civilization need such 

interpret<ttion? It is the modern trend to make an expl<tnation of the nature by breaking it 

into pieces. Finally, the modern science succeeds to make the accurate description of the 

nature with the microscopic analysis. 

But the modern science f(liled to patch the torn-apart parts of the nature. In principle. 

the n<tture should be the integrated whole in which the biological, physical, human 
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existences are influencing and interrelating each other. If we could make an explanation on 

the organic totality of this integrated whole. it v\-ould become a useful logical tool which 

could serve for the dyn<lmic and dialectic interpretation of the world. Certainly, the 

Zhouyi()i1ij ~) suits that purpose and it can be a useful model for such kind of the 

interpretation. Zhouyi(Jl!fl ~) gives us the significant suggestions on which way this logical 

system should operate. The mechanical causality or formal logic would not be sufficient 

enough in order to give a vivid description on the dynamic character of world. Our 

civilization needs the new dialectic which is not ruled by the Hegelian Aufheben, since we 

are fed up with the ever-repeating negation. the simple schema of the formal logic. Our 

age demands the great synthesis of the worldviews and asks for the system of logic that 

can give a more organic and total description of the world. It is not an exaggeration at all 

that one can get the deep significant insight from the Zhouyi()i1ij ~). 

2. The Buddhistic Modification to the Contemporary Society 

The Buddhistic ideal for the salv<ttion of the mass of the people are being challenged 

more and in modern times. The spirits of the Bodhisattv<l in the Mahayana Buddhism make 

it a goal to ree1ch the sublime ideal of altruism in which the bodhisattva takes its oe1th not 

to become a Buddha. even if he is capable of becoming <1 Buddha. until he could salvage all 

the people. But the problem is how one can e1ccomplish th<1t lofty goal in the modern 

industrialized society. Will it be possible th<lt the members of the industrialized society 

become the faithful performer of the Buddhistic ide<ll? If Buddha should come to the 

modern age, could he send the meaningful message to the workers of the capitalistic 

society? Buddha taught us that the ultimate goe1l of our life l<ly in achieving the state of 

industrialized society. If on decides to give up his worldly life as a worker and go to the 

mountain, it will be <l very simple and easy answer. But the question still remains. When an 

ascetic in a modern age should have decided to devote himself entirely for the life of 

renunciation. would it not be that he had at the same time abandoned the mission of saving 

the neighbors except him? Modern workers. who consist of the most members of the 

modern industrialized society are caught are caught in the conflicting social structure. Why 

doesn't he try to solve the structural conflicts? The modern society makes its progress in 

accordance with the development of the productive capacity. However one needs to 

combine the capital with the labor in order to develop the productive capacity. In order to 

make the production of the goods, it is necessary for the capitalistic society to possess the 

manpower that must be extremely specialized by the division of labor. The specialized 
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work has made the position of the laborer like a component of the assembled machine. 

Being deprived of the meaning of life. he tries to find the escape way from the monotony 

of the boring labor. In a repetition of the mechanized work, the most of the laborers are 

thoroughly blocked off from pursuing the humane way of life. The Buddhistic ascetic 

realizes the fact that every one except himself is cut off from the way of self-realization, 

because the social structure of the modern society doesn't allow it. 

As has been pointed out, the question was asked about how the Buddhism could 

reform the structural conflicts of the modern society. But It is nonetheless important to 

consider how the Buddhism can be accommodated to the modernity. It concerns us to 

know whether the Buddhistic theories belonging to the old traditions can play a positive 

role also in the modern situation. Among the various sects of the contemporary Buddhism, 

the Zen Buddhism might be the one which has the most powerful influence on the modern 

intellectuals. Its presence RS <1 influentinl power owes itself to its history of long trndition. 

The Zen Buddhism still draws the Rttrnctions of the many modern intellectuals. Several 

causes might be pointed out for having mnde its prosperity. Firstly, the Zen Buddhism has 

the superior effect in giving the peace of mind to the modern intellectuals who had become 

weary of the <lnRiytic WC\Y of thinking. The Zen Buddhists could have drawn the attention of 

the many th<lt were fed up with the strictness of the logical positivists. Since Zen 

Buddhists insisted that the end of life consisted in realizing the ultimate ness of being that 

CC\nnot be explRined with the logic only. it was necessary to find the trRnscendental method 

so C\S to re<lch there. Secondly, the Zen Buddhists could have drRwn not only the attention 

of the intellectuals but also the <lttention of the general public. That is because the Zen 

Buddhists did not seem to demand a sophisticated method for the spiritual enlightenment. 

Their way of telling truth seemed to express the simple but deep aspects of life in a very 

vivid, evident way. Could the Zen Buddhists continue to inherit such merits without being 

damaged in the coming days? In spite of its fresh attractions, the Zen Buddhism seems to 

have some serious problems in getting accustomed to the modern society. It is because the 

Zen Buddhists have few things in common that can be shared with the modern science or 

technology, 

The Zen Buddhism is sometimes regarded as too illogical to some intellectuals who 

have the analytic trend, since the way of expressing the truth in Zen Buddhism is too 

transcendental. As Erich Fromm indicated, it seems inevitable that the Zen Buddhism 

should go through the radical reform in order to accommodate itself to the modern 

industrialized society. 

Just as the assertion can be justified that the Buddhism should be readjusted to the 
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modern society, so can one insist m the same manner that the modern industrialized 

society should be remodeled and reformed according to the Buddhistic principle. If Buddha 

had realized the universal truth, his analysis about the human existences should be equally 

applied to the present mankind. For example, he insisted that the human existences be 

explained as the term, dukkha, i.e., painful existences and based on such realization, he 

expounded the Four Noble Truths. If we could acknowledge the universal validity of such 

truth, we might well admit the possibility that the Buddhism can also give a curative means 

to the modern patient as well. 

3. The Taoistic Vision for the Present and the Future 

The Taoism gives a new paradigm of the worldview for the modern intellectuals who 

are searching for a new turnabout from the old ideologies. The philosophy of Taoism is 

good news for the people who had been fed up with the Absolute God of the Christianity. 

Once they sought to liberate themselves from the reign of the Christian God, they realized 

the fact that Taoism possesses everything they wanted. The unique characteristic in the 

concept of the Taoistic nature is clearly shown in defining it as a spontaneous state of 

being. It differs also from the Kantian concept of nature because the Kantian nature is 

ruled by the necessity of the mechanical causalities. It is the Taoist way of thinking that 

nature operates according to the principle of circulation and the rotation among the 

opposites. 

The modern science has succeeded in achieving the enormous development but it 

demanded the cruelest sacrifice as the result of that development. Now it became evident 

that the process of the industrialization had created undesirable re'sults as its 

consequences. The irony of the modern man lies in demanding the clean environment, not 

giving up the luxuries of the modern culture. Could we satisfy this two ends at the same 

time? Today we cannot succeed in going back to the primitive style of living. Undeniably, 

there is an element in the philosophy of Lao-tzu that can be interpreted as an radical 

reactions. However, Lao-tzu never denied the necessity of the technology. What he 

criticized was the phenomena of the subordination of the human life to the technology. 

Then how could it be possible to escape ourselves from the state of subordination? Where 

do the phenomena of slavery to the technology come from? Taoistic view can be inferred 

from the butcher's story shown in the chapter, 'The Lord Who Generates the Life'(~']: _ _±), 

of the Chuang-tzu(JI±r )' s Inner Chapters(IJ.--J ~). The story is as follows. In the ancient 

times, there lived a expert butcher whose skill in killing the ox was marvelously trained 
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just like the dancer's movement. His proficiency in killing the ox 1s owmg to not going 

against the bone structure of the ox's trunk. That is to say, the butcher's skillfulness 

comes from his ability to discern the specific structure of the things in nature. This 

analogy seems to be used in order to emphasize the fact that the skill is subject to the 

great principle of the Tao, which rules the natural order. As a natural consequence, the 

Tao is a principle superior than the skill or technology, One becomes the slave of the 

technology, because one isolates the skill from the natural law. One must recognize the 

fact that the technology also takes its origin from the natural order. 

The crisis of the technological society comes from the blindness m using the 

technology, Judging from the perspective of the values, the modern technology takes a 

neutral stand between good and evil. For example, the use of the atomic energy can be 

used for the either end, good or evil. If it be used for the pacific purpose, it can make a 

contribution to the increase of the human welfare. On the other side, if it be converted to 

the atomic weapon, it can cause the destruction of the mankind as the worst result. Would 

it be possible that modern technology could be endowed with the good will? We, as a 

employer of the technology should exert ourselves to control the excessive of the 

technology by subordinating it under the nature. If we fail to make the proper use of the 

technology, it will cause the complete destruction of our civilization. The present 

civilization had cut off the navel string early in his infancy, but we have come to the point 

of recalling our lost womb again. 

IV. Conclusion 

Up to now, we have reviewed the relation between the traditional values and the 

modern situations. It is our shared recognition that the present civilization is confronted 

with the critical situation. However it would not be so easy to find the common solution 

even if we start from the same recognition. The attitude of the modern man to the tradition 

seems to be somewhat equivocal and ambiguous. Should the tradition be overcome or 

restored? Perhaps the ·tradition has both sides. Let's exclude ourselves from indulging in 

two extreme attitude toward tradition, either optimism or pessimism. Throughout the 

history, the traditional ideas have been persistently readjusted and transformed in its 

historical context. It would be meaningless and also in a sense impossible to restore the 

tradition to its original state. Only the deep philosophical insight toward the tradition can 

give us the new interpretation on how the traditional ideas should be dealt with in our 
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contemporary society. At the present moment, our civilization is undoubtedly at the turning 

point of the Weltanshauung. We are the witness of the process in which the once separated 

civilizations, i.e., Eastern and western cultures, are being united and combined. If this 

whole process of integration could be completed, the forthcoming civilization would have 

the amalgam of the thoughts newly molded from this furnace of the Weltanshauung. But it 

is not certain whether it will mean the advent of the single Weltanshauung which unites the 

any sort of philosophy and religion that way exist in the world. Anyway, it is sure that the 

future worldview, whatever it might be, will be the living organism rooted in the soil of the 

tradition. 
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Kainatm en bUyUk ve en bilinmez gerc,;egi a~kttr denilse hie ~iiphesiz abarttlmt~ olmaz. 

Zira insanoglu bu duygu sayesinde r,;ok farkli bir hale bUriinUr, kendini a~ar ve bUylik bir 

co~kunluk YCI~ar. Ba~l<mgtc,;t<m itibaren insanoglunun ya~adtgt bu co~kunluk, birr,;ok dU~UnUr, 

~air ve mistilbn dikkatini c,;ekmi~. a~k etrafmda r,;ok koklii ve degi~ik dU::.~Unce sistemleri 

kurulmu~. varltk a~kla yorumlanmt~. birr,;ok dinin ve mistik aktmm kaideleri a~k etrafmda 

orgiilenmi~tir. MeselCI tasavvufun zam<ln ir,;inde a~kl<l~ttgt, tum teoremlerini a~k ekseninde 

orgiiledigini gorUyoruz. Bu yiizden XIII. yUzytlm mutCis<lvvtf ~airi Mevlana. !slam dinine fl!ik 

dini, Hz. Muh<lmmed'e de fl!ik peygamberi diyebilmi~tir. Eski kiiltorde sadece tasavvufun 

degil giizel sanatlann ve ~iirin de yonii <l:',lka dogrudur. Biz bu c,;alt::.~mamtzda Dogu 

topluml<lnnda. ozellikle de isl<lm toplumlannda. a~km algtlant~t ve geli::.~imi nzerinde 

durmaya c,;alt~acagtz . 

DOGU'DAN BATI'Y A A1)K 

"Tann bir de baktJ ki biitiln harc1 Wkenmi!j. kadm1 nas1/ yaratsm ... Aym yuvar/ak!JjfmJ. 

sarmas1jfm kJvn!J!jJJ1J, asma filizlerinin yapJ!}kan!Jjfuu. r,.·imenlerin titreyisini. sazlann 

biikiiliisiinii. r;ir.-·eklerin kadJfe/ijfini, cey/anm bakJ!Jll11, petejfin hendesesim; giin JSJifmm 

nesesini. bulutlann gozyasm1, riizgann kaprisim; tavsanm iirkekligini. tavusun kibrini. 

papajfanm gtJiisiindeki yumusak!JjfJ, elmasm sertligini. balm tat!J!JjfmJ, kap/anm zalim/igiru; 

atesin yakJcJ!JjfmJ. kann serinligim; ala kargamn gevezeligim; kumrunun dtiisiinii, turnamn 

riyakar!JjfmJ, $akravatanm sadakatim; biraraya getirerek kadm1 yaratm1s ve onu erkejfe 

sunmus. "Brahmanalar'dan ... 

Hayalin, masaltn, gizemin, huzurun ve hepsinden de ote a!jkm olanm vatam Sarkta belki 

de en farkh ve en kendine ozgU kavramlann ba::.~mda a~k gelmektedir. Sarkta a~km, varltk 

kadar, hatta varltktan da kadim oldugu "Once a~k vardt" vecizesiyle anlattlmt:',ltlr. 

Sarklt bilgelerin "a~k(m) yorumlanna" gec,;meden once a~km manasma ve tariflerine 

deginelim. ibnU'l-Kayyim'e gore "Sevgiyi anlatan dort kelime vardtr. BunlardCin Ask 

sevgiliye dogru bir ba::.~ egi::.~. hep onun tarafmda olma istegi ve gon!Un kendini ona 

kapttrmast: vecd sakin bir sevgi; heva bir ::.~eyi dogru veya yanlt::.~ olsun arzulaytp ardt stra 
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gitmek; muhabbet ise i$te bu Uc,;iinli dengede tutmaktlr." 1 Sozliiklerin "~iddet!i ve a~m 

sevgi: bir kimsenin kendisini tamamen sevdigine vermesi ~eklinde tammladtklan a~kla ilgili 

c;ok farkh tarifler yapllmt~t1r. A~k. kelime manasmdan da anla~llacagt ilzere biinyesinde 

"a~tnhg1" b<mndtnr. Yani a$k, sevgide c;ok ileri gitmeye, s1mrlan zorlamaya ya da ~iddetli 

sevgiye i~aret eder. A~ktn bu ozelliginden dolayt liigatlerde bu kelimenin '"a!jeka" yani 

"sarma~tk" kokiinden geldigi soylenir. Mesela 1bnu'l-Arabi: "A~ake, sarma$tk agactdtr. 

(;ic;ek ac,;ar. saranr ve biti~tigi agaca da dolamr. 1$te bu kelimeden a~tk ismi tilretilmi~tir" 2 

der. 

Hie; ~liphesiz kainatm en bUyiik ve en bilinmez gerc;egi a~kttr denilse abartllml$ olmaz. 

Ba~l<mgtc;tan itibe1ren ins<Jnoglunun te$his koyamadtgt bu str: birc;ok dii$iiniir, $air ve 

mistigin dikkatini c,;ekmi$. a~k etrafmda c;ok koklli ve degi$ik dU$ilnce sistemleri kurulmu$. 

VC1rhk a~kl<1 yoruml<Jnmt~. birc;ok dinin ve mistik <lktmm k<1ideleri a$k etrafmda orgiilenmi~tir. 

Meseta tamamen aklll<1 h<1reket eden ve R$kt olumsuzlayan felsefenin bile zaman ic,;inde 

a~ka kar~t yumu~ad1g1 ve onu kabullendigi gorU!Ur. 

Peki felsefeden tasavvufa, edebiyatt<m gUzel sanatlar<1, bu kadar Uzerinde durulan ve 

her dem taze kal<m <1$kla ilgili gorli~ler naslldtr? YerylizUnde hic;bir cevap bu soruya verilen 

cevap kadar birbirinden farklt degildir ve bu ceve1p kadar oznel degildir. Diger bir ifadeyle 

cevapl<1n <lt;tsmdan baklldtgmda d<1h<1 bu soruyu sorar sormaz ne kadar c,;etrefilli ve 

problemli bir alan<~ girdigimiz <lnl<l$tltr. Belki de a~k10 boylesine me$hur olmast ve onun 

hakk1nda c,;ok konu~ulm<lSI, ne oldugunde1n b<l$1Rysrsk s~kls ilgili birc,;ok soruya kesin 

cevapl<1r verilememesindendir. Her ne kadsr "A$k nedir? Tsrif edilebilir mi?" sorulsnn10 

cevabt hem c,;ok belirsiz olmss10<1 ve hem de birbirinden farkh ve bir o kadar da goreceli 

olmas10a ragmen verilen cevaplardan birkac;10a deginmek istiyorum. 

Bu sorunun cevab101 oncelikle felsefecilerin bakt~ ac,;1styla cevaplamays c,;ah$ahm. 

Ozellikle de be$eri s~k ac,;tsmdsn verilen en eski cevaplardsn birisi "bo!iinmii~ ruh!ann 

biitiin!e~mesi" ya da "ittihat"1 ~eklindedir. ilk olarak Brahmanistlerin ortays atttgt bu goru~ 

Eflatun'dsn itibsren bszt felsefeciler tarsfmdan ds benimsenmi$tir. Zirs hem Yunan:1 ve hem 

de Hint felsefesinde'1 birbirine benzer mitolojik bir efsane vsrdtr. Buna gore yaratllan ilk 

inssn ba$1010 arkas10da da yilzii olan dort elli, dart goz!U bir varhktt. Ancak tannlar bu 

insam iki ayn insan olacak ~ekilde ikiye boldiiler, erkekle kadm boylece ortsya c,;tkmt~ oldu. 

Bu yolla ikiye aynlan inssnlsnn birbirine olsn meyli bu bollinmU~lilge dayamr. Bu efsane 

1 lbnii'I-Kayyim el-Cevziyye, A~1klar Kitab1, Feyzullah Demirk1ran, Sava$ Kocaba~. ~ule yay., ist. 
2001. s.11. 

2 ibn Arab!, 1liihi A~k. r,;ev:l\Jahmut Kan1k. 1nsan Yay, ist.l992, sdG. 
:! Eflatun, Devlet, r,;ev: Sabahattin Eyiiboglu, 1\I.Ali Cimci:iz. Remzi Kitabevi, istanbul 1985. 
'
1 J\!IERiC, Cemil, Bir DUnyanm E~iginde, ileti:;;im Yay., istanbul 1999 
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veya dii~iinceden hareketle ibn Hazm be~eri a~k1 aynlm1~ ruhlann ittihat arzusu olarak 

yorumlarken ibn Arabi farkh bir yakla~Jmla Hz. Havva'nm Hz. Adem'e meyilli olmasm1 -

daha gene! bir ifadeyle kadm ile erkegin birbirine meyilli olmas1m- Hz. Havva'nm ege 

kemiginden yaratilmasma baglar. Buna gore ege kemigi meyilli oldugu ir;in kadm da erkege 

meyillidir. '' Bu egrilik, onun vat<mma (erkege) alan meylini simgeler. Zira her varhgm bir 

gerr;ek vatam vard1r ve vatamna kavu~madan rahat edemez. Mevlana insanm varhga alan 

meyline daha gene! ve daha felsefik bir yakla~1m getirir ve ney ile insan arasmda ili~ki 

kurar. Mevlana'ya gore de insandaki meylin ve hiiznLin asil sebebi vatan ozlemidir. !nsan da 

ney misali vatan hasretiyle yamp tutu~ur. Ancak insanda iki vatan vard1r. Birincisi ruhunun 

vatam, ikincisi bedeninin vatam. insan hangisine daha <;ok meylederse o tarafa kavu~ur. 

Eger ruhunun ve gonllinl'ln mertebelerini a~arsa ebedi goniil lilkesine dogru yol ahr, yak 

eger teninin isteklerine gore hareket ederse bu sefer de topraga dogru yo! ahr. Goriildligii 

gibi Sarklilann nazannda. me~ru dairede kald1gl muddetr;e, kadm-erkek sevgisi de kutsald1r. 

Felsefecilerin a~k nedir sorusunun cevaplanna yeniden donecek olursak, baz1 

dii~iinlirler a~k ir,;in "adilik". "rezillik". "zillet". "zay1fhk". "karluk", "idrakin korelmesi", 

"iradeyi terk", "delilik liigati". "a~mya gilme". "boyun egme", "meyletme", "sevgilinin 

s1fatma biiriinme", "sevdigine dU~kiiniUk". "yapJ~kanhk". "pato]ojik bir hastalik", "ilahi 

hastalik", "ir,; sJkmtJ". "kan emici". "evveli aldam~ sonu ollim", "dert", bela, vb. tarifler 

yapmi~lardJr. Bu tariflerden felsefecilerin a~ka olumsuz bakt1klan anla~ilmaktadJrlar. 

Ozellikle de Aristo ile ba~layan bu tOr tarifler daha r,;ok filozof doktorlann bakJ~ml yansthr 

ve Freud'la en son noktaya ta~mtr. Mesela Eflatun'a gore be~eri a~k 6/fs·iisilz/iik anlamma 

gelmektedir: "Sehvet ignesi yaban anst ignesine benzer ve olr;iisiizliigii getirir. Bu yUzden 

Yunan mitolojisinde sevgiyi yani Eros'u zorbaya benzetirler."fi Aristo a~k1 "Ticaret veya 

zanaat gibi bir ugra~J olmayan, bo~ bir kalpte peyda alan bir cehalet" ~eklinde tarif eder. 

Sophokles a~ktan kurtulunca: "Deli ve belali bir efendinin elinden kurtulmu~ gibiyim." 7 der. 

Freud ise "Cinsel zevk, zevklerin en list noktastdir. Ancak a~k bir hastahkt1r."H der. Eski 

doktorlara gore "A~k. kalpte dogan, hareket eden ve geli~en bir arzudur. Bu arzu 

ilerledikr,;e, ona h1rs tiiriinden ~eyler eklenir. Bu hal gil<; kazandtkr,;a, ki~inin heyecam, 

dalgalanmast, talep etmedeki arzusu ve htrst uzar. Ta ki onu gam ve tzdtraba siirlikler. Bu 

halde kan tutu~up siyaha donli~i.irken, od suyu da yanarak karanr. Boylece siyahhgm galebe 

r,;almastyla fikir bozuklugu ba~ gosterir." Pierre Janet: A~k bir yoksunluk hali oldugu ir,;in 

;, Ibn Arabi, a.g.e.i s.45. 
ti Eflatun, a.g.e., s.56. 
7 Sophokles, Antigone, 781-800.dizeler; Brandel, a.g.e., s.45. 
8 Orhan ~aik Gokyay, K5tip Celebi, 1::; Bankast Yay., Ankara 1982. 
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patolojiktir ve ruh hast<llJgJ olarak kabul edilir. A~k sag!Jk!J bir ruh hali degil, hi.izi.in, 

mutsuzluk ve gi.i~si.izliik anland1r."! 1 der. 

Bu tariflerde anlatdan a~k be~eri a~ktJr ve bi.iyiik bir tehlike ve gi.inah gibi 

gosterilmektedir. Ozellikle de bu ti"lr cevaplan veren felsefecilerin ask1 insana 

yakJStJramadJklan gori.ili.ir. Ci.inki.i onlara gore a~k. insam zaylflatmakta ve onun ki~iligini 

al~altmaktad1r. Bir insan ne kadar onurlu ve olgun olursa olsun a~ka di.i~ti.ikten sonra birden 

bire al~a!Jr. ki.i~i.ili.ir, sefil bir yaratJk haline gelir. DolayJsJyla insam boylesine basitle~tiren 

ve onun benligini zedeleyen a~k insanoglu i~in zarar!J ve tehlikelidir. Muhakkak uzak 

durulma!JdJr. 

Mutasavv1flara gore tse ask ezeli ve ebedi. hazine. kimya, alemi unutma. Hz. Musa'nm 

Tur'u, Hz. isa'mn nefesi, noktast bin kitap, zerresi gOne~. igne deliginden on sekiz bin alemi 

seyretme, cennet. gi.izellik cilas1. tath bela, acayip deniz. giilzar-t bela, ab-• hayat. ~em'-i 

ilahi, ate~ Kevseri, kainatm gUne~i. giizele meyl, giinahm zarar vermeyecegi bir sevap, ozel 

bir lisan, goklerin bagl$1, sevgilinin stfatma biiriinme. gizemli ayna. ku~ dili, dipsiz bir derya, 

gaybm latifesi. cezbelerden bir cezbe. Allah'm ozl"lniln oziidilr ~eklinde tariflerle anlatdmaya 

c,;a!J~dmJStir. 

Bu tariflerden sonra Sark!J mistik bilgelerin "ask(m) yorumlanna" devam edelim. 

Sarkta ask temelde beseri ve ilahi olmak iizere ikiye ayn!Jr. Eflatun'a kadar uzanan bu 

dUsiinceye gore insan sevecekse kusursuz olam. yani giizel/ijfi'n kendis1ni sevmelidir. 

Giizele bak1p da onun arkasmdaki yalm gl"lzelligi goremeyenler ger~ek sevgiye eremezler. 

Ona gore seven sevdigini giizelligi i~in, ogluymu~ gibi opebilir. Bundan ileriye gitmek 

gl"lzellikten anlamamakt1r. Ona gore Giizeh giizel seylerle: giizel seyleri, guzel/e kanstirmAk 

has degildir. S1radan giizelleri sevmek, yani be~eri sevgi Gilzellikle glizelleri birbirine 

kanst1rmakttr. Asil olan bir silrLi gilzel seylere baktp da "yalm glizelligi" gormektir. Ashnda 

benzer bir yaklastm Eflatun'dan daha once ortaya ~1kan Brahmanizm'e ve Budizm'e kadar 

uzamr. Bu gorUse gore kainat kutsal bir senfonidir ve Brahman (Tann). Atman'm (Yarattlan) 

ic,;indedir. Dolaytstyla insan varhgm oziindeki Brahman'! bilin~li bir ~ekilde sevmelidir. 

Panteizm de denen bu dii~ilnceye gore insan bu senfoniye kan~ana kadar ruh go~ilne 

(Samsara) maruz ka!Jr. Samsara esnasmda ruhunu ask yoluyla temizleyen insan bu 

senfoniye katdacak, biltilnle vuslatt yakalayacakt1r. Ask ve ~esitleriyle ilgili en aynntil1 

grupland1rma ise ibn Arab!'ye aittir: 0, muhabbeti i.i~e ay1nr: ilahi Sevgi, Ruhani Sevgi, 

Tabii Sevgi. l.ilahi Sevgi: Allah'm sevmesi demektir. Allah hem kendi zatm1, hem bizi 

(zatmda gizli bulunan a'yam) sever. 2.Ruhani Sevgi: Sevenin sevgilisinin nzasmt esas alan 

8 Eric Brandel, A~k. cev:Esra Ozdogan, YKY. istanbul 2003. 
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sevgidir. Tabil Sevgi: A~tkm gozii kendisinden ve a~ktan ba~kasm1 gormez. Maksad1 da 

kendisini tatmin etmektir. 10 

Sarkm en biiyiik bilgeleri varhgm yaratd1~m1 !lahi a~ka baglarlar. Meseta Hz. 

Muhammed' in bir soziine gore "Allah gizli hazineydi bilinmek istedi", ya da baz1 

mutasavvtflar gibi daha askm ifade edecek olursak "sevilmek istedi ve varhg1 yaratt1." Yani 

varhk Mutlak GUze!'in kendi isim, s1fat ve fiillerine a~kmm a<;;tga <;;1kt1g1 (taayyUn) ~e~it ~e~it 

aynalardan olu~an bir alemdi. Seyh Bayezid'in dedigi gibi "Kendi hiisniin hublar ~eklinde 

peyda eyledi/ Sonra doniip <;;e~m-i a~1ktan tema~a eyledi." Biiyiik mutasavviflardan Ciineyd, 

Elest Bezmi'nde Allah'm: "Ben sizin Rabbiniz degil miyim?" sorusuna kan~Iltk ruhlann 

"Evet" cevab1m vermesine, "kaqii1kh a~k anla~mast" nazanyla bakar. 11 Sarkhlar bununla 

da yetinmez, Hz. Adem'le Hz . Havva'nm cennetten diinyaya gonderili~ini de a~ka yorarlar 

ve "Diinya a~k ve niyaz makamtdir, eger Hz. Adem'le Havva cennette kalsaydt, Hakk'm 

a~kmt idrak edecek ktvamt yakalayamazlard1. Halbuki a~km k1vam1 i<;;in diinya, yani aynhk 

ve inleme mekam ~artt1." Strf bu yiizden Mevlana: Hz. Adem. en yiicelerden en a~agilara, 

yani diinyaya ozUr dilemek ve aglamak gelmi~tir der. Dolaytstyla Sarkhnm nazannda 

cennetten <;;tkt~ biiyiik bir rahmettir ve yeryUzii de "sevme ve sevilme mekam" dtr. 1 ~ 

Daha once de soyledigimiz gibi Sarkta tamame n akdla hareket eden ve a~k1 

olumsuzlayan felsefenin bile zaman i<;;inde a~ka kar~1 yumu~adtgi ve onu kabullendigi 

gorUliir. Bu yiizden ibn Sina yddtzlann ve evrenin hareketini a~ka yorarken, ihvan-t Safa 

a~k1, Allah'm ruhlara koydugu yakmhk duygusuyla a<;tklar. ibn Hazm ise aynlmt~ ruhlann 

ittihat arzusu olarak yorumlar. Diger taraftan tasavvufun zaman i<;;inde tamamen a~k 

kesildigini ve neredeyse tUm teoremlerini a~k ekseninde orgliledigini gorUyoruz. Bu yiizden 

Hallac-t Mansur "Allah in ozu askt1r" derken; Mevlana !slam dinine "ask dini", ktbleye "ask 

k1blesi", Hz. Muhammed'e de "ask peygamberi", miraca da "ask mirac/' diyebilmi~tir. 

Eski kiiltiirde glizel sanatlann ve ~iirin de yonli a~ka dogru olmu~tur. Mesela Hlisn i1 

A~k'm ~airi mesnevisinin giri~inde a~k dururken ba~ka konulan anlatmanm anlamstz 

olacagml sayler. HafiZ ise "A~ktan ba~ka bir ~eyle ugra~trsam adtm a~tklar divanmdan 

silinsin." diyerek a~km ktymetine dikkat <;eker. Siirde a~kt boylesine vazge~ilmez bir 

cevher olarak goren ~airier, btkmadan usanmadan a~k demi~ ve gozleri a~ktan ba~ka bir 

~ey gormemi~tir. Aynca bu ~airlerin tsrarla lizerinde durduklan diger bir nokta ise a~km 

evrenselligi, oliimslizliigU, ebediligi ve hi<; sonmeyen bir giine~ oldugudur. Nitekim Haftz: 

"A~k gam1 ancak bir hikayecik. Fakat ~a~dacak ~ey ~u ki hangi dilden duyarsam duyaytm 

10 !'vluhyiddin-i Arabi, Fotuhat-I IV!ekkiye, terci.ime: Selahaddin Alpay, Esma Yay., istanbul-tarihsiz, 
s.304. 

11 Altunta§, a.g.e., s .81. 
12 Kaynak: Yusuf Cetindag, Doguda A§k Bir Ba§kadtr, Emre Yay., istanbul 2005, 506s. 
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tekrarlanmamt~. yepyeni soyleniyor gibi!" der. Hatta bu ~airlere gore tekranndan 

rahatstzltk duyulm8yan tek kanu belki de a~kttr ve a~k da a~tklar da sansuza kadar 

ya ';i ayacakttr. Bu y[tzden izzet Malla , adeta SeyhUlislam Yahya'nm: 

A~ka kabil dil mi yok ~ehr icre ya dilbe r mi yak 

Mest yak meclisde bilmem mey mi yok sagar mt yok 1
:
1 

beytine cevap verircesine: "a';ikm ve a~k hikayesinin sonsuza kadar devam edecegini 

vurgular. 0, bazdanrim dedigi "arttk Ci~k bitti" ya da "a';ik da eskilerle beraber tarihe 

kan';itt" sozlerine inanmaz: 

TUketti sanma hezaran hikayet-i 'a';ikt 

0 ktssadan dahi soylenmedik neler kaldt 

Goethe de !zzet Malla gibi dU~i.inUr, a~km sansuza kadar devam edecegini. a~ka dair 

kanu ve kitaplann her dem taze kalacagm1: "Kit8plann en harika kitabt A~k kitabtdtr; 

dikkatle okudum anu. pek az sayfa sevin<;, farmalar dolusu act, bir bo!Um sonudur aynhk. 

yeniden bulu';ima, kli<;Uk bir par~,;adtr, yanm kalmt~. Ciltlerce dert. ';ierhlerle uzattlmt~. 

sonsuzca. o!UmsUzce." sozleriyle destekler. 

Soz ';iiirden act!mt';iken bir konuya daha dikkat cekmek istiyorum. Sarkt, ~ark yapan 

onemli konulardan birisi de askln siirin vuslntJdJr, izdivactdtr. Sarkta a';ikla ';iiirin izdivact 

Sark medeniyetin tohumlannm attldtgt glindUr. Bu ikisi Sarkta sUrgUne ugradtgt gi.ine kadar 

asia aynlmamt~. ~iirden dUzyaztya, musikiden gUzel san8tlara her alanda en a~km UrUnler 

vermi~tir. Bu yUzden Sarkm son bi.iyUk bilgesi Seyh Galib: Kalmadt mt ne~e-i muhabbet/ 

Pay ana mt erdi ol hikayet/ Hie a~kdan ozge ~ey rev a mt/ Sarf etmeye gevher-i kelamt" 1 ~ 

diyerek soz ya da ~iir cevherinin a~ktan ba~ka ~eye harcanmasmm uygun olmadtgmt sayler. 

Ve sonuc olarak diyebiliriz ki a';ikla ilgili tamm ve yorumlann birbirinden cok farkhdtr, 

hatta taban tabana ztt gorU~ler vardtr. !mam Rabbani bu konuda "A~kma dU~tUkleri kadardtr 

insanlann yollan" derken Tolstoy "yUrek saytst kadar farklt a~k vardtr" der. Aynca Sarkm 

gercek manada Sark oldugu donemlerde A~k vazger,;ilmez bir kutsald1. Onun vatam Sarktt 

ve Sarkldann gon!UydU. Sark Sarkhhgtm yitirince bu kutsal da vatanmdan kovuldu, sUrgUne 

gonderildi. 0 gUn bugUndUr a~k a~khgmdan stynldt, kendinden utamr hale geldi. Belden 

a~agtya, yani ayaga dU~tU, dilden oteye ger;;emedi, yani lafazanltktan ibaret kald1. 

l:J S. Yahya Divam, haz. Rekin Ertem, Ankara,l995 

11 Seyh Galib, HUsn U A~k. Haz: Orhan Okay, HUseyin Ayan, Dergah Yay., istanbul 1992. 
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THE NEW CULTURE OF ASIA 

METANET ALIYEVA AZARBAJJAN STATE ECONOMICAL UNIVERSITY 
tun cay _gokturk@yahoo.se, gulcatay@yahoo.com 

Which culture is important to come ahead for living without any problems on the earth 

during the global problems happening in the world. The new creating asion culture can't be 

without foundation which culture must be accepted as an establishment and with languages 

culture must be chosen as a leader of the w·hole \\·orld. Can the Europian culture holding 

the world be ab le to lived the world without any problems? Will the Turkish culture be able 

as a leader in Asian sosiaty? 

ASiYANIN YENi KUL TURU 

Dunyada giden globalizede hank! kUltiirlin one <;l kmast I yani kOresel toplumun 

sorumsuz yasamast icin hank1 kiiltliriin onciil olmast cok onemlidir. Yeni yaradilacak 

Asya kulturu temelsiz olamaz. Temel olarak hanki kultur kabul edilmeli ve hanki dil-ahlak -

kultur kuresel dunyam n oncUlO secile bilir? Bu gunumuzde dunyam kapsayan Avrupa 

kO!tUrO kiiresel dunyam sorumsuz ya~ ata bilirmi? Turk kiiltOrii Asya toplumunun oncOl 

kUltorO olarak one <;ika bilirmi? 

1 lk kez 1893 Yl h nda Chicago da i slam dl'myas1 ndan bir kat1 It met olmayan 

" Dunya Dinleri Parlame ntosu" yap! lm1 ~ ve 100 y1 !dan sonra 1993 y1 lnda II Dlinya 

Dinleri Parlamentosu yeniden <;ag n lm1 ~ t1 r. Bu Parlamentoda i slam dUnyast m n bir 

Sl ra din uzmam katt lmt ~ tl r. Parlamentoda blitlin dini inanclara dayah ortak 

deyerlerlerin bir araya getirilmesini ortaya koyan " Evrensel bir Ahlaka Dog ru 1 lk 

Dokuman" kabul edildi. Sonuc olarak II Dl'!nya Dinleri Parlamentosunda Dlinya Ahlaki 

projesini geli~ tirmek teklifi ireli slirlilmli~ tlir. Hans Kling- Karl Josef Kuschel II Dlinya 

Dinleri Parlamentosunun tekliflerini ve Dlinya Ahlaki pro)esmJ geli~ tirmeye <;all ~ an 

" Evrensel bir ahlaka dog ru" kitabt nda yazmt ~ t1 r: Dlinya Ahlakt derken 

kastedilen: ne bir dlinya ideolojisi, ne mevcut dinlerden ayn bir dlinya dini, ne de mevcut 

dinlerin bir kan ~ 1 m1 dt r. t nsanlar art1 k birlik ideolojilerden bt km1 ~ durumdadt r. 

Dlinya dinleri ise, inane esaslan dog malan , simgelerive ibadet kurallan ile bir birinden 
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o kadar farkh dt rlar ki, bir " birle~ me tesebbusu" anlamsizdir ... Bu dUnya ahlakt , yine 

de dinlerde ortak olan ~ eyi bulmClY<l c;ah ~ mak durumundadt r ... Bir b<1~ ka deyi~ le 

uUnya ahlakt ... dinlerdeki ahlakt acid<m ortak olan ilkeleri belirlemelidir." Ash nda 

komt~ ulmayan ve din uzmanlan ar<lst nda kabul edilmeyen bir hakikat vardt r ki, bu da 

tiim dinlerin bir-birinin tamamlayt ct st olarak yaranmast ve 1 slamt n sonuncu olarak 

Dinleri bUtunle~ tirmesidir.Yani ash nda ktireselle~ me ele btittinle~ medirse neden dinler 

btitUnle~ meye dooru getmiyor ve gederse her ~ eyin i slam ahlakt nda bUUinle~ mesini 

btilunacaktl r . Allahimiz birdir ve onun gonderdiyi Kutsal kitaplar bir hatt Uzerinde 

endirilmektedir. Yalm z zaman ve toplum farklan vardt r. Bir felsefi fikirdeki gibi " Akar 

suya bir kere girilir" Yani ikinci kere girilirken suda ba~ ka olur, zaman da . Kutsal 

inanclar ve Kitaplar da aym . Vahit Tann taraft ndan ba~ ka zamanlarda (geli~ ime 

dog ru irelilemede) ba~ kR inanclar ve Kitaplar gonderilmi~ ve sonuncu olarak Kuram 

nazi! etmi~ tir. Her kes Qiye1met gUniinde muslime1n olacak deyildiyse, bu insanlan n 

zamam n hareketine kar~ 1 <,;t kamayCJc<lg 1 m , yani bir hristian hala hristian olarak 

kaldt ysa o da geli~ medeki bir gerilik elameti gibi deyerlendirilmektedir. Tann 

insanlan gerilikden korkutmu~ geleceye dog ru kendi kafast ile yUriimesini emr 

etmi~ tir. Hristian ve yehudiler muslimanlan n dti~ menidir deyilmesi ash nda geriliyin 

geli~ meye bir engel oldug u ve geleceye acik gozle bakt !mast hak edilmi~ tir. 

Ge li~ mede zaman kaybi olsa bile sonuncu Kitap Kuran olarak sonuncu armag an gibi 

toplumlan n hepsinin ahlak kurallar toplusudur. Ash nda Hans Kungun ortaya koydug u 

ilkede budur. Tiim toplumlan n demokrasi deyerlerini bir araya getirmek. Eski tiirk 

ki:tlti.iri.iniin bir c;ok taraflan m ic;ine alan sonuncu kutsal kitabt mt z Kuranda ast 1 

demokrasi bulunmaktadt r. 1 slamt n demokrasinin ozelliklerini ta~ 1 mast ash nda bu 

gUnUmiize kadar dini siyasi arac olarak kullananlar taraft ndan a<,;t klanmamt ~ , 

insanlarda sevgiye kar~ 1 h k korku yaratt lmt ~ tJ r. Bu sabepten de ister miisliman 

Lilkelerde, isterse de diger toplumlarda 1 slamt n felsefi yonli ile $ ariat yonli bir-birinden 

ayrilarak anlatt lmt ~ tt r. Hz. Mevlanam n " Mesnevi" eserinde ise her iki yon 

birle~ mi~ tir. Nasi I ki, Farabi felsefesinde Platonla Aristodan farkh yakla~ 1 m vardt . 

1300 YI I Aristo telimi ile giden dtinyada Farabi telimi de maddiyle manevinin 

biitUnle~ mesi idi. Ash nda ! slamt deyrerlerin demokrasi deyerler, demokrasi deyerlerin 

ise eski tiirk ktiltUr deyerle ri oldug u giiniimiizde a<,;t lmaktadt r. Her bir dinde, her bir 

ktiltiirde demokrasi deyerler vardt r ve onu ya~ atan insanlar olmu~ tur. Yani 1 slam 

dedikde ash nda tum demokrasi deyerlerin toplandt g 1 bir sistem ba~ a dti~ Ultir ki, bu 

gUn diinyam n kabul e tmek istemediyi, lr1kin kr1bul etmeye dog ru giden hakikatda budur. 
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BILDIRI 

buylik ilmi i~ ci 

MET ANET AZ1 ZGIZI AU YEV A 

AZERBAYCAN DOVLET 1 KT1 SAD UNt VERSt TETl 

THE NEW CULTURE OF ASIA 

Which culture is important to come ahead for living without any problems on the earth 

during the global problems happening in the world. 

The new creating asian culture can't be without foundation which culture must be 

accepted as an establishment and with l<mguages culture must be chosen as a leader of the 

whole world.Can the Europian culture holding the world be able to lived the world without 

any problems? 

Will the Turkish culture be able as a leader in Asi<1n sosiaty? 

ASt Y ANIN YEN1 KOLTORU 

Dlinyada giden globalizede hank1 kill tnrnn One Cl kmas1 , yam knresel 

toplumun sorumsuz yasamas1 icin hank1 kO!tnrnn Oncnl olmas1 cok onemlidir. Yeni 

yaradilacak Asya kulturu temelsiz olamaz. Temel olarak hanki kultur kabul edilmeli ve hanki 

dil-ahlak knltnr kuresel dunyam n oncnln secile biliyor? 

Bu gunumuzde dunyam kapsayan Avrupa klilturii kliresel dunyam sorumsuz ya~ ata 

bilirmi? 

Turk knltnrn Asya toplumunun onclil knltnrn olarak one cika bilirmi? 

Asiyanin yeni kiiltiirli kavram1 modernle~ me siireciyle dog mu~ , ktireselle~ meye 

dog ru giden dUnyam dti~ Undtirmeye ba~ lam1 ~ t1 r. <;okktilttirltiltik bu gtinkl"t 

dUnyam1 zda yerini ortak deyerli kl"llttire vermektedir. Helsinki Yurtta~ Jar Derneg inin 

Mart 2000' de 1 stanbui' da dtizenlediyi " Modernle~ me ve <;og ulculuk" konulu 

toplant1 m n sonucu bas1 ian " Modernle~ me ve (;okkilltilrliililk" /Modernity and 

Multiculturalism adli kitaptan, modernle~ me ve c,;okktilttirltiltik konusunun 

arast1 rmac1 Jar taraf1 ndan gticlti tart1 ~ 1 ldt g 1 m gortiyoruz. Postmodernizm yerini 
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klireselle~ meye - globalizme verdikce modernle~ menin temel dinamiklerinden biri 

s<~yil<m ulus devlet bvntml dli~ lincelerden silinmeye dog ru getmektedir. 

Kl'treselle~ me dlinyam n tek bir mekan olma bilincinin dog mas1 demektirse, bu 

mekanda ulusal devletler, ulusal kimlikler, ekonomiler ve s1 m rlar c;;ozlilerek, sosyal 

hayat1 n bliylik bir bollimli kiiresel sl'trec;;ler tarafl ndan belirlenecektir.Yani dl'lnyam n bir 

ekonomik blitUnU olu~ acak, toplumlar bir-birine benzeyecek, r,;okkiiltlir!Uliik itecek ve tek 

bir kUresel kUltlir ortaya r,;t kac<1k ki, bu da dl'lnyam n klic;;lilmesi ve ulusal olan her ~ eyin 

anlam1 m n yitirmesi demektir. 

Bildiyimiz gibi tarihde yeni bir r,;ag ar,;1 lmad1 g 1 ir,;in hala kapitalizmin en yliksek 

a~ am<ISI ol<1n empery<~lizm r,;ag 1 nda ya~ 1 yoruz. Yani bizim ve bir cok bilginlerin 

dU~ l'mcemize gore " kl'lreselle~ me" bir olgu deyil, kapitalizmin dlinyada yaratt1 g 1 

ekonomik. politik. kUltLirel ve b. al<mlardakt bUtUnle~ menin yeni ideolojik bir kavramdt r. 

Bu kavr<1m ise kapitalizm dUnyast m n btitlinle~ tirmesi stirecini ifade etmektedir ki. bu 

sUre<; de Sermayenin. 1 ~ gUcUntin. Pazan n. Ekonominin. Hukukun. KlHtlirtin, liberalizmin 

uluslararast bl\ttinle~ mesi demekdir. Sungur Savran " Ktireselle~ me illl, 

uluslar<~rast Ia~ rna m1 ?" Y<IZI Sl nda kliresellesmenin bir hegemen Sl m f ideolojisi 

olmaktan bask<~ bir ~ ey o!madt g t m soy!Uyor. " Globalizm. a/mayan bir silreci o!mu:; 

gibi gostererek emperya!izm1iJ ve sermflyenin oniindeki engel/en· a:; maya r;a/J :; an bir 

lmkim s1 m f ideolo;i'sidir" ). 

Boyle bir ideolojinin dl'lnyayt kapsamast nda teblig at ve reklamr,;I !I g 1 n rolu c,;ok 

btiyl\ktl\r. Ekonomisinin yl\kselmesinde en onemli yeri reklama ve teblig ata veren 

~ irketler, ticara odalan nast l ki. ug url<1r elde eder. DlinY<1YI idare eden hegemen 

devletlerde kendi ideolojisini oyle one <;1 karmakt<1d1 rlar. 

Bu ideo!oji ise DUnya Bank<1s1 'm n dliny<1y<1 verdiyi " klireselle~ me 

k<1<;t m lm<1zdt r" dti~ tincesi ile Y<1Yl lmaktadt r. Y <1ni bu ideolojideki kilit dti~ l\nce 

ki\reselle~ menin kar,;t m Jm<1z ve o sistemin dt ~ 1 nda hie;; bir ~ eyin olm<1mast dt r. 

Kl\reselle~ me ideolojinin hayat<1 ger,;mesinin temel ~ art! ol<1n bu kilit dti~ lince 

f<1rklt teorilerle anlat1 Js<1 da, sorunlar hep birlikte payla~ 1 It r ve amac1 n dtinyada 

bUtl'ln!e~ mi~ kapitalist sistemi yaratmak oldug unu ortaya koyuyor. Bu da kapitalist 

sisteminde eskinin yeniye direni~ i demekdir. 

Kureselle~ me kavramt bir cok du~ unurler taraf1 ndan ulusal ekonomilerin 

ktireselle~ mesi oldug u soyleniliyor. Baz1 ian ise kl\reselle~ menin 3 amact hayata 

gec;;irerek 

ekonominin, 

politikalan n, 
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toplumlan n 

s ivil olu~ umu oldug unu soyle mektedirle r. Toplumlan n sivil olu~ umunu tse 

kulti.irle~ me-akkulturasyon geli ~ tire biter. Ki.ire selle~ me deyince hemde s1 m rst z ve 

ulusal devlets iz bir evrim akl1 mt za geliyorsa. bu da evrimdeki insanlan n bir kiilti.ire 

sahiple nmesi demektir. Haman kUlturi.in hankt kUitur olacag 1 di.i~ lincesi ise tUm di.inya 

milletlerinin bu si.irecin neresinde yer alacaklan n1 tayin etmek di.i~ lincesini de ortaya 

koymaktad1 r. Kureselle~ tiren ve ya klireselle~ tirilen olmak bu kiiltiiri.in olu~ mast nda 

esa s rol oynamaktadt r. Kiireseller~ me ideoliji s ini ortaya atan iilkeler s lirecin neresinde 

yer alacag 1 na heni.iz karar ve rdikle ri i<;in ke ndi ki.iltOrlerini diinyaya mal etmektedirler 

gibi di.i~ line biliriz ve ilk bakt ~ tanda boyle gorUnmektedir. Lakin batt ki.iltUrCme dikkat 

edersek bu ki.ilturi.in kendi olu~ umunda ve geli~ iminde dog u ki.iltur faktarlerinin 

oldug unu gori.iri.iz. Yani batt kiilturi.i dog u ki.iltl'lrlinUn faktarlerinin modernle~ mesi gibi 

ortaya <;1 km1 ~ t1 r deye biliriz. Nas1 I ki, Farabi felsefesinde Platonla Aristodan 

farklt yakla~ 1 m vardt . 1300 y1 I Aristo telimi ile giden di.inyada Farabi telimi yeni 

dU~ l'!nce tarzt m ortaya koydu. Maddiyle manevinin blitlinle~ mesini anlatan Fantbi telimi 

di.inyada felsefi fikir kolunu deyi~ ti. Nast 1 ki. alman dahileri Bethoven ve Motsartt n 

kendi etiraft ndan belli oluyor ki. Hz. Mevl <mam n t slam dininin kavranmast icin 

yazdt g 1 ilahi mi.iziklerden fayd<liam p bUylik eserler yazmt ~ lar. 

Bu glin dlinyaya hegemenlik eden batt ve Amerika l'!lkelerinin modernle~ m1~ kendi 

kl'llti.irleri saydt klan bu medeniyyet de aslt nda aym 

<;e~ itlenmi~ tir. 

kaynaktan dog mu~ , sonra 

BUti.in dUnyada olan Avrupa kiilti.irli ve Amerikanla~ rna e g ilimi de ash nda 

modernle~ mi~ ortak kiiltlir faktorlerinde n ba~ ka bir ~ ey deyildir. 

Amerikan e gilimi ile yaratt Ian kiiltnr tutumu ile Avrupa kliltlirli ara st ndCl f<lrklt It k 

o kadar da <;ok olmadt g t i<;in ikisinin de karma~ t k bir kCtlti.ir olarak kendi ozelliyini 

itiren bir hali oldug u i<;in Asiya iilkele rinin kiiltnrlerine yaban<;t gori.inmektedir. 

Klireselle:;; meni hayata ge~,;irenler bu killtiirlerden kac;t m lmaz oldug unu o kadar 

inandt n ct ~ ekilde gostermektedirler ki , Amerikan egilimi ile Avrupa kiiltnrli 

arast ndakt birincilik sava~ t bile bizlere gorCmmeme ktedir. Asiya i.ilkelerine psikoloji 

olarak bu killtnrler kar~ t s1 nda direncin gereksizliyini kabul etdirmeye c; a lt ~ an 

Ame rika ve Batt di.inyast bu yonde <;ok iyi <;ali ~ maktadt r. Kilreselle~ meye 

kat1 !mayan toplumlan n me deniyet dt ~ 1 nda kalacag 1 :;; eklinde milletleri 

korkutmaktadt rlar. La kin Amerikan egitimi ve Avrupa kCtltiiril dediyimiz bu ki.iltiirlin 

temel kiilturlini.in hanki mille te bag h It g 1 soz konusu deyildir. Aym zamanda bu 
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ktiltilrlerin nereden zenginle~ mest de ins;:mlard;:m saklanmaktadt r. Lakin ktilttiriin uzun 

zamandt r politikact Jan n elinde sty<lst arac olmast Avrupa ve Amerikan ki..'tltiirlerinin 

politikalar sonucu olarak yaranan kOltiir oldug unu gostermektedir. Politikalar sonucu 

yaranan ktilttir ise dogu ve batt medeniyyetinden en deyerli incileri kendine mal etmekle 

yaranmt ~ tt r. 0 sabeptende karmast k bir medeniyyet sayt Jmaktadt r. ;; imdi yem 

dtinyam n yeni kUltiiriinii olu~ turanlar ash nda tum milletlerin deyerli ktilttir faktorlerini 

bir araya getirmek ve onlan n Uzerinde acayip bir deyi~ me yapmaktan ba~ ka bir 1~ 

gormiiyorlar. Bu ise temelsiz bir kUltUr olu~ umuna yo! a\;maktadt r ki. temeli olmayan bir 

~ eyin omrti uzun olamaz. Yani kUreselle~ meden sonrakt ~ag toplumlan n ktilttirstiz!Uk 

<;ag 1 ola bilir. 

Ama dtinya daha insaflt idare edilerse. yani ekonomi \;t karlarla zorunlu Ademi 

merkeziyyet<;ilik yaradt lmazsa sam n m evremm kendi devretmesini sag lamt ~ 

oluruz. 

Klasik batt mlizig i. roman. hikaye, ~ iir gibi b<1tt edebi bicimleri. tiyatro. opera. bale 

gibi sahne sanatlan . pentUr tl\rU resim ile heykel gibi pbstik sanatl<lr v.b. insant n bilinen 

en ileri geli~ mi~ lik dtizeyi oldug u inanct ndan hareketle. dUnyad<lki tiim dig er ktiltiirler 

icin de Avrupa bicimleri ve normlan m n olabildig ine in<1m n z. L<1kin h<1lk kliltiirlerinin 

deform<lsi olmast ile deyil ona yeni rengler k<ltmakl<1. Daha bir tUrk miiztyme ermeni 

mUziyi demekle ve Y<l glircU ritmleri k<ltm<1kln deyil. Yani insan zek<lst nt n daha yeni 

duny<1ya belli olm<ly<ln renglerini- calarlan nt katmakla sag Jarnak ger\;ekten yeni bir 

kUitUrii ortaya koy<l biter. Bu yeniliyi tlirk kiiltiirUne ait ede bilersek ve Asiyada yeni ttirk 

ki.ilttir olu~ umunu sag l<lrs<lk, yerclltt ve yeriistU servetleri dUnyaya t<1~ 1 ndt g 1 gibi 

yeni kiiltnrU de ktictilmU~ dl'myaya ta~ 1 n<1caktt r. 

Ama nast 1? T<1mamen dt ~ lamakl<lmt . ya ~ ekil deyi~ meklemi? Bize oyle geliyor 

ki. politikacilan n diinyada kendi ct k<1rlan t\;tn olu~ turdug u zahiri demokrasi gibi 

deyil. d<1ha sag lam bir tarzda. Biliriz ki. hegemen devletler demokrasinin ozelliklerinden 

kendi \;t karlan nt sag ladt g 1 gibi ttirk kiilttir f<1ktorlerinden de diinya toplumunu 

ya$ <ltacak bir ktilttir olu~ turmaktadt rlar. Lakin isim deyi~ ikliyi ve ~ ekil deyi;J ikliyi 

yaparak. Bu boyledirse neden ktiltiiriimlizli sahiplenip kendi ismiyle ktiresel toplum ktiltiirti 

yapm<lyayt m. 

Dtinyada turk halk kUiti.\r ve medeniyyetinin en eski cag lara bag It yaratt h ~ 1 ve 

Asiya gibi eski mekant vardt r. Mitolojini ve destanlan ara~ tt n rken, Anadolu 

medeniyyetler mezar!t g 1 nt tatkik edirken turk medeniyyetinin ~ imdi dunyada 

demokrasi adt yla geli~ tirilen ozelliklerden olu~ tug unu gorUrUz. Ttirk ktilttiriintin tOm 

Asiyaya ait olmast ve bu kt tam n zengin orf-adet, ktiltiir, medeniyyet be~ 1 yi olmast 
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yeni kiireselle~ m1~ dunyam n yeni medeniyyetinin- kiiltiiriiniin tUrk kiiltiirii olacag 1 na 

i~ aredir. Lakin bu yonde bC\tl dUnyasi m n kiiltilr politikar;1 ian dey1 1 Asiyam n turk 

politikar;1 ian r,;ah ~ malt d1 r ve r,;ah ~ mazsa diinya kend1 akan yla dey1 I ekonomi 

r,;1 karlan n devriyyesi ir,;in kendi mecras1 ndan t,;I karak devr edecektir. 

Yani bir kiiltilr politikam1 z olursa ve kilrerselle~ mede yerimizi belirte biliyoruzsa 

bunun sonucunda yaratd1 g 1 m1 z kiilturiln sahipi olan z. Daha bizim kiiltilrilmiiz bizden 

acayip ~ ekle sail namaz. Kliltiiriin en onemli faktoru olan dil de milli 

faktorlardan uzakla~ t1 n lmaz. Son yUzy1 Ida zamana ve tekniki geli~ ime uygun yem 

sozler ingiliz kelimeleri ile kabul etdirilmektedir. Birden bire milletlerin dil deyi~ imi 

mlimklin olmad1 g 1 1t,;m bu yol assimilyasyon ir,;in uygun ser,;ilmi~ tir. Yani 

kiireselle~ menin dili deyince bir ingiliz dil anlay1 ~ 1 ve bir devlet ortaya 

koyulmllktC\d! r. DrmyC\ya kabul etdirilmektedir ki. klireselle~ me slirecini Amerika ve 

Avrupa ba~ lat1 g 1 ir,;in Klireselle~ mi~ toplumun dili ingiliz dili olacakt1 r ve bu i~ ic,;in 

tom dUnya haz1 riC\m yor egitim gorliyor. Bu egitim ise dC\hC\ r,;ok Asiya toplumlan na 

veriliyor. CUnki Asiyllm n yeraltl ve yerlistU kaynaklan dt ~ 1 nda kiireselle~ meyi 

yapC\mt yor. KaynC\klan kendi hegemenligine mal edilen Asiyam n dili diinyaya mal 

edilmiyorsa. kUreselle~ me e~ it ya~ lim tarz1 deyil de hegemen devletlerin dunyayt 

somUrmeyidir deye biliriz. 

DUnyC\ tC\rihinde kiireselle~ me kavr<1mt eski zamanlarda ilk olarak turk 

hlikUmdarlan tarm ndan ortaya koyulmu~ ve eski i pek Yolu da bunun bize r,;atan tarihi 

gerc,;ekliyidir. BliyUk c, ~ atay 1 slam Devletini Emir Timurun " Gokte bir allah oldug u 

gibi yerde de bir padi~ ah olmah d1 r" dU~ ilncesi de bunu tastik eden bir i~ aretdir. 

S imdi ise b<ltJ dUnyast 01 n ba~ latt1 g t kUreselle~ meyi yal01 z bize dikte edilecek 

~ ekilde kavramaya r;ah ~ 1 n z dersek bu da dog ru olmaz. Asiyam n bilim insanlan 

ayakta ve bir r;ok i~ ler yapt h yor.Tarihi lpek Yolunun ger,;tigi merkezlerden biri olan 

Biskekte bulunan Kirgizistan-TUrkiye Manas Oniversitesi. TUrk diinyasinin dog usu ile 

batt st 01 , gUneyi ile kuzeyini birle~ tiren " altin koprU" olarak " Orta Asyadaki Kiiltiir 

ve Uygarliklan n Arastirilmasi" baslikli bilimsel arastirma projesi yaptl ve sonuc olarak 

TUrk killtur ve uygarliginin eskiligi ve geli~ imligi hususunda son derece kiymetli bilgi ve 

belgelere ulasildi. Lakin oyle sam n m ki, ilmi ara~ t1 rmalar yalm z ar~ ivlerde 

uyumamali tUrk kiiltilrli her bir kUr,;iik faktorii ile dlinyaya tam t1 !mali ve mal edilmelidir. 

Bunun ir,;in en bliyi.ik i~ dincilerin ve reklamr,;1 ian n ilzerine dii~ Uyor sam n m. 

Din ve inane! n sosyal b!itonle!;l mede cok b!iyO.k rolu vard1 r. 

Din Uzerinde apan ian ara~ tt rmalardan E. Durkeym, Z. Freyd, M. Weber, Merton, 

S.Donmezer ve ba~ kalan dinin insanlan n toplumsal yap1 ilnsiirlerini deyi~ tirmeye 
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sevk eden sosyal kontrol araCJ oldug unu mlieyyen etmi~ ler. S ovinistler ise her devirde 

dinin bu funksiyonlan nt deyerlendirerek dinden siyasi m<lksatlar i<;;in yararlanm1 ~ Jar. 

Sosyal biHiinle~ meyi sag layan fakl()r!erden biri din olgug u gibi, sosyal ay1 n m1 

yaratan faktorlerden biri de dinsizlik ve ya inane bUtlinlUyUnUn bozulmas1 dir. Toplum ve 

milletin f<lrkh h<dlara gelmesi ve inane ve ya din kimliklerinin itirilmesi i<;;in bu iki tezadh 

faktorlardan geni~ istifade edinmi~ ve edinmektedir. 

Kureselle~ me politikal<ln 111 n temel hedefinin toplum ve uluslan tek kUtblti bir 

dlinya madeline oturtmak olmas1 

~,;ikm<lktadl r. 

da bu tezath faktorlerin hayata ge<,;mesile ortaya 

TUrkiyenin A vrupa Birlig ine giri~ siireeinde Bekta~ i ve Alevilerin azinlik olarak 

gostermeye <;;ail ~ 1 lmas1 nda da haman hadeflere ula~ mak amac1 yatmaktayd1 

Alevi kimliyini muslim<m kimliyinden ay1 rmakla inane bUtUn!UytinU bozmak ve i slam1 n 

felsefi yoniinii ~ ariat yonunden ay1 rmak maksat1 gtidiilmektedir. Bu da bir ulusun 

varll g 1 na, onun. t<lrih bilinci i<,;inde sekillenen ortak degerlerine endirilen darbeden 

ba~ ka bir ~ ey deyildir. 1 slam dinini zeif di.'l~ Urtip hristianl1 g 1 list dini kimliye 

~,;evirmek <,;<lbas1 bu gUn globc:dizenin esas he~deflerinden biridir. BUtlin bunlara re~g men 

Alevi. Bekta~ i ve diger inane kimliklerine malik topluml<lr kendi kimliklerini zeifleden 

faktorlerin kendi i<;;lerinde geli~ tiyini bilmeli ve blitunle~ me yolunun modelini 

cizmelidirler. 

1-legemen devletlerin Asiyaya yapt1 g 1 Klireselle~ me Ktilttir program! bir milletin 

kendisine mahsus ole~n manevi servet unsurle~n m , vate~nda~ ian n topluma yonelik 

bag lant1 !an m . yani bir insan toplumunu millet yapan butUn ozellikleri mahv etmek 

projesinden ba~ ke~ bir ~ ey olmad1 g 1 m biliyoruz. Milli varh g 1 n temeli alan Milli 

ktilttir hem kendine ozel unsurle~n - kimlig ini muhe~faze~ etmekle ve hem de belirli bir 

dinamizm i<,;inde deg i~ mek suretiyle varl1 g 1 m koruye~ bilir. Bu sabebden de ulus 

devletin en onemlisi faktorU alan ktiltilri.'ln kendi ismiyle ya~ e~tl lmas1 gerekir. 

Yeni ktiltlirtin yeni ahlakt se~g lad1 g 1 m da biliyoruz Yeni ahlak tUrk 

ahlak1 m n modernle~ mi~ tarz1 ala bilir dii~ UniirUz. 

Ahlak konusu her bir milletin milli serveti oldug u kadar, dinle de bag h olarak 

zaman zaman milzakire edilmektedir. i lk kez 1893 y1 h nde~ Chicago da 1 slam 

diinY<lSl ndan bir kat1 I! mc1 olmayan " Dunya Dinleri Parlamentosu" yap! lm1 ~ ve 

100 y1 !dan sonra 1993 y1 lnda II Di.inya Dinleri Parlamentosu yeniden <;;ag n lm1 ~ t1 r. 

Bu Parlamentoya i slam dUnyas1 m n bir Sl ra din uzman1 kat! lm1 ~ t1 r. 

Parlamentoda bilti.in dini inanclara dayal! ortak deyerlerin bir araya getirilmesini ortaya 

koyan " Evrensel bir Ahlaka Dog ru 1 lk Dokuman" kabul edilmi~ di. Sonuc olarak II 
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Dunya Dinleri Parlamentosunda Dunya Ahlaki projesini geli~ tirmek 

sl"lriilmii~ tiir (4. s.302). 

teklifi ireli 

Hans Kling- Karl Josef Kuschel II Dunya Dinleri Parlamentosunun tekliflerini ve Diinya 

Ahlaki projesini geli~ tirme ye c;;alt ~ an " Evrensel bir ahlaka dog ru" kitap yazmt ~ tl r 

(2. s. 33, 48-52, 89, 99 ). 

Hans KUng bu projeyi bele ac;;t klamaktadt r: 

" Diinya Ahlakt derken kastedilen: ne bir diiny<J ideolojisi, ne mevcut dinlerden ayn 

bir diinya dini, ne de mevcut dinlerin bir k<m ~ 1 mt dt r. 1 nsanlar artt k birlik 

ideolojilerden bt kmt ~ durumd<ldt r. Diinya dinleri ise. mane esaslan dog malan , 

simgeleri ve ib<~det kurallan ile bir birinden o kadCir farklt dt rlar ki, bir " birle:;) me 

tesebbusu" anlamsizdir. ... Bu diinya ahlak1 , yine de dinlerde ortak olan ~ eyi bulmaya 

c;;alt ~ mak durumundadt r ... Bir ba~ ka deyi~ Je diinya ahl<1kt ... dinlerdeki ahlakt acidan 

ortak olan ilkeleri belirlemelidir." (4, s. 303>. 

Hans Kiingun Yeni Diinya Ahl<~kt nCl bak1 ~ 1 nda bir- birine 21 t fikirler 

bulunmaktadt r. Ara~ ti rm<l<;t birle~ meyi hem inkar ediyor. Hem de birle~ meyi 

tavsiye ediyor. Yani KonfU<;yiis (M0-551-489). Rabbi Hillel (MO 60-MS 10), Hz. 

Muhammed (SAV), Jainizm, Budizm, Hinduizm ve b. din ve inane sistemlerindeki ahlak1 

kurc=dlan n ortak ilkelerini bir araya getirmekden konu~ ur. 

Ash nda komi~ ulmay<ln ve din uzmanlan aras1 nda kabul edilmeyen bir hakikat 

vard1 r ki, bu da tUm inane ve dinlerin bir-birinin tCtmCimlayt ct s1 olarak yaranmast ve 

i slamt n sonuncu olarak Dinleri biitunle~ tirmesidir. 

Yani ash ndCt kiireselle~ me ele biitiinle~ medirse neden dinler blitiin](?~ meye dog ru 

getmiyor ve gederse her :;) eytn i slam ahlakt ndCt blitiinle~ mesini sag Jarnak 

istemiyorlar. Am<l istenilmese bile biitiinle~ me dog a! bir siirecle yene t slamda 

blllunac<lktt r. Allahimiz birdir ve onun gonderdiyi Kutsal kitaplar bir hatt iizerinde 

endirilmektedir. Yalm z zaman ve toplum farklan vardt r. Hetta Eski M.O. III. bin 

Yt lit kta ~ umer dilinde :;) ifahi yaranmt ~ ve II bin y1 lit kta <1kkat dilinde 12 gil lovheye 

yazt lmt ~ " Bilgamt s" (Gt lgamt ~ ) destam nda Arur Tann st m n Enkidi.inil 

yaratdt g 1 m ifade eden bu m1 sra da felsefi dCt~ Unce tarzt m n ortak gostergesidir: 

" Gilden bir ~ ey yog urup goklerden yere atdt 

Kuvvetli bir ke1hraman- EnkidUnii yaratdt ." 
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Bu destandak1 Enkidiinlin de, ~ umer yazili abidelerindeki Toratam n da, 

Bibliyadak1 Adam1 n da. KURAN dak1 Ademin de yaram ~ 1 

yar<1d1 h ~ f<1ktorleri eski turk kaynaklan nda ac;1 klanm1 ~ d1 r. 

aym d1 r ve bu 

Y ani bir in san 

<mlayJ ~ 1 ve onun dunyam n bir noktas1 ndan ba~ layarak hareket etmesi ve 

medeniyyet yaratmas1 faktorU vard1 r. 

Bir felsefi fikirdeki gibi " Akar suya bir kere girilir" Yani ikinci kere girilirken suda 

ba~ ka olur, zaman da. 

Kutsal inanclar ve Kitaplarda aym . Vahit T<1nn taraf1 ndan ba~ ka zamanlarda 

(geleceye dog ru irelilemede) ayri ayrilikta gonderilmi~ ve sonuncu olarak Kuram nazi! 

etmi~ tir. Her kes Kiyamet gUnrmde musliman olacak deyildise, bu insanlan n zamam n 

hareketine kar~ 1 c;1 kamayacag 1 m , yani bir hristian hala hristian olarak kald1 ysa o 

da geli~ medeki bir gerilik alameti gibi deyerlendirilecektir. Tann insanlan gerilikden 

korkutmu~ geleceye dog ru kendi kafas1 ile yUrUmesini emr etmi~ tir. Hristian ve 

yehudiler muslimanlan n dU~ menidir deyimi geriliyin geli~ meye (onceki zamam n 

gelecek zamana sava~ 1 ), yani sonuncu dine kar~ 1 geldiyini ifade etmektedir. Geli~ me 

de zaman k<1ybi ols<1 bile sonuncu Kit<1p sonuncu <1rm<1g an gibi toplumlan n hepsinin 

akiak kural kitab1 d1 r. Ash nda Hans KUngun ortaya koydug u ilke ve YUNESKO - nun 

2007 y1 h m Mevlana Yl l1 ilan etmesi de bunu ifade etmekdedur. HZ.Mevlanay1 

dUny<1da kabul etdiren felsefi fikir " Vahdet - y8m evremin en kiic,;lik zerreciyi bile bir 

tam1 n zarresidir" olmas1 d1 r. Bu sabeptende " ilahi a~ k yolu ile Allaha kavu~ m<1k 

gerekir" dU~ iincesi insanh g 1 n ort<1k deyerlerinden soz etmektedir. Tiirk felsefi 

deyerlerinin IYI bilicisi bUyUk <1lman Hotenin Rumi hakk1 nda 

yaz1 rd1 :" Re<1lh g 1 n ~ Ubheli ve sadakats1 z esasa dayanmas1 Celalettin Ruminin 

yUreyince deyil, o i<; ve d1 ~ olaylan n s1 rn m ananevi bak1 mdan tayin etmeye can 

<1tl yor, onlan acmaya ~ ali ~ 1 yor. Bu sabeptende onun yarat1 c1 h g 1 yem 

bulmacalar ireli sUrliyor, onlan da oz akan na koymak ve ayd1 nlatmak talep olunuyor. 

Sanda o bUtUn varh g 1 n allah oldug u h<1kta talime muracat etmeye mecbur oluyor." 

Bat1 dUnyas1 nda d<1h<1 c,;ok XVIII yiizyJ !dan ba~ layarak Avrupa, Amerika, 

Rusyam n bir c,;ok filozoflan taraf1 ndan ara~ tJ rm1 ~ Mevlana yarad1 c1 h g 1 

Hegel, Hote, Nikolson, Boldir. Arberi, Bertels gibi ~ ahsiyyatlar tarafl ndan yUksek 

deyerlendirilmi~ , muzik korijegleri Motsart, Bethoven gibi insanlan n geli~ mesinde 

faydah olmu~ dur. deyerli Holland ressam1 Rembrant1 etkilendirdiyi " hint-tUrk devri 

hakta" eserlerinin birinde C. Ruminin tesvirini yaratmag 1 ndan Mevlanaya mlinasibeti 

glini.imi.ize bellidir. Gunumuzde modern Bat1 Pop mUziyinin y1 ld1 zlan Maykl Cekson, 
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Madonna ve bir r,;ok mlizisyenlerin Mevlana yarail ct It g 1 ndan gem~ 

ortak kliltlir olu~ umundakt turk kliltlir faktorlerini one r,;t karmaktadt r. 

yararlanmast 

Bu sabepden de Hans Klingun ortaya koydug u ilke bir demokratik ya~ amdan soz 

ediyor. Demokrasinin ozellikleri Kuranda oldug u kadar, eskiden tlirk ahlak sisteminde 

mevcut olmu~ tur. Temel insan haklan m n korunmast , birge ya~ am, kar~ 1 It kit ilgi, 

1~ ortamt , kadt n ozglirlliyli ve b. gibi ilkeler eskiden tlirk milletinin ho~ gorli sisteminde 

ve sonra mlislimanlt ktak1 ahlak kurallan nda mevcut oldug u ir,;in, geleceye dog ru 

Uirkllik ve muslimanlt k bir sistem olarak ylirliyecektir. Demokrasi deyince ise bu, Tlirk

musliman ahlak ve ya~ am sistemi anla~ 1 lacakt1 r. 

Alvin Tofflerin : " Politik Ademi merkezile~ tirme demokrasi ir,;in bir glivence 

deg ildir" (Alvin Toffler. Yirmibirinci YUzyt I Demokrasisi) fikri tlirk insanlan na evremin 

ilahi devretmesini sag Jarnak gerekir gibi bir c;ag n st dt r deye bilirim. Politikadan uzak 

bir medeniyyetin olu~ mast " Politik Ademi merkezile~ tirme" nin kar~ 1 st m alarak 

devretmeni kendi mecrast na soka bilir. Bu medeniyyet ise Asiyanin eskiden bu glinlimlize 

kadar gelip <;I kan tlirk klilturlidl'tr. Bunu ise Asiya Birliyinin yapacag 1 reklam ve teblig at 

olacaktt r. 

Avrupa lilkeleri kUreselle~ mede " YUksek Avrupa Medeniyeti" olu~ turarak tek ve 

birle~ ik bir Avrupa yaparak yerini belirtmeye r,;aba gosteriyor. Almanya ve Fransa 

Klireselle~ meye " Fransalmanya" gibi getmeyi karar veriyor. 1 ngiltere ise Avrupa 

Birlig i ic;erisinde olmakla birlikte ABD' nin Yeni Dlinya Dlizeninden hissesine dli~ eni de 

alabilmek ic;in Amerika ile ortak siyaset yliriltliyor. Lakin Asyam n ulus devletleri bir 

Asiya Birliyi yaratmaya r,;aba gostermiyorsa Yeni Dlinya Dlizeninde yeri nast I olcak ve en 

azt ndan Asya olarak kala bilecekmi? 

TUrkler Asiya devletleri bir araya gelerek Asiya Birliyi yaratmalt ve tlirk kliltlirilnlin 

her faktortinti reklam ve teblig ederek klireselle~ mede yerini belirtmelidir. 
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I. Evolution in Scientific Human Being 

Science CIS philosophy might be reckoned to be originated from the Greek philosophy in 

6th century B.C. in which "science" and "philosophy" Viere not divided each other. In the 

6th century B. C .. Miletos Scholars in loniCI coined Cl vocCibulary," "physics" for the concept 

of reality (foundCition of things). Clnd they concentrated to find out the reality of existences. 

The vocabulary, "physics" was originCited from the ide<l. They thought th<lt living 

org<misms and nonliving things Clre not different mCitters Clnd thCit spirit is unsepRrCibble 

from physicCil m3tters. Therefore, they were c<~lled CIS "holozoist" (those who think that 

physicCil mCitters Clre 3lso living org3nisms). Th<lles <1mong the holozoists insisted th3t Cill 

physic3l matters Clre fulfilled with divinity, Clnd An<lximCindros <ldvoc3ted thCit the universe 

is org3nic system which is supported by "Pnueuma" (breC~th of universe). The version of 

wholeness Clnd organic rel<ltionship connecting the existences asserted by the holozoists 

was more Cldvanced and emph<1sized in the doctrine of the "HerCicleitos Scholars" in 

Ephesus. Heracleitos cl<limed th3t the universe undergoes 3lter<ltion eternally and 

simult3neously, generated freshly agCiin repeCitedly. As fCir as Heracleitos is concerned, the 

only real existence WCIS "fire" which stCind as Cl symbol of eternal alterations and dynamic 

states of existences. To him. the alter<~tion of existences WCIS thought to be derived from 

the repeatitive interaction of antagonistic couples. The concepttion in which the couple of 

the ant3gonists undergo unification to be integrated oneness which includes both sides of 

them and simultaneously, tr<lnscends the antagonism was defined 3S "Logos" by 

Her3cleitos. 

The concept of unified, organic system of the universe was disunited by "Elea Scholas" 

They insisted that there is divine nature over the m<ltters and hum3n beings. The divinity 

was at first the concept of oneness of total universe; however, it was changed to be an 

intellectual humanistic "God." Following the drift of thought, the division of wholeness of 

univers into spirit and physical matters was initi<~ted, and it wsas called as "Dualism" which 
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became the characteristics of western philosophy later. However, Parmenides did not 

admit <my diversity of existence and thought the diversity as a sensual illusion so that he 

advoc<1ted that eternal reality is the basic foundation of alteration. and the concept became 

the basis of the western philosophy. 

In 5th century B.C., the Greek philosophers tried to overcome the discrepancy of the 

concepts claimed by Parmenides and Heracleitos so that they conjugated the concept of 

unchangeable reality with that of eternal regeneration. Resultantly, from the idea. 

Leucippos and Democritos established newly restored concept of real existence, and 

created new. clear concept of "Atom." 

After that era. atomists divided the concepts of spirit and physical matters perfectly and 

even claimed that the physical substances were compassed of certain basic "building 

blocks" which were nonliving partcles. Thereafter, the "Dualism" in which mind versus 

physical matters and spirit versus body were separated was established adamantly. 

In 4.5th century B.C .. tn the period of golden age in Greek philosophy and science. 

Aristotetes systematized the scientific philosophy, and it became the fundermental 

foundation of western cosmology which ruled the western philosophy for 2000 years. 

Galileo was the first scientist who correlated mathemetics to experimental findings and 

officially established "Dualism" in which spirit and physical matters are devided each other. 

In 1 th century, the concepts matured in Descartes philosophy who devided the nature into 

two independent concepts of "res cognitans" and "res extensa." The Decates' concept of 

partitioning contributed people to think that physical matters as nonliving things which are 

independent from human being and which simultaneously are thought to be simply 

mechanical composition of foundamental particles. 

Thereafter. Issac Newton constructed his "mechanism" over the basement of this idea, 

and turned out to be a leader of the classical physics. The Newton's mechanical version of 

universe became to rule over the total scientific concepts from 17th to the end of 19th 

century. The Decartes' "Dualism" along with the Newton's "Mechanism" contributed to 

human being in beneficial and simultaneously, harmful way. The theories made eventually 

successful concenments of classical physics and technology; however, they brought 

harmful effect onto human spiritual curture and global environment. Scientific methods are 

efficient and powerful in maneuplating human life; nevertheless, it cost a lot of reguital. 

Other than that, the more precisely and efficiently the mathemetical equations m 

scientific theories are formulated, the further remoted thP. equations are from the reality 

and on the other hand, the closer the equations approached to the realities, the more 
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ambiguons and rough the equations became. Futhermore, it is even more important to 

acknowledge that how far the gaps be twe en the mathematical models and the 

correspondent vocabularie s are. For this argument, even Albert Einstein warned that 

whenever mathematical principles describe realities, they are not clearly formulated, and 

whenever the mathematical equations are clear and well-organized by themselves, they 

are not equal to the realities. When one look into even a simple mathemetical logic in 

modern physics, he will experience mysteriousness as if seeing a puzzle which is beyond 

comprehension 

In the Newton's classical theory of "Mechanism," the resistance and the friction of air 

were disregarded because they are extremely weak. Nevertheless, the model was believed 

to be absolute truth until magnetic- along with electronic- phenoma were di scovered. Only 

after the electrom<tgnetic phenomena were known. Newton's model was came to people's 

knowledge to be imperfect, limited theory which is adaptable to only partial cosmic 

phenomena, especi<llly to the motion of solid. 

The Newton's theory of"Mechanism" is limited conception that is confined within the 

size of the particles which are larger than the atomic size and within the speed which is 

much slower than the speed of light. Therefore, to make the theory adjustable to all the 

subjects ubiquitously in the universe, the Newton's model should be subs tituted with 

"Quantum Ttheory" for the subatomic system, and it should be substituted with the 

"Theory of Relativity" when speed of motion is close to light-speed. However, this 

doesn't mean anything like that this is wrong, but that is true; Instead, each doctrine is 

right for the seperarated, different jurisdiction distinctly. As a matter of fact , the "Quantum 

Theory" also has its own defect per se, <md physicans had to try continuousely to 

overcome the blemish and to find out perfec t theory so that something like "Bootstrap 

theory" of Greoffrey Chew has been entered on the stage. 

However, all the scientific models and mathemetical theories are only approximation of 

the reality, and the linguistic interpretation of those mathematic models cannot express the 

exact meaning of the equations so that they are even remoted futher from the reality 

because of the ambiguity of the linguistic image (vocabulary). Because of that , Heisenburg 

sighted; "Is the n<tture so much irrational that we see in the phenomena occurred at the 

subatomic levels in the experimental process?" The results that we detect in the 

laboratory maneuver (visible or acoustic) are not the existences themselves but only the 

re sults of experimental processes. As a matte r of fact, atomic or subatomic systems are 
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beyond our perception. The deeper we excavate the nature, the more we cannot help 

relinquishing our ordinary linguistical images. 

The new findings in the modern physics brought mighty changes in the basic concepts 

of the space, time, physical-matters, subjects, and the law of cause and results, etc.; 

therefore. we c<mnot help being shocked in front of the impacts of the changes. As a result, 

very new and different views of the world were established, and it was now undergoing its 

development<il way forming on. 

As a masterpiece of the scientific development, Isac Newton formulated a completely 

novel ideCI of "differential calculus" to express the "GRAVITY" in mathematical way. 

Einstein admired this finding as the greatest achievement in science which can be 

accomplished by an individual. In the Newton's view of world, the universe was three 

dimensional Euclidian spaces, which was always quiscent, unchangeable "ABSOLUTE 

SPACE" that cannot be <1ffected by anythingelse. Newton's concept of time also was 

"ABSOLUTE TIME" which can flow onlly one W8Y from p8st to present and from the 

present to future. Addition to that, the basic particles of physical m8tters moving in the 

8bsolute sp8ce and absolute time were undestructable in their characteristics. Here. we 

need to discrimin<1te the atomic concepts of Democritos and Newton th8t in what way they 

<1re different. and how far different the theories are each other. The most important 

differnce was that in Newton's theory, there appeared to be distinct description of 

"FORCES" interacting between the particles. The magnitudes of the "FORCES" were 

explained as the quantities which can varried dependent only on the mass of the particles 

and simult8neousely. on the distance between the particles. Newton named the force 

as"Gravity," mentioned 8bove. Then how and from where the BASIC PARTICLES, the 

FORCES between the particles, the LAWS of MOTION were originated? For the argument, 

Newton said th8t they were created by the mighty God and insisted that whole matters in 

the univers have existed as a m<lcin8ry which W8S ruled by eternally unchangeable laws. 

This ide8 was called by physicians as the "MECHANISM" of Newton. The mechanism 

happen to be closely interconnected with the "DETERMINISM" of De Cartes in their theory, 

such as the mechanic8l universe was suggested to be totally retributable and 

determinational in its distinctiveness. In the De C8rtes theory of DETERMINISM, a 

subjective individual was an existence th8t was totally separated from the objective world 

so that the objective word c8n be described without ClOY correlation with the observer 

independently. This attitude in which the nature by itself can be described objectively 

became to be regarded as unviolatable principle as the rule of thum in science. 
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There<1fter, L8pl8ce, P.S. described the umverse CIS completely independe nt machinery 

which beh8ve by itself. and based on the idea , he wrote the famouse five books of 

"Mecaniques Celeste" in which he successfully explained natural phenomena, e.g., 

flowment of tides, movements of satellites, meteors, and comets. The magnificent success 

of The Newton's Mechanism, encouraged physicians to extend the theory to the field of 

continuously flowing rheological substances and even to the vibration of elastic body with 

another successful results. Other than that, the phenomena of heat was also newly 

unerstood to be a sort of energy gener<1ted by the motion of molecules, and the concept of 

he8 t was also induced into the bondary of the mechanism. The gigantic success of the 

Mechanism pushed people to believe that the universe is really a mechanical machinary 

which is ruled by Newton's law of motion; therefore, people thought that the Newton's 

physics as basic ruling laws of nature or as the fundamental theory of existences. 

However, within 8 decade. the parial defaults of the Newtonian theory were revealed 

and exposed to be lack of absolute applicability. This trend of advances was not any 

abruptly <1risen event but initiated in the early 19th century along with the deve lopment of 

science which pre pared curre nt scientic evolution in our era. The first event among the 

advances was the finding of" ELECTRICITY" and "MAGNETISM": neverthe less . these 

phenomena were not able to be explained appropriately by the mechenical theory. The 

findings were accomplished by Fareday, M. and Maxwell C., and they investigated the 

effects of electricity and magnetism so that they substituted the concept of forces in 

Newtonian theory with newly coined concept of "FIELD" ; therefore. first time in the 

scientific history, an evolution which overcome the Newton's physics took place. Instead of 

describing the forc e as in the Newton's physics for the pulling phenomea interacting each 

other between the opposite charges (plus vs minus), they substituted the concept of forces 

with an alternative concept of dispersion or condition which are generated by the charges 

around the environment of the charges. This condition and dispersion which have potential 

of generatig certain forces were defined as "FIELD." This event was the most profound 

change made in the concepts of physical reality. Thereafter, the concept of "force" was 

substituted with "field" which could be investigated without any correlation with physical 

matters. 

Additionally, light was found to be nothing more than an "ELECTROMAGNETIC 

FIELD"that can disperse through space in the form of wave. 

Nevertheless, in general, Newton's physics resisted to hold the position as the basic 
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principle of the nature which ruled all the concepts of science regardless of exorbitant 

advances in physics. What is worse was that Maxwell by himself tried to explain his own 

results that he found in his experiments with using the expression in the concept of 

"mechanism." Initially, he tried to interprete the "field" as the state of "Pressure" which 

existed within the "ETHER" that is a kind of intermediating substance fulfilling the space 

and as the "Electromagnetic wave" that is the elastic wave of the "ETHER." 

However. at last, it was clearly illucidated by Einstein that the "FIELD" IS a reality 

which is absolutely different from the mechanical quantities such as forces. Whe1t he 

declared we1s that there is nothing like "EHER" existing in the space and that the 

"ELECTROMAGNET! FIELD" is a reality which c;:m disperse even through vacuous space 

with no need of intermediating media and simultaneously cannot be explainable with the 

theory of "MECHANISM"in its own property. 

Result;:mtly, physicists were able to have two separated basic theories which could be 

8pplicable to two different regiment of nature, one of which was the Newton's 

"MECHENICAL DYNAMICS" and the other was Maxwell's "ELECTRCAL DYNAMICS." 

Finally, with this separe1tion. Newton's model of physics couldn't keep the position which 

was ruling <til the sciences as basic theory. 

In 1905. Einstein published two papers of evolutionary theories one of which was the 

"SPECIAL THEORY of RELATIVITY", and the other one was about a new investigation 

method of electrom<Jgnetic radiation, which was an initiation of the concept of "Quatums 

Theory" that was an expl;;mation of <Jtomic phenomena. Thereafter, in 25 years, perfect 

"QUANTUM THEORY" was established by a group of physicians called "COPENHAGEN 

TEAM." 

Einstein constructed the "SPECIFIC THEORY of RELATIVITY" by combining the two 

basic logics in the classical physics. e.g., "MECHANICAL DYNAMICS" and "ELECTRICAL 

DYNAMICS." Concequantly, the "SPECIFIC THEORY of RELATIVITY" unified the structures 

and simultaneousely, the concepts of the classical physics. Therefore, it made the 

conventional concept of time and space and the Newton's view of the world to be 

overthrown. 

In the 'THEORY of RELATIVITY', the space is none of three-dimensional reality but 

four-dimensional reality of time-space combination, and in the theory; space alone without 

time can't exists and vise versa. Hence, a revision of the concepts of time and space was 

required over the whole system of natural science because the time and space are the 

basic concepts that describe the natural world. The important consequence of the 
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amendments was the new perceiveness of truth in that mass is nothing but a certain form 

of ene rgy. The relation of mass and energy can be de scribed by the equation , e.g., E=MC2 

Where, E=energy, M=mC'I ss, and C=speed of light. 

In 1915, Einstein published the "GENERAL THEORY of RELATIVITY" in which the 

concepts of "SPECIFIC THEORY of RELATIVITY" were extended to the logics include 

"GRAVITY" (iteraction among all physics! matters which have mass). 

The "SPECIFIC THEORY of RELATIVITY" was verified by a vast amount of experimental 

results; nevertheless, the "GENERAL THEORY of RELATIVITY" was yet verified 

experimentarilly; however, even without experimental varification, it is an excellent logic 

of gravity, so that it is applied successfully to astronomy and cosmological physics. In this 

theory, the "GRAVITY" makes time and space to be crooked. As a matter of fact, the space 

is actually bent, and the rate of bending is dependent on the intensity of the gravity. 

The "TIME" also flow s at different velocity depend upon the are<~ of spaces which 

include different physic<~! matters h<~ving different m<~ss; therefore. the total system of 

time is determined by the distrbution of physic<~! m<~tters; Concequently, the concepts of 

"ABSOLUTE TIME" <~nd "ABSOLUTE SPACE" in the Newtoni<~n physics were destroyed by 

the "GENERAL THEORY of RELATIVITY" and , it made the concept of "VACUUM" become 

to be me<~ningless. 

Moreover, <1 couple of phenomena which could elucidate the structure of otom thot used 

to be unexplanoble with the clossical physics were discovered by laborotory experiments. 

The firs t clue for the atomic structure wos reveoled by the finding of "X-RAY" which was 

one of r<~diol r<~ys, and shortly after the initiation of the discovery, other radial rays that 

ore radiated from the atoms of so-c3lled radioactive subst<~nces or radioactivity were 

discovered. The rodioactivity rendered conclusive, clear-cut lines of evidence of complex 

atomic structure by visualizing cert<~in phemena in the atoms of physical m<~tters. When 

rodiooctivity is rodiated from on otom, the atom does not only rodiote r<~diol roys but ol so 

are transformed by itself to other elements. Lane. M.V. adapted the x-roy to the 

investigation of atomic distribution in a certain crystal , and Rutherford. E. realize d that 

radialed u-ray was subatomic-sized radial particle which can be utilized m the 

investigation of the structure of atoms. When he shot the u- particles to atoms, 

Rutherford was surprised with unexpected, unbelievable results by which he could confirm 

that atom is not any particle of compactly solid propenty but is composed of vacant space 

including moving electrons around the nucleus . The truth is that is that the radius of atom 

is roughly lXl0-9 em, but the most of it is nothing but vacant space. 
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The chemical property of all atoms is determined by the number of e lectrons included 

m it. Consequently, all logic s of chemistry are based on the fundamental laws of atomic 

physics. 

Those basic laws were established in 1920' s by a group of scienti s ts, e.g. Bohr. de 

Broglie. Dirac, Heisenbug, Pauli , and Schrodinger who were called as "Copenhagen Team. 

Finally, Human be ing could encounter the subatomic realities which are so much 

delicate and out of anticipation for the first time in the scientific history. As a matter of 

fact. the subatomic existences are very abstractive two-faced realities which are revealing 

wave-property along with particle's property from time to time. The kind of dual property 

of the be havior is found in the sun-light too. To ordinary people. it should be a kind of 

puzle which is hard to solve that both of physical matters and sun-light are certain 

re c-tlities which exist as particles that are confined within certain fixed spaces and 

simultaneousely, as waves that can spread out throught open space indefinite ly m any 

direction. This contrary property of the realities were arranged as a theory m the 

"QUANTUM THEORY", and the developement of the conceptions was <1ctually initiated by 

Plank's finding s of which radiant heat is not radiated continuously but discretely. Einstein 

was the physicist who named the pack of discrete energy as "QUANTUM" 

Thereafter. quantum of light was accepted to scientists as real particle . and it is now 

called as "PHOTON." The photon is an extraordinary particle which doesn't have <1ny mass 

and moves at the speed of light. 

The 8pparnt contiadiction in the properties of wave and particle at an identical 

existence was unexpectedly settled now without any problem; that is to say, the physical 

matters at the subatomic level do not exist certainly at a fixed space at a fixed time, but 

the y show their colors as only a trend to exist". Here, the tendency should be expressed 

as "PROBABILITY" which is dependent on the mathematical quantity of wave form. This is 

the reason, why particles which can be expressed as "WAVE" is not any physical wave 

like sound or water-wave but is only" "WAVE of PROBABILITY" in which observers can 

find out a certain particle at a certain time; therfore, in the case of subatomic description, 

the most logics in atomic-physics are expressed as "PROBABILITY" in this way. Nobody 

can describe atomic events with certainty, and one can only describe the atomic events as 

the probability e.g., how the events can take place. Additionally, in quantum theory, 

subatomic particles do not exist as independent reality but can exist only in the limit or 

environment of inter-relationship correlated each other. 
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What it means is that there can never be any fundamentally basic unit or particle of 

physical substances which exists independently by itself. In addition to that, the more the 

physical matters are decomposed, the more the complex network of composit units 

appeared to be correlated each other without showing any independently existing unit. 

Besides, the objective description which was the landmark of the classical physics faded 

off the light. The Decartes' way of classification of individual (oneself) versus the 

objective world, and of observer versus the subject of observation can't come into being 

reality at the level of subatomic world. 

The "TENDENCY" to exist; instead of existing at a certain fixed space at a certain fixed 

time, moving against reatriction within extremely limited area such as atomic size, sudden 

conversion of particles, and the network of intercorrelation of the particles in the existency 

is the unbeliveable characteristics of the subatomic world. 

During the time, another evolution took place 10 the history of science that another 

subatomic particle, "NEUTRON" composing the nucleus was newly discovered. The 

neutron is a partcle which has the mass equivalent to position (around 2,000 times of 

electron's mass) but no charge. The neucleus containing the neutron is sized at only one 

over 100 thousandth of atom's size; nevertheless, it occupies almost the whole mass of 

atom which means that the neucleus is extremely high in density. 

Since the neuclear particles (positrons and neutrons. etc.) haves the same property of 

quantum as electron, the movement of the particles are extremely fast at the speed as high 

as close to that of light. Because they are restrained within the supratiny space smaller 

then atom, their speed is ultrahigh at about 6.4X10H m per second. Therefore, the nuclear 

system is completely different world than ordinary macroscopic world of our experience in 

our daily environment. In this extraordinerary system. the interaction among the nuclear 

particles are"NUCLEAR FORCE" which can be in existence only in the limited area 10 

which the distance between the particles is shorter than one thirdth of the particles' radius. 

Nevertheless when the distance becomes much shorter than that, the direction of 

interaction turns out to be reversed, and then the particles push away each other so that 

they can't get closer any more. 

In conclusion, in the evolution of scientific aspect of human being, at first in 1930, it 

came into people's knowledge that atoms are composed of "Positron", "Newtron", 

and"Electron." However, until that time, the findings could not strip off black illusion that 

still covered over the truth and that those basic particles were yet considered to be the 
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unbreakable, fundamental units. Since the coventional power of classical physics still rules 

over the people's thought, people have tried to understand them as the fundamental unit 

composing phys ical matters th<lt can never be broken. 

However, another revolution in science was followed shortly after those findings in 

modern physics and made it clear that the concept of fundamental particles should be 

abrogated. One of the two findings came out from laboratory-origonClted experimental 

results and the other entred the stage from theoretical studies. 

Firstly, the subatomic particles found in the experimental studies were within the 

number of only three before 1935; however. within a year of 1935 the number was 

enlarged to eighteen; and nowadays, it was extended to be hundreds. Under the 

circumstClnces, the concept of" fundamental" paricle is not appropri<lte any more. 

Secondly, in theoretical development of physics, it became to be indisputable that the 

"QUANTUM THEORY" should be integre1ted with the"THEORIES of "RELATIVITY" for the 

perfect and faultless explanation of the nuclear phenomena. The argument is re<1sonable 

because the subatomic particles e1re actue1lly moving within the ultranarrow space of the 

nucleus at the speed as f<1st ClS the speed of light, and when the phenomena of moving at 

the speed of light is concerned, it should be described only by the "THEORY of 

RELATIVITY." so that the cocept should be added to the deseription. 

Consequently, whe1t we need to understand the nuclear phenomena completely is the 

unified logic in which "QUANTUM THEORY <1nd the "THEORY of RELATIVITY" are 

integrated; however. none of the perfect theory to meet the requirement fully yet came out 

to be in our hands. 
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I. Introduction 

Unlike Japan and China. little ha s been written about Korea 's growmg importance in 

the global morketplace. It hos been <~ctive and aggressive in a diverse range of industries 

;:md servtces. These include consumer electronics, semi-conductors . computers. 

Clutomobiles, shipbuilding. steel construction, and re <~l estate. Korea stands today as the 

11th largest economy m the world and the 12th largest trading nation. There are at 

present twelve Korean companie s listed on the Intern<~tional Fortune 500 list. 

As multi-national firms diversify their design, production and marketing activities 

throughout the world, national boundaries become blurred and as a result , such changes 

m<~ke <In awareness of differences <~cross cultures increasingly important.* 

When business students <~nd m<1n<1gers are <~sked the question, "what ts effective 

man<~gement?" the typical <~nswe r is: "Effective m<~nagement is the ability to identify a 

problem within the organization. analyze the re<~sons behind the problem and identify the 

best solution to solve the problem." 

It can be argued th<1t culture influences the way we define a problem and whether we 

perceive there is one, how we <~nalyze problems in terms of appropriate me thod , and how 

we identify solutions. 

Culture is subtle yet pervasive, transmitted from one generation to the next, shapes 

people's attitudes, beh<~vior. and perception of the world and is shared by almost everyone 

in a particular group or society. Steers cites Hofstede's definition of culture as "the 

collective mental programming of a people." Therefore , we cannot talk about effective 

management without understanding the role of culture. 

II. Types of employees 

Japanese corporations typically have two kinds of employees. One group consists of 
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lifetime or core employees who have identified with the company and who have merged 

their career goals with the company's. The other group consists of basic workers. female 

employees. suppliers, and other people whose securily is dependent upon the company's 

growth. If a Japanese company encounters hard times, it will typically eliminate some of its 

suppliers but not its lifetime employees. 

In the United States, it is argued that virtually everybody is a regular employee but 

what exists is a small core of employees who supposedly have lifetime employment. In the 

private sector however, even the Chief Executive Officer gets fired. Therefore, in the 

United States there exists a l<~bor free market on both sides. An individual is free to leave 

or he can be Clsked to leave. 

The Korean situation is a hybrid of the Japanese and American models. In general. 

Korean companies consist of three groups of employees. There are "core" employees (a 

m<lle managerial class and some m<lle blue-collar class) that are usually long-term 

workers. highly valued, and typically tre<lted quite well. This core group tends to be much 

smaller than a Japanese "core." But one difference is th<lt workers including executives do 

get fired. 

The second group consists of basic or '"regular" employees whose subsistence or 

future depends on the economic prosperity of the comp<~ny. They have worked for the 

company for a sufficient time to build some commitments on both sides. Some regular 

employees advance to become part of the core group. 

The final group consists of "marginal" employees. usually friends and relatives who 

are hired through personal contacts or connections. These people typically are not as 

motivated and are not laid off during economic downturns for obvious reasons. 

Ill. Organizational structures 

The Korean organizational structure is a hierarchy that resembles the American model 

with workers at the bottom and white collar workers or managers at the top. As in the case 

of American and Canadi<m companies, advancement for white-collar workers in a Korean 

corporation consists of a dual-track system. either along the managerial or 

technical/professional tracks. 

There is a separate and distinct hierarchy for female employees. They are paid less, 

have less job security, have little input into the decision-making process, and seldom get 

into managerial ranks. Conceptually, the female population of a company is regarded as 
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totally distinct employee s. 

IV. Corporate culture 

Many writers deal with the topical subject of corporate culture in a typically American 

setting such as General Motors Company but they seldom consider the concept of a 

corporate culture in an international dimension. While variations across companies clearly 

exist. it is possible to develop a rough composite picture of a typical Korean work 

environment by observing central tendencies across companies. We can identify seven 

characteristics that will help explain the Korean approach to management. 

1. Work Ethic 

The Korean work ethic 1s legendary. Even the Japanese complain that Koreans work 

too hard. 

It appears that Koreans are not only hard-working and entrepreneurial but also 

extremely achievement-oriented. We mistakenly infer that the concept of achievement

motivation or achievement-orientation is similar to the West but it is very different. In 

Korea the individual is motivated to succeed for spiritual rllther than fimmcial rewards. His 

work effort is also defined in terms of group rather than individual achievement, that is, it 

has a collective focus that emphasized the group or company's success. In contrast. an 

employee in the U.S. is individually oriented; it is important that he succeeds and stands 

out in the group in terms of financial remuneration. promotion, etc. 

Another difference is that in a typical American company, if the group succeeds the 

manager takes the credit but if the group fails. the group is blamed. In Korea. it is the 

opposite. If the group succeeds, it receives credit for the success but if it f<1ils, the 

mane1ger takes the blame. 

2. Group Harmony and the Social Contract 

The second characteristic of a typical Korean work environment concerns the nature 

of the "social contract" which is based on the belief in preserving group harmony. In 

contrast, the West may appear to place more emphasis on preserving justice than 

preserving harmony. When an individual in the West perceives that he has been injured, he 

will aim for fair resolution of the problem even though it may be at the expense of 

harmony. In several East Asian countries the opposite often occurs where the individual 
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will subvert his own interests for the good of the society. 

It is not <1 ce1se of justice or he1rmony being unimportant in the respective,societies, but 

it is <1 question of priorities. 

3. Paternalism 

Kore<ln society e1nd Koree1n compe1nies have often been labeled as authoritarian. 

Rele1tionships between superiors and subordinates are characterized by a high degree of 

paterne1lism. A Western manager's e1uthority is often defined as "I'm the boss, you are the 

followers and the corpore1tion he1s given me the lege1l power or right to order you to do 

something." In the West this is more likely to be a one-way orientation, whereas in the 

East there is more of a bilateral relationship. The manager in <1 Korean company still has 

the corpore1te defined "right" to order his subordine1tes to do something but there are 

mutual commitments and oblige1tions. It is expected the1t a supervisor or manager will 

assume personal responsibility for the development of his subordine1tes and that they will 

respond by showing the proper CJmoLmt of respect and obedience. 

4. Basis for Career Success 

Career progression in the West 1s based on job performance, whereas in Korea 

seniority is the central factor in determining career advancement. This also stems from the 

Confuci<m tradition and serves to preserve harmony (since it is unseemly for younger 

employees to supervise older ones). Using seniority makes promotion decisions a little 

simpler than relying on imprecise ev<1luation methods to discriminate between a group of 

high achievers. It should be noted as Korean firms move toward greater professionalization 

in their management practices, greater emphasis is being placed on in-house performe1nce 

evaluations as a be1sis for advancement. 

5. Importance ofPersonal Relationships 

Many Koreans tend to give more credence to personal contacts unlike many 

Westerners who stress written contracts in business relationships. In Korea, it is 

imperative for an individual to be "connected'' both inside and outside the corporation, 

hence considerable time is spent developing and nurturing these relationships. Business is 

conducted with someone the individual knows and trusts and is often done with a 

handshake. 

6. Decision-making Processes 
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In theory, the Korean decision-making process called pummi or "proposal submitted 

for deliberation" parallels the Japanese ringi-sho system whereby a proposal circulates 

throughout an organization from the bottom up so that by the time it reaches top 

management there is widespread consensus as to the desired course of action. In reality, 

the pummi approach is seldom followed in any systematic fashion in the big companies. 

Instead the pummi system tends to provide documentation for all company programs and 

new ventures and to diffuse responsibility for decision implementation. 

Decision-making in Korean companies is typically highly centralized. Companies that 

are owner-managed tend to be more authoritarian while companies that rely more he<wily 

on professional managers tend to be more participative. 

7. Role of women in Organizations 

To a large extent, women have been the source of cheap labor that has been driving 

the Korean economy. There is a large body of highly educated, highly skilled and 

motivated mobile, and poorly-paid female employees who work ClS assembly workers in 

f<1ctories and clerical staff in offices. There really is no seriously Clcknowledged role for 

women in Korean corporations. 

After wh<1t was described several years ago <1s the "affirmative action" or "equal pay" 

revolution, women get paid approximately 80% of their male counterparts' salary in the 

same job, even though it becomes much better. 

V. Conclusions 

We have attempted to describe several elements of Korean culture and to show that 

traditional values appear to play a signific<1nt role in shaping the espoused values and 

beliefs of the Korean firm. The degree of commitment of a company to its stCited values 

and beliefs is a good indicator of the relCitionship between mCinagement values and actual 

practices. The manageri<1l recruitment, selection and management compensation practices 

we discussed illustrate the impact of traditional cultural values on management. There is 

continuing debate whether organizations are culture-free or culture-bound. This paper 

suggests that cultural values have helped to shape human resource management. Because 

behind the formal structure of East Asian compCinies, it is believed that informal and subtle 

management processes which are strongly influenced by its cultural values and belief 

systems play an important role. Thus, we believe that recruitment, selection and 

management compensation practices that we h<1ve described are unlikely to change 
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dramatically in the near future. 
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Introduction 

The spatial spread of population in the vvorld is not ubiquitous. There are wide 

regional contr<~sts in the degree of concentration of population gibing highly variable 

densities to different parts of the world. According to 1995 population st<~tistics of the 

United Nations, on an <~verage , there were 44 persons to the share of each square 

kilometers in the world. Asia with a density of 112 persons per square kms was the most 

densely populated continent of the world. Many approximations have been made by 

scholars like Trewartha, Clarke about the proportions of area and proportions of 

population to highlight the f<~ct of regional contrasts in the degree of population 

concentration <~t macro level. It has been estim<~ted that about 80 percent of the world's 

population was concentrated in about 20 percent of the world's total land area . 

Country Persons/Km2 

China 131 

India 315 

Singapore 4670 

Pakistan 182 

Indonesia 110 

Bangladesh 925 

Japan 332 

Lebanon 294 

Afghanistan 31 

Yemen Republic 28 

Georgia Republic 78 
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Israel 273 

Vietnam 229 

Jordan 61 

Korea Republic 456 

Sri Lanka 284 

U.A.E 23 

Asi<1 (a'zh:J) . the world's largest continent, 17.139,000 sq mi (44,390,000 sq km), with 

about 3.3 billion people, nearly three fifths of the world's total population. Asia is the 

largest and most populous continent or region. It is traditionally defined as part of the 

landmass of Africa-Eurasia - with the western portion of the latter occupied by Europe -

lying east of the Suez Canal, east of the Ural Mountains. and south of the Caucasus 

Mount<1ins <1nd the C<1spian and Bl<1ck Se<1s. Asi<1 covers 8.7% of the Earth's total surface 

<1rea or 29.8% of its l<1nd are<1. and cont<1ins more th<1n 60% of the world's hum<m 

population. 

The European Union (EU) IS <1n intergovernmental and supran<1tional umon of 25 

member states. The European Union was established under that name in 1992 by the 

Tre<1ty on European Union (the Ma<1stricht Treaty). However. many aspects of the Union 

existed before that date through a series of predecessor relationships, dating back to 1951. 

The European Union's 25 member states covers an area of 3,892,685 km2 and has 

<lpproximately 460 million inhabitants ClS of December 2004 . The European Union's 

member st<1tes combined represent the world's largest economy by GOP. the seventh 

largest territory in the world by area and the third largest by population. The EU describes 

itself as <1 "a family of democratic European countries" .111 though the extent of "European" 

has been a matter of debate, especially in relation to the possibility of the accession of 

Turkey. 

Medieval Europeans considered Asia as a continent, a distinct landmass. The European 

concept of the three continents in the Old World goes back to classical antiquity with the 

etymology of the word rooted in the ancient Near and Middle East. The demarcation 

between Asia and Africa is the Isthmus of Suez and the Red Sea. The boundary between 

Asia <1nd Europe is commonly believed to run through the Dardanelles, the Sea of Marmara, 

the Bosporus, the Black Sea, the Caucasus Mountains, the Caspian Sea, the Ural River to 

its source, and the Ural Mountains to the Kara Sea near Kara, Russia. However, modern 

discovery of the extent of Africa and Asia made this definition rather anachronistic, 
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especially in the case of Asia, which would have several regions that would be considered 

distinct landmasses if these criteria were used (for example, South Asia and East Asia). 

Asia's border with Europe-which, geographically, may be regarded as a peninsula of 

the Eurasian landmass-lies approximately along the Urals, the Ural River, the Caspian Sea, 

the Caucasus, the Black Sea, the Bosporus and Dardanelles straits, and the Aegean Sea. 

The connection of Asia with Africa is broken only by the Suez Canal between the 

Mediterranean Sea and the Red Sea. In the far northeast of Asia, Siberia is separated from 

North America by the Bering Strait. The continent of Asia is washed on the S by the Gulf 

of Aden, the Arabian Sea, and the Bay of Bengal; on the E by the South China Sea, East 

China Sea, Yellow Sea, Sea of Japan. Sea of Okhotsk, and Bering Sea; and on the N by the 

Arctic Ocean. 

Geo/ogkally, AsiCl consists of ancient Precambrian landmasses-the Arabian and Indian 

peninsulas in the south and the central Siberian plateau in the north-enclosing a central 

zone of folded ridges. In accordance with this underlying structure, Asia falls into the 

following major physiographic structures: the northern lowlands covering W central Asia 

and most of Siberia; the vast central highland zone of high plateaus. rising to c.l5,000 ft 

(4,570 m) in Tibet in China and enclosed by some of the world's greatest mountain ranges 

(the Himalayas. the Karakorum. the Kunlun. the Tian Shan, and the Hindu Kush); the 

southern peninsular plateaus of India and Arabia, merging, respectively, into the Ganges 

and Tigris-Euphrates plains; and the lowl<mds of E Asia, especially in China. which are 

separated by mountain spurs of the central highland zone. Mt. Everest (29.035 ft/8,850 m), 

in Nepal, is the world's highest peak; the Dead Sea (1,312 ft/400 m below sea level) is the 

world's lowest point. Great peninsulas extend out from the mainland, dividing the oceans 

into seas and bays, many of them protected by Asia's numerous offshore islands. Asia's 

rivers, among the longest in the world, generally rise in the high plateaus and break 

through the great chains toward the peripheral lowlands. They include the Ob-Irtysh, the 

Yenisei-Argana, and Lena of Siberia; the Amur-Argun, Huang He, Chang (Yangtze), Xi, 

Mekong, Thanlwin, and Ayeyarwady of E and SE Asia; and the Ganges-Brahmaputra, Indus, 

and Tigris-Euphrates of S and SW Asia. Central Asia has vast areas of interior drainage, 

including the Amu Darya, Syr Darya, IIi, and Tarim rivers, which empty into inland lakes or 

disappear into desert sands. The Aral Sea, Lake Baykal, and Lake Balkash are among the 

world's largest lakes. Climatically, the continent ranges through all extremes, from torrid 

heat to arctic cold and from torrential rains (the product of monsoons) to extreme aridity 

(as in the Tarim Basin). 
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Asia can be divided into s1x reg10ns, each possessing distinctive physical, cultural, 

economic. and political characteristics. Southwest Asia Oran; Turkey, in Asia Minor; and 

the nations of the Fertile Crescent and the Arabian peninsula or Arabia), long a strategic 

crossroad. is characterized by an arid climate and irrigated agriculture, great petroleum 

reserves. and the predominance of Islam. South Asia (Afghanistan and the nations of the 

Indian subcontinent) is isolated from the rest of Asia by great mountain barriers. Southeast 

Asia (the nations of the southeastern peninsula and the Malay Archipelago) 1s 

characterized by monsoon climate, maritime orientation, the fusion of Indian and Chinese 

cultures. and a great diversity of ethnic groups, languages. religions, and politics. East 

Asia (China. Mongolia, Korea. and the islands of Taiwan and Japan) is located in the mid

latitudes on the Pacific Ocean, and is characterized by cultures strongly influenced by 

civilizations of the Huang He and Chang (Yangtze) river systems. It forms the most 

industrialized region of Asia. Russian Asia (in the northern third of the continent) consists 

of the vast region of Siberia and the Russian Far East. In the center of the continent is 

Central Asia. formed of a set of independent former republics of the Soviet Union. This 

region is characterized by desert conditions and irrigated agriculture. with ancient 

traditions of nomadic herding. 

In terms of gross domestic product (GDP), the lClrgest national economy within Asia is 

that of the PRC (People's Republic of China). Over the last decade. China's and India's 

economies have been growing rapidly, both with an average <mnual growth rate above 7%. 

PRC is the world's second le1rgest economy after the US, followed by Jape1n and India e1s 

the world's third and fourth largest economies respectively (then followed by the European 

nations: Germany, UK, France and Italy). In terms of exchange re1tes (nominal GDP) 

however. Je1pe1n has the le1rgest economy in Asia and second largest of any single nation in 

the world, after surpassing the Soviet Union (measured in Net Me1terie1l Product) in 1986 

e1nd Germany in 1968. (NB: A number of super ne1tione1l economies e1re larger, such as the 

EU, NAFTA or APEC). Economic growth in Asia since World We1r II to the 1990's had been 

concentrated in few countries of the Pacific Rim. e1nd has spree1d more recently to other 

regions. In the le1te 80's and early 90's Je1pan's economy was almost as large as that of the 

rest of the continent combined. In 1995, Je1pan's economy nearly eque1led the USA to tie the 

le1rgest economy in the world for a de1y, after the Japanese currency reached a record high 

of 79 yen. However, since then Japan's currency has corrected e1nd China has grown to be 

the second largest Asie1n economy, followed by India in terms of exche1nge rates. It is 

expected that Chin<1 will surpe1ss Jape1n in currency terms to he1ve the le1rgest nominal GDP 

in Asie1 within a decade or two. 
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The Union nowadays has a common single market consisting of a customs umon, a 

single currency managed by the European Centnll B;:mk (so far adopted by 12 of the 25 

member states), a Common Agricultural Policy, a common trade policy, and a Common 

Fisheries Policy. A Common Foreign and Security Policy was also established as the 

second of the three pillars of the European Union. The Schengen Agreement abolished 

passport control, and customs checks were also abolished at many of the EU's internal 

borders, creating a single space of mobility for EU citizens to live, travel, work and invest. 

The 

most important EU institutions include the Council of the European Union, the 

European Commission, the European Court of Justice, the European Central Bank and the 

European Parliament. The European Parliament's origins go back to the 1950s and the 

founding treaties, and since 1979 its members have been directly elected by the people 

they represent. Elections 8re held every five ye8rs, and every EU citizen who is registered 

8S 8 voter is entitled to vote. The Europe8n Union's 8ctivities cover all 8re8s of public 

policy, from he8lth 8nd economic policy to foreign 8ff8irs and defense. However, the 

extent of its powers differs greatly between 8reas. Depending on the area in question, the 

EU m8y therefore resemble a feder8tion (e.g. on monet8ry 8ffairs, agricultural, trade and 

environmental policy , economic ;:md social policy) , a confederation (e.g. on home 8ffairs) or 

an internation8] organization (e.g. in foreign 8ffairs). 

Boundaries: 

Medieval Europeans considered Asia as a continent, a distinct landmass. The European 

concept of the three continents in the Old World goes back to classical antiquity with the 

etymology of the word rooted in the ancient Near and Middle East. The demarcation 

between Asia and Africa is the Isthmus of Suez and the Red Sea. The boundary between 

Asia and Europe is commonly believed to run through the Dardanelles, the Sea of Marmara, 
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the Bosporus, the Black Sea, the C<1ucasus Mountains. the Caspian Sea, the Ural River to 

its source. and the Ural Mount<1ins to the Kar8 Se<l near K<1r<1, Russia. However, modern 

discovery of the exlenl of Africa and Asi<l made this definition r<1ther <lnachronistic, 

especially in the c<1se of Asia. which would have several regions th<1t would be considered 

distinct l<lndmasses if these criteria were used (for ex<1mple. South Asi<1 and E<1st Asia). 

Geologists and physical geographers no longer consider Asia and Europe to be 

sepC1r<lte continents. It is either defined in terms of geologic<1l landmasses (physical 

geogr8phy) or tectonic plates (geology). In the former case. Europe is a western peninsula 

of Eur<lsi8 or the Africa-Eun~si8 landm8ss. In the l8tter. Europe and Asia 8re parts of the 

Eurasi8n plate, which excludes the Ar8bi8n and Indian tectonic plates. 

In human geography, there are two schools of thought. One school follows historical 

convention and treats Europe and Asia CIS different continents. categorizing Europe, E<~st 

Asia (the Orient). South Asia (British India), and the Middle E<~st (Ar8bia and Persia) <lS 

specific regions for more detailed an8lysis. The other schools equ8te the word "continent" 

in terms of geogr8phical region when referring Lo Europe. and use the term "region" to 

describe Asi8 in terms of physic8l geogr8phy. Becmtse in linguistic terms, "continent" 

implies a distinct landmass. it is becoming increasingly common to substitute the term 

"region" for "continent" to avoid the problem of disambiguation altogether. 

There is much confusion in European languages with the term "Asian". Bec<wse 8 

category implies homogeneity, the term "Asi8n" 8lmost 81\VCIYS refers to a subcategory of 

people from Asia rCither than referring to "Asi8n" defined in term of "Asia". The fact that in 

American English. Asi8n refers to East Asi8n, while in British English, AsiCin refers to 

South Asian reflects this confusion. Sometimes. it is not even clear exactly what "Asia" 

consists of. Some definitions exclude Turkey, the Middle East. or Russi8. The term is 

sometimes used more strictly in reference to Asi8 Pacific. which does not include the 

Middle E8st or RussiCI, but does include islands in the P<lcific Ocean - a number of which 

may also be considered part of Australasia or Oceania. Asia contains the Indian 

subcontinent, Arabian subcontinent. 8S well as 8 piece of the North American plate in 

Siberia. 

Population, Culture, and Economy: 

The distribution of Asia's huge population is governed by climate and topography, with 

the monsoons and the fertile alluvial plains determining the areas of greatest density. Such 

are the Ganges plains of India and the Chang (Yangtze) and northern plains of China, the 

small alluvial plains of Japan, and the fertile volcanic soils of the Malay Archipelago. 
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Urb ;:mization is greatest in the industri<liize d regions of Japan, Korea, and Taiwan, but huge 

urb <tn centers are to be found throughout the continent. 

Almost two thirds of Asia's indigenous population is of Mongolic s tock. Major religions 

are Hinduism (in India); Theravada Buddhism (in Sri Lanka, Myanmar. Thailand, Cambodia, 

Vietnam, and Laos); Lamaism, or Tibet;:m Buddhism (in Mongolia and China, particularly 

Tibet) ; East Asian Buddhism (in China and Korea, mixed with Confucianism, shamanism, 

and Taoism; in Japan mixed with Shinto and Confucianism); Islam (in SW and S Asia. W 

central Asia, and Indonesia); and Catholici sm (in the Philippines, East Timor, and Vietnam). 

Subsistence hunting and fishing economies prevail in the forest regions of N and S 

Asia , and nomadic pastoralism in Lhe central and southwestern regions, while industrial 

complexes and intensive rice cultivation are found in the coastal plains and rivers of S and 

E Asia. Because of extremes in climate and topography, less than 10% of Asia is under 

cultivation. Rice, by far the most important food crop, is grown for local consumption in the 

heavily populated countries (e.g .. China. India, Indonesia. Bangladesh. and Japan). while 

countries with smaller populRtions (Th8ilnnd, VietnRm. and PRkistRn) are generally rice 

exporters. Other important crops are wheat. soybeans. peanuts. sugarcane. cotton. jute, 

silk. rubber, te8, and coconuts. 

Although Asia's economy is predominantly agricultural. regions where power facilities, 

trained labor, modern transport, and access to raw m8terials Rre available have developed 

industrially. Japan. China. Russian Asia. South Korea. Taiwan. Turkey, and Israel are 

distinguished for their industrialization. China and India are making considerable strides in 

this direction. The most spectacular industrialization has occurred in Japan and the "Four 

Little Dragons"-Taiwan, Korea, Singapore. and Hong Kong. The economies of Thailand, 

Indonesia, and South China are booming thanks to Japanese investment in plants and to 

cheap indigenous labor. The development of railroads is greatest in the industrialized 

countries, with Japan, Indi<l, China, and Russian Asi<l having the greatest track mileage. 

Also contributing greatly to the income of many Asian countries are vital mineral exports

petroleum in SW Asia, Russian Asi<l, and Indonesi8 and tin in Malaysia, Thailand, and 

Indonesia. Asia's other valuable mineral exports include manganese from India and 

chromite from Turkey and the Philippine s; China produces great amounts of tungsten, 

antimony, coal, and oil. 

Outline of History: 

Asia was the home of some of the world's oldest civilizations. The empires of Sumer, 

Babylonia, Assyria, Media, and Persia and the civilizations of Islam flourished in SW Asia, 
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while in the east the ancient civilizations of India, China, and Japan prospered. Later, 

nom<1dic tribes (Huns. Mongols, <1nd Turks) in N and centr<1l Asi<1 established great empires 

<1nd g<1ve rise to great westward migration. Their tribal. mililary-state organizations 

reached their highest form in the 13th-14th cent. under the Mongols. whose court was 

visited by early European travelers, note1bly the Italian Marco Polo. 

The Portuguese explorer Vasco d<1 G<1m<1 re<1ched Indi<1 by sea in 1498, beginning the 

era of Europee1n imperialism in Asi<1. In N Asia Russian Cossacks crossed Siberia and 

reached the Pacific by 1640. With the formation of English. French, Dutch, and Portuguese 

trading companies in the 17th cent., great tr<1de rivalry developed e1long the coasts of India, 

SE Asia, and China <1nd resulted in increasing Europe8n control of Asi<1n lands. By 

exploiting local disputes and utilizing a technological edge brought on by the industrial 

revolution, Europee1n powers extended political control over first the Indi<m subcontinent, 

then SW and SE Asia. European pressure opened China and Japan to trade. World War I led 

to a weakening of European stature in Asia. and the Wilson doctrine of self-determination 

inspired m<my nationalist and revolutionary movements. 

World War II and the conflicts of its <1fterm<1th hit Asia heavily. In the postwar years, 

the center of conflict in international <1ff<1irs tended to shift from Europe. the focus of both 

world we1rs, to Asia, where the decolonization process and the emergence of the cold we1r 

resulted in m<lnY sm<1ller wars and unstable nations. The Arab-Isr<leli Wars, the Korean 

War, and the emergence of Communist governments in China. North Korea. and North 

Vietnam were among the events that heightened tensions in Asia. In the 1950s the Western 

powers built up military alliances (the Baghdad Pact-later the Central Treaty 

Organization-in the Middle East. and the Southeast Asia Treaty Organization [SEATO]) to 

counter the threat of Soviet and Chinese domin<1tion of Asia. In the 1960s, however, the 

Sino-Soviet rift reduced the possibility of joint Communist efforts in Asia. 

At the end of World War II the United States, Britain, France, and the Netherlands 

were still major forces in Asia; but in the postwar period India, Japan, China, Indonesia. and 

other Asian nations sought a more independent role on the world scene. In the 1960s and 

70s the British decision to withdraw "east of Suez" and the U.S. defeat in the Vietnam War 

foreshadowed new power alignments in the area. China's growing strength and a Soviet 

drive to expand relations with Asian states (particularly India and the Middle East Arab 

nations) polarized perceptions of Asian instability as a contest between pro-Communist 

and anti-Communist powers. 

Other forces, however, were also shaping Asia in the 1970s <1nd 80s. Constant high 

population growth left many nations struggling with chronic poverty, inadequate health 
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care, a largely underemployed workforce, and rapid degradation of environmentally 

sensitive areas. Nations with powerful militaries-Iran, Iraq, Pakistan, India, China, 

Vietnam, and Indonesia-invaded weakly gu8rded neighbors and fought low-level wars 

against one another. The former Euro-American-dominated world economic order 

received rude shocks from the Middle East-led oil embargo crises of 1973- 74 and 1979 

and the economic strength of JapCln Clod the "Little DrClgons." As conflicts with their origins 

in ethnic self-determination Clnd perceived inequalities of borders ground on in the Middle 

EClst, the Indian subcontinent, MyClnmar, Clnd Tibet. Cl new force, Islamic fundamentCllism, 

swept to power in IrCln in 1979 Clnd threatened secular governments throughout S and SW 

Asia; fundClmentalists gClined the upper hClnd in AfghanistCln in the 1990s . 

The collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991. an event in part triggered by its failed 

inVClsion of Afghanistan, led to the evapor8tion of the cold war polariz8tion and to the birth 

of a new group of independent nCltions in Asia's center. In the 1990s. China emerged as Cl 

growing economic giant, but the booming economies of SE AsiCl suffered setbacks in the 

late 1990s. In Indonesia economic collapse led to the downfClll of Suharto and the beginning 

of greater democracy ClS well ClS demClnds for independence or autonomy. particularly in 

East Timor, Aceh. and Papua. The 1990s Cllso saw the gr<1duztl emergence of peace 

between a numbers of former combatants in the Arab-Israeli conflict. 

Conclusion: 

Asia being culturally, physically economically strong c<m also form Asian Union. Very 

importClnt point in this aspect would be to include the thought of this ie. Asian Union in 

school childrens by introducing the v<1lue of Asian Union in Clll school curriculums. 

ImmediClte step towClrds this development would be unification of North and South Korea, 

unification of Indian Sub Continent. Academisions has to play an important role in formation 

of Asian Union (AU). If the rich value of our Asian civilization, oldest civilization, human 

values, biginning of all the major religions of the world etc can be described in detailed in 

all school curiculum and made it mandatory starting from 1 sl or 2nd class onwards will bring 

a value to Asian Union. All the politisians, bureacrates, businessmans, professionals etc all 

at some stage are students, so this is the key point to be constrClcted and major work 

towards the designe of the curriculum for the school childresn with the Asian values 

should be taken up on immediate prioriety. 

There is one important point which we need to understand at this point of time. After 

disintegration of USSR. only one superpower remained and it is playing its tacticts to 

disrupt the whole world and inperticular the Asian countries. It has developed all deadily 
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weapons and now looking for marketing of its weapons and hence it dosent allow peace to 

take place. It is high time now that we Asian shold understand it and act it immediatelly. 

Secondly if we see environmentaly side too. be any means and by any one, all the bombs 

are being thrown in the asian countries, so the environmental threat is at high risk. 

Biggest pollutor of the world, imposes sanctions, restrutions, warnnings etc to the Asian 

countries. All these facts are high alarming and it is high time for the Asian countries to 

understand and act immediatelly. 
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ABSTRACT 

Turkey (the Huns) h<~s loc<~ted <~t the southern part of Centr<~l Asia t<~king a role of 

bridge between Asia and Europe. And the nation had positioned at the northwestern part 

of the Central Plains( 1 1 1 1~;() so that the territory became a number of battle places during the 

period th<lt the Huanghe Civilization was being moved into Europe ancient times when 

frictions among prior inhabitants and later migrants had ineYitably led a series of wars in 

eYery corner of Central Asia, Southeastern Asia, <~nd Eur<~sia, that has caused us to give a 

strange sensation of <~liens about the Huns for <~ long time while neglecting the fact that the 

movement was initiated by the Kogyryo nation(¥M,';·J.b:), the single unique root of the all 

Asian countries since then. 

Originally Cheondok ( k t~, k 1\J, k N) signifies a country with a supreme emperor, 

morality. and literature and Tianzhu ( k"':l has the same meaning as well. After the time of 

movement the nation was nominated as Xiongnu( ("'j/{.1(), which means central country under 

the heaYens. country with good hearted people and gentlemen, and then as Koguryo(,:':j{~~JI'i), 

which means highest. supreme, and most superb country under the heavens. After the 

ages the nation had different names including Hunjuk, Dolgwol('~»'i.X), Balhae, Geulan, Yeojin, 

Euplu, Suksin. Baekmin. Yuyong, Yungjeok, Gang, Ho, Daewolsi, Sowolsi. Tobeon, Daeli, 

Ohwan, Oson, Daewon, Ali, Seonbi, tllanjok, and its nomenclature has been fabricated as 

minor country names by Nambang, Gugang, Southern Xiongnu(Jirj(><I)Yx), and the Hans(¥Xb~J 

that it is identified as one of 56 minor races and discriminated by the Chinese government 

even until now. The nation as like the other Asian nations as was originated from the 

Three Emperors( ·: ';!_) and the Five Emperors( li:Ot'~i). And the Hans(r)(,~J could not have 

existed since they had not done exist never by nature. 
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The prese nt Chinese governme nt that has succeeded to Zhou Yuanzhang, southe rn part 

of th e Chang Jiang, a tributary, was affiliated with the Guangclong go\' e rnment of Sun Wen 

and !\lao Zhe dong. southern part of the Chang Jiang Ri w r ( lJJI;). The Red Guard s (tl iJJi<), 

offshoots of Hongeonjeok fo unded by the army o f the Re \'olution of 1911, rose a revolt and 

oYerthrew the Qing Dynas ty (ifT). whos e tradition has been continued not only in the 

prese nt Chinese go\·ernment but <llso in fabri cation of truths of th e history so the true 

history has been continuously perverted by c e ntering on the Hans, Southern 

Xiongnu( IYH"~J~.X.), or s outhern regions of the Chang Jiang River( !i!JII). 

Since the Turk are offshoots of Xun Zhou(fE)l'•J) who were posterity of the Heavenly 

Emperor the Koguryo Chosun Dynasty(,·,':j{I)J•Jri•:iJJ~:f) succee ded in the Dongyi Xia Dynasty(* 

·JHi•:iJJHl. the Dongyi Yin Chosun Dynasty(* ·J~J)\(•:UJ~t), and the Dongyi Jizi Zhou Chosun 

Dynasty(* •JDt ( J,';J •:iJJI!!:f) that were succ e eded from the Three Emperors( : •; 1.l and the Five 

Empe rors( h ·,'j'il. Na tions risen on southern regions of the Chang Jiang River( 1 JJII) . Korean 

peninsula. l\longolian territory, and Jap<mese isl<wds h<:J\·e fabricated and perverted truths of 

the g e nuine hi s tory that those had been de riYecl from the Dongyi culture (*.)~ )(ft.) . The 

historic f<~bricRtions <~nd pe r\'erts were initiate d from the time of !\ling Dyn<~sty ( IIJJ) in 

southern regions of the Chang Jiang Ri\·er( lJJJ;l. the Li Shi Chos un Dynasty {"'fl\:•:iJJI!!:f) in the 

Korean penins ulil. and around the l\leiji Restoration in the Japanese islands respe ctively, 

which is a fact that proYokes a wrath from all the people in the world . 

In conclusions, the Three Empe rors( : •;t) and the Fin' Emperors( fl:•,'ii;) who were the 

ancestry of the Dongyi Yin Chosun Dyn<~sty(*•Jil)\(•:iJJ~'f) . the Dongyi Central Plains Ji zi Zhou 

Chosun Dynasty(*•Ii•l•l}j(Jl (J,';J!:iJJI!!'f). the Dongyi Yin Chosun Dynasty(*·J~I)\(•:iJJI!!t), the 

Dongyi Ji zi Zhou Chosun Dynasty(tf. •hJ'( fi,';J •:illl!!tl, and the Dongyi Central Plains 

Kogyryo(Xiongnu) Chosun Dynasty(* .J~ •I• /}j( ,·,':j {,J i•JI•i ((><J.J ~) •:UJ ffit) diffused through the whole 

areas in Asia, that Northern XiongnuCitf><J.J~) had diffused towards the northwestern, the 

Koguryo Chosun Dynasty( ,:':j 1 '.1 ~JH •:UJ f!!:f) to northern tributaries including Balhae Dynasty UJ·JJ 

iii) , Li<1o Dynasty Oil. Jin Dynasty ( ~;> ), Yuan Dyn<~sty ( ;l;), l\longolian Turk. Siberia, Central 

Asia. <md Eur<~sia. The Northern XiongnuCitl><J.JiiX) were of the Xun tribe O!Eb~) a northern 

tribut a ry who were descendants of Xun Zhou O:E'i.t•J) a son of Xia Jie (Q~). Tow<1rds the 

southern, the Southern Xiongnu( 1H P<IJ!IX) had diffuse d in Han Dynasty WO, Tang Dynasty (1,11'), 

Song Dynasty ('~~). !\ling Dynasty (1m, ce ntere d on the Jiu Jiang River ()L{T) where is a 

southern region of the Chang Jiang River(1JJII), and then the prese nt Chinese Guangdong 

government of Mao Zhedong and over the wole regions of Southeastern As ia and 

Southwestern Asia including Indochina peninsula , and India. The Southern Xiongnu(JHf><J.Jtv() 

is of a tributary tribe on southern region of the Huanghe RiYer and the tributary tribe of Xia 

Qi (Q(J) of Southern Xiongnu(J!rif><J.J~) is called the Hans(¥.'>Uxl sinc e then so that not only 

the Xun tribe O!Eh~ ) of Northern XiongnuCitf•u!iX) but also the HansWUO of Northern 

XiongnuCitf<IJ({X) were in all tributaries of the Koguryo Chosun Dynasty(,:':j1tJNH·,:vJ&tl who 

were of the direct line of descendants from Dingyi Central Plains Mainstream (*'~'I'I.!.H U/iO. 

And also therefore those who inhabit and countries founded in these territories until now 
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have been descended from the root of past history thousands of years only, are not the 

ones at the ancient times then, but the ones who ha\'e been the posterity from the single 

root the Kogyryo notion(J¥-f,f,'•; J6). Therefore , if they orgue obout our notion 's history or 

your nation's hi story against national boundories in Asio, it will be merely some thing like o 

children playing house. 

Through results of this study, relevant scholors will edit ond publish a common history 

textbook of common Asian hi s tories. literatures , and cultures for oil the countries in AsiR so 

that they will hove on Asian history in common is s uggested in this pRper No.87 . 

I. Introduction - Histories and Cultures of the Dongyi Central Plains 
Koguryo Chosun Dynasty(*~$ J1R 1~/PJ 1919 ~Jl~t) and the Ottoman Turk 

(1) Turkey (the Huns) 

Turkey (the Huns) has located at the southern part of Central Asia taking a role of 

bridge between Asia and Europe. And the nation had positioned at the northwe stern part 

of the Central Plains ($1Ji{) so that the territory became a number of battle places during 

the period that the Huanghe Civilization was being moved into Europe ancient times when 

fri c tions among prior inhabitants and later migrants had inevitably led a series of wars in 

every corner of Central Asia, Southeastern Asia, and Eurasia, that has caused us to give a 

strange sensation of aliens about the Huns for a long time while neglecting the f<1ct th<1t the 

movement W<lS initiated by the Kogyryo nation(fP{B':iis:), the single unique root of the <lll 

Asian countries since then. 

Origin<11ly Cheondok ( ~ ~, ~ ®!, ]( ~) signifies a country with a supreme emperor, 

morality, and literature and Tianzhu (](~) has the same meaning as well. After the time 

of movement the nation was nominated as Xiongnu(~tv(), which means central country 

under the heave ns , country with good hearted people and gentlemen, and then as 

Koguryo(~{rJ~~· ), which means highest, supreme. and most superb country under the 

heavens. After the age s the nation had different names including Hunjuk, Dolgwoi(~I~;X), 

Balhae, Geulan, Yeojin, Euplu, Suksin, Baekmin, Yuyong, Yungjeok, Gang, Ho, Daewolsi, 

Sowolsi, Tobeon, Dae li, Ohwan, Oson, Daewon, Ali, Seonbi, Manjok, and its nomenclature 

has been fabricated as minor country names by Nambang, Gugang, Southern 

Xiongnu(J¥i~tv(), and the HansOX~) that it is identified as one of 56 minor races and 

discriminated by the Chinese government even until now. The nation as like the other 

Asian nations as was originated from the Three Emperors( : ~) and the Five 
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Emperors(1i3il'). And the Hans(Y)UmJ could not have existed since they had not done exist 

never by nature. 

The present Chinese government th<1t h<1s succeeded to Zhou Yu<1nzhang, southern 

part of the Chang Ji<1ng, <1 tribut<lry, was affiliated with the Gu<1ngdong government of Sun 

Wen <1nd M<1o Zhedong, southern p<lrt of the Ch<1ng Ji<1ng River (:£ml). The Red Gmrds(?;_[ 

11.~). offshoots of Hongeonjeok founded by the army of the Revolution of 1911, rose a 

revolt <1nd overthrew the Qing Dyn<lsty U;!{), whose tradition has been continued not only 

in the present Chinese government but also in f<1brication of truths of the history so the 

true history has been continuously perverted by centering on the Hans, Southern 

Xiongnu(jfj (;!i]!.i.X), or southern regions of the Chang Jiang River(:£ml). 

Since the Turk <1re offshoots of Xun ZhouO:MtD who were posterity of the Heavenly 

Emperor the Koguryo Chosun DynClsty(~{iJ~s·~~t) succeeded in the Dongyi Xia Dynasty 

(~~%~~Jl~). the Dongyi Yin Chosun Dyn<lstyU~if£~\t~n). <1nd the Dongyi Jizi Zhou Chosun 

Dyn<lsty(~~%~-tr~iWJIDt) th<1t were succeeded from the Three Emperors( :~)and the Five 

Emperors(1i3ff). N<1tions risen on southern regions of the Chang Jiang River(:£mJ), Korean 

peninsula. Mongoli<ln territory, and Japanese islands h<1Ve fabricated and perverted truths 

of the genuine history that those had been derived from the Dongyi culture (~~ if£)(:1l:). 

The historic fabrications and perverts were initiated from the time of Ming Dyn<lsty (ajj) in 

southern regions of the Chang Jiang River(£'f}j)), the Li Shi Chosun Dyn<1sty ($.B;;~tt:) in 

the Kore<m peninsulCJ, and <1round the Meiji Restoration in the Japanese islands 

respectively. 

(2) The Kunlun Mountains(ft{:;-) the origin ofhuman civilization 

Since the four great civilizations that were the ones in the Dongyi Central Plains of 

Kunlun were formed on the four great rivers originating from the heavenly mountains 

Kunlun including 1) the mainstream civilization of Dongyi Central Plains on the Huanghe 

formed along with the He RiverOiiJJ.K). 2) the civilization that was transferred to the Indian 

civiliz<1tion having connected with the Southeastern Asia by succeeding the Huang He 

civilization along with the Chang Jiang which is connected in the southeastern parts of the 

Jiang RiverUI7.K), 3) it has been known <1s the Wei River({7;J7]\.) became the Indus river <md 

the Ganges river so that the Indian civilization was originated from the root of the 

civilization of Dongyi Central Plains on the Huanghe and then transferred to seashore 

regions of the Mediterranean Sea, but it is the real fact that the Huanghe civilization was 

transferred towards the four directions by having collected the ideography of the Huanghe 

civilization (BC 3512- BC 3071) and then transferred together with it by Mankind Emperor 
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Fuxi(f:k~A ¥. ) centering on the Tianzhu Kingdom (3(~1Jil), and 4) the Tian River("3(7R) was 

connected to the Gihon river and Guson river so th<1t the Mesopotami<m civilization was 

risen on the Tigris river and the Euphrates river and then the Egyptian Nile civilization 

was grown up along with circular seashores of the Mediterranean Sea on the prolonged 

line of it. Therefore, the four great civiliz<~tions were tributary ones derived from the root 

of the civilization of Dongyi Central Plains on the Huc-mhe along with CDthe He RiverOiiJJ}() 

(Vthe Jiang RiverOIJ}() ®the Wei River('f797.K) ®the Tian River(3(7]() origin<~ting from the 

Kunlun on the Dongyi Central Plains. 

(3) The Huanghe River, i.e. the He River(liiJ7J\.) 

All of the Huanghe civilization on the Dongyi Central Plains along the source of the He 

River(i"iiJ:l]() was recorded and compiled in from the figure scripts. the Luoshu scripts, and 

to the porcelain scripts and the scripts on bones or tortoise carapaces having succeeded 

the foregoing, which was complied in the Shanxiuji<llinduo 38 phonography ch<~racters 

(ffliJfit;IJQij(lj ~ 38 tf- lz:+)[ 1] by Emperor Yao of D<mgoon Kingdom (~'i'ifli./ 11-=£10.. BC2351 -

BC2233), who was the forefather of everlasting hum<m phonographic characters ( A~n :d) 

tf-)C:f:~ff!lllU.). that had been diffused in India through the Tic-mzhu Kingdom that became 

the Sanskrit ch<~racters at present. And the Sanskrit characters had been diffused in 

Sumer <~long with seashores of the Mediterrcme<m Sea that became the origin of the Sumer 

characters and the Egyptian characters as well. 

(4) Diffusion of the four human great civilizations 

The four human great civilizations having originated from the three divines of the 

Kunlun Mountains(.fl{;-) had been diffused along with the four great rivers. Therefore, the 

regions of Turkey were located on seashores of the Mediterranean Sea as well that it took 

a role of bridge connecting with Asian continent and European continent from the very 

beginning of the epoch of the Huanghe civilization that was of the Dongyi Koguryo nation 

(~~ ~~f,:t~i6:). 

(5) the Dongyi Central Plains(*%~!*) 

At present the Chinese continent has a population of about 1.3 billion. Far ancient 

times the Dongyi Koguryo nation (~~ ~~f,:t~Jt) propagated and diffused along with the 

sources of the four great rivers getting harmonized with the Eden people in the Eden 

mountain ( n ~~ill) where is the Kunlun Mountains (l;l{;- ~~ill) where was reigned by the 

Heavenly Emperor Huanyin of Orient ( ~~}] t§ IZSJ3( ¥., BC7199 - BC3898). And in the 
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Introduction to Spring <md Autumn of Canon from the High Officials(ftO I~A:Ji:l!.)[2] it is 

recorded that there were about one hundred generations prior to Emperor Youchao (~ ~~U 

~~~EI #di·J 1\ WJ. Generally one genen1tion goes on from 30 to 40 years so that il had 

about 3 to 4 thousand years in the period. Historical Records from Huantan (t!!liili~) 

records that it h<1d 63,182 years or 3,301 years in that and in the origin of mankind of 

Canon of the Nature( Ill r!H'£) it records that the Longbai Kingdom enjoyed sixty thousand 

ye8rs(:.itf81:El7\7J~). The 63,182 years from Huantan (t!!liili~) agrees with the sixty 

thous<1nd years from Canon of the Nature(III#'iH£) th<1t do agree with there were about one 

hundred generations prior to Emperor Youchao (~~~UJlii~s#;H·H\:ll!.) as well so that the 

Three Emperors and the Five Kings were ancestors of the Dongyi Chosun Dynasty <A~ ~lM 

II . Main Subject - History and culture of the Dongyi Central Plains 
Koguryo Chosun Dynasty (* ~ 9~1 JJJX ~1:!JBH!fi}j~f) were the root of 
Asian countries 

(1) Dongyi 3 Emperors( ~)were posterity ofHuanyinshi(HiiZSI~). 

CD Heavenly Emperor Dongyi Huanxiong Youchaoe8~ ~HHi~ !.l.!: ~~) (BC3898 to 

BC3739). who was a descendant of Heavenly Emperor Huanyin of Sinbul Koingdom having 

succeeded the epoch of the tie knots (quipu) scripts and made his nation to live in houses 

on trees ( * I~~! liS), who was the one succeeded form the prior civilization then and 

compiled hum<~n resident cultures firstly. 

(2) Earth Emperor Dongyi Huanxiong Suiren(:~~ ~t.lH;IH:i! .A.:J:ili~. BC3739 to 

BC3512)[4]. Li Han Liter<~ture(fL@;X~) records that the Emperor created the methods 

for oUtilizing a fire by rubbing words U:~A~Mb*If:U() and for cooking raw meats ('.l:i!J'I:.~ 

'-~)so that he became the forefather of everlasting hum<~n morals and ethics (A~/J ~ ;taJJ 

® Mankind Emperor Dongyi Huanxiong Fuxi(k~t!!t4E(*.~A~. BC3512 - BC3071), 

at that time in the whole world the waters rose in the rivers and the whole territory was 

flooded that had gone to ruin the D<1eyongbaek Sinbul Kingdom ( A:ftfsm$r!H}Il~)[2]. One of 

the survived was him, who compiled all the cultures in the tie knots (quipu) scripts and the 

primitive ideography Chinese char<1cters that he became the forefather of human 

everlasting scripts and characters (A~7J ~ X'¥~ff~ 11!.) [3]. And the primitive Chinese 

characters of colloquial ideography had derived to the figure scripts, the Luoshu scripts, 
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the porcelain scripts, the scripts on bones or tortoise carapaces , the leather scripts, the 

deerskin scripts, and the metal scripts. Therefore . the three ones are called as the Three 

Emperors( ~ ~) since then. 

(2) The Five Emperors(nJrif) on the Dongyi Central Plains(1.K ~~I*) were 

descendants ofthe Three Emperors(-~). 

(j) Emperor of Agricultural God Dongyi Daxiong(/i~ ~ )~1£/jl$;& ~·W , BC3071 -

BC2707), who succee ded the Mankind Emperor Fuxi and then had reigned the Soyongbaek 

Sinbul Kingdom (,J ,:tt fsijllpftH)f,!p), opened the epoch of the Luoshu scripts and saved and 

treated many sick persons and patients in the Kingdom h<1ving invented pharmaceutical 

technology and medicine by utilizing natur<ll he rbs so that he bec<1me the forefather of 

pharm<lceutical technology <1nd medicine ( Aif:f:. n ;d) ~*L~!Illl!.). Therefore the oriental 

medicine was transfe rred along shores of the Four Great Rivers that the occidental 

medicine was born out from the root of the oriental medicine. Therefore the Orient<ll 

Dongyi Medicine and Pharmacy was the first in the human history which hCid been diffused 

in the whole world getting Rlong with migrations of popul<ltions that wa s initiated by him. 

The figure scripts compiled by the Mankind Emperor Fuxi had diffused to the whole 

world getting along with migrations of populations that leClded to form a civilization. The 

c ulture of the Emperor of Agricultur<ll God Dongyi Daxiong( fi~ ~ )~tjfijllp;t<_ ~·r!f) had diffused 

in the whole territories of Central Asia, Eurasia. and Europe getting along with migrations 

of populations Clnd then diffused and transferred in Southwestern Asi<l and shores of the 

Nile River in Africa along with seashores of the Mediterranean Se<1. Besides, it had 

diffused even the Tianzhu Kingdom C::R~i:m). the central regions in Nepal, that leaded to 

open the Indi<1n Civilization. At the time most of the people lived in the areas of the Wei 

River ( fl:pJ<. ) where were reigned by the Emperor had a historic<1l background that it was 

the central point that leaded many populations to migrate in all directions continuously. 

And the tie knots (quipu) scripts, the figure scripts. the Luoshu scripts and the primitive 

Chinese characters, which were the languages and ideography characters in the time, had 

transferred and diffused continually along with the shores of the Four Great Rivers 

directing from the east to the west. the south. and the north so that new migr<lnts with a 

new culture had exploited new territories on all sides, when the cultures were founded by 

a unit of cl<1n or tribe which inevitable brought a series of frictions and w<1rs between prior 

habitants and new migrants. Repetitions of destruction and construction had leaded them 

to h<1ve new order and Ci series of movements of cultures leaded had leaded them to have 

political hegemony, new moral order, and new lega l system which has brought the mankind 
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to form and have present mankind civilization. It should be acknowledged the historical 

and philosophical fact th<lt the present mankind civilization h<ls not been formed in a dety 

but et long time about ten thousetnd ye<Jrs in the p<Jst having undergone developments etnd 

renovettions. So an origin of civilizettion or a densely populated district gathers another 

civiliz<Jtion <Jnd <mother popule1tion. The civilization on the Centretl Plains the Kinlun had 

formed etnd constructed for a long time of history. And the nettion gathered along with the 

civilizettion he1d been densely populated even more. Some of the nation had decided to 

migrate to other ple1ce since they h<1d their own politic<ll purpose and living aim It is like 

the historicetl fact that when <1 mechanical Clnd scientific civilizettion had risen in Europe 

where hetd a low population density. the western civilization had transferred and diffused in 

Spain. Portugal, England. Germany, France, and North America successively etnd then 

Uinted Stettes of America hets become Mecca of scientific civilization as the most powerful 

politicetl force in the world. With this viewpoint. I believe in it firmly that the Asian 

continent. where WClS the center of the civilization of the Dongyi Central Plains Kogyryo, 

Koryo, <md Chosun. will become Mecca of western technologicetl civiliz<ltion hetving wetken 

up since it hets come to the reetlity that the weste rn technology should be moved in the 

Orient \Vhile comparing with the historic<d f<lct the1t the Orient hetd more1ls and the Occident 

hetd techniques in the past. 

The Orient should underste1nd e1nd etcknowledge et historic<ll and philosophical ree1lity 

while we1king up from <1 long time sleep th8t Southeastern Asia centering on Indi8, 

Southe8stern Asi8, 8nd Afric8 8re making a new historical frame. Human history C8nnot 

deny that we are now in a phenomenon of transition period that the central politic8l axis 

that Ottom8n Turk and Mongol, tribes of the Koguryo, KOryo, and Chosun who were the 

Dongyi Xiongnu Huns in the past. he1d governed in Centretl Asia. North Africa , and India has 

moved in North America and now is moving in the Dongyi Central Ple1ins age1in. 

(2) Emperor of Dongyi D<lxiong(fJ~~.A:iitWri¥)[5] (BC2679 - BC2450), who was a 

descendant of Emperor Yeom e1nd W<ls also c<llled other ne1mes such ClS Suksinsi, Baekminsi, 

or Y uwungsi. The Emperor he1d complied the cultures in the Luoshu scripts that he had 

opened epoch of the porcelain scripts which have been known as the primitive Chinese 

chare1cters including the black porcelain scripts and the white porcelain scripts. He 

invented carriage with five wheels e1nd defeated the king when he had title of feudal lord 

e1nd then bece1me the emperor. Emperor Chiwu W<ls <1 descent of the direct line from 

Agricultural Emperor Sinnog and <1 brother of Chiwu, he removed Emperor Chiwu by 

impee1ching wrong governing e1nd combe1ting age1inst him. The emperor had attacked in all 

directions especially centering on Central Plains, the Wei River, Sichuan, and Xian and 
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conquered a huge area of the territories incorporating Central Asia, Eurasia, Southwestern 

Asia. and Southeastern Asia and the surroundings. He h<1s 25 sons and the 12 sons among 

them has made new family names, who became the kings that reigned the territories by 

dividing 12 tribes. In the age of Jegok Gosin who w<1s a great-grandson of the emperor 

people could not find out their Jiving method because in the whole world the waters rose in 

the rivers and the territories were flooded, which is called as Noah's Flood in the western 

world. The first son of Jegok Gosin was named Giin Hujik who had became the ancestry 

of the Jizi Chosun Dynasty (~-=f~Jin). And King Wu. the founder of the Jizi Chosun 

Dynasty (~-=fljiij~t) was one of the 19th generation of Giin Hujik. And his second son was 

Seal whose 15th generation was King Tang who had founded the Yin Dynasty(®:). And his 

third son was Emperor Yao of the Tanjun Kingdom who had succeeded his father. When 

the whole world was flooded with waters. Jegon Gosin constructed the alter for worshiping 

heavens and prayed to heavenly gods at the alter to remove from it earnestly then so that 

he was called as Tanxiong. And he had been called as Emperor Yao of the Tanjun 

Kingdom since after that he <lscended to the throne. he had executed to offer the worship 

annually. 

® Emperor Yao of Dongyi Chosun Dangoon C.8~~ljiijn!i -H~ ·W[6] : BC2351 -

BC2233). He was right Dongyi Emperor of Tnnjun Kingdom who was the founder of 

Samsin Kingdom, which is differently called as Okjeo Kingdom or Tang Kingdom. He had 

complied the cultures in the scripts on bones or tortoise carapaces having succeeded from 

the porcelain scripts. He ascended to the throne by succeeding his father Jegok Gosinsi. 

The year of his ascending to the throne that is BC2333 became the first year of the 

Chosun Dynasty. And he had complied the cultures by converting the scripts on bones or 

tortoise carapaces that is an ideography Chinese characters into the Shanxiujialinduo 

phonography characters (ffllj{it:IJQIIUi ~Wi-)0 [ 1] that has become the origin of phonography 

characters in the whole world. And furthermore the Shanxiujialinduo phonography 

characters (J»tiJfit:fJQIIUi ~Wi-)0 became the Sanskrit in India when it had diffused through the 

Tianzhu Kingdom ( :;R 'c!r 1]1) and became the Sumer characters when it had diffused in 

seashores of the Mediterranean Sea. All the alphabets in the West were originated from 

the Sumer characters and the Sanskrit are of phonography character having derived from 

the Shanxiujialinduo phonography characters (JIJ{I~:fJQIIUi ~Wi-)0. Chapter 8. Haenaegyeong 

in Canon of the Nature( 111 $~£) states that the Dongyi Chosun Dynasty had governed its 

territory whose one length of the four directions was about 120,000kim on the Central 

Plains centering on the Kunlun Mountains of the Three Divines incorporating Central Asia, 

Eurasia, Southwestern Asia, and Southeastern Asia at present. Canon of the 
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N<Jture(llirHJ~~) st<1tes that the Tianzhu Kingdom (7i::10-Qil)[8) w<1s called as the Dongyi 

Chosun Dyn<1sty th<1t h<1d governed up to Skytie in the north. Iran, Iraq and Turkey in the 

so uth. se <1shores of the Medirerr<1ne <1n Sea, Indi<1 and Indochin<1 peninsula in the south, 

which was called <lS Cheondok Kingdom (:R~.:R~ .:R ~) as well, whose national name 

means a country with a supreme emperor, morality, and literature and the Kingdom had 

s upreme governors. 

All of the human languages in the world has derived from the Shanxiujialinduo 

phonogr<1phy 38 characters (J»tiJ{rtJJr!IV~ ~ 381§')(:). Oral pronunciations are quite unstable so 

that people use di<1lects according to each of their territories since the oral pronunciations 

are different according to a territory. 

But the meanings are equal m spite that the pronunciations are different from 

te rritory to territory in the world. However, the Dongyi Ideography Chinese Characters 

(~~~W.'§:~b )(+) have common meanings in the whole world so the1t phonography 

ch<1r<1cters. which e1re of dialects, should be written in the Ideography Characters and 

pronounced Cls be low ; for e1n example, 

Ci) In the Chinese l<1ngu<1ge : =81¥-~~ Mao Ze Dong 

(2) In the Koree1n le1nguage : ~~** Mo Te1ek Dong 

G3) In the Japanese language rn'ii!! Ik Kai 

@ In the English language : -t;; go(pronunciation) : [gou) (original pronunciation) 

Gowu 

Therefore. on=d pronunciations are unstable so that every language has vowels and 

consonants. For example. the Korean language has 10 vowels and 18 consonants and the 

English language 5 vowels and 21 consonants respectively. The English has only 5 

vowels which bring about the pronunciations quite unstable so that they use double 

consonants that are unstable as well. Since the Korean language has 10 vowels, it can be 

pronounced more than two times exactly than the English language does so that the 

English has phonetic symbols to understand meaning of word. As the example in the 

foregoing -t;; is of ideography one which is go in English. If one pronounce it as go, it 

cannot be understood its meaning exactly so that it requires its phonetic symbol [gou] 

with it. Therefore, the best phonography characters are the Korean characters in the 

world since a pronunciation of a word conforms exactly to its alphabets. The Korean 

characters are the very best prince of phonography characters in the world, which had 

been studied as Yidu, a colloquial dialect, of the Shanxiujialinduo phonography 38 

characters (J»tiJ{r~;IJniiUi ~ 38 !§':)(), which had been established as 28 sounds the most 
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scientific origimd pronunciation at the age of King Sejong in the Li Shi Chosun Dynasty ($ 

Worldwide diffusion of the Shanxiuii<llinduo phonography 38 characters 

(JJ/lJfJtJ.llliiU; ~ 38 ff )z:) , which was initiated in the age of Emperor Yao of Tanjun Kingdom. 

had made to complete the Sanskrit and the Sumer that had made to form the western 

alphabets, through which had formed the English. the Germany, the French. the Latin, the 

Russian, the Spanish, and the African in the West and the Korean, the Chinese, the 

Japanese. the Indian, the, Mongolian, etc. in the Orient. A series of migrations of 

populations had led movements of languCiges so thCit Clbout billion 300 million of the 

Chinese people and overseCis Chinese in Southwestern Asia, Eurasia, and America 

currently use the Chinese !Cinguage which was originated from the Koguryo (Xiongnu) 

Chosun Dynasty and the Japanese people and overseas Japanese use the Japanese 

language which was originated from the Koguryo (Xiongnu) Chosun Dynasty as well. 

\1) Emperor Shun of the Dongyi Chosun Tanjun Kingdom CA~ ~.$JJ~fli ,(\'%Hif[9] 

BC2284 -BC2224), gth generation of the Emperor. had another name of Jesunyuwusi. 

ascended to the throne of Emperor of the Wu Kingdom having succeeded Emperor Yao. 

He had reigned the Kingdom with a good government having succeeded the virtue of 

Emperor Yao that generated the era of Yao and Shun. He rearranged all the nCition 

systems especially focusing control of waters that brought forth a time of peace and 

prosperity. He created a heavenly worship of fire offe ring, which is expressed burnt 

offering in Christianity. At the time of his reigning he performed a beginning offering in 

every first day of months, a remember offering to the nature and its gods in every fifteenth 

day of months and then the next day performed an ancestral sacrifice to Emperor Yao. 

Records of Shu and Canon of Shun states that only an Emperor was allowed to perform a 

heavenly worship in a first day of month when he was dressed in a deep red uniform. And 

in the fifth day of a month feudal lords in deep red uniforms performed an ancestral 

sacrifice for earthen gods and grain gods. These sacrificing customs had been succeeded 

since far ancient times, which had became Huan sacrificing in the age of the Mankind 

Emperor by making a wood alter. After then they had made a rock house with four pillars 

and one cover. which had been called as dolmen in the West since then. It had been in the 

age of Jegokgososin that had been called as Tanxiong and Emperor Yao who had 

succeeded this customs had performed a heavenly worshiping annually by constructing an 

alter on a high hill to pray peace and safe. At that time a chief priest who held the 

heavenly worshiping was nominated as Tanjin Wangjian. Who had succeeded this 

heavenly worshiping was Emperor Shun to perform it annually so that he was nominated as 
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Shun Tanjun Wangjian since then. The heavenly worshiping was commenced from the age 

of Emperor Y <lO of the Chosun Dynnsty so that the national nnme of Chosun has succeeded 

up to now for several thousand years in the past continually. No feudal lord countries 

could be named as Chosun in suffix and the nomenclature of Chosun could only suffixed to 

n dynasty with Emperor since then. Feudal lord countries to the Chosun Dynasty 

including f-Inn. Tang, and Song hnve bee n calle d as the Five Big Powers to the Jizi Zhou 

Chosun Dyansty mere ly and fudal lord countries to the Jizi Zhou Chosun Dynasty including 

Qin. Chu. Yan. Ji. Han. Zhao. and Wei have been called as the seven heroes as well. 

Feudal lord countries to the Kogyryo Chosun Dynasty include Baickche. Han, and Silla and 

the Unified Silla belonged to the Unified Silla Chosun Dynasty sine e it had succeeded the 

direct line of the Koguryo Chosun Dynasty. Therefore. the surrounding countries could 

not have a suffix of Chosun in their national names [8]. One that had succeeded the 

Unified Silla was right the Koryo Chosun but the surrounding countries including Balhae . 

Yao thnt is Geolnn. Jin that is Yeojin. Yuan that is Mongol could not have had Chosun in 

their m1tional names yel. Zhou Yuanzhang. leader of the Red Scarf Party (~J:rh~)£) who had 

deprives Lhe se al of Emperor Gongmin of the Koryo Dynasty through Li Seonggye took an 

air of Emperor Zhou Yu<mzhnng of th e Ming Chosun Dynasty and then nominated Li 

Se onggye the fe ud<il lord to the Kore nn peninsule1 . Since Le Seonggye wns the feudal lord 

to the Kore<1n peninsula. he was entitled <1s subject. feudal lord who reigns the Youming 

Chaoxian Dynas ty (fj Bfl !j!~~f). Bu when the Koryo Chosun Dynasty ruined in the time of 

Emperor Gongmin at Sheny;:mg <1nd roynl f<1milies ;:md cabinet ministers were escaping to 

the Korean pe ninsula pursucmt to Li Se onggye, who h<1d removed the political party of 

Jeong Mongju h<1ving the same politic<1l doctrine of pro-Ming Dynasty party, regarded Wu 

Wong the first prince to Emperor Gongmin as a son of Sin Don. and then ascended or 

de scended arbitr<1rily King Chang and King Gongyang. At last Li Seonggye ascended to 

the throne of the Li Shi Dynasty under the rule of Zhu Yuanzhang that had continued for 

500 years since then . And then Republic of Korea was founded occording to democratic 

ideology after the liberation from the Japanese occupotion so that they hove been deprived 

from political Emperor of the Chosun Dynasty. As a result, the direct original history that 

had been succeeded Kogyryo Chosun , Unified Silla Chosun, and Koryo Chos un whose 

historical site was in the Central Plains not in the Korean peninsula was intercepted. 

Korean ancestors who had took refuge in the Korean penins ula had to succeed the direct 

original history so that the ministers ha s published the Summarized History of the Koryo 

Dynasty and the History of the I<oryo Dynasty by having gathered and complied ancient 
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genealogies that had remained then and the two historical books have been transferred up 

to now. 

Besides the Ming Dynasty in the Chinese continent had been divided by the Three 

Kingdoms when Liu Bang (){ljf{l) ascended to the throne of Emperor of the Koguryo Chosun 

Dynasty on surrounding districts of the Jiu Jiang River (:h.ti), which had merged into the 

Jin Dynasty (1f), succeeded to the Tang Dynasty (J~). <:md then the Song Dynasty ('_,j~) 

which had reigned southern regions of the Ch<mg Jiang River ()Zffl)) . And when the Yuan 

Dynasty {5(:) and the Koryo Chosun Dynasty (~ ~~-ijiJWO were depreciated in powers, Zhou 

Yuanzhang, leader of the Red Scarf Party (~.l m ~10, had deprived the throne of the Koryo 

Chosun, the Dongyi Mainstream, by recruiting and gathering bands of robbers, which was 

the first in the human history in the world, <md then founded the Ming Dynasty ( aJJ) and 

made the nation to construct the Great Wall CJJ m K~) for a period of 290 years so as to 

defense northern tribes and clans, so that they had perverted and converted the 

mainstre<1m history of northern Dongyi into a hi s tory of tribut<1ry southern regions of the 

Chang Ji<:mg River (Jtfflj) that Liu B<1ng in the H<1n Dyn8sty W8S fabricated into an Emperor 

of the Chosun Dynasty and even the Ming Dynasty was succeeded by an Emperor of the 

Chosun Dynasty. The Han Dynasty was originally founded and reigned in southern 

regwns of the Ch<1ng Jiang River, that had pnid tributes to Emperors of the northe rn 

Central Plains Dynasties, whose history had been fabricated and perverted from the Ming 

Dynasty, the government founded by Mao Zhedong h<lving succeeded from Sun Wen {11j1)0 

1911. 8nd even up to the present Chinese government. And nowadays the Chinese 

government has fabricated the direct line history of Emperors from the Koguryo Chosun 

Dyansty to the Koryo Chosun Dyansty by having been progressing the Northeastern 

Project and identifies and stipulates heir history as a history of surrounding regions to the 

Centr<ll Plains. That is just an anti-original history that makes all the mankind in the 

world to get angry . 

(:5) Emperor Yu of Dongyi Chosun Dangoon (/J~%~~t1~) 111~/rif [5] BC2224 -

BC1766). 

The Emperor Yu ascended to the throne by succeeding Emperor Shun. The country 

of Emperor Yu was called Xia Dynasty ("1:) and managed and controlled over thousands of 

feudal lord countries, so that it was to nominated as Korea ( fP ~ ), which signifies a 

greatest country. Feudal lord countries to the Xia Dynasty had reached to Skytie district 

in the north, Central Asia and Eurasia in the west, and Southwestern Asia and Southeastern 

Asia in the south. Emperor Yu, gth generation of Emperor of Dongyi, having succeeded 
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Emperors Y;:w <md Shun, had reigned the nation with a good government focusing control 

of waters that brought forth a time of peace Ctnd prosperity. Especially, he had assigned 

Qi ( Jd) his second son to progress the water control project of the Chang Jiang River. 

The refore, the Han Dyansty, one of the tributary southern regions of the Chang Jiang River 

( ~ m;) had made Qi ( Jd) as their founder since then. But the Han Dynasty had been 

originally a feudal lord country to the Kogoryo Chosun i.e. Xiongnu and the historical 

background are as follows ; Emperor of the Koguryo Chosun Dynasty ordered Liu Bang (){lj 

Jf))<md Xiang Yu (Jijj 11) to conquer a rebellion of Yeongjeong that broke out against the 

throne [ 10]. When the two generals made inroad to conquer the revolt, Yeongjeong, the 

first King of the Qin Kingdom, came into decease and his first son Hu Hai (tJ310 had 

succeeded the throne. So the two generals combated with each other and Xiang Yu was 

defeated and killed. and then immediately Liu Bang had conquered Hu Hai and was 

nominCtted as feudal lord of the southern districts of the Jiu Jiang (:ftti), which initiated to 

found the Han Dynasty. And then Liu Bang had offered his daughter a princess to 

Emperor of Koguryo Chosun Dynasty and King Mu of Han Dynasty ( rY...) offered his 

dmtghter a princess to Emperor of Koguryo Chosun Dynasty as well. The nation had paid 

tributes to the Koguryo Chosun Dynasty for a period of 210 years continually. After the 

ruin of the Han Dyansty the Three Kingdoms C:*=YfiJ~) had risen on the territory of the Han 

Dynasty and then ruined while combating with each other. that had been overthrown by the 

Jin Dynasty ( illf ), that had succeeded by the Sui Dynasty ( ~ ), and then by the Tang 

Dynasty (J;lO, that had been R feudal lord country to the Unified SiiiR DynRsty. It should be 

remembered a detailed historical fact recorded in Annals of the Three Kingdoms ( :!]] ~ iG) 

that GenerRl So Jeongbang was beheaded by General Kim Yusin to the Unified Silla Chosun 

Dynasty with a crime of disobedience when he was dispatched as leader of the saving 

army at the time of succession from the Koguryo Chosun Dynasty to the Unified Silla 

Chosun DynRsty. 

The Unifie d Silla Chosun Dynasty, that succeeded in the Koguryo Chosun Dynasty, had 

este1blishe d six colonial district governments in its territory so as to reign it effectively ; 

(1) Anbuk colonial district government consisted of the whole area of Skida centering 

on inner and outer area of Mongil, 

(2) Bukjeong colonial district government consisted of the whole areas in Central Asia 

and Eurasia, 

(3) Anseo colonial district government consisted of the whole areas in Southwestern 

Asia and Mediterranean Sea, 
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(4) Anbuk colonial district government consisted of the whole areas of Southeastern 

Asia, 

(5) Andong colonial district government consisted of the whole areas of the eastern 

parts of the Central Plains, and 

(6) Heuksu colonial district government consisted of the whole areas of the 

northeastern parts of the Central Plains. 

The territory of the foregoing six colonial district governments exactly conformed 

with the one where had reigned by Emperor Yu of Dongyi Chosun Dangoon 

(.8~~!Mnl~.f\' I~'IW), that had been succeeded in the Unified Silla Dynasty and the Koryo 

Chosun Dynasty successively so that the direct line original emperors had been continued. 

After the ruin of the Koguryo Chosun Dynasty, Genera Dae Joyeong founded the Balhae 

Dynasty on the territory where the Huns had governed incorporating inner and outer 

Mongol, Skitai, and Central Asia. 

The Turk history commenced from the following historitical point. When the Chosun 

Dynasty of Emperor Xiajie C~~"X-Tlji~n)[lO] ruined in the time of Emperor Tang 0?&), 151
h 

generation of Emperor Shun,the wife of Xun Zhou O:MfD. a son of Xiajie. had escaped from 

the country together with his royal concubines and settled at Bukya, where they had 

cultivated livestock. Those were called the Huns, a tribe of the Xiongnu. And 

Hyeokyeon Balbal, a tribe of the tribe of the Xiongnu. lived in Tongmanseong at the age of 

the Dynasties of Dongyi Jin and Song (.8~ ~l!!f'_,j~). and at present the territory corresponds 

to Hengshan Xian, Xiaxi (illxrt9mili4}), which indicates that the time was from the ending 

part of the Xia Dynasty to the early part of the Yin Dynasty. Some of the nation of the Xia 

Dynasty (.8~ ~ni:EI ~) had taken refuge in Bukya by having escaped from wars, where now 

corresponds to district of Tawon, Jangseongbak. The canon of great historic records (~ 

iC. A:~{'~) states that Daxia was located at an area with a length of about 8,000 km in the 

southern part of Dawen, where at present corresponds to Abugan .. 

Consequently, the territory of the Xia Dynasty(~), i.e. Korean Kingdom(~ 1:E1 ), 

consisted of Skitai in the north, Central Asia and Eurasia in the west, Southwestern Asia in 

the south west, and Southeastern Asia in the south. 

Therefore, the Annals of Xiongnu (~iC,fijo/;yljf~) states that the ancestry of Koguryo 

Chosun, that is Xiongnu, was Emperor Yu. The Outline of Geographies and Genealogy 

(}3:1.1!:li'ID states since Xia Jie had no morals, he had escaped to Bukya when Xia Jie had 

ruined having caused by without doctrines and morals after that Tang had combated at 

Myeongjo and then his son Xun Zhou OiMtD became the ancestry of the Huns who are now 

the Mongolian. Through these historical facts clearly prove that the Asian including the 
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Central Asian, the Eurasia, and the Southwestern have a common root of origins for their 

history. cultures, customs, languages and literatures, so that the Koguryo Chosun Dynasty 

was the common <mcestry of Asian countries. Because the Asian have a common history, 

edition and publishing of a common and cultural textbook is suggested for all the Asian 

countries according to the results of this study, which will conform to the aims of this 

academic seminar of Asian philosophers. 

And Mencius said that they had about 500 generations for the period from Emperor 

Yao up to Emperor Yu [11] which was called the Tang Yu Yu Three Generations(J,4:JJ:UI~ : 

f\:). Therefore, this is a theory from Mencius that the Asian have succeeded from a single 

root of ancestry so that they had been called as the Kogyryo nation(~f,ffi:i3J. And in spite 

of the historical fact that the Han tribe <Y.:X.o~J was originated by centering on Liu Bang, 

King of the Han Dyansty that had reigned southern regions of the Chang Jiang River where 

were uncivilized at that time. who had been nominated as a feudal lord by Emperor of the 

Koguryo Chosun Dynasty. so that the ancient history even up to the time of Qi ( J.j), son of 

Emperor Yu. have been fabricated <md perverted signific<mtly. Trough this reason, 

history prior to the time of Qi (Jd ), son of Emperor Yu. is called the Daemungu Era so that 

it is absent in the current Chinese Chronology officially published from the Chinese 

government. The history prior to the time of Qi (J.j), son of Emperor Yu. had belonged to 

the mainstream of the Dongyi Tribe. further more. the history of Emperors Yu. Shun. and 

Yao prior to the time of Qi (J.j), son of Emperor Yu. is belonged to that of the mainstream 

of the Dongyi not to that of the Han Tribe neither the tributaries in southern regions of the 

Chang Jiang River. The Chinese and other Asian cannot understand a practical historic 

fact that after the time of Huanyinshi the Dongyi Central Plains Three Emperors and Five 

Emperors had been respected as the forefather of the civilized history which have been 

descended the Dongyi Yi Dynasty, the Dongyi Jizi Zhou Chosun Dynasty, the Dongyi 

Koguryo Chosun Dynasty, the Dongyi Unified Silla Chosun. the Dongyi Koryo Chosun 

Dyansty, <md even until the Republic of Korea since they have a wrong historic conscience 

that the direct line of history had been descended from Qi(J.j), the Han Dynasty, the Tang 

Dynasty, the Song Dynasty, to the Ming Dynasty. And also the Korean of the Dongyi 

Mainstream in the northern parts have excluded the Three and Five Emperors ( :~lii[ff) in 

the ancestry to the Chinese governments of Mao Zhedong and Guangdong. And also since 

the Chinese have identified the history prior to Qi(Jd) to be of that of the Dongyi people 

merely and excluded it from their Chinese history. Therefore, the forefathers of the 

Asian have been abandoned in the true Asian history, how sorrow it is ! 
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Ill . Conclusions 

1. Dongyi Central Plains Yin Chosun Dynasty (*~r:j:lJ*~~Jl~$) was posterity of the 

Dongyi Central Plains Five Emperors (* ~ r:j:l !* li w)) 

(1) Emperor Tang(¥~) of the Dongyi Yin Chosun Dynasty(Ji~~g~tEj~f[ 12] : BC1766 -

BC1122) was 15th generation of Emperor Shun (Ji~~:R-T .. riH'f1H.li~). And the Yin Dynasty 

was ruined in the time of Fa (;!st), a grandson of Jilijizi C*Jh~-T) who was 1 th generation 

of Hujik. TianziC:R-T) had been initially called as Shi (~). Huang (~). and then Di(irif) and 

later it had been called as Wang(=[), and then Great King ( )(=[) when a feudal lord was 

called as King. Some examples are summarized in the following : 

(2) After the time Tianzi had been called firstly as Huanyinshi(.f~IZSJ~) that had been 

succeeded for 100 generations since then. when Yuchao Shi(:fl!El{;), Suiren Shi U;£A.l{;), 

and Fuxi Shi (f;l\~1{;) had been called as Emperors so that the three were called CD 

Heavenly Emperor Yuchao(:flm::R~). (2) Earth Emperor Suiren U~At~~). and ® Mankind 

Emperor Fuxi(f;I\~A~). When it had come to the ere1 of the Five Emperors including CD 
Emperor Yan (~'rif), (2) Emperor Huang(l'i'rif.) ® Emperor Yao ( ~ iriJ'). @ Emperor 

Shun(jf .. rif). and (5) Emperor Yu W~J'ri'f). From that time on Tianzi had been called Wang, 

however, in order to get rid of any confusion that a feudal lord had come to be called as 

Wang, it had been called Great King and feudal lord King respectively. In the age of the 

Jizi Chosun Dynasty the Five Heroes and Feudal Lords were called as Kings including Qin. 

Chu. Yan, Ji, Han, Zhao. and Wei (~.=E. ~=E. ~=E. )f=E, ~f,=E, ~=E. fij=[) and Feudal Lord 

Kings including Han, Wu, Shu, Wei, Jin, Sui. and Tang C¥X.=E. :!k=E. il=E, ~=E. llf=E. ffi=E. 

J;bi =E) . And the founder of the Koryo Chosun Dyne1sty was called as Great Emperor 

Gojumong, the founder of the Unified Silla Dynasty Great Emperor Taejong Muyeol. and 

the founder of the Koryo Chosun Dynasty Great Emperor Wanggeon Taejo respectively. 

In the ending art of the Dongyi Yin Dynasty the Emperor fell in excessive drinking 

everyday that leaded a difficult situation in governing, they had three good ministers (~* 

:'9£) who recommended him to render a good and just governing, they were Bi Gan (.ItT-), 

Wei ZiUJ'tt-T). and Ji Zi.(~-T). Latterly Bi Gan Clt=f) became the forefather of Im clan, Wei 

Zi(i!'ttr) the forefather of Song clan and Confucius was a descendant of Wei ZiCi~-T). And 

Gong clan and Im clan have the same family origin. 

2. Dongyi Central Plains Jizi Zhou Chosun Dynasty(*~$ JjjlJrf~ T ~ ~J.I~r) was posterity of the 

Dongyi Yin Chosun Dynasty(*%~~J.I~r)[l3] 
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(1) Foundation of the Dongyi Jizi Zhou Chosun Dynasty(~~~ lt-=t-Ji'i.l~Jl~t) 

The Dongyi Jizi Zhou Chosun Dyn8 sty(~~~lt-f- Ji'i.lM~t) was founded by Muwangl>al. a 

son of King Munchang, by having succeeded the origin of the Yin Dynasty. And the 

Common Comme ntaries of the Geography (:=itf~tiUf ) s tates that the national name had been 

call e d CI S Chos un Yuju and changed into Zhou in the time of the Jin Dynasty, The Dynasty 

had divided into the Era of the Five Heroes (BC770 - BC4 75) according that feudal lords 

had grown in political powers. The Five Heroes consisted of (1) Hwan Gong in Ji Country, 

(2) Mun Gong in Jin Country , (3) King J ;:mg in Chu Country , (4) King Ohap in Wu Country , 

Clnd (5) King Gucheon in Wol Country. Besides Shunzi states that the Five Heroes were (1) 

Mokgong in Jin Country. (2) Yanggong in Song Country, (3) King Bucha in Wu Country, or 

Jin. Chu. Ji, or Jin. 

(2) Era of the Five Kings and Se ve n Heroes m the Dongyi Central Plains Jizi Zhou 

Chosun Dynas ty (~~'%1'j:' IJ~U13·rm~t) 

It h<1d overturned from the Era of Five King s into the Era of the Seven Heroes (BC4 75 

- BC 256), the following seven heroes . who were fe udal lords, e xcept for Emperor of the 

Dongyi Central Plains Jizi Zhou Chosun Dynasty (~~ ~ ~!Jll:R-=fiji.)]~t) ; Qin. Chu, Y<m, Ji, Han, 

Zhao . and Wei (~=E. ~t . ~=E. Jr:-t. Jl!t=E. JM =E . fiJ=E). They had combated with each 

other lo <1scend the throne of the Centr<1l Plains then. And the winner was Yan, who h<1d 

founded the Y<m Dyn<lsty, whose national name h8d been changed into the Yan Chosun 

Dyn<1sty or Lhe Jizi Y 8n Dynasty, and the n finally Daebuyeo Chosun Dynasty ( _A-1;;:~lji}j~) 

CBC284 - BC256). 

3. Dongyi Central Plains Kogyryo(Xiongnu) Chosun Dynasty(*~~~rl§J{D~~('(2s)JIDZ)~ 

~~)was posterity of the Dongyi Jizi Zhou Chosun Dynasty(* ~J;; -T mJ ~~~) 
Gojumongseongje, a de scendant of Jegokgos in, had founded the Kogyryo Chosun 

Dynasty by h8 ving succeeded the Jizi Chosun Dynasty and the Buyeo Chosun Dynasty [ 17]. 

And then the n8tional name was changed into the Daekoguryo ()._:~{!,)~~-)[14] in BC232 in 

the time of Gre at King Yeoyul the third and then again changed into the Koguryo Chosun 

that had the following three feudal lord countries ; Baikche, Han, and Silla. Later the 

Dyne~sty had merged into the Unified Silla Chosun, which had been divided into Han and 

Tang by serving the Dynasty as their master country, which had been gathered and 

succeeded in the Koryo Chosun Dynasty, founded by Great King Wanggeon, and then 

which had been divided by the Dynasties of Balhae, Yao, Jin, and Yuan in the northe rn 
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parts. Yuan and Koryo Chosun had been overthrown by Zhou Yuanzhang, head of robbers, 

and the Ming Dynasty and the Qing Chos un Dynasty in the mainstream of northern Dongyi 

had been born then. In 1911 SunWen led a revolution at the ending parts of the Qing 

Chosun that Republic of China was founded then. The present Chinese government, which 

should be belonged to a tributary of southern regions of the Chang Jiang River, that has 

succeeded to Ju Won J<mg, southern part of the Chang Jiang, a tributary, was affiliated with 

the Guangdong government of Sun Wen and Mao Zhedong, southern part of the hang Jiang 

River.C'Zmn. 

As stated in the foregoing the nations in the Central Plains had migrated in the four 

directions for the past historic period of several thousand years and they had established 

countries, kingdoms, and nations in Central Asia, Eurasia, Southwestern Asia, and 

Southeastern Asia. Therefore, the Asian have a common history and cultures in 

themselves. 

Since the Turk are offshoots of Hunzhou who were posterity of the Heavenly Emperor 

the Koguryo Chosun Dynasty(r'a'J{!J~~-~.!:l~t) succeeded in the Dongyi Xia Dynasty (fJ~~~~ 

~t ), the Dongyi Yin Chosun Dynasty(fJ~~~~&i-J:l~). and the Dongyi Jizi Zhou Chosun 

Dynasty(fJ~ ~~ T-~ ijiJ.j~t) that were succeeded from the Three Emperors( ~ ~) and the Five 

Emperors(.n:•;'if). Nations risen on southern regions of the Chang Jiang River(£mn. Korean 

peninsula, Mongol territory. and Japanese islands have fabricated and perverted truths of 

the genuine history that those had been derived from the Dongyi culture (fJ~ ~)[ft). The 

historic fabrications and perverts were initiated from the time of Ming Dynasty ( aA) in 

southern regions of the Chang Jiang River(}Z:ml), the Li Shi Chosun Dynasty ($~t~Jn) in 

the Korean peninsula. and around the Meiji Restoration in the Japanese islands 

respectively, which is a fact that provokes a wrath from all the people in the world. 

In conclusions, the Three Emperors( ~~) and the Five Emperors(.li•rif) who were the 

ancestry of the Dongyi Yin Chosun Dynasty(fJ~~ij~t'J~t), the Dongyi Central Plains Jizi 

Zhou Chosun Dynasty(fJ~~~!Jli:~T-)j'jj~~). the Dongyi Yin Chosun Dynasty(fl~~~t~Jn). the 

Dongyi Jizi Zhou Chosun Dynasty(fl~~~T-I!:It'Jn), and the Dongyi Central Plains 

Kogyryo(Xiongnu) Chosun Dynasty( fJ~ ~ l=j:l !* ~ 1!) ~~ ( fillJ t!X)t'J ~t) diffused through the whole 

areas in Asia, that Northern XiongnuUt filllt/.X) had diffused towards the northwestern, the 

Koguryo Chosun Dynasty{~{!)~~t~Jn) to northern tributaries including Balhae Dynasty ((.f}J 

#IJ), Liao Dynasty 01.). Jin Dynasty (~). Yuan Dynasty (5[;), Mongolian Turk, Siberia, 

Central Asia, and Eurasia. The Northern Xiongnu(~tfilllt!X) were of the Xun tribe 0.-E~) a 

northern tributary who were descendants of Xun Zhou Om Wi) a son of Xia Jie ( :i: ~ ). 

Towards the southern, the Southern Xiongnu(i¥i~t!X) had diffused in Han Dynasty (¥.)(), 
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Tang Dynasty (!,11) , Song Dynasty ('~~). Ming Dynasty (aJD, ce ntered on the Jiu Jiang River 

(:ftii) where is a southern region of the Chang Jiang River(:£m\), and then the present 

Chinese Guangdong government of Mao Zhetlong and over the wole regions of 

Southeaste rn Asia and Southwestern Asia including Indochina peninsula, and India. The 

Southern Xiongnu(i¥J );gjiv() is of a tributary tribe on southern region of the Huanghe River 

and the tributary tribe of Xia Qi (][Jd) of Southern Xiongnu(ffi~ti.l() is called the HansCYX~) 

since then so that not only the Xun tribe O.f.J~) of Northern Xiongnu(~t ~ti.l() but also the 

Hans(¥)(~) of Northern Xiongnu(~t );gjti.l() were in all tributaries of the Koguryo Chosun 

Dynasty(~{rJ~~- ~JI~t) who were of the direct line of descendants from Dingyi Central Plains 

Mainstream (~~%~!Jlt±7110. The nomenclature of Koguryo (~{rJ~~) signifies a high, great, 

and brilliant country or kingdom which is reigned by Heavenly Emperor. And the 

nomenclature of Xiongnu();gjlv() signifies a country or kingdom of mind, heart, and healthy 

having gentlemen and worldwide spirits in themselves. Therefore the nomenclature of the 

Koguryo Chosun Xiongnu (r'6'J{rJ~~$J~!(:);gjiv() means a central worldwide country or kingdom 

having divinity. brilliance . strength. and gentlemen in themselves. Xia Dynasty, that was 

the Han Dyansty (ff,[E]). reigned by Emperor Yu centering on the Central Plains Dongyi .. 

The Southern Xiongnu(ffi);gjiv() is of a tributary tribe on southern region of the Huanghe 

River and the tributary tribe of Xia Qi (][Jd) of Southern Xiongnu(i¥J);gjiv() is called the 

Hans(1.:Xa~D since then so that not only the Xun tribe O:E~) of Northern Xiongnu(~t );gjiv() but 

also the HansCY.:X~) of Northern Xiongnu(::lt );gjti.l() were in all tributaries of the Koguryo 

Chosun Dynasty(~{rJ~~$3~!(:) who were of the direct line of descendants from Dingyi 

Central Plains Mainstream ( ~~% ~ !Jlt± 7110. And also therefore those who inhabit and 

countries founded in these territories at present have been descended from the root of 

past history thousands of years only, are not the ones at the ancient times then, but the 

ones who have been the posterity from the single root the Kogyryo nation(ff,{g:ii:;:). 

Therefore, if they argue about our nation's history or your nation's history against national 

boundaries in Asia. it will be merely something like a children playing house. 

Through results of this study, relevant scholars will edit and publish a common history 

textbook of common Asian histories, literatures, and cultures for all the countries in Asia 

so that they will have an Asian history in common is suggested in this paper No.87. 
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Asian States in the 16th Century: the diffusion of 

Ottoman Military Technology 
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Sa@fatih.edu.tr 

When the Ottoman Empire reached the height of its power in the 161
h century it was 

monitoring three continents. Additiomdly they were ossisting other Muslim and Turkish 

states in centred Asi<1 <1g<1inst their enemies by providing them with military support such 

CIS weopons, guns, handguns <1nd especially weapons engineers. Cannon makers and users 

were sent to teach how to cast cannons and use these new military technologies. The 

Indian Sultanates. Uzbek Khonates in Asia, Diu and Jawa Sultanates in South Asia and the 

Kingdom of Mali in Africa requested skilled cannon makers and users mainly from the 

Ottoman Empire. The Ottoman Sultan's policy towards those seeking help was to help 

them against their enemies by providing them with military support, expecting in return 

good political and commercial relations. Through the skills of Turkish military engineers 

and technologists, Ottoman civilisation as well as military technology spread throughout 

the Turkish and Muslim states in Asia and South Asia. 

The ottomans seem to have played an import;;mt role in the introduction of fire-arms 

into various Asian countries, either as the direct suppliers or as causing their rivals in the 

East to obtain them from the Europeans. In the first category can be mentioned the 

Khanates in Turkistan, the Crimean Khanate, the Guajarati's in India, the Sultan of Ache in 

Sumatra, and Sultan Ahmed Gran in Ethiopia. The Ak Koyunlu and the Safawids in Iran and 

the Mamluks in Egypt can be included in the Second category.' Also it must highlight that 

the Ottoman government tried to exploit its privileged position in respect of fire arms to 

pursue a policy of universal powder. For not only did that position bestow on the Ottoman 

government a definite superiority in battle over its rival in the Middle East -it gave it also 

an incomparable prestige in the countries which were threatened by the Portuguese, the 

Russians, and the Iranians in Asia. 

1 H. Inalcik, "the Socio-Political Effects of the Diffusion of Fire-arms in the !Vliddle East", War, 
Technology and Society in the lllidd/e East (ed. V. J. Parry-M.E. Yapp), London 1975, p. 202. 
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The Ottomans were the second Muslim country acquainted with the fire arms after 

Mamluks which they met in the middle of the thirteenth century. Although Mamluks met 

with fire arms before lhe Ottomans, they didn't use the advante1ges of them. Mamluks 

military le<1ders e1nd some statesman were preferred tre1dition<1l wee1pons r<~ther than new 

invented fire arms. The Ottom<~n State emerged after them but they used to use fire arms 

very effectively and improved them after short time they obtained them. Toward the end 

of the Mamluk sultanate, they asked milit<~ry aids. especially fire <~rms from the Ottomans, 

when they faced the Portuguese threat from the Ocean side, and they send them wh<1t they 

want. Before the Portuguese threat there was not any kind of serious haz<~rd in that area 

using fire arms for the Mamluks. When the realised the power of fire <~rms it WCIS too late 

to improve their military situation. Inevitably when they faced to the Ottomans, they had to 

look for aid to Europe<m states. especially Veneti<ms and Rhodes Knights2
• 

The Ottoman statesman gave much attention to firearms and gained very big 

advantages through the centuries and became the biggest state in the sixteenth century. In 

Europe, Asia and Africa they defeated very strong rival states armies thanks to the fire 

arms. While Mamluks which they were the most powerful Muslim state before the 

Ottomans. they gained their position <md eventually defeated them <md emerged own 

sovereignty over their soils. After the new situation the Ottomans became the protector of 

the Holy Lands and other weak Muslim states in the world. When the Ottomans conquered 

new soils in East of Anatolia and Africa, they obtained very important adv<~ntage between 

Turkish and Muslim states. Like Mamluks. other states which has a racial and religious 

relationship with the Ottomans, asked military aid from the Ottom<~ns. It was very 

important opportunity for the Ottomans to enlarge their political and religious impact over 

other Muslim and Turcic states. They utilised this opportunity and send them some military 

aids and equipments as well as the weapons:l. 

From Turcic khanates in Asia'1 to the middle of the Afric<1 and Far E<1st Asi<1 <md sub 

continent of Asia. very large amount of <~rea they send their milit<1ry technology and t<~ctics 

via experienced Turkish masters and soldiers. This aid also provided that the Ottoman 

military technology expanded these countries. Th<1nks to these helps the OttomCin military 

technology reached almost half of the present world at that time. Sending this weapons and 

military power those countries. the Ottom<~ns expanded their political and religious 

~ D. Ay<lion, Gunpowder and firearms in the 11Jamluk Kingdom, London 1956. p. 126, 138; Feridun 
Bey, 11/e t:mua-i J1/iln$eat-J Ft'ridun Bey, istanbul 1274-75. II, 468 . 

:J Salim Ayd liz , "16, As trda Osmanltl arm islam Devletleri'ne Ate!;ili Silah ve Teknoloji YardJmi", Yeni 
Omit, 39 (1998). pp. 45-47. 

~ Prime 1\linister Archive (BA). KK. nr. 239, p. 368. 
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penetration over helped countries. It was an Ottoman policy to expand their power through 

the Muslim and Turkish states against the rival stCltes like Iran and others. 

These military aids were sending by the Ottoman upon the request of the leaders of 

the Muslim or Turkic states which was attacked by some European countries. This aid 

package was contains especially cannon, musket Clnd gunpowder beside the gunners, 

musketeers and cannon makers. If the transport of the weapons face the difficulty then 

they send only gunners and cannon master like India and Sumatra islands'' . 

The important question in this step is that via these aids has the Ottomans fire arms 

technology transferred over those countries rather thCln the political and religious effect or 

if yes how this transferred happened? The Powerful rival of the Ottomans and the leading 

Muslim state in the world at that time first appealed to the Ottomans for a military aid 

including fire arms and materials to build a navy Clble to withstand the Portuguese in the 

Red Sea and the Indian Ocean in 1509n. Due to some reasons this request had received in 

two years. 1511. Containing 300 muskets. 40 qantars gunpowder and other military 

munitions send as free help 7
. About 1512 Mehmed b. Abdallah, an Ottoman. was appointed 

captain of the fleet to be built at Suez. Three years later the Mamluk fleet at Suez was 

placed under the command of another Ottom<1n see1 capte1in. Selman Reis. But Mamluks 

didn't use this weapons <1nd new military munitions to improve their own military levels. As 

a matter of fact. when they face the Ottom<ln invasion they asked military help from 

Venetians and Rhodes knights. 

The reliance of the Mamluks on Ottoman ait would appear to have enhanced the 

prestige of the Ottoman throughout the Muslim world at the expense of the Mamluks.H 

While Mamluks e1sking the Ottoman aids age1in Portuguese attacks in the Read Sea, 

they never think that one de1y the Ottomans would e1ttack and knock down their hegemony 

in the area. Following Mamluks. this time, Abyssinian Ruler Gran Ahmad Khan faced a 

serious Portuguese attacks. He received aid in the form of fire-arms from the Ottoman 

Pasha of the Yemen and proclaimed a jihad in 1527 against the Christian King of Abyssinia, 

whom the Portuguese were supporting. The ottome1ns had continued to send more aid to 

him following years. But after two years Ahmed Gran was killed and the Muslim offensive 

brought to a halt until the mid sixteenth century, when the Ottomans themselves took the 

initiative on this border and created there, eventually, a Beglerbeglik of Habesh.~1 

;; l\.Iahmut H. Sakiroglu, "Barut", Diyanet islam AnsJklopedisJ: III, p. 93. 
ti H. inalcJk, "David Ayalon'un Gunpowder and Firearms in the Afamluk Kingdom adli eserinin tanltlm 

yazJs!", TTK Belleten, 83 0957), p. 503. 
7 lnalcik, "The Diffusion", pp. 202-3. 
8 lnalclk, ibid., pp. 202-203. 
~~ lnalcik, ibid., pp. 203-4. 
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Those small states Turkic khanates 10
, Bornu Sultanate and Sultan Gran Ahmed al

Mujahid' s (1506-1543) (Ahmed ibn Ibrahim) government 11
, that received military help from 

the Ottomans in different years. has no enough fincmcial power to improve and establish 

their own weapon industries. But some of them . has utilised this opportunity and 

established their own arm industry like as an African state Bornu Sultanate King ldris 

Elevma (1571-1603). He sent an envoy to the Sultan Murad III in 1576 and announced his 

obedience to him and asked some military aid and he received numbers of muskets and 

muskets via Trablusgarb province. He utilized this help and established an army has 

muskets 1 <. Of course to continue of this army they need a least a small factory to repair 

and produce what the musketeers need during the war. 

The most effected areas of the Ottoman military technology were the Iran, India and 

Ache. The Ottoman - Atjeh relations goes back to 1538 as a political and spice trade 

manners. The Sultc=m of Ache stated also that the Friday prayer (khutba) in the islands 

under his rule was read in the name of the Ottoman Sultan. Later years Atjeh Sultan sent 

ambassadors to Istanbul in order to secure Ottoman cooperation against the Portuguese. In 

return to the ambassador's request in 1567. the Ottomc=m Sultan ordered an ottoman force 

composed of 15 regular and 2 large galleys, 1 head gunner, 7 artillery men and a company 

of soldiers equipped with smaller arms and cannons under the command of Kurtojflu H1z1r 

Reis to s<lil from Suez and go to the aid of the Atjeh Sultanate and protect Muslims from 

threats. The Ottoman aid. 500 Turks. m8ny large cannons, equipment and technical experts 

and artillery men. did reach Atjeh in 1568 or 1569, during the reign of Alauddin, the Atjeh 

Sultan. This aid was containing experts and workers capable of making cannons, and they 

cast ccmnons with large calibres there. The Ottoman influence continued for years even 

the relations disconnected in 1580's. It was most effective in the military service, military 

tactics, engineering skills and artillery powers. According to an archival document dated 8 

September 1567, upon the request of Ache Sultan Mauddin. the Ottomans sent them from 

Egypt, fifteen galleys and two barca with artillerymen and arquebusiers basJlics, 

chakoloz. mostars, gunpowder and other munitions and warriors under the command of 

Kurdoglu 1--Iizir Captain l:l. But, a little later. the envoy of the Sultan of Ache was told that, 

10 Osman!J Tarihine Aid Belgeler: Telhisler (1597-1607) (n'i'jr. Cengiz Orhonlu), istanbul 1970, pp. 
79-80. 

11 lnalc1k. "The Diffusion", pp. 203-4. 
1 ~ J. Spencer Trimingham, A History of Islam in Blest Africa. Oxford 1962, p. 122; Pierre Bertaux, 

Afnka: Von der Vorgeschichte bis zu den Staaten der Gegenwart. Fischer Weltgeschichte, XXXII , 
Frankfurt 1966, p. 80; Cengiz Orhonlu, "Osmanlt-Hornu 1\liinasebetlerine Aid Belgeler", 10EF, TD, 
23 (1969), p. 123; Davut Dursun, "Bornu", Diyanet Islam Ansiklopedis1: Istanbul, VI. 294. 

1
:l BA, JlJD, nr. 7, p. 87/234. 
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because of the rebellion in the Yemen, the expedition was adjourned to the next year. 

Thereafter, the expedition to Cyprus and the critical situation following it made it 

impossible for the Ottom<ms to realize the Ache project. though the promise of aid was in 

fact repeated. However, the small number of Ottoman artillerymen in Sumatra made for 

the Sultan of Ache 200 bronze c<mnon. with which he attacked the Portuguese at 

Malacca in 1568 and 69. These cannons and troops were slightly successful against to 

Portuguese at that time 1
'
1

• The Ottoman military influence continued later this event 

especially on the field of war tactics. military engineering and cannonry, and due to this 

advantages Aches sultans was superior over the other states in Indonesia for long years 1:;. 

Iskender Muda (1603-36) introduced in his palace a military system similar to the 

janissary system of the Ottomans. The role and v8rious influences of the Ottoman Empire 

over Atjeh, guided to Atjeh superiority over Indonesi8. \f; 

INDIA 

The Ottom8n cannonry and military engineering was well-known in India as well and 

Indian cannon history mostly st8rt when the Ottom8n C8nnon masters arriving there. Some 

of the cannons which cast by Turkish c<mnon masters under the patronage of Sultan 

Bahadur Khan 8nd Babur Khan are still present in the area. The cannon masters whom 

were sent from Istanbul casting cannon in the name of the Sultans, meanwhile they were 

te8ching them how to use these c<1nnons and also the famous Ottoman war methods called 

"Rum! usul" 17
• 

Bahadur, the Sultan of Gucerat possessed perfect cannons m 1533. Among these 

cannons was a "m8gnificent bronze basilisk" (bacalu~ka) with a capacity of firing a 50 

kilograms cannon ball". The Ottoman artillery men were very famous in India. Mustafa 

11 inalc1k, "The Diffusion", pp. 20-l-6: i. HakkJ Konyal!, "Sumatra ve Cava'da TUrk Toplan", Yeni 
Jl!ecmua, 66 (1940). pp. 7-8. 

1 ~ Salih Ozbaran, "XVI. YUzyJlda Asya'da \'e Afrika'da Ate:;;li Silahlann ve Asker! Teknoloji'nin 
YayJlmasmda Osmanl!lann Roll!". Asker! Tanh Balteni, 27 (1989), pp. 37-42: S. Ozbaran, "The 
Ottomans' Role in the Diffusion of Fire-arms <mel 1\lilitary Technology in Asia and Africa in the 
16th Century", Revue !nternationale d'Histoire il!Jlitaire, 67 (1988), pp. 77-83. Same author. "16. 
YlizyJlda Asya'da ve Afrika'da Ate:;;li Silahlann ve Asker! Teknolojinin Yay1lmasmda OsmaniJlarm 
Rolli", X Tlirk Tanh KongresiAnkara 1986, Ankara 1993, IV, pp. 1473-1479. 

u; Ozbaran, pp. 82-83. 
17 lqtidar Husain Siddiqi, "Hindistan 1\!Uslliman Sultanl!klanyla Osmanhlar Arasmda KUltorel ve 

Diplomatik ili:;;kiler", pp. 115-121: Azmi Ozcan. "BabUrllile r ve BabliriO-Osmanl! Devletleri 
Arasmdaki ili~kiler". XV ve XVI. As1rlan Tiirk Asn Yapan Dcjjwler, istanbul 1997, pp. 107-114: 
Orhonlu, Habe~ Eyaleti, p. 15: S. A. Z. Nedvi, "The Use of Cannon in 1\'Iuslim India", Islamic Culture, 
12 (1938), pp. 408-409: lqtidar Alam Khan, "The Role of the 1\longols in the Introduction of 
Gunpowder and Firearms in south Asia", Gunpowder: The History of an International Technology 
(eel. B. J. Buchanan), Bath 1996, pp. 33-44. 
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Bayram, Selman Bey's cousm, who was working under the command of Sultan Bahadur 

Shah, had adopted the name Rumi Han. and his slave Sefer Selman was called HUdavend 

H<m. IK. Although not planned by the central administration, the conquest under the 

Command of Mustafa Bayram to Diu in Yemen in 1531 was recognized as a major one due 

to the enormous cannons and qualified artillery men present. The Portuguese were 

repelled from Diu as a result of this conquest and a new page was added to the existing 

fame the Rumis on use of fire-arms, artillery, and war-tactics.'!' 

Upon the request of the Indian Shah. Huseyin Han from Istanbul was send to the India 

m the reign of Suleyman the Magnificent, cast a basilisk cannon named "Malik-i Maydan" 

42 tonnes weigh and throws 50 kg used to use till 168520
. The cannon masters Ustad Ali 

Kulu and Mustafa Han Rumi also was send to area simultaneous time to cast cannons for 

B<~hadur Shah of Gucerat to India, they were the pioneer cannon masters in the area. 21 A 

huge c<~nnon ball was throwed from the cannon which cast by Ustad Ali Kulu in 1527, went 

very far area and divided into two parts and killed one part eight enemy soldiers22
• These 

masters continued their services after Bahadur Shah with Humayun, and the Ottomans 

send also new cannon m<lsters named Ustad Kebir ve Ust<ld Huseyin Han whom 

transferred the ottoman cannon style2
:l. Another cannon master Huseyin Han which was 

sent to India again upon request of the Babur H<m. cast a cannon in the name of Sultan in 

Ahmed Nagar in 1549. Chemic<ll analyzes of this bronze cannon shows that it contains % 

80.43 coppers and % 19.57 tins. It was 42 tonnes weight and the inscription of the cannon 

inserted in 1685. This cannon displays in Bijapur. Thes some figures on the cannon which 

made Clfter CClst. At the muzzle there is a open mounted drClgon between two baby 
2'1 elephants .. 

The Ottoman war tactics and military technology effects continued for a long time 

which the Ottoman cannon masters and military engineers played very important role to 

transfer these methods. The cannon names and user titles shows that the Ottoman impact 

was very strong and effective in this area. 

1 ~0zbaran, ibid. .. pp. 1476-1477; V. J. Parry, islamda Harb Sanat1" (trans. E.lv'Ierr;il-S. Ozbaran), TD, 
28-29 (1975), p. 204. 

l!' Ozbaran, ibid., pp. 80-81. 
~0 1\1. K. Zaman, lllughal Artillery, Delhi 1983, p. 40. 
~ 1 iqtidar Husain Siddiqi. "Hindistan 1\llislliman Sultanhklanyla Osmanhlar Arasmda KUltlirel ve 

Diplomatik 1li~kiler" (trans. Azmi Ozcan), XV ve XVl As1rlan Tiirk Asn Yapan Dejferler. istanbul 
1998, pp. 119-120. 

~ 2 Zaman, ll/ughal ArtJ/lery, p. 18. 
2

:l Zaman, llfughal Artillery, p. 17. 
~'1 Zaman. Jl!ughal Artillery . p. 40. 
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The possessions of fire arms enabled the Ottomans notable victories over the east and 

west states. They used the advantages of gunpowder weapons against the states that they 

use traditional war techniques especially. The Ottomans were first introduced to fire-arms 

and gunpowder in the Balkans. They did not hesitate to adopt and even develop them. 

Later, during the Egyptian conquest, they brought their fire arms and gained a fair fame for 

themselves Cilong the Indian Ocean and the Islamic world. Soon, the Ottoman aid was 

sought by nations wanting to put up ag<~inst the Portuguese representatives of Europe, 

striving to spread Christianity and shift their spice trade-route to the Ocean. No other 

Islamic state had reached the Ottoman's level in military technology and use of fire arms. 2~ 

IRAN 

Iran was also was effected state from the Ottoman military methods and engineering. 

Although Iran Safawids received first Portuguese and Venetian2
';, <~nd later English cannon 

<~nd munitions aids to reject the Ottoman raids, the used to effect the Ottom<m weapon and 

user names while they giving their equipment terms. As Ci m<~tter of f<~ct Shah Tahmasb in 

1528 est<~blished <1 troop under the name of "Rumlu Tlifenciler", and used those Ottoman 
2-

military titles in his army: top, topcu. topcubashi, tufegci. darbzen and kazgan '. We 

understand the existence of some Turkish terms as topcubashi in the Iran army that the 

Ottoman effect continued until eighteenth and even nineteenth centuries2
H. 

The militarily and munitions aids were very effeclive in the civil wars which happened 

m Turkistan for the side was supported by the Ottomans. Beside this area, especially it 

was very important help those countries Abyssinia. Ache and Bornu which they were 

fighting against Christian allies. Between the Muslim countries this position promoted the 

Ottoman superiority in the name of political matters and effectiveness and also caliphate 

status2!'. Meanwhile, even today, the cannons which made by the Ottoman masters exhibits 

in India and other countries, played very crucial role not to transfer of the Ottoman military 

technology only, also Turkish arts as well:m. 

2
" Ozbaran, ibid., pp. 78-79. 

21
; Parry, "islamda Harb Sanatt", p. 206; 1\lahmut H. Sakiroglu, "Barut", DiA, III. 93. 

27 inalctk, "The Diffusion", p. 207. 
2 ~ l\1. I. l\larankowski. Mirza Rafi'a 's Dastur a/-Muli1k. A Manual of Later Safavid Administration, PhD 

Dissertation, 1988, Kuala Lumpur, the International Institute of Islamic Thought and Civilization 
OSTAC), pp. 114-115, 320-321. 

2
P inalctk, "The Diffusion", p. 29; "David Ayalon'un ... " p. 504. 

3° Fulya Bodur, Tiirk Maden SanatJ, istanbul 1987, p. 46. 
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The Ottom<m attention m m<1king the Centr<1l Asian states her allies goes back to the 

reign of Mehmed the Conqueror who. in 1478, invited Sult<m Baykara of the Timurid house 

to make a joint <1ttack on Uzun Hasan in !ran.:q 

The Irani<m success over the Uzbeks at the battle of Mashad in 1528 was ascribed to 

the destftr-i Rumf. i.e .. to the Ottoman tactics of Tabur Cengi. The safawid superiority in 

the fire <1rms caused the Uzbeks to ask insistently for these weapons and also for 

specialists from the Ottomans; <md Suleyman I sent to Barak Nawruz Khan (1540-59) an 

'auxilary force of 300 Janissaries armed with the tnfeng and some artillery of the kind 

known as darbzen" .:l~ In the year 1582. upon the request of the Uzbek envoy, the Porte 

ordered to send a cannon master with 5 akca a day to the Uzbekistan:l:l. In addition to this. 

in 1560. the Porte published an order to send 5 more dabrzen cannons to the Ozi castle to 

protect it from the enemy raids and ten cannoners. twenty qantars gunpowder.:H. 

It is certain that artillery was known in Asia. long before the arrival of the Europeans. 

It is likely that Chinese guns were at least as good as Western guns. if not better. up to the 

beginning of the fifteenth century. From China the knowledge of gunpowder and firearms 

spread to Korea. Jap<m. Jav<1 and other parts of Asia. For India, in the 1360' s guns were 

largely used in Lhe Deccan both by the Raja of Vijayanag<lr and by Muhammad Shah Bahmai. 

Actu<1lly Muhammad Shah gave special attention to artillery, added to his army a special 

branch for it. <1nd employed "Rumis" (Turks) <md "Farangi" (Europeans) well acquainted 

with the art of gunnery .. By 1368, both Europeans and Turks were acquainted with 

artillery. and on the other h<md, the reference to Turkish gunners is not at all surprising 

because it is well known that Turkish influences were very strong in those parts of India in 

the 141
h century and onwards. :!:. In Gujarat, guns were used in the battle of Malwa in A.D. 

1421 <md in A.D. 1457 in the bombardment of Mandalgash. In the second half of the 

century, Sultan Mahmud Beghra had. beside field and siege guns artillery which was used 

in naval battles.:lr; 

:n lnalcik. "The Diffusion". p. 208. 
:l< inalcik, "The Diffusion", p. 208. 
Tl · · BA. KK. nr. 240. p. 368. 
:H BA. Jl/D, no. 3. p. 372/1099. 
:F. ,Carlo l\1 Cipolla. Guns 581ls and l::,}npires Technological Innovation and the Early Phases of 

fiwopf'an Expans ion 1400-1700. London 1965. pp. 104- 106. 
:w Cipolla, ibid. p. 10 •. 
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KOREAN CASE 

According to tradition the Koreans were introduced to the use of cannon by the 

Chinese at the end of the fourteenth century. Yu Sungyoung, a prime minister of the Yi 

dynasty during the Japanese invasion of 1592-9, wrote that "in our chosen Korea from the 

first there was no powder. At the end of Korny (A.D. 1372) a Chinese merchant named Lee 

Hang stayed at the home of general in charge of weapons"· This was the first time of 

chosen Korea had gunpowder and fire-arms. It was started by Choi Mushen". While Boots 

claiming that fire-arms were first used in Korea at the end of the fourteenth century, 

Cipolla thinks that this event could have occurred some time earlier. As regards Japan, 

there are numerous references to the existence of guns prior to the arrive! of the 

Portuguese. although it is generally agreed that guns were not used extensively for 

militory purposes until the end of the Tembun era (1532- 54). In javo the knowledge of fire 

arms was probably introduced by the Mongols. As to Malacca, when the Portuguese set 

foot in the country in 1511. according to their chroniclers they captured 3000 pieces of 

artillery. We are not told what kind of guns these were, but a modern author believes that 

it was a question of "small arms which came from foundries in Pegu and Siam, iron casting 

having been introduced into these countries from China" .:JI 

In 1516 an Ottoman galley came out of Aden and attacked Portuguese vessels. The 

Turks had placed aboard the galley a huge gun (a basilik). that was said to throw a shot of 

three-quarters of a hundredweight. When the gun was fired, the recoil was so great that 

the galley turned over till the Portuguese could see her keel.:JH 

Against the Portuguese on the Ocean the Ottomans fought as they did at Lepanto. In 

1551-2 when Piri's fleet moved to the Persian Gulf, in 1576-7 when a naval expedition 

was led by Ali Bey against Muscat, in the defence of Aden with Admiral Hidir Bey, it was 

always the large galleys, the kadirgas that carried the weight of the battle. The Portuguese 

used galleys also but the backbone of their fleet was the large ocean-going gun-manned 

sailing vessel. In a small closed sea the big galleys still had a few chances. It is not 

fortuitous that neither the Portuguese nor the Dutch ever succeeded in establishing 

themselves on the shores of the Red Sea. But on the ocean the galleys had no chances 

whatsoever. When they were not sunk by the guns of the great sailing ships they were 
'l'J easy prey to the fury of the elements.·· 

Before the beginning, in 1517, of Ottoman rule in the Yemen, one find there. and in 

India , a number of soldiers, seamen, and gunners or specialists in fire-arms bearing the 

:n Cipolla, ibid., p. 105. 
:JH Cipolla, ibid., p. 102. 
:l!' Cipolla, ibid., pp, 102-3. 
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n8me of Rumi or Rumlu. At that time, m the East outside the Ottoman Empire. this 

designation had the sense. unequivocally, of 'Ottoman', The Rumis included apparently 

not only those Ottomans who were sent by Bayezid II to the Mamluks frum 1 G09 

onward, but also adventurers who left the Ottoman lands, especially Western Asia Minor 

and Karaman. Babur, the founder of the Mughal Empire in India, knew well how much 

lie owed his victories to the two specialists in fire-arms, Ustad 'Ali-Kulu and Mustafa 

Rumi. and emphasized it in his memoirs. 'Ali-Kulu cast large guns for him. Mustafa 

Rumi, with his guns and his tufengcis, did great service in the battles of Babur. On one 

occasion, at the battle against Sanka, Mustafa made for Babur wagons in the Rumi style, 

thus enabling him to apply the tactics of destur-i Rumi. Those Ottom<m tactics, 

employed under the supervision of the two specialists, were responsible for Babur's 

victory at Panipat in 1526 and for his success in expeditions against the Afghans m 

India. Babur himself compares his tufeng-endaz soldiers to the 'Rum Ghazileri'. In 

8pplying the destur-i Rumi. which the Ottomans themselves c8lled tabur cengi, heavy 

wagons were chained to ee1ch other <1nd reinforced with guns <1nd arquebuses ranged 

around the m8in part of the army, like a fortress. This order of battle was actually not 

unfamiliar to the Turco-Mongols in the steppes. But what was new for the Ottomans 

was the reinforcement of this form8tion with fire-arms. It was not merely his possession 

of fire-arms, but his skilful use of them, in accordance with the destur-i Rumi, which 

gave to Babur a marked superiority over his rivals. The Rumis continued, later, to be in 

high esteem with the successors of Babur'10
. 

As late as the mid sixteenth century the comparative backwardness in fire-arms of 

the Indian states can be seen through the memoirs of Seydi 'Ali Re'is. With a company of 

less than 150 tufeg-endaz he was able to overcome all the attempts of the local rulers 

and governors to stop him in his journey. The Gujerati Sultan Ahmad and then 'Isa 

Turhan Shah in Sind urged him to take part in their expeditions as a most appreciated 

servant. Once, on his way to Afghanistan, 1.000 Rajputs encircled him, but his tufeng

endaz, entrenching themselves behind kneeling camels, made them give up the idea of 

attacking him. On another occasion, by the fire of his tufeng-endaz, he forced a large 

group of Afghe1ns to retreat11
. 

In 1538, during the expedition against the Portuguese at Diu, the Ottoman v1z1er 

Suleyme1n Pasha had indeed in his fleet a powerful artillery of over no pieces and a 

strong company of tufeng-endaz, but he failed in his enterprise, mainly because he did 

'
10 inalcik, "The Diffusion", p. 210-11. 
11 inalcik. "The Diffusion", p. 210-11. 
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not get from the Gujerati Sultan the co-operation which he had expected to recetve. 

The Sultan WCI S not mi s tCiken in his be lief thCit the Ottomans had come to Diu with a 

powerful fleet more to est8blish their own rule than to support his own. In 1554 Seydi 

'Ali Re'is expre ssed this Ottoman ambition yet again in his memoirs. But the Ottomans 

discovered thCit the whole adventure in the Indian Ocean was beyond their means in the 

face of the more urgent responsibiliti e s confronting them in Central Europe. in the 

Mediterranean , in the Yeme n, and in Iran'12
• 

The Ottom8ns attempted in 1551 to draw off the Portuguese from the Persian Gulf 

altogether. But they showed themselves unable to achieve their goal because of the 

superior naval forces of the Portuguese and the alignment of some of the local rulers 

with them. Fire-power pl8yed a major role in all these clashes, which Seydi 'Ali Re'is 

called 'battles of Clrtillery and tufeng'. Now. the Portuguese control of the routes in the 

Indian Ocean tightened more than ever before. The Muslims in India and in remote 

Indonesia. accustomed to come to Basr8 or to Mecca as tr8ders or pilgrims. were now 

in real distress and 8l8rm. The Sultan of Guj<1rat. the rulers of CCllicut and Ceylon. 

and the Sultan of Ache in Sumatra <lsked the Ottom<m SultCin to send a strong fleet to 

those waters in order to keep the routes open for trade and pilgrimage. He accepted 

reCldily the role of protector of all Muslims in the world, but was unable to fulfil his 

promises. A Jetter (dated November 1565) of the Sultan of Ache has a particular 

interest. since it shows how the eastern governments believed that success against the 

Portuguese depended ultimately on the possession of fire-arms: 

The Portuguese have taken under their control all the passages between the islands 

in this region and, in these passages, capture the ships with the pilgrims and merchants in 

them or sink them by gun-fire1
:l. 

The Ottoman interest in making the Central Asian states her allies goes back to the 

time of Mehmed the Conqueror who. in 14 78, invited Sultan Baykara of the Timurid 

house to make a joint attack on Uzun Hasan in Iran. Now, in the mid sixteenth century, 

the Uzbeks of Cengiz Khan's descendant, who had replaced the Timurids in Central Asi8, 

and the grandsons of Timur Beg in Afghanistan were addressing the Ottoman sultan in 

their letters, asking for help in the style of a vassal ruler to his suzerain. One can see, 

between the lines of Seydi 'Ali Re'is, that Suleyman I then enjoyed a great prestige at 

the courts of the rulers in India and in Central Asia. The same author gives details 

indicating how the military aid that Suleyman sent to B<lrak Khan played an unusual 

12 inalcik, "The Diffusion", p. 210-11. 
•J:J inalcik, "The Diffusion", p. 210-11. 
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role in Turkistan. The commander of the Ottoman force was killed during the civil war 

which broke out after the dei:lth of 'Abd al-Latif Kh<m. In 1556 some of the Janissaries 

sent to Barak Khan left Turkistan to return home. The Ottoman soldiers left the country 

in two groups, one via Tashkent and the Dast-i Kipcak. the other via Bukhara and 

Khwarazm. The latter group, during their journey, had to fight against a force of 

Russi<ms, Moscow having recently captured Astrakhan and thus cut off the route 

between Central Asia and the Crimea. The Janissaries who remained in Transoxania 

entered the service of Seyyid Burhan, the Khan of Bukhara, and also the service of the 

sons of Barak Khan. Barak Khan himself, it seems, had taken the larger part of the 

Janissaries into his own service. He urged Seydi 'Ali Re'is and his arquebusiers to join 

his army, for a company of tufeng-endaz, however small, was then considered to be a 

vital element in the wars between the rival princes in Transoxania. Seydi 'Ali had then 

about forty tufeng-endaz with him. Wherever he went in Transoxania, the local ruler 

insisted that he remain there or else hand over the tufeng in the possession of his 

men. Determined to return to the Ottoman Empire. Seydi 'Ali resisted all promises and 

threats. 'Ali Beg, who was then fighting against the Khan of Bukhara, seized ten of his 

<lrquebuses. The Khan of Bukhara. in turn, forced Seydi 'Ali to surrender the remaining 

tufeng. which were m<1de of iron, giving him in exchange forty tu!eng fashioned from 

copper. This story is of some interest as reve<1ling how Ottoman fire-orms played on 

importont role in the internal struggle within Turkistan ot this time. The Uzbek Khans 

of a Inter time mode new demands for fire-arms to Istonbul. The reaction to the 

request of 'Abd al-Baki, the Khan of Bukhara in 1690 is interesting: in his report to the 

Ottoman sultan the Grand Vizier expressed the opinion that twenty muskets would be 

sufficient and that a number of cannon called darbzan should be sent from Shirvan via 

the Caspian Sea. He added that it was olwoys a good policy to support the Khans of 

Tronsoxania with fire-arms against Iran, even though the Ottoman Empire might be at 

peace with that country. Z. V. Togan thought that the Uzbeks also received Portuguese 

muskets via India and that the Russians perhaps smuggled muskets into Transoxania 

for sale to the Uzbeks. In the seventeenth century the Uzbek Khans continued to have 

small units of musketeers in their armies. Abu'l-Ghazi Bahadur, the Khan of 

Khwarazm (1643-63), had twenty musketeers, a resource which gave him a superiority 

in his conflicts with the Kalmuk and the Turkmen, who had none. Fire-arms were 

better appreciated, when the Russian Cossacks armed with them became a threat to the 

Uzbeks during the first years of the seventeenth century. In 1602 a Cossack band 
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made a surpnse attack and looted Urgenj in Khwarazm. Pursued by the Khan m 

their retreat, they defended themselves behind their wagons with their muskets'1'
1

• 

With the Cos sacks we come to the Russian penetration into Eurasia during the 

sixteenth century. It is generally assumed that their use of fire-arms was agam 

chiefly responsible for the spectacular developments in this region. As with the 

Portuguese in the Indian Ocean. so now, in the present case , the Ottoman Empire, as 

the one Muslim state able to halt the bewildering Russian expansion, received appeals 

for protection from the Muslim peoples living in the area between the Crimea and 

Turkistan. Here, too. the Ottoman reaction followed the same pattern. placing under 

the direct command of the Crimean Khan. who was the champion of the resistance 

against the Russian expansion in Eastern Europe. a small force of Janissaries and a 

few artillerymen. but in fact exploiting the situation essentially for the strengthening 

and enlarging of Ottoman control' in that region and embarking. in due course. on 

great projects of military expeditions. as in 1569'1''. 

To conclude, some general observations c<m be made as follows: 

I. It was under the impact of the fire-arms used by the European nations in their 

expansion into Asia and the Indian Ocean that peoples in this part of the world 

became anxious to acquire these formidable new weapons; and they obtained them 

for the first time through the Ottomans-in the Indian Ocean against the Portuguese, 

and in Eurasia against the Russians. The Ottomans themselves used fire-arms 

extensively and developed their formations. The traditional military organization of 

the Ottoman Empire, furnished with conventional arms, proved to be obsolescent at 

this time and, thereafter. underwent fundamental changes'11
i. 

2. Being the most advanced Muslim nation in respect of fire-arms the Ottomans 

benefited from their privileged position to expand their rule over other Middle 

Eastern countries and, later on. to exploit that position in order to support their 

claim to be the protector of all the Muslims in the world. It is also to be noted that 

Ottoman aid to the other Muslim countries consisted usually of a small unit of 

artillerymen and musketeers, sometimes with a few specialists capable of making 

cannon. The states which received this aid were , in general, not able to utilize it well 

enough to create for themselves units employing fire-arms-partly because of the 

traditional and feudal organization of these states and partly because of the Ottoman 

policy not to facilitate such a development. At any rate, except for the Ottoman 

H 1nalcik, "The Diffusion", p. 210-11. 
15 1nalcik, "The Diffusion", p. 210-11. 
46 inalcik, "The Diffusion", p. 210-11. 
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Empire, the other eastern governments could never create an army effectively 

equipped with fire-arms. But, on the other hand, the soldiers with fire-arms , 

however small in number. played in India, in Turkistan, and in the Crimean Khanate 

a major role in regional warfare.'17 

3. The use of fire-arms was considered, tn these traditional societies, to be 

something 'common' and not compatible with the traditional ethics and symbolism 

of the established military class or with feudal and tribal organization. But when, 

under the necessity to adopt these arms, the state created or expanded a corps of 

slave or popular origin. with pay, as was the case with the Ottomans in the fifteenth 

and with the Safawids and the Crimean Khans in the sixteenth century, the new 

corps, equipped with these superior weapons and subject to the direct command of 

the ruler, became-at least for a time-a basis allowing the state to follow a 

centralizing policy within its territories. This development, leading to an alienation 

of the state from the feudal and tribal troops, was carried almost to completion in 

the Ottoman Empire. whereas in Iran and in the Khanates of Turkistan and the 

Crimea it was the latter elements which continued to be the basic force1
K. 

17 1nalcik, "The Diffusion" , p. 210-11. 
18 !nalcik, "The Diffusion", p, 210-11. 
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